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ABSTRACT
The Anglo-Saxon churches of Canterbury have been reconsidered from an archaeological
perspective with a view to understanding their layout, fiinction, and development. Canterbury
cathedral was excavated in 1993, revealing four Anglo-Saxon phases, commencing with
Augustine's first church in 597. In the early 9th century the cathedral was re-built on a larger
scale, re-built in the mid 10th century, and finally saw the addition of an apsed western
structure with hexagonal stair towers in the early 11th century. St Augustine's abbey complex
comprised the church ofSts Peter & Paul and the, chapel of St Mary in the early 7th century,
and saw the addition of St Pancras chapel probably during the first half of the 7th century.
Later additions included at least three phases of cloisters, the earliest of which may have
been built in the mid 8th century, and a farther cHdpel, free-standing tower, and rotunda built
in the mid 11th century.
Further east was St Martin's church interpreted as a Roman mausoleum, used by Queen
Bertha for Christian worship in the 6th century, and perhaps expanded in the early 7th
century by Augustine.
The thesis has been divided into two sections. Section 1 provides an introduction to
Canterbury's

Anglo-Saxon

churches,

a detailed

presentation

of the evidence

from

excavations, a summary of the historical and written sources, an interpretation of each
church with parallels and dating evidence, and is concluded by a general discussion of their
design, development and topographical layout. Section 2 provides thematic discussion of the
wider setting of Anglo-Saxon occupation in Canterbury which started in the mid 5th century,
and a critical review of 20 sites claimed as Anglo-Saxon monasteries. It also has a discussion
of the Continental parallels,

identifying distinct area of influence for Canterbury's Anglo-

Saxon churches, and ends with some suggestions for fidrther research.
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S E C T I O N 1:
CANTERBURY'S ANGLO-SAXON CHURCHES

CHAPTER 1:
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Introduction
This chapter is intended as a general introduction presenting an outiine of the
research, a brief review of the potential of Canterbury's Anglo-Saxon churches,
followed by a very brief outline of Christianity in Britain between AD 312 and 1066.

Research design
The present piece of research is intended to go into greater depth than previous studies of
Canterbury's Anglo-Saxon churches, looking at the layout, function, and development of
a group of churches. The author, being a practising field archaeologist with expertise in
excavation records and the interpretation of m-situ remains, and as co-director of the
cathedral excavations in 1993, is interested in undertaking this research to provide a
fuller understanding of the development of Anglo-Saxon churches in Kent fi-om the
earliest ecclesiastical buildings of Augustine, through the changes demanded by late 8th
to 10th century ecclesiastical reforms, and the various continental influences that played
upon the Church.
The main objectives, which have been expanded, are as follows:
•

Assessment of visible remains, published sources, and site archives

•

Production of accurate plans

•

Present the excavated evidence

•

Study of layout and metrical analysis

•

Study of the development of each of the churches

•

Interpretation of their liturgical arrangement

•

Assessment of known documentary and written sources
12
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•

Look at continental parallels

•

Study the development of Anglo-Saxon churches in relationship to Canterbury

The context of Canterbury's churches
An outline of the Roman Christian mission to Britain is given below, but it is pertinent
here to define the part played by each of Canterbury's churches that are included in the
research, adding evidence of documented events that may be traceable in the
archaeological record.
Substantial remains of Anglo-Saxon date have been revealed by excavation beneath
the cathedral, the first phase of which may be the church built by Augustine in 597. The
cathedral was in a key position to reflect, in its later re-modelling, the changing needs of
the ecclesiastical community during the reforms of the late 8th-10th centuries. Indeed,
Archbishop Wulfi'ed of Canterbury was instrumental in the introduction of reforms at the
Chelsea synod in 816, and he is likely to have put his theories into practice at his own
cathedral. Documented events at the cathedral, such as a rebuilding by Archbishop Oda
between 942 and 958, and the form of the late Anglo-Saxon cathedral, as described by
the monk Eadmer prior to a disastrous fire in 1067, may well be traceable in the
excavated remains.
The monastery of Sts Peter & Paul is also well docximented, with various major
phases of the church or cloisters being closely dated The documentary and written
sources are mainly Bede and a group of pre-Conquest charters (for the eaiiy phases) and
later descriptions, by the 1 Ith-century monk Gocelin, detailing the alterations undertaken
by Wixlfiic in 1050 and subsequent demolition of the Anglo-Saxon church prior to the
Norman re-building. The construction date of the church of Sts Peter & Paul remains
uncertain, but is known to have been imderway before Augustine died in 604 or 605;
between 616 and 624 a chapel dedicated to St Mary was built to the east of the church of
Sts Peter & Paul; between 1006 and 1023x7 Abbot Aelfinaer rebuilt the cloisters; in
1050 abbot Wulfric started the construction of his octagonal structure linking the church
of Sts Peter & Paul with the chapel of St Mary. All of these major events, and many
smaller ones relating to the burial of archbishops and kings at the monastery, may be
traced in the archaeological remains.
13
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Objectives of this study and selection of churches
The churches of Canterbury (Fig 1) are considered of vital importance to our
understanding of the foundation and subsequent development of Anglo-Saxon
ecclesiastical architecture. Canterbury was the first see to be established and the monastic
complex outside the city was the burial place of the eariy archbishops and kings of Kent.
Surviving Anglo-Saxon churches in and around Canterbury are shown in Table 1.

Church/chapel

in city

Cathedral

yes

out of citv

continuing in use
yes

St Mary

yes

no

St Martin

yes

yes

St Mildred

yes

yes

StPancras

no

yes

Sts Peter & Paul

no

yes

Table 1: Anglo-Saxon churches in and aroimd Canterbury

Li selecting churches for study it was felt that were four main criteria:

1. The survival of Anglo-Saxon standing fabric, for detailed stucfy or reassessment.
2. Archaeological excavation which enabled the various elements of the
church to be phased.
3. Documentary or written evidence of at least two phases of activity which
would add to the dating of particular phases as revealed by the standing
fabric or excavated remains.
4. The survival of ui^ublished excavation records that could add further
information to that already widely known.

It was decided that any churches not fulfilling two or more of these criteria would not
produce enough data for further study (Table 2).
Canterbury cathedral, which underwent major excavations in 1993, has four main
14
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phases to the Anglo-Saxon church, wdiich survived as foundation-walls below the present
cathedral. Several charters and various pieces of written evidence are available that may
relate to the excavated remains.

Site

remains excavation written sources unpublished records

Cathedral

no

yes

yes

no

Sts Peter & Paul

yes

yes

yes

no

St Mary

yes

yes

yes

no

St Pancras

yes

yes

no

yes

St Martin

yes

yes

yes

no

St Mildred

yes

no

no

no

Table 2: Information available on Canterbury's Anglo-Saxon churches

The monastic complex known as St Augustine's abbey, comprising the church of Sts
Peter & Paul, associated cloisters, chapel of St Mary and the later Anglo-Saxon linking
structure constructed by Wulfiic, revealed by excavation, comprises five main structural
phases. Documentary and written sources are also numerous and may be related to the
excavated remains. Fragments of surviving febric of the church of Sts Peter & Paul have
been preserved, offering the opportunity for fiirther study.
The chapel of St Pancras, to the east of the main monastic complex at St Augustine's
abbey, has considerable fi:agments of masonry surviving. Extensive excavations have
revealed at least two phases of Anglo-Saxon work. The 1974-5 excavations have still to
be published in fiill. These records are now available for study and may add considerable
detail to the publishal information on the Anglo-Saxon church.
The church of St Martin, some 250 m to the east of St Augustine's abbQ^, has two
main phases of early fabric, which are remarkably well preserved The eariiest may relate
to the Roman Christian use of the building, the second phase perhaps to an e?q3ansion in
the 7tii century.
The church of St Mildred, on the west side of the city, has only one wall surviving,
with megalithic quoin stones at either end, but no other traces of Anglo-Saxon fabric. No
contemporary written sources are knowa
15
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The only church of those noted above which does not fulfil two of the criteria for
inclusion in the study is therefore the church of St Mildred.
All of the Anglo-Saxon structures under study have phases of post-Anglo-Saxon rebuilding, but these are not discussed in detail here unless they have a significant bearing
on the Anglo-Saxon fabric. A full list of all excavations and publications, relating to the
buildings under study, is given in Appendix A

Past studies
Previous research on Canteibury's Anglo-Saxon cathedral has been limited to discussion
of the documentary and written sources, since no traces of the Anglo-Saxon fabric were
recorded until the 1993 excavations (Blockley 1994; Blockley et al 1997). Discussion
(references cited below) has centied mainly around a description of the Anglo-Saxon
cathedral written by the English monk Eadmer in the 1120s, from his childhood
memories as a novice in the cathedral. These discussions have suggested plans for the
cathedral, crypt, style of the oratory at the west end, location of altars and the flanking
towers (Wilhs 1845a, 1-31; Scott 1881; Baldwin Brown 1925; Hope 1918; Taylor 1969b;
Parsons 1969; Gem 1970; Gilbert 1970; Taylor 1975, 154-8; Woodman 1981,13-22; and
Brooks 1984, 37-59). These are returned to later when the documentary and written
sources are discussed Suffice it here to note that since we now have firm evidence for
substantial parts of the Anglo-Saxon cathedral much more can be added to what has been
written.
St Augustine's abbey, subject to several excavations over the last 150 years, has had
many reports and plans of the Anglo-Saxon remains pubhshed. The main works include
Hope 1915a; Hope 1917; Potts 1926; Peers SL Clapham 1927; Potts 1928; and Potts 1934
for the early excavations on the churches of Sts Peter & Paul and the chapel of St Mary.
More recent work on Ste Peter & Paiil is reported by Saunders (1978). A very useful
survey of the early excavation campaigns up to 1947 was reported by Margaret Sparks, a
local historian (Sparks 1984), who produced a plan showing the areas of excavation and
sequence of recovery. Richard Gem undertook a more recent archaeological/architectural
discussion of the remains. He has set out a re-phasing for the Anglo-Saxon remains,
based on published information (Gem 1992).
The chapel of St Pancras althougji excavated in 1974-5 remains largely unpublished,
16
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although earlier work is reported (Routledge 1882; and Hope 1902). Woric in 1972 is also
published (Sherlock & Woods 1988).
The church of St Martin, still in use today, has seen little excavation (Routledge
1897), but extensive recording of the standing fabric (Jenkins 1965; and Tatton-Brown
1980).
Apart from the standard works on Anglo-Saxon churches (Baldwin Brown 1925;
Clapham 1930; Taylor & Taylor 1965), no detailed discussion and compMutive study of
the early Kentish churches was attempted until 1965 when Fletcher provided plans of the
7th-centuiy churches and compared these with the church of St Peter-on-the-Wall,
Bradwell, Essex (Fletcher 1965). The various architectural details of the plan were
discussed by Fletcher and continental parallels suggested. More recently Eric Femie has
produced a broader view of the development of Anglo-Saxon churches, adding newly
available information on documentary and excavated remains (Femie 1983). He also
includes a section which discusses the fianction of various parts of the churches of Kent
and Essex, and provides a brief discussion of continental parallels. The most recent
contribution to the development of Anglo-Saxon churches is that by Richard Gem, -who
has taken the period 735-870, and looked at the evidence for buildings against a
background of ecclesiastical reforms (Gem 1993).
These pieces of earlier work are integrated and discussed in more detail in Chapter 3,
and Chapters 5-8 where they relate to specific churches under discussion.

Christianity in Britain AD 312-1066: a brief outline
This section is included here to provide some general background information regarding
early (pre-Anglo-Saxon) Christianity, its re-introduction to Britain, and its development
up to the Norman Conquest, so that the study may be fitted into a broader fiamewoik
(Table 3).
Although Christianity had been officially adopted throu^out the Roman Empire in
312, very little trace of Christian places of worship has been located in Britain. The only
generally recognised Roman 'churches' are those at Silchester, Icklingham, Suffolk, and
Richborough (Thomas 1981). The main problem of recognising even a major church is
that these may not have been housed in stioictures that would be recognised as
ecclesiastical. Many of the bishops presumably had large residences that served a
17
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combination of functions, including suites of rooms for accommodation, administration,
and worship. Without a distinctive form of architecture these individual elements defy
detection, unless specificfindsor decoration survive.
We know that three British bishops attended the Council of Aries in 314, and British
clergy were also in attendance at the Council of Rimini in 359. It remains probable,
however, that even in 4th-century Britain, Christianity was still only a minor religioa
After the removal of Imperial authority in 410 and the gradual rise of (pagan) AngloSaxon control, Christianity suffered a major setback. During the next two centuries the
Church was stifled and no Christian structures were built that have been recognised as
such.
The first mission to convert the Anglo-Saxons to Christianity started when Pope
Gregory I , in the Spring o f 596, sent Augustinefi^omhis house in Rome with 40 monks
(Bede, HE EA - Colgrave & Mynors 1969, 132-4). Augustine arrived in Kent in the
Spring of 597. The choice of Cmiterbury for the first metropolitan see was periiaps
logical in that King iCthelberiit of Kent was married to a Christian Prankish princess
named Bertha. She had, on her marriage, brought with her a bishop, Liudhard, as her
chaplain. Bertha and Liudhard had practised their religion in the small Roman Christian
structure dedicated to St Martin, just outside the city walls of Canterbury. /Ethelberht had
therefore been in close contact with Christians since his marriage to Beitha (at least a
decade before Augustine's arrival), and as such was Augustine's safest method of entry
into Britain. Augustine presumably used the Roman Christian structure of St Martin,
until the conversion of /Ethelberht in 597, after which he received another building in
Canterbury, said to have been built by Roman Christians (Bede, HEUA - Colgrave &
Mynors 1969, 132-4). This Augustine re-built and consecrated to Christ, the Holy
Saviour (the cathedral), establishing here his episcopal see. To the east, outside the city
he buih a monastery dedicated to Sts Peter & Paul (now known as St Augustine's Abbey);
construction began in the opening years of the 7th century, but was not completed by the
time of Augustine's death in 604 or 605. The church was dedicated in 613.
In 601 finther missionaries were sent to Britain after Augustine's request for help.
Gregory's plan was to establish two primary ecclesiastical centres; one in London the
other in York. Each metropolitan see was then to have 12 bishops consecrated in other
places. Augustine only managed to estabhsh three (Canterbury, Rochester and London)
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by the time of his death in 604. Indeed Gregory's plans were not earned out to the letter;
the intended metropolitan see of London had been set up by Augustine in Canterbury,
and York was not raised to metropolitan status until 735.
The Christian mission faced a major set back in 616, after the death of ^Ethelberht,
when a pagan uprising forced the bishops of London and Rochester to flee to Gaul.
Although Eadbald, /Ethelberhfs son, was converted and the bishops recalled, ten years
passed before the mission was able to spread beyond the south-east >Ethelberhfs
daughter was married to Edwin, the King of Northumbria, and accompanied by Paulinas
(who had joined the mission in 601) as her chaplain (in much the same way that Bertha
had been accompanied by her chaplain). Paulinus baptised Edwin and his advisors in 627
at York (the final episcopal see to be established by the Gregonan mission). This
encouraged fiirther church building in the north, but was halted when Edwin was killed
in battle in 632, and Paulinus retreated to Rochester.
In the year 635, Oswald as the new King of Northumbria, invited the Irish monks of
lona to send a mission to his kingdom. Celtic Christianity had been spreading from
freland, to the West Country, Wales and Scotland during the 6th century. The most
significant of these missions was lead by Columba who landed on lona in 563,
establishing there a monastery with his twelve monks. Celtic Christianity was quite
distinct from the Gregorian mission of the Roman Church, not least in their calendar of
festivals; the Irish having lost touch with Rome for over 100 years. Although the spread
of Christianity had been largely orchestrated by Augustine in the south-east, the Celtic
nortiiem monasteries, which had been growing throughout the 6th and early 7th centuries
were the new driving force behind the conversion of the British from 636. By the mid 7th
century Lindisfame was as important an ecclesiastical centre as Canterbury. These two
centres, Roman in the south and Celtic in the north, were to remain essentially separate
(but not without contact) until the appointment of Theodore, as Archbishop of
Canterbury in 668, after which time the entire English Church was otedient to
Canterbury.
The establishment of fiirther dioceses were discussed at the conference of bishops at
Worcester in 672, but none came to fruitioa Several new sees were created in the 670s
and 680s, and with the inclusion of Sherborne in 705, the dioceses were all in place. The
two important northern monasteries, Monkwearmouth and Jarrow, had been founded in
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674 and 681 respectively. York attained metropolitan status in the year 735.
Danish attacks started in 793, in the north of Britain, and gained in intercity during the
9th century. By c. 900 five of the seventeen dioceses that had been present in the 8th
century had gone. The south of England did suffer from attacks, but not to the extent that
was experienced in the northern districts. Kent suffered an attack in 796, on several
occasions between 835 and 893, and again between 991 and 1016. Many of these directiy
affected Canterbury cathedral, most notably the raids of 850 or 851,892-3, and 1011.
A number of ecclesiastical reforms, aimed at regulating the life of the clergy, were
introduced during the 8th and early 9th century, both on the Continent and at home.
These were largely undertaken by Boniface and Chrodegang (the latter wrote the
Regula Canoniconim, a rule for cathedral clergy at Metz). This was followed by
Charlemagne's programme of reforms set out in 789 and two synods near Aachen in
816 and 817 where further uniform observances replaced earlier rules (Gem 1993). In
England, Wulfred (Archbishop of Canterbury) was instrumental in bringing about
new reforms, after consultation with Pope Leo III, at the Chelsea synod in 816. By the
mid 10th century the reform movement had gained momentum and a standardised
Rule (Regularis Concordia) was agreed at a conference held at Winchester in 970.
Canterbury's churches, particularly the cathedral and St Augustine's abbey were
greatly affected by these changes which are reflected in their groimd plans and
development.
With the Norman Conquest in 1066 came a major reorganisation of the English
Church.

Presentation of information
It must be noted at this point that although the thesis is presented in sections,
exploring three main elements of the research (the evidence from excavation, the
historical sources, and an interpretation with parallels and dating), that the process of
reasoning has been interactive rather than inductive, drawing on the full range of
knowledge. This comes about mainly because the archaeological evidence is often
fragmentary and the archaeological dating very poor.
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Assessment of the Excavation Records

CHAPTER 2:
ASSESSMENT OF THE EXCAVATION RECORDS
Introduction
This chapter will briefly review all documented observations and excavations for each of
the churches, details the location, extent and date of such work. Also included will be
information of any published excavation reports and the extent and location of original
site archives. The object of the assessment is to look at all available sources of
information relating to the excavated remains, to see where fiirther research should be
targeted.

Canterbury cathedral
Excavation evidence
Early excavations inside the cathedral are limited to antiquarian observations in the
Norman crypt in 1889 and 1895 (Routledge et al 1889, 245; Gem 1982, fig 1, 3; and
papers in the Society of Antiquaries, Fairweather Bequest), and small-scale excavations at
the western end of the crypt in March 1979 (Tatton-Brown 1979, fig 4,276-8), followed
by recording of the crossing area and westem end of the crypt (Strick 1982, fig 5, 5,25).
No Anglo-Saxon fabric was revealed by this work (Fig 2).
Extensive excavations have been conducted in the cathedral in 1992-3 by the
Canterbury Archaeological Trust Eight trial trenches were dug in 1992 (six in the nave
and two in the south-west transept), as part of an assessment programme. This was
followed, in 1993, by excavation of the south-west transept and large areas of the nave,
prior to the insertion of a new heating system and re-flooring (Fig 3).
The

1993 excavations were undertaken between 4 January and 20 June 1993

(Blockley 1994 and forthcoming). Here, work was limited by the extent of the proposed
disturbance from new heating pifKis, and it was not originally plarmed to excavate below
a depth of 0.44 m. Soon, however, it was noted that the majority of the burials had been
exhumed before a re-flooring of the nave and south-west tiansept in 1787. Anglo-Saxon
foundations were also being located just below the 1787 floor bedding. It was, therefore,
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decided to excavate as many of the grave 'clearance pits' as possible, within the original
time-scale of the project, to get a clearer view of the Anglo-Saxon foundations that were
being uncovered (further details with plans are given in Chapter 3). A large number of
foimdations were excavated, and stratigraphy recorded in the sides of the clearance pits.
Four main phases were defined in the development of the Anglo-Saxon cathedral.

Within the cathedral precincts a number of excavations have also been conducted. A
machine-dug trench in the angle between the south wall of the nave and south-west
transept, was recorded in 1973 (Jenkins 1990, 117-22), where drystone masonry
foundations were erroneously thought to represent Anglo-Saxon fabric. This is now
considered by the author to have been part of a Romano-British building, at a marked
angle to the alignment of the Anglo-Saxon cathedral (Blockley et al 1997, fig 7). Outside
St Gabriel's chapel a trench was excavated between 1978 and 1980 so that the chapel
could be damp-proofed. Here was found a Romano-British tessellated floor, possibly part
of a shrine (Rady 1990, 80-105). On the north side of the cathedral, outside the northwest transept a small site was excavated in 1982 (Rady 1990,106-16). Further afield, but
in the precinct, four sites have been excavated; the Aula Nova (1978-9), Linacre Garden
(1979-80), Ahnonry Yard (1979), and Archbishop's Palace (1992). These sites do not add
to our knowledge of the Anglo-Saxon cathedral, but information on the earlier RomanoBritish sites in the area does help us ^ i n an understanding of the layout of the land
surrounding the cathedral.
A geophysical survey was undertaken in the Great Cloister in 1995, north of the
Anglo-Saxon remains found in 1993, in an attempt to locate further traces of the AngloSaxon cathedral or associated stiiictures. The survey, conducted by Jonathan Berry a
research student at the University of Durham, failed to reveal anything that could be
interpreted as part of the Anglo-Saxon cathedral. It did, however, trace a wide feature
extending diagonally across the cloister. This is interpreted as a Roman street at right
angles to the one located beneath the nave in 1993.

The archive
All archives relating to the 1992 and 1993 excavations are held at the offices of the
Canterbury Archaeological Trust
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St Augustine's abbey complex
Backgroimd to previous work
This site contains the remains of the church of Sts Peter & Paul, the chapel of St Mary,
the chapel of St Pancras, and a small chapel at the west end of the site (Fig 4). An
octagonal structure was later built, linking the church of Sts Peter & Paul with the chapel
of St Mary. To the north is a complex of cloisters.
Over 31 excavations have been undertaken in the abbey and its precincts over the last
150 years. Of these, only those that have revealed traces of Anglo-Saxon occupation are
discussed here. A general summary plan locating the various excavations has been
published (Sparks 1984, fig 2), with a discussion of the rediscovery and excavation of the
abbey site, up to 1947 (Spaiks 1984). This was an historical review, rather than an
archaeological re-assessment, but invaluable for placing the various excavations into
context (Fig 5).

Church of Sts Peter & Paul (Fig 4)
This church was excavated at various times, as land became available for study. The
north porticus of the church of Sts Peter & Paul, ^ d Wulfiic's octagonal structure were
first investigated in 1914-15 (Hope 1915a; Hope 1917). The nave of the church and
porticus of St Martin were cleared in 1921-2 (Potts 1926; Peers & Clapham 1927; Potts
1928). The cloisters were excavated between 1928 and 1930 (Potts 1934). The site was
taken into guardianship in 1938 and 1941, after which excavations were conducted in the
nave of the Norman abbey between 1955 and 1958. These located a chamel chapel to the
church of Sts Peter & Paul, re-examined part of the nave of the latter church, and
excavated the foundations of a tower south-west of the churches (Saunders 1978). Further
land was taken into guardianship in 1961.

Chapel of St Marv (Fig 4)
The west wall of this chapel was located during the 1914-15 excavations on the church of
Sts Peter & Paul (Hope 1915a; Hope 1917). No fiuther txdces, of the church remain to be
found because of later disturbance.
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Chapel of St Pancras (Fig 4)
To the east of the chapel of St Mary lay the chapel of St Pancras. This structure was first
investigated in 1881 (Routledge 1882), and again in 1900 (Hope 1902). Further work was
undertaken in 1902. No other work appears to have been done on, or near the chapel of St
Pancras, until 1972 when a trench was excavated to the south of the church, and the south
porticus was investigated (Medieval Archaeol, 17,144; Sherlock and Woods 1988,fig6).
Further excavations followed in 1974-5 (Medieval Archaeol, 20, 163-4), and remain
unpublished.

General discussion of the layout of the Anglo-Saxon monastic complex has been
undertaken by Richard Gem, who has compiled a reliable plan from the various
published plans (and an anonymous one by 'WS' showing the extent of the plaster floor in
the nave). He has also undertaken the task of re-interpreting the remains from the
pubhshed material and producing a valuable set of reconstiiiction drawings (Gem 1992).
These are particularly helpful in understanding his postulated development of the
structures. No original archive material was studied in his re-interpretation and Has is an
obvious next stage for work on this site, particularly i f the 1950s records can be located

The archive
A search has been conducted by the author for unpublished archive material relating to all
previous excavations at the abbey. Original copies of Rev. Pott's notebooks (around 19101925) are held at the cathedral library, Canterbury. Also held is a considerable quantity of
correspondence relating to the early excavations (letters between 1899 and 1932). English
Heritage, Dover Castie store, has holding of unpublished material (site note books,
photographs and correspondence) relating to the excavations of 1955-8 and 1960-78.
Original drawings appear to have been separated from this archive, and can not be found
Some photographs (presumably of the 1920s) of the remains of the cloister are also held
in Dover. The Royal Commission on Historical Monuments, based at Swindon, has
microfihn copies of much of the Canterbury Cathedral Library archive, but no original
25
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material.
Archive material relating to the 1974-5 excavation of St Pancras chapel is held at the
Royal Museum, Canterbury. This was found amongst a mass of material donated to the
museum after the death of Frank Jenkins (the excavator of the site). Richard Cross of the
Canterbury Archaeological Trust has catalogued the archive, and the author has studied
the material. A few pages of original notes on St Pancras chapel, written by W Hope
around 1900, are held in the cathedral library, Canterbury.

St Martin's church
The church of St Martin, some 250 m east of the chapel of St Pancras, is still used for
services today (Fig 1). A small-scale excavation was imdertaken in 1896, examining a
small area inside the chancel and nave, and outside to the south of the chancel (Routledge
1897). An original plan and elevation drawn in 1896 is in the cathedral library,
Canterbiuy. Small-scale excavation was conducted in 1954 (Jenkins 1965).
Great interest has been taken into the date of the various parts of the church (TattonBrown 1980). A good set of elevations and a plan accompany the article by Tim TattonBrown, and a more extensive set of original elevation drawings are housed at the offices
of the Canterbury Archaeological Trust.

General assessment of the archive
The archive material available for the three sites under discussion (Canterbury cathedral,
St Augustine's complex, and St Martin's church) varies considerably in its quality and
quantity.
The archives for sites in the cathedral and its precinct are good and available from the
Canterbury Archaeological Trust. A considerable amount of new information, on the
various phases of the Anglo-Saxon cathedral, has been gained from the recent
excavations. The archaeological work in the nave and south-west transept in 1993 was
co-directed by the author who has undertaken the research and preparation of the final
report on the site (Blockley et al 1997). Research for the publication has been limited to
that suitable for inclusion in the excavation report, and has scope for expansion to form a
considerable part of the thesis.
Archives for excavations on St Augustine's abbey site, between 1845 and 1931, are
26
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poor and little new information can be gained from a detailed study. Excavations since
1955 are better recorded and should the original drawings of the 1950s sites be found
might add new details to what is afready published English Heritage is soon to undertake
recording of the in-situ Anglo-Saxon fabric (Judith Roebuck, pers conrni) and this will
add new information not in previous reports.

Records of the 1970s work on St Pancras chapel will be of key importance for a more
detailed understanding of this building. The original site records have been located and
will be the subject of fiather study by the author. English Heritage also plan to undertake
a survey of the standing fabric shortly (Judith Roebuck, pers comm) and this would
supplement the research considerably.
St Martin's church is well recorded and little can be gained from further recording. The
church does, however, occupy a pivotal role in the development of this group of churches
and is thus to be included in the research.
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CHAPTER 3:
THE EVIDENCE FROM EXCAVATION
Introduction
This chapter is divided into three main sections, each detailing the evidence fit)m one
church or complex of churches (firstly the cathedral, secondly the churches at St
Augustine's abbey, and finally tiie church of St Martin). A concluding section surrmiarises
the evidence for Canterbury's Anglo-Saxon churches. Within each of the first three
sections the material is detailed by period, with subdivision of the detail into an
infroductory summary, description of the remains (in a smaller type-face), followed by
the dating evidence and an interpretation of the excavated remains. A concluding
summary of the evidence presented for each church or group of churches is given at the
end of each of the three main sections.
The material presented is in summary form and is not intended as an exhaustive
report.

Canterbury cathedral
Introduction
Excavations in the cathedral's nave and south-west transept during 1993, although
extensive, were limited to a depth of 0.44 m, save where 1787 grave clearance pits were
excavated Here, a clear view of the underlying stratigraphy was available to a depth of
up to 1.8 m. Very few in-situ Anglo-Saxon deposits were excavated; the record
comprising detailed plans, and the sides of grave clearance pits drawn as sections.
Numerous wall-foundations were located relating to the Anglo-Saxon cathedral. These
have been phased from the stiatigraphic sequence, although some foundations remain
'floating* or of uncertain phase since they could not be directly related with other
structural features. By a combination of the stratigraphy and composition of the
foundations, it has been possible to arrive at a phasing of the Anglo-Saxon deposits. Few
contemporary finds were recovered and dating the individual phases o f the cathedral is
not possible without reference to the historical and written sources.
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The excavated remains of the Anglo-Saxon cathedral have been divided into four
main structural phases (Fig 6). The first phase comprises a small church (Period 1), whilst
the second-fourth phases represent a total re-building (Period 2A) of the early church,
with subsequent re-build (Period 2B) and later additions (Period 2C). These period
numbers differ from those cited in the definitive publication (Blockley et al 1997), since
here only the Anglo-Saxon phases are considered The phasing (Fig 6) is as follows:

•

Period 1 - small church, probably built 597

•

Period 2A - total re-building and expansion of the church,

•

Period 2B - re-building/repair

•

Period 2C - additions to the church

Construction materials for the Anglo-Saxon churches were largely of re-used Roman
materials. In particular the Hythe stone. Marquise stone and Roman tile are all likely to
have been derived from nearby Roman masonry buildings.
None of the Anglo-Saxon fabric remains to be seen today, and the excavated remains
comprised solely wall-foimdations below the present cathedral. The entire Anglo-Saxon
cathedral and its adjacent claustral buildings appear to have been demolished to ground
level when the Norman cathedral was built between 1071 and 1077.

Period 1 (Fig 7)
The location of the early church
The Period 1 cathedral was constructed on raised ground formed by the build-up of
Romano-British deposits. These levels comprised a metalled street and adjacent timber
and masonry buildings, to a depth o f at least 1.15 m, and possibly spanning Ae 1st
century to the late 3rd-4th centuries. To the east and west of this occupation, the ground
level dropped aw^y. Other Romano-British buildings in the area include a possible
temple beneath St Gabriel's chapel, some 70 m east of the Roman street noted above. The
raised area would have formed a hnear ridge extending north-east/south-west across the
site, forming an ideal, well-drained and prominent location for the first church. The latter
sat at a marked angle to the Roman alignment.
Layers of'dark earth' and rubble overlay the Romano-British occupation, and were cut
by the Period 1 church. These deposits are similar to those located in other areas of the
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city. The latest pottery from these layers is datable to c. 450-550, suggesting that the dark
earth had started to develop from the mid 5th or mid 6th century. Such deposits have
been recorded extensively throughout the city where they are thougjit to have been
developing from as early as the 4th century onwards (Blockley et al 1995,260-3). Cutting
into the dark earth layers were the first Anglo-Saxon timber structures dating from the
mid 5th century onwards. Further dark earth layers also continued to develop throughout
the Anglo-Saxon occupation of the city (Blockley etal 1995,263-4).

Description of the early church (Fig 7)
Only small sections of the Period 1 church wae located because of later disturt»ances. However, four wallfoundations were recorded near the east end of the present nave and in the north aisle. The south wallfoundation of the church conqjrised a troichfilledwith closely-packedfi'agmentsof I^rthe stone and Roman
tile bonded m brown clay. It was 0.75 m wide, with a wdening on its south side towards the west aid, to 1.4
m. This foundation was visible in the ade of a 1787 clearance pit to a depth of 0.55 m, but it continued bdow
that level to an unknown depth.

on top of the foundation was a 0.25 m hdght of Roman tile and

sandstonefi-agments(248) bonded in yellow mortar.
In the north aisle, wall-foundation 605 was 0.9 m wide and cut to a depth of 0.35 m into a layer of dark
earth. This foundation was built of randomfi^gmoitsof Hythe stone and Roman tile bonded in ydlow-brown
clay, similar to the foundation bdow waD 248. Wall 638 sat on a foundation (640), 0.8 m wide, of dosdy
packed Augments of Hythe stone and occasionalfiagmentsof Roman tile. Thefoundationcut to a Aepth of
over 0.4 m into the dark earth, and was of very similar construction to that bdow wall 248. Wall 638
measured 0.65 m in width and survived to a height of 0.25 m. It was built of wdl-laid Roman tiles set in bufi^
gritty mortar. To the east of wall 638, and also in the north aisle, were a number offeaturescutting into the
dark earth. Butting up to the wall was a i m . widefoundation(643) compriang an area of dosdy-set, pitched
rubble (mainly flint nodules and Roman tile Segments), three courses of which were visible. This feature
presumably represents afijrtherfoundation,but vwth the mortared section removed by later activity. In the
angle betweai walls 638 and 643 was a posthole and possible timbw slot, the latter apparently cut by
foundation 643. These two elements may represent constructional features related to the Period 1 church.
A contenqwiaiy construction spread of mortar, visibly amilar to the mortar in wall 638, may indicate the
original ground level to the west of the church. The levd of this spread lay at 9.3 m O.D. To the east, inside
the church, dark earth layers lay at a height of 9.74 m O.D, These levels indicate that thefloorof the churdi
must have been set 0.44 m above the conten^rary ground surfece to the west of the church, and that a flight
of steps m ^ tlKrefore have been required at the west end. No internalfloorssurvived lata disturbance, but
these may have been constructed of opus sigrrinum,fi^agmentsof which were recovered fiom donoKtion
dqwats sealing the Period 1 church.
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Dating evidence
Dating of the church is limited to a sherd of pottery dating to c. 450-550, recovered from
a layer of dark earth cut by the church, and a sherd of pottery dating to c. 650-850, located
in a possible construction layer inside the church. The first date provides a termirms post
quern, but no firm terminus ante quern can be given from this evidence.

Interpretation of the excavated remains (Fig 7)
Of the walls located in the excavations that have been assigned to Period 1, the following
interpretation is proposed. The building is aligned east-west, on the same axis as the later
Anglo-Saxon phases of the cathedral, and is therefore postulated as the earliest phase of
the Anglo-Saxon church. Wall 605 probably marked the west end of the nave; wall 638
forming part of a narthex, with a cross wall betweea Too little of wall 248 was excavated
to be certain of the ftmction of the widened foundation, although it may have been part of
a pilaster buttress. It lay far too close to the west end to have marked the junction of nave
and chancel and may indicate that this was originally an external wall on the south side of
the nave. A reconstruction of the ground plan shows the church to have been similar to
the monastic church of Sts Peter & Paul, although a little larger. An eastern apse seems
likely to have been part of the original layout, but remains unexcavated beneath the
crossing of the present cathedral. The reconstructed plan of the church suggests a length
of around 32 m and width of 22 m, inclusive of an eastem apse. Further discussion of the
layout is presented in Chapter 5.
A terminus post quern, from a sherd of pottery in a dark earth layer cut by the church,
of the mid 5th to mid 6th century indicates that the first phase cathedral is not well dated
by the finds, and can only be broadly dated AD 500-800. However, on the basis of the
historical and written sources (Chapter 4), and stylistic grounds (Chapter 5), this phase is
most likely to have been that built by Augustine in 597.

Period 2A
The re-built church (Fig 8)
Substantial foundations were located of this phase, comprising the south aisle wall, the
south nave arcade, the north arcade, two transverse walls and a rectangular westem
annex. The building, from the westem armex and the east end o f the south aisle,
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measured 50.5 m in length, and was probably 24 m wide externally.
Before the construction of the new church the Period 1 church was demolished As a
preparatory to expansion, the walls of the Period 1 church were robbed to just below the
level of the contemporary ground surface. Extensive dumps of rubble, apparently from
the robbing of a Roman masonry building, were deposited to the west of the Period 1
church to produce a level building site. The ground level after dumping lay at 9.93 m
O.D. and the level of the dump layers inside the church lay at 9.86 m O.D. Given the
additional floor inside the church (removed by later activity), these levels were consistent
with construction levels south of the Period 2A church.
Outside the church, construction levels sealed dump deposits of dark soil. The marked
difference between dump deposits beneath the church and outside it (visible to the west
and south), may indicate the location of an earlier barrier and possible intermediate phase
of activity to the west of the Period 1 church. One theory (Martin Biddle, pers comm) is
that there may have been a structure to the west of the Period 1 church (?atrium), unseen
in the excavation, and desfroyed by the walls of the Period 2A church, frisufficient areas
have been excavated to enable these areas to be fiilly understood

Description of the church (Fig 8)
The southfoimdation(173B) only survived for part of its width, the remainder having beoi cut away by later
wall-foundations. It was constructed to a depth of over 1.3 m, with an external batter of 20 degrees off the
vertical, and comprisedflintnodules, occaaonal smallfragmentsof chalk, Roman tile and small quantities of
limestone, bonded in hard, slightly pdibly, white mortar. The stones wa-e not laid in courses and the wall
comprised aver 50% mortar. Two lifts, or work horizons were noted, one 0.35 m bdow the top of the
survivingfoundation,the other at 0.65 m. At the west end of the vrall (what was originally the external southwest comer of the south aisle) was a Hythe stone quoin measuring 0.48 m by 0.34 m.
The construction trench for the wall was visible, although mudi disturbed by latCT grave cutting, and
measured 0.35 m wide at the lower fece of the foundatioa The upper level of the cut was destroyed by the
later graves.
Wall 168fijrthereast, thought to have been a continuation of the south aisle wall, was of sK^ly different
build. It comprised a lower level of rammed day withflintrubble and diarcoalfleddngup to 0.15 m tWdc;
secondary layer of green-grey sandy mortar and three layers offlintsin soft white mortar, and uppCT course
0.45 m thick of similar material to wall 173B. A smooth surfece, with grey staining, was noted on top of the
foundatioa This was presumably a break in construction between thefoundationand the wall propo". It lay at
9.95 m O.D., close to the level of the contemporary ground surfece. An eastem tmnination of the foundation
was noted ^wesum^ly forming the extanal south-east comer of the south aisle) where the constmction
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trench tenninated 1 m west of afiirthertnasoniy structure (165, described below). An insubstantial wallfoiindation (127) was noted betweai the two foundations described above, presumabfy acting as a Knk walL It
was cut to a depth of only 0.48 m, and conqjrised a bipartite fill of black loam with off white mortar Sedcs
andflintfiragments,overlain by grey gravel and loam in off white mortar. Later features had destroyed both
externalfeces,so the width of the foundation is unknown.

The south arcade foundation was located at the east end of the nave, between two projected cross walls. It
measured 3 .1 m in width and was of unusual construction in that it enveloped the levdied remains of the
Period 1 south nave foundation The northfece(245) was 0.45 m wide, comprisingflintnodules and Roman
tile set infeiriyhard white mortar, cut down beside and butted up to the outer fece of the eariio- foundation.
Construction of the south fece (226) was amilar to 245, but founded to a greatw depth (0.2 m deep&).
Between the two feces, bonding into 226, was a rubble core (227) comprising five distinct layers as follows:
soft white mortar with Roman tile andfi-agmentsof optis signimm, flint rubble in brown loam with soft white
mortar and smallfiagmentsof burnt chalk; lens of greyAvhite loam with burnt chalk and soft white mortar,
and compact white moitar with burnt chalk. Later features had removed much of the central area of this waflfoimdatioa No construction trench was visible on the south side because of latCT disturbances; on the north
side the foimdation cut through a layer of dark earth of Period 1, and butted up to the ade of the construction
trench.
A 34 m stretch of the north arcade foundation (569) was uncovwed. Its north edge was not visible, bang
under a later wall. Thefoundationwas cut to a depth of over 1.6 m, and coitqjrised tweh/e courses of flint
nodules, and occasionalfiagmentsof Roman tile and rounded Hythe stone pebbles. The uppa- sevai courses
were particularly distinct, each having flint nodules at the base of the course with a thick layCT of moitar
above. Lenses of dark soil often divided the courses, where material had coll^sed from the sides of the
construction troich. One well-preserved section through the foundation and at^acoit deposts showed a
construction trench projecting 0.35 m south. At a depth of 0.65 m thefourKlation-wallStepped out to fill the
entffe width of thetiench,above which was a backfill of several thin layCTS of mixed mortar and grey loam A
contemporary construction layer of ofiP-white gritty mortar sealed the rubble levelling mataial and was viably
similar to mortar in the north arcade foundatioa
A grave was noted in the north arcade foundation, constructed as an integral part of thefoundationand
not cut into it later. The grave was 2.13 m long, 0.63 m wide and 0.84 m deep. A reasonably smooth finish
was given to the ades of the grave, which was constructed close the south edge of the w a l The burial had
been removed during the 1787 clearance of the nave.
Two cross foundations (604 and 656), 8.95 m ^art internally, were buih as an integ^ part of the north
arcade foundatioa The distinctive coursing noted in the latter wall continued through into wall-foundation
604. Foundation 656 was only partly uncovCTed, ance it had been badlyrobbedand lay boieath a latCT flight
of steps.
On the west end of the church was a rectangular annex, measuring 9.9 m by 3 m internally. This was
located in plan below a number of clearance pits. The west foundation (599) was 2.2 m wdde, comprising
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abundantflintnodules,fragmentsof Roman tfle, ^jarsefragmentsof Marquise stone and hm^s of Roman
bufiF mortar. The south foundation (557) was only partly traced, but of similar build to 599. Afragmentof
masonry (548) to the north may represent the north wail of the annex. It comprisedflintnodules and Roman
tile bonded in white moitar.

Afifftherfoundation (676) constructed offlintnodules and Roman tile bonded in oflF-white mortar, was
located It ran parallel with the north arcadefoundationfora distance of at least 3 m, and cut through the
same levelling depoats. It was undoubtedly part of the Period 2A duirch, but itsfimctionremains uncertaia

Probable mausoleum (Fig 8)
Masonry structure 165, cut into the Period 2A levelling deposits, to an unknown dq)th. The walls woe built
offlintnodules,fragmentsof Roman tile and afragmentof turned limestone of Roman date, bonded in &iriy
hard off-white mortar. Afi-agmentof shallow foundation (127, noted above) butted its north-west comer,
representing afinkingwall between the external south-east comer of the south-aisle, and stracture 165. This,
and thefeetthat the south wall of 165 step;^ in at contemporary ground level (from 0.8 m v/idth to 0.6 m),
suggests that the structure continued above ground level On the south-west comer was a posable buttress
projecting 0.2 m from the fece of the foundation Internally the wall was rendaed with a skin of c^s
sigiriman, 0.01-0.015 m thick, in tum covered with a thin coating of buff mortar. On the surfece of the buff
mortar were a black pigment and a layer of lime scale. The stmcture measured 3.4 m in width, intemally, kit
is of uncertain length.
The structure had been backfilled with rubble in the Norman period, but ance it projected beneath a fli^
of later steps it was not possible to excavate the intraior to check its depth. A core sample was, therefore,
taken through the backfill. This showed a foundation raft of flint overlain by two layers of Roman tiles;
presumably thefloorof the structure, some 1.2 m bdow contemporary ground level

(Mierfeatures of Period 2A (Fig 8)
Butting up to the external fece of the south aisle wall-foundation were deposits of rubble, 1.2 m deep. The
material, comprising numerous layws of Roman robbing material (mortar waste, flint and tile), appears to
have be«i dumped into a cutting at some date after the constmction of the south foundation This
interpretation is confirmed by the location of a thin skin of black soil (constmction trench backfill) adhaing to
the outer fece of the foundatioa The rubble may have been dqwsited after robbing the Roman masonry
building which was located extending southfrombeneath the An^o-Saxon foundation.
Foundation-wall 329, located some 2 .7 m south of the cathedral's south wall, was built offlintnodules and
Roman tile set in piridsb-vkrhite mortar. It sat on top of the mbble noted above, with lata disturbance all
around removing aity traces of a fece. It was, therefore, not possible to say in wfaidi direction the wall ran.
However, survival of the mbble to the north of this foundation, and dark earth to the east and west, indicate
that the structure is likefy to have extended to the south. Itsfimctionremains uncertain.
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Dating evidence
Datable material was sparse, comprising one sherd of pottery, dating to c. 875-1050, in a
dark earth layer south of the church (this layer was, however, badly disturbed by later
graves), and a residual sherd, c. 630-70,fromthe dump levels butting up to the external
face of the south aisle wall. The construction trench for the south wall-foundation was
sealed by a Period 2B hearth dated by archaeomagnetic dating to thefirsthalf of the 10th
century.

Interpretation of the excavated remains (Fig 8)
Expansion in Period 2A was extensive to the west, more than doubling the length of the
church. The location of the early church vras considered important in the re-build, in that
the levelled walls were encased or followed closely perhaps on all four sides. The form of
the eastern end remains unknown, although ejqjansion and the construction of a crypt
seem likely during this phase (more discussion of this will be given in C3iapter 5).
The external length of the nave after re-building measured 43.6 m. After inclusion of
the western annex (5.7 m in length), and possible eastern apse of unknown size, the final
external length of the church may have been around 57 m.
It is possible to establish the layout of the church with reasonable certainty since large
areas have been excavated inside the cathedral. The main body of the nave was flanked
by arcades, which divided the nave from the side aisles. The two cross walls at the east
end of the nave, forming a near perfect square (8.95 m wide intemally), with the north
and south sides defined by the arcades, may be interpreted as the foundation for a
centrally-placed tower. At the west end was a squared armex, perhaps indicating a raised
gallery. No transepts are thought to have projected from the central tower, since in-situ
dark earth deposits south of the cathedral preclude this possibility.
Inside the nave a length of wall (676), certainly not part of a grave, may represent the
foundation for an ambo or pulpit, or perhaps the foundation for a gallery projecting from
the north arcade wall.
On the south side of the cathedral, the structure with a floor set 1.2 m below ground
level is interpreted as a probable mausoleum for important burial outside the church.
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Period 2B
Possible re-building of the church (Fig 8)
Alterations or a re-building of the Period 2A church are indicated by an offset tile course
on the south aisle wall. The extent of the proposed re-building is unknown, because of
later robbing of the walls, but may have been extensive. The re-building is placed into
this phase, rather than in Period 2C, since the latter incorporated a layer of Hythe stone
chippings overfliefoundations; none was located here.

Details of the remains (Fig 8)
A single layer of Roman tiles was located, srt just above the contemporary ground surfece, bedded in offwhite mortar. The tile course projected some 0.08 mfromthe fece of the Poiod 2A wall-foundation, and is
interpreted as a re-build of the south wall, rather than a string course of the Poiod 2A diurdi.

Otherfeatures of Period 2B (Fig8)
South of the cathedral was located a hearth (347) It comprised a burnt patch of day, sealing the top of the
backfilled consduction trench of Venod 2A, and in turn cut by a chamd pit t h o u ^ to have been
contanporary with the constinction of the Poiod 2C church. This sequence indicates that the hearth is likdy
to rdate to the Period 2B cathedral.

Dating evidence
Archaeomagnetic samplesfromthe hearth provided a date of900-970 at 95% confidence
(920-58 at 68% confidence). The hearth may well have been associated with construction
work on the Period 2B cathedral. It provides a terminus ante quern for the Period 2A
church, and a terminus post quern for the Period 2C chamel pit

Interpretation of the remains
The proposed re-building of the church does not appear to have involved expansion or
addition, but may have been limited to alterations or repairs. The feet that the string
course on the south wall projected so far (0.8 m) from the external lace of the wall is
taken as indicating a distinct phase of re-building. If the tile course had been part of the
original build of the Period 2A wall, then it is more likely that the tiles would have been
offset into the face of the wall; in a similar manner to the walls of Period 2C noted below.
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Period 2C
Additions to the church (Fig 9)
During this period the rectangular armex on the westem end of the Period 2A church was
demolished and replaced by a large westem structure with a deep 'stilted* ajse and
flanking hexagonal tower(s). On the south-east comer was added a square porticus
(possibly also matched on the north-east comer). The westem ends of the arcade
foundations were also strengthened at the same time.

The westem structure; construction levels (Fig 9)
The entire westem stmcture was built in a large foundation pit, rather than anploying individual treaiches for
each of the foundations. Several areas of the pit wae seoi in section by the ranoval of selected 1787
clearance pits. In the area of the apse the constmction pit was cut to a dqrth of up to 1.55 m,risingto 0.8 m
over the Period 2B levelled annex, and increasing in depth again south of that foundation to

OVCT

1.3 m in

dqjth.
Sealing levelled foundation 557 was a sequence of three thin layas of Hythe stone diippings and dark soil
(554-6). The apse foundation-wall (429) and link foundation-wall (354) were constmcted ova these deposits,
a thin laya of grey mortar spreadingfromthe base of the foundations into the pit. TTiefijundationshad been
constmcted to around 10.1 m OJD. - approximately the level of the contemporary ground surfece.
Butting up to the foundations, in the base of the pit, was a layer of Marquise stone diippings (525), waste
from the dresang of stone. Thefinalbackfilfing of the pit, with brown mbbly loam, was thai undatakai
before the walls were taken above foundation level. Layos seaUng the pifs backfill, and lapping over the top
of thefoundations,wae of v ^ e mortar and Hythe stone chippings.
Straigthaied foundation 570, was set into a trendi 0.5 m deepa than the apse constmction pit. Backfill
was of a similar material, interieaved with the fill of the wpse pit.
Spreads of constmction mataial, comprising a number of layers of mortar waste and tile chips, spread
over dark soils into which the apse constmction pit had been cut. These layers spreadfromthe levd at the
Junction of the foundations witii the superetmcture. West of the hocagonal tower was a fiirtha constmction
feature (366), comprising a depression with charcoal and mortar backfill. The mortar finm the latta was
visibly similar to thatfix)mthe hexagonal towa foundations.

The westem structure; fourukttions (Fig 9)
The foundations of the apse wae smoothly curved on the inside whilst the extaior was polygonal, having
sevenfecets.It measured 9.6 m in length and 7.8 m in width, intanally. The towa, four sides of that were
located, must have been ax-aded to judgefit)mits plan. It measured 3.8 m intemallyfiomfece-to-fece,and
4.2 m coma-to-coma.
All of the wall foundations of the extaiaon wae constmcted to a similar level, brtween 9.93 m and 10.1
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m O.D. throughout. These foimdations were buih of flint nodules, with somefiagmentsof Romantileand
Marquise stone, bonded in a v « y hard white mortar. No attempt had been made to course the foundation,
which comprised a high proportion of mortar to stone, perhaps up to 50%.

The eastern termina] ends of the apse foundation incorporated large quoin stones of re-used Roman
materials, inchiding two blocks of marquise stone, one measuring 1.2 m by 0.35 m by 0.8 m, and a block of
Hythe stone, measuring 0.9 m by 0.85 m by 0.6 m All were dressed, two showmg signs of Lewis holes, and
had presumably beoi robbed from a monumental biulding in the Roman dty. The south terminal had beoi
robbed of its large stones. The mtemal fece of the foundation-wall, but not the quoins, was covCTed with a
rough render, which was apparently still damp when the pit was backfilled, the layers adhering to it. A skin of
dirty grey trampled mortar sealed the top of the foundations. The foundations of the hexagonal toww varied
in thicknessfrom2.2 m to 2 m The widths of other foundations varied greatly. Foundation 354 was 1.7 m
wide, with a stepping in of the foundations at ground level; on the east ade by 0.25 m and the west by 0.45 m
The resuh would have been a link wall 1.25 m thick. The apse foimdation ranged in thickness fiom 2.6 m at
its taroinal end to 1.9 m near the apex of the apse. A 0.25-0.3 m stqj on the acterior fece of the apse
foundations was visible, keqjing the polygonal shape. Three constructional postholes woe noted uKmlded
into the steppedfinmdation,undoubtedly holes &sr a scaffold structure used for the building of the upper
sections of the ^se.
A course of ashlar blocks had been set in white mortar, over the apsefi^undations;all had been robbed
leaving thdr impressions in the mortar, brtemally the blocks measured up to 1 m in lexigfh, avoaged 0.45 m
wide, andfollowedthefeiriysmooth airve of the foundations below. Externally the blocks wae around 0.8
m long, and were laid in strai^t sets to retam the polygonal shape. The scars on the northOTi arm of the apse
were particularly wdl presaved, one with a small comerfi^gmentof Hythe stoiK still in situ. It was also
noted that the blocks had been laid with theflatfeceoutermost, presumably for thdr visual appeaiwxoe, or to
take a layer of render. The wall proper at this level would have measured 1.6 m wide, p«haps with an
external chamfd* above ground levd suggesting a wall thickness of c. 1.5 m
The strengthoiedfoimdationsset into the west end of the P«iod 2A arcadefoundationswCTB of a amilar
build to the other walls of the west«n stmchire. Foundation 570 was founded to a depth of 1.85 m and was
keyed into the north-west comsc of the north arcade foundation Foundation 581, sb<aigthaiing tite south
arcade foundation, was similar in build to 570, but its uppCT 0.15 m were added to thefoundationafto- most
of the apse construction pit had been backfilled, the mortarfromthefinalsection of thefijundationsprea&ag
out to seal the backfill of the pit.
Some modifications were also undertaken on the south wall of the church, at its junction of the hecagonal
tower, and a row of re-used Roman tiles set vertically on thefeceof the wall.

South-emt porticus (Fig 9)
On the south-«ast comer of the church was found a porticus. It comprised a fiagmeit of wall-fiMBHlation
(167), constmcted offlintnodules andfi:agmentsof Roman tile, bonded in white mortar. On the surfece was a
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thin laya of Hythe stone chippings, amilar to those on the otha foundations of Period 2C. Sealing the
chippings was a laya of white mortar similar to that seafing the apse and hexagonal towa f(Mindations. The
masonry survived to a depth of 0.45 m and sat upon a raft of rubble, containing much Roman robbing
material. The eastern edge of the porticus survived, as did the south-east coma of itsfoundatioaThe north
side was not located because of lata disturbances. Assuming that the porticus extaided up to the south wall
of the church, it would have measured 7 m north-south, and at least 5.5 m east-west. A laya of intact dark
earth in the present south aisle prechides the stmcture extending more than 8.5 m east-west.

Otherfeatures of Period 2C (Fig 9)
A small pit (327) was located just south of the cathedral. It containedfi-agmentsof sevaal craniafromhuman
skulls. This may have been a chamd pit, dug to bury bones disturbed during the constmction of the westem
stmcture. The pit cut down onto a hearth though to have been related to the Period 2B church. The latta
provides a terminus post quern of the mid 10th centuryforthe pit.
The An^o-Saxon cathedral was destroyed byfirein 1067. No evidence for this catastrophe was located in
the excavations, perhaps because of the thorou^ dismantling of the building and ranoval of ddiris before the
constmction of the Norman cathedral.

Dating evidence for the Period 2C cathedral
A securely stiatified piece of pottery was recovered from dark earth cut by the apse
foundation pit, and sealed by spreads of construction material. This sherd is dated c. 900950. The chamel pit post-dates the Period 2B hearth, dated by archaeomagnetic dating to
900-970. We therefore have a terminus post quern for the Period 2C extension of the
early-mid 10th century. Period 2C must also pre-date the 1067 fire vs^n thefinalphase
of the Anglo-Saxon cathedral was destroyed by fire.

Interpretation of the excavated remains (Fig 9)
The westem stmcture was undoubtedly a deep apsed chapel (confirmed by the written
sources. Chapter 4) withflankinghexagonal towers. The size and position of the towers,
on the outer westem comers of the cathedral suggest they were employed as stair-turrets
giving access to the upper sections of the westem stmcture. The stair-turrets would also
have given access to a raised chapel in the apse via north and south passages between the
apse and the stair turrets. If the chapel

raised on a gallery then the area beneath it and

theflankingpassages, as far east as the nave proper, would have been covered and acted
as ancillary space. No ciypt was located here, because of the presence of constmction
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spreads of mortar sealing the construction pit. No central or axial tower is thou^t to have
been part of the plan of the westem structure, since the foundations of the apse terminals
were too shallow to have taken such a weight The large strengthening piers, added
during this phase at the west end of the nave, presumably helped support the gallery, and
other structures above.

It is possible to postulate, given that a chapel was part of the plan of the Period 2B
westem apse, that a raised chapel may have been included in the Period 2A westem
annex.
The porticus located on the south-east comer of the cathedral may also have been
ancillary space for a further altar. A similar, matching porticus may have been built on
the north-east comer. Alternatively, this could be the foundation for a comer tower.

Summary of Anglo-Saxon remains at Canterbury cathedral (Fig 6)
The Period 1 cathedral, cut through 'dark earth' deposits, may have measured 32 m in
length by 22 m in width and was constracted of re-used Roman building materials. The
wall-foundations were rubbly, but the upper walls (where they have survived) were of
Roman tiles bonded in yellow mortar. Intemal dating evidence suggests the building was
buih after c. 450-550, and is likely to have been the church buik by Augustine in 597.
The Period 2A cathedral was a major re-building and expansion westwards. Wallfoundations are all that survived, indicating a stmcture perhaps 50.5 m long and probably
24 m wide, divided into a nave, square central tower, and a westem annex. The eastern
end was not located. Also of this period was a probable mausoleum, just outside the
Anglo-Saxon cathedral, to the south.
A projectingtilecourse on the south wall, may indicate a re-building of the cathedral
(Period 2B). A hearth, thougjit to have been contemporary with Period 2B dates to 900970 at 95% confidence (920-58 at 68% confidence).
Period 2C, represented by the addition of a westem stmcture with stilted polygonal
apse andflankinghexagonal-turrets, and porticus or tower(s) at the eastern end. A sherd
of pottery in a layer cut by the Period 2C cathedral provides a terminus post quern of900950. The Period 2B hearth dating to 900-970 would tend to confirm this. The Period 2C
cathedral was bumt down in 1067 (historical and written sources are discussed in Chapter
4).
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St Augustine's abbey complex
Introduction
A number of individual stmctures were built at St Augustine's abbey, and t h ^ have been
given the following names for ease of reference: church of Sts Peter & Paul; chapel of St
Mary; westem chapel (at the west end of the site); cloisters; south-west tower, Wulfiic's
octagonal stmcture; and chapel of St Pancras. Most of these are in keeping with previous
reports on the site (Figs 4 and 10).
All of the structures are described individually, and by period, rather than as a group.
Period numbering has been allocated after consideration of the available dating evidence
for the various elements of the complex, and will be standard throughout this section on
St Augustine's abbey complex. The periods proposed here broadly follow the three
general phases established by Richard Gem (7th century; 8th-llth centuries; and mid
11th century) (Gem 1992), with the addition of an extra phase to distinguish between the
two 7th century churches (Sts Peter & Paul, built in the opening years of the 7th century,
and the chapel of St Mary, built between 616 and 624). The 8th-11th century phase
allocated by Richard Gem has also been divided, with tiie addition of a sub-phase to
allow for a division of the complex development of the cloisters. Anyfiirthersulxiivision
of the development is not possible given the lack of original site notes available for study.
The phasing (Fig 10) is presented as follows:
•

Period 1A - church of Sts Peter & Paul, early 7th century

•

Period IB - chapel of St Mary, built between 616-24

•

Period 2 - ejqDansion of the church

•

Period 2A - early range of cloisters

•

Period 2B - later range of cloisters

•

Period 3 - mid 11 th century additions

Descriptions of the various elements of the building will be related, wiierever possible,
to the year of excavation, and published sources quoted. This will enable readers to trace
information back to one of the numerous publications on the remains. Where it is
preferable to use the wording of the original publication, rather than change the meaning
of the description, these have been placed in quotation marks. Letters have been added to
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some of the walls described below, these are notfromany of the original site records, but
have been included for ease of intemal reference in this report.
Traces of Romano-British occupation have been recorded beneatfi the west end of tiie
abbey complex (Saunders 1978,28-9,49-50).

Church of Sts Peter & Paul, Period lA
The church (Fig 10)
This stmcture, excavated at intervals between 1914 and 1958, measured at least 18 m in
length (less the presumed apsidal east end) by 17.5 m in width. The major part of the
north wall-foundation of the north porticus was located, as were parts of the westem
narthex, the south-west comer oftiiesouth porticus, the west wall-foundation of the nave,
part of the north wall-foundation of the nave, and fragments of intemal partitions in both
the nortii and the south porticus. A number of tombs were located in the building.
The north porticus and three of its tombs are still visible today, below a modem
canopy. Also visible, although apparentiy re-set at a higher level, is the west wall of the
nave.

Description of the church (Fig 10)
Parts of the north porricus were located during the 1914-15 excavations (Hope 1915a). The north wallfoundation (A) of the porticus survived for a length of 17.6 m, with a comer visible at the west aid (the
original north-west comer of the church). The east aid was cut throu^ by a lata- re-terild. Foundation A was
0.53 m thick, and constructed of re-used Roman tiles, and feced on both sides with a thin coat of plaster
(Hope 1915a, 387).
Three tombs (described bdow) woe sd against the south fece of thefoundationA patch of "an early
cement floor, with a bright red surfece of pounded Roman tile" was located to the west of the caitral tomb
(Hope 1915a, 388). To the west of the west tomb was a foundation (B), extending south fitmi vrallfoundation A, only 0.34 m wide with plaster on bothfeces(Hope 1915a, 388). ft should also be noted that
immediatety east of the east tomb vras afijrtherfoundation (C), also extending southfiomfoundationA.
Survival of tn-shu walling, over foundation C, was noted where the tomb butted up to it. These two
foundations, presumabfy divided tte north side of the churdi into three porticus. Traces of the east porticus
were marked only by the continuation of foundation A to the east of partition C. The central poiticus
measured 8.84 m east-west, whilst the west porticus measured 7 m east-west. The west porticus ^owed
traces of a "concrete platform" on the east ade of the room, against wall-foundation B (Hope 1915a, 388).
Part of the north wall-foundation (D) of the nave survived, just south of the caitral porticus, but largdy
cut away by later masonry. Here, on the south fece of the foundation, was recorded a jamb constiucted of
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Roman tile. Eastwards of this point, the foundation was set back 0.38 m for a laigth of 1.82 m (Hope 1915a,
390). This ^arently marked the doorway from the nave into the caitral porticus. It was recorded that
foundation D was wida than foimdation A, although thefiillwidth of theformawas neva established.

As noted above three tombs survived along the north side of the central porticus (Hope 1915a, 396-99).
All three tombs had been broken into in 1091 and the contents removedforre-burial (see historical account
below).
The eastern tomb, which butted the east side of the porticus, was outwardly "aflat-toppedrectangular
mass of concrete," raised 0.91 m above the level of thefloor.It measured 0.91 m in widtii, but was damaged
by a latafoundation,which had cut through it; the surviving tomb, was consequently in two parts. Having
ranoved the intmdingfriundation,the excavators were able to record the tomb's construction. Hie top of the
tomb comprised a 0.66 m thick laya of Roman tilefragmentsbonded in white mortar, resting upon an
undalying laya of "pink canent" which enclosed the coffia
The cofiSn was 2.04 m long, with sides 0.45 m deep, and had a coped Bd with aflattaiedridge0.15 m
broad and rounded ends. The total depth of the cofiBn was 0.66 m, and the width was about 0.6 m. It is
thought that the cofiBn was made of wood (long since decayed), and that the intaior of the tomb was a cast of
the external form of the cofiBa The pink canent was poured ova the cofiBn, to a dqjth of 0.15 m, afia the
cofiBn had been placed in the grave. The grave was cut to a depth of 0.58 m andflooredwith a amilar
material It was also recorded that the foot of the coflSn lay 0.76 mfiomthe westfeceof wall C.
The central of the three tombs was 2.16 m in length and 0.91 m in width. A gap of 0.58 m was left
brtween this tomb and the one to the east. The top of the tomb sat only 0.7 m above the floor, and was
constmcted of "white cement." It was not possible for the excavators to view the intaior since it was too
close to a latafriundationto the south, evoi thou^ there was a hole in tte tomb, low down on the south
side.
To the west of the caitral tomb was a fiirtha tomb, with a gap of 0.63 m brtween the two. The latta was
2.83 m long, 0.91 m wide and had a bevelled top 0.15 m above the floor. A breach had beai made in the
north side of the tomb, by cutting into foundation A. This breach enabled the intaior to be recorded by the
excavators. A large wooden cofiBn (long since decayed) had been laid in the grave, which cut thr(Higb the
floor, onto a bed of white cement. "The body of the cofiBn was then surrounded up to its depth with semi-fluid
wbate cemait, and upon this what sufiBdaitly set thae was laid along the sides at the levd of the lid a line of
pieces of Roman brick. These wae placed hori2X)ntally on the south side, but on the wall side they wae laid
aslant. " The sloping sides of the lid wae thai covaed with concrete to a depth of 0.19 m above theridgeof
thecofiBn.
The intaior of the tomb, similar to the eastan tomb, was a cast of the coflBn, but a fina canait had been
used for the tomb, resulting in a betta cast of the decked cofiBn. This measured 2.31 m in laigtfi, was 0.81 m
wide and 0.5 m tallfromtheridgeof the lid. The ends wereformedof pieces of planking 0.06-0.07 m thick,
squared at the bottom and gabled at the top. The bottom was made of three plank^ the caitral one 0.5 m
wide, and ade planks 0.15 m wide canted up outwardly at a small angle. The coped Hd was 0.05 m narrowa
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than the body of the coffin, and formed of two thick planks increaang in thicknessfrom0.02 m at theridgeto
0.08 m at the edge, which was chamfered on the under side. It is also recorded that the cemait had even
preserved, in places, an imprint of the wood gram on the coffin

It is also mteresting to note that the foot of the coffin projected 0.22 m beyond the aid of the tomb,
projecting under the pinkfloor,and that the ends and south ade of the tomb woe coated with plasta (Hope
1915a, 399).
Excavations during 1921-2 (Potts 1926; Peers & Clapham 1927; Potts 1928) concoitrated on uncovaing
the nave, south porticus and west aid of the church.
The 1926 report by Reverend Potts gives litfle in the w ^ of details recovered by excavation, save a note
that thae was a narthex or anti-chamba on the west (Potts 1926,99). It is said to lave had a cottraDy-placed
doorway, with a "little buttress on each side" built of Roman tile. These buttresses are now thoug^it to have
been lata additions to the original church (Saunders 1978, 48). Mention is also made of a tomb (of
Ardibishop Bohtwald, discussedfiirtherbelow) on the north side of the nave, west of the doorway into the
central northon porticus: "The south side of a tomb of Roman brick whidi we have found may be his" (Potts
1926,107).
Some fiirtha information is provided by the Peas and Clapham repon of 1927. This account adds a little
ddail to the Paiod 1A church. The north wall of the nave was set in hard pd)bly nrortar, and the floors woe
of "plasta coloured pink by the admixture of pounded brick," that in the nave beii^ particularly wdlpresoved (Peas & Cl^ham 1927, 204). A plan was inchided with this repoit, locating the various
foundations uncovered up to 1922. Inchided in this plan is the south-west coma of the churdi, a partition
dividing the south porticus, the west wall of the nave (with central doorway) and the west wall of the malhex,
also with a caitral doorway. Unfortunately noae of these are desaibed.
The Reveroid Potts report of 1928 adds no new detail to the Period l A churdi, but an infonnalive,
phased plan of the shiictural remains does show a fintha fiagmott of foundation not noted before. This is
atuated on the south ade of the church, adjacoit to the dividing foundation in tte south porticus, and is part
of the south vrall-fixindation, with a junction, or pilasta buttress, extendingfromits southfece(Potts 1928,
fold-out figure).
A plan of the survwingflooris hdd in the English Heritage archive, signed W.S. and this has been used to
plot the extent of surviving floor. The plan is not dated, but must have beai drawn afta the 1921-2
excavations since details of the south porticus and narthex are induded.
It was not until the 1957-8re-examinationof the early church that more details were added (Saunders
1978,44-52). This work was limited to three small trenches in the church, one extoiding east-west across the
nartjfKx, anotha m the body of the nave, and thefinalone at the east end of the nave. A wdl, cutting through
thefloorof the nave, had part of its lining ronoved and the section recorded. Rubble was also ronoved from
the area nortii of the Period 1A church;firstiy,to look at the relationship betweai the extemal fece of the
church and the walls a^acent to it; secondly, to establish the charada of otha walls to the west of the
porticus.
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The investigation north of the church proved that lata walls butted the north wall of the church. The
characta of the walls fiirtha west was also established, and will be discussed below in a lata phase.
In the narOiex it was noted that the floor was of white concrete mbced with chalk and gravd with a thin
laya of brokai brick o v a the top. This floor is t h o u ^ to have replaced the original one, which may have
worn rapidly in the doorway. Below the floor was mixed soil and rubble ova a laya of tiles. These deposits
sealed a compacted chaBc, thought to rgiresent the continuous footings of the west wall of the maUKx. Note
is made that the northan external buttress appears to have been butt-jointed to the main wafl. Thefixitingsof
the door jamb wae built on a chalk foundation (Saunders 1978,47-8).
The wdl section revealed afloor,calculated to have been around 0.91 m beneath the floor of the Norman
church. The section revealed a sequence of fine layas. The uppermost was an opus sigrmum floor (2), light
red in colour containing considaable quantities of chalk and brick chippings. Below this was a floor of
concreted brick chqjpings, with a dark red to blackfinish(4). Thefloorwas uneven and stqiped down 0.07 m
to the east. The gap between the twofloorswasfilledwith brokaitilesova white mortar (3). Three layers, of
white mortar, bufif mortar and a lens of black soil lay below floor 4. Underneath these was a fiirtha floor of
brick chqipings (7), laid o v a brown soil (Saunders 1978,46).
A small traich in the nave, against the Norman north aisle foundation located the tomb of Ardibishop
Bethtwald (Saundas 1978, 48). The outa fece of the brick-Hned grave had beai cut away by a lata
foundation trendi, but seven courses of tiles, laid in pale yellow, pebbly mortar remained. Adhaing to the
bottom tile course, andfillingthe foundation trench for the tomb, was a pink-buff mortar (11). The nave floor
had been ranade a numba of times. Thefinalfloorwas a pink, crushed brick, with a hard surfece (2), bedded
on white mortar (3). Towards the east end of the fraidi the floor was patched with a "pala pink bride drip
surfece." An eartiafloor(4) lay bdow, comprising brick chips, bedded on white mortar and a laya of broken
Roman tilefragmaits(5). Patdies of chalk and yellow day patched the worn surfece offloor4.
A fiirtha traK*, at the east end of the nave, revealed a fiirtha sequence of layas, cut by Wulfiic's
octagonal structure, but these were mudi disturbed (Saunders 1978,48-9). Features rdating to lata phases of
the church will be discussed bdow. All that could be seen of the Period 1A church were nake-up layas (4,6,
and 8) and possibly the latafloor(2).
It must be added that although the succesave floor levels in the nave have all beai desoibed imda Paiod
1 A, it is likdy that some of the uppafloorsmay well relate to lata phases of the Anglo-Saxon buildii^
Possibly conteitqxirary with the Period 1A church, and only just cut by the Period 2 vestibule, was a grave
(3 7), on line with the caitral axis ofthechurdi (Saunders 1978,44-5). It Isy around 14 m west of the church,
between the Period 2 vestibule, and the Paiod 3 westem chapel, and was cut by both of the latta stmctures.
The grave contained the skdeton of an adult whose head and neck had been ranoved in the constmction of
the westan chqid. The excavator reported that the grave was notable ance stones had beoi positbned at the
head and fert. The left foot was pressed up against a small stone at the end of the grave, the ri^ fix)t lay on a
stone, and anotha stone was found between the legs, about 0.05 m above the ankle. A shrcHid is thought to
have been around the skd^oa A shad of Ipswich type cooking pot was located in the grave.
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Afiirtherburial, also earlia than the Period 2 vestibule, was located at the east aid of the excavation
trench. Only the westem end was visible in section, revealing a skull resting on a pillow of stones (Saunders
1978,45).

The author visited tte ate in Novanba 1995 to prepiae a detailed record of the surviving northern part of
the church. A stone-for-stone plan was drawn to a scale of 1:20, two profiles drawn to a scale of 1:10
through the westanmost tomb, and a context record sheet prepared for eadi dement of the stmchiral
ronains. The latta detailed the dimensions, matoials used, stmdural relationships obsoved, and attoiqited to
intetprd the remains. A total of 15 contexts was allocated (Fig 11). Details observed, whoe they add to tfie
descriptions above, are presented here.
The north wall (1) is much as described a&a the 1914-15 excavation AH that can be added is that the wall
survives to a hdght of 0.90 m, comprismg 11 courses of re-used Roman tile and brick bonded in buff mortar.
F'wefiirthacourses of amilar material lay below the levd of the gravd laid around the ronains to prevent the
growth of weeds. The nwrtar in wall 1 contains large quantities of gravd, and some riva-roundedflints,up to
0.03 m across. It was noted that some of the Romantileshad opus sigfiinum still adhoing to thdr surfeces,
indicating their re-usefinomRoman masonry structures. An external renda of pink mortar survives on wall 1
to the iwrth of its junction with cross-wall 3. Walls 2, 3, and 4 are of snmlar matoials to wall 1, and are of
one build with it. Wall 2 (the west wall of the church) survives to a hdght of 0.05 m (with one course of tile
above the gravd and at least three bdow), and with a small ofifed on the intanalfeceof thefoundations;wall
3 (divi&ig the weston and coitral porticus) survives to a h e i ^ of 0.37 m (with finir courses above the
gravd and two bdow); wall 4 dividing the central and easton porticus) survives to a l^ght of 0.9 m and has
similar ccnirang to wall 1. This wall d i f t e only in that bdow the third course oftilesthe wall is bonded with
white, gravdy mortar containing marine molluscs. This would mdicate that the sand use in the mortar may
have derivedfix)mthe coast or an eshiary.
Inade the central north porticus, bdween oxiss-wall 3 and the eastem wall 4, are the three tombs already
detailed above. The eastem tomb (11) survives to a hdght of 1 m, of which the uppa 0.5 m comprises seven
courses of re-used Roman tile bonded in white, gravefy mortar, the Iowa 0.5 m conqirises flint nodules
bonded in buff mortar. The Iowa section surrounded the woodai coffin (detailed above), whilst the tile layers
lay o v a the top of the burial. The intemal south fece of the uppa 0.5 m of the tomb is rendered m white,
gravely mortar, su^esting that this section stood above the levd the floor in the porticus. The central tomb
(10) has three upper courses of re-used Roman tile bonded in buff mortar containing flint and gravd,
overlying a Iowa section conqnisingflintnodules in mortar (presumably the base of the tomb surrounding the
wooden coffin). The intemal south fece of the tomb is rendaed with white mortar down to the wida
footings' below. The westem tomb (9) diflfes in that the upper "roof section conpises re-used Roman tile
phched vertically with a stqiped eflfect on the south ade. A white mortar roida is visible on the south fece
and ova the step.
In the west porticus a fiutha tomb had been buih in the north-west oaraex. This was not noted on any of
the published plans until 1927 (Peers & Oap\ma 1927, plate X), but has more recently beai omitted fiom
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plans (for example Saunders 1978, fig 8; Gan 1992, fig 4). This tomb (6) has only three sides surviving, the
fourth having been cut away by one of the foundations for the Norman rebuild. It comprises walls 0.30-0.33
m thick, founded to a depth of 0.83 m, biult of mixed revised Romantile,fi-equaitflintnodules and some
mudstonefiagmentsset in bufi^ gravdy mortar, butting walls 1 and 2. The material is roughly coursed into
seven layers, bitemalfy the grave is 2.78 m long, with ewdence of a 'moulded' roof (Fig 11) surviving in both
comers, perhaps indicating the location of a wooden cofiBn similar to the three tombs in the central porticus.
The tomb ^ipears to be bonded with masonryfeature7.

Feature 7 is rectangular intemally, measuring 0.65 m east-west, with two good 'square' comas surviving
on the north side. The feature comprises material very similar to tomb 6, of which it appears to form an
int^ral part. The west wall is 0.25 m thick, the east wall 0.6 m thick, and the north wall 0.65 m thidc A
dusta of six tiles on the surfece of feature 7 may represent a recent resetting of the tiles. A patch of opus
signimm is visible between this tile setting and the north fece of thefeature.The two ade (east and west)
walls of feature 7 have previously beai intapreted as wall foundations (Gem 1992, fig 4). Feature 7 is
pahaps tentatively interpreted as the foundation for an altar, contemporary with tomb 6, bdow which was a
setting for relics. It is uncertain when this tomb was added to the porticus, and no named burial is known
hae.
In the north-east coma of the west porticus is a block of masonry (8). It comprised a ^ courses of reused Roman tile and brick, withflintand mudstonefragments,bonded in dirty wtnte/bufiT moitar containing
some burnt flint. A poorly coursed masonry (15) is situated between wall 3 and masonry 8. No evidence
survives to indicate that this nrasonry rqwesents a fiirtha tomb, although the space betweenfeature7 and
wall 3 (2.8 m) would have been sufiBdent for afiirthaburial.

Dating evidencefor the Period IA church
To judgefromthe plan of the church (Fig 10) this is thought to have been one of the early
churches of the (Iregorian mission, buih soon after the arrival of Augustine in 597.
Confirmation of this comesfromthe location of important burials in the north porticus.
Bede mentions the church of Sts Peter & Paul, built as a monastery, and in which
Augustine was buried with the other archbishops and kings of Kent (Bede, HE 1 and n see Chapter 4 for full references). This church was dedicated not later than 619 (Chapter
4). Goscelin, writing in the mid 11th century tells us of the location of tombs which were
cleared before a remodelling of the east end of the church in 1050 (Chapter 4). He
recorded the location of the tombs of Augustine, Deusdedit, Honorius, Justus, Mellitus
and Latirence in the north porticus. The latter three have been located during excavations
against the north wall of the porticus, and interpreted as such with reference to the
historical sources (for details see Chapter 4). The layout offtntherburials are discussed
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morefiillyin Chapter 4, suffice to note here that the evidence fortiieidentification of the
Period 1A church as that of Sts Peter & Paul, built by Augustine in the opening years of
the 7th century is very strong.

Interpretation of the excavated remains (Fig 10)
The excavated parts of the church represent the nave, north and south porticus, and
narthex to the west. An eastem apse would ahnost certainly have formed part of the
original plan. Further discussion offlielayout is given in Chapter 5.

Church of Sts Peter & Paul, Period 2
J7te expanded church (Fig 10)
Expansion of the church in this period was considerable, with a westward extension of
the nave, addition of a new narthex, possible enlargement of the north porticus, and
constixiction of the cloisters to the north. The full length of the expanded church
measured at least 38 m (less the presumed apsidal east end).
Visible today are the remains of the narthex and vestibule, althou^ presumably set at
a higher level than foimd.

Descriptiai of the church (Figs 4 and 10)
Excavations in 1914-15firstuncovaed traces of walls to the north of the Period l A church (Hope 1915a).
The north wall of the Poiod 1A poiticus was danolished and a new wall buih some 3.65 m to the north. Only
the outa fece of the wall survived dishuhance by lata foundations. A patdi of "red canentfloor"survived
north of the original north wall, dose to the gap between the eastan tomb and the certral one (Hope 1915a,
388). Further east was traced a length of north-south wall thought to have beoi the rdum fiom the north-east
coma of the church. This is now open to doubt, since Saundos' re-examination of waDs in this area su^ests
they woe not all contanporary (Saundos 1978,44), being bonded with diffaait mortars. An apse postulated
to the east of this was lata proven to have beai part of a lata fli^ of steps of the Wulfied paiod. The
westem extent of the Poiod 2 north wall was not located in these excavations.
After the demolition of the north wall of the Paiod l A poiticus, the north fece of the eastan tomb,
standing to a hdght of 0.91 m abovefloorlevd, was "roughly plastered over" (Saunders 1978,397).
Otha walls wae also located, one apparoitiy "crossing" the Paiod 1A church, anotiia extaiding west of
the Period 1A north wall. The excavators report that much of the Paiod 2 north wall was presoved as a base
for the Norman aisle wall, being distinguished by its diffaent coloured mortar, nibble masonry and the "mddy
laid herring-lione" (Saunders 1978,389).
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At the east ead of the nave was recorded a wall-foundation 0.64 m wide. Saunders also investigated this
foundation in 1957-8, who recorded a section throu^ the feature (15) (Saunders 1978, 49). It cut through
the Paiod 1A floor make-up layers noted above to a depth of c. 0.5 m, and was constructed of layered
matmal. The lowest level was of mortar and rubble,followedby gravel and a ]ay& of stones with anoth^
layer of whitish mortar and rubble above. The foundation was sealed byfloorsrelating to a lata- phase of the
church (these are discussedfiirtherunder Wulfiic's octagon. Period 3, below).

The 1927 r ^ r t by Potts & Clapham provides a plan of the possible northmi extension and weaon
additions. No details, however, are ^ e n of thefiibricof the walls. The report notes that "the east wall of the
original iwrthex was pulled down and its area added to the nave, while a laigCT narttKx, of thefiollwidth of
the nave and aisles, was added to the west" (Potts & Cl^ham 1927, 210-11). The plan, howevw, shows an
tension the same width as the nave, not taking in the v^dth of the aisles. An archive plan, in the cathedral
library, Canterijuiy, shows the narthex the M width of the church (drawn by Hope in 1917). One may
conclude that the 1927 publication plan must have been dianged, without altoation of ttK text to suit. The
rqxMt continues, "Aforecourtof equal width, and 68 ft [20.72 m] in laigth was laid out to the west of the
narthex, and into it, opening by two doorwaysfi^omthe nartfKx, projected an oblong porch or vestibule,
containing aflightof steps^ and having infrontof it a secondflight[of steps] descoiding to the levd of the
ground in the forecourt." No evidaice is presentedforthe forecourt and twoflightsof steps.
The only details given in the 1927 report are stones used in the westfoundationof the Period 2 narthex
(Potts & Clapham 1927, 211). Reported are veiy large stones, one a "great sandstoiK shaft" 2.89 m long,
"and tapeced, with a socket hole in its top." This was removed and set up nearby (and still stands today at the
west end of the site). Another stone was a "great sand-stone boulder, which, wten taken out, wasfoimdto
have on its undoside a numbCT of grooves made by the sharpoiing of knives..."
A "gateway tower" is also noted at the west end of the forecourt, containing many entity graves (Potts &
Cl^ham 1927, 211, fig 2). This was undoubtedly the same masoniy found in 1955-7 by Saunders, and
though to have been of Norman build (Saunders 1978,42).
The latter excavations also noted that at least the northern buttresses on the entrance into the Period 1A
dnirch, had beei added (Saundm 1978,48). This was presumably done whai the west aid was ranoddled
in Period 2. Saunders also noted that the "second narthex appeared to have beai about 4 ft 6 in [1.4 m] bdow
thefloorlevd of the diurch." Unfortunatdy the section cut through this area was not ptMshed (and cannot
iK)w be traced).
The west wall of the vestibule consisted of four roughly laid courses offlintwith some re-used Roman tile,
bonded in whitidi-^^ mortar. The was recorded as bang

sli^itly less than 0.60 m wide "with no

regularities." The west fece was rendered with mortar and had an ofi&et. The inna &ce had a distinct batta
and was slightly curved. Below the ofl&et wae traich-built foundations, 0.72 m wide, and 0.91 m deep, and
comprised re-used material, including an "enormous sarsen or sandstone blodc" at least 2.92 m long
(Saundas 1978,43). This is presumably the same stone recorded by Pea^s & Cl^ham (above). On the southAvest comer of the vestibule was a "thin buttress bonded onto the walL" The intanalfloorlevd was above the
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level of the ofl&et, but nothing of it survived. No trace of the steps noted in the earlier excavation survived.
A stone bench is recorded on the north side of the church (Peers & Clapham 1927, 216), "extending
brtween the oilargemm of the archbishop's porticus and thefoundationsunder notice [west wall of the
cloistCT], are the ronains of a stone bench against which the original plastering of the wall appeared to stop."
Little trace of this could befoundin the 1957-8 excavations (Saundas 1978,44).
The author undertook d^ailed recording of the surviving masonry in the area of the north porticus in
1995. The north wall of the Poiod 1A porticus had been partly demolished, ac^acoit to the ea^mi tomb in
the central porticus, and the westernfeceof waD 4 rendered with ydlow mortar (Rg 11).
To the north of the Period I A church were originally recorded numerous wall foundations tfacught to
Tepreseat an expanded north porticus. TTiesefoundationsdid not survive wdl for recording in 1995, and
largely lay below the gravel »3r&ce laid around the remains. Five walls were recorded in the 1914-15
excavations, extending northwards from the north wall of the porticus, and afiirthwwall extending west
(Peers & Oaplma 1927, plate X; Gem 1992, fig 4). Rg 11 shows the survival of the remains as recorded in
1995. From west to east, the first two walls no longer survive; the third wall survives as an area of large
blocks of ragstone and mudstone (14), with no mortar bonding (a angle large stone ties to the west of this
wall); the fourth andfifthwalls survive as four monumoital blocks of rag^one and mudstone, prd)ably reused from a Roman building. These stones measure up to 0.5 m tall and 1.05 m long. No mortar bonding
survives. One of the stones crosses the line of Period 1A north wall (1), indicating that this is part of a later
bdld. Nofintherintopretation wadd be rdiable ^ven the disturbed nature of these walls.

Dating evidence of the Period 2 expansion
A sherd of Ipswich type cooking pot was found in the backfill of a grave cut by the
foundations of the vestibule. Nigel Macpherson-Granfs extensive research into the
Anglo-Saxon pottery of Canterbury suggests that Ipswich-type wares, previously dated in
the range c. 650-850, can now be refined to c. 750-850 in East Kent and further afield
(Nigel Macpherson-Grant, pers coram).
The expansion of the church probably took place either in the mid 8th century, in 978
when the church was rededicated, or in 1006-23x7 when a documentary source mentions
work on the burial porticus (see Chapter 4 for fuller details of the documentaryAvritten
sources which provide the above dates). The sherd of pottery in the grave pre-dating the
vestibule of the expanded church indicates that one of the latter two dates is most likely.

Interpretation of the Period 2 excavated remains
Expansion in Period 2 was restricted to the addition of two rooms to the west and the
probable enlargement of the north porticus.
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Western chapel, Periods 2 and 3
The chapel (Fig 10)
To the west of the church of Sts Peter & Paul lay a small chapel, of at least two phases of
construction. The location of a "gateway tower" was excavated in the 1920s, and
reported by Potts & Clapham in 1927. They, however, gave no details, save that empty
graves were located in the structure. It was supposed that these graves were of AngloSaxon bishops and abbots, translated in the Norman period (Potts & Clapham 1927,211).
Excavations by Saimders in 1957-8 have shown these to have been added at a later
(Norman) date (Saunders 1978, fig 7, 51-2). Passing mention to this structure was made
in a paper read in 1925, but note is only made of the graves therein (Potts 1926,109).

Description of the cfwpel (Fig 10)
Excavations in 1955-7, have shown that the earliest phase, poliaps relating to Period 2 of the church of Sts
Peter & Paul, was r^resaited by two paralld chalkfootings,3 m apart. The northenifoundation(28) was
1.14 m wide and comprised rammed chalk and courses of flint, w4ulst the southeni foundation (27) was
slightiy narrower, with layers of chalk and gravd. Both foundations cut into a A&sp layer of canrtery soil (13)
that was found to have been extenave over the western part of the ate (Saundos 1978, 41). Sealing the
Period 2foundationswas the Period 3 circular foundation attached to a chapd to the east (Saundos 1978,
41-2).
The earliest levels of the Period 3 chapd were pahaps buih to the east of the Period 2 chapd, so that the
latter remained standing until the addition of a drcularfoundation.The body of the diapd was entirdy
exposed in 1955-7, but found to have beei much disturbed by previous excavations. Howeva-, it was possible
to see a uniform spread of mortar and gravd, with die mutilated remains of aflattenedapse at the west oid. A
little upstanding wall core survived in the apse. The remains of the mortar spread indicated the extent of the
chapd, suggesting intanal dimensions of 6 m by 4.87 m. The surviving upstanding walling of the apse
consisted of a core of layers of buff mortar, gravd and rubble, re-used Roman tile and lumps of opus
signimm with a thin laya of light brown mortar capping it (31). The core rested on afoundationof dalk and
rubble (34), 1.37 m wide and neariy 0.60 m deq) (Saunders 1978,42).
The floor of the diapd, of which around two-thirds survived, comprised a layer of whitish-buff mortar
with a layer offlintsat the bottom (33). Foundations revealed on the south side were 0.38 m deep and 1.29 m
wide, and of chalk and rubble. The outa edge of the foundation was also seai on the north ade, w*ae it had
beat trench buih (Saundas 1978, 42-3). It was noted that the floor was smooth with only the occaaonal
fiagmaits offlints,tile and lagstone [THythe stone] protruding fiom it. A shad of Stamford ware, "unlikdy
to be much before the mid 11th caitury," was found anbedded in the floor Above the floor wae patdies of
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orange clay and chaBc Thefloorof the chapd is thought to have been 0.60 m bdow the postulated floor levd
in the Period 2 vestibule (Saunders 1978,43).
Built against theflattenedapse (noted above), and l^iping ova the remains, was a droilar fcxntdation
(29). It comprised a 1.37 m deep foundation made up of layers of dialk,flintand mortar, buff"mortar, gravd
and flints, light brown mortar and capped by chalk. On top of the chalk was a thin floor of Dgjit orange
mortar.
Two paralld walls sealing the drailar foundation are thought to have beai of early Norman buiM
(Saunders 1978, 42), and are not therefore discussed here. These are undoubted^ the walls located in the
1920s and thought thai to represent an An^o-Saxon "gateway towa" (Peas & Clapham 1927,211), but the
evidence provided by Saunda^s is unequivocal (Saundas 1978,42).

Dating evidencefor the western chapel
A sherd of Stamford ware from the Period 3 floor provides a construction date shortly
before the mid-11th century (Saimders 1978,60, sherd viii).

Interpretation of the excavated remains
The western chapel, in Period 2, does not survive in enough detail to be certain of its
form or layout. The Period 3 remains, however, were much better preserved and perhaps
represent the foundations to a chapel with an apsed western end, and adjoining circular
tower.

Chapel of St Mary, Period I B
The chapel (Fig 10)
Little of the chapel of St Maty has survived because of the construction of an extensive
crypt attiieeast end of the abbey complex in the Norman period.
All that remains is the west wall of the nave, still visible today. This was first located
during the 1914-15 excavations and described as "a wall 25 in [0.63 m] thick, constructed
of Roman bricks" with a doorway 1.98 m wide in the middle (Hope 1915a, 379, fig 3).
One minor detail not published xmtil 1927 was that the doorway had an external rebate
(Potts & Clapham 1927,212).
Although no detailed description of the wall was published, site inspection in March
1997 revealed that the present upper surface of the wall is of pink mortar, preserving the
impressions of the overlying, but removed, tile course. Other details noted, but not
recorded before, are that the surviving hei^t of the west wall is 0.4 m, comprising six
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courses of re-used Roman tiles bonded in pink mortar containing abundant flecks of
crushed red tile. Only the external face is visible, the interior being covered by the
adjacent (modem) gravel walkway. The face of the wall below the doorway is set 0.12 m
infromthe face of the chapel's west wall, whilst an ofl&et at a lower level in the doorway
projects only 10 mmfromthe face of the west wall. Much of the original pointing is still
intact, although small areas have been re-pointed in buff mortar, presumably by the
Ministry of Works.

Date of the chapel
The chapel is known to have been built by Eadbald between 616 and 624, and dedicated
to the Virgin (see Chapter 4 for fiiller details of the historical and written sources).

Interpretation of the excavated remains
Only the west wall of this chapel was located Because of its location it must be the
chapel of St Mary, built by Eadbald between 616 and 624.

Cloister area, Periods 2A and 2B
The cloisters (Fig 10)
This area was under excavation between 1927 and 1930. First mention of the results was
in a note by Clapham (Potts 1934,191-4). He reportedtiiatthe Anglo-Saxon cloisters had
probably been built in at least three phases.

The excavated remains (Fig 10)
Thefirststructure to be uncovaed was a rectangular building, measuring 8.23 m by 5.18 m, the foundations
of which wae located to the north of the doista. This building lay at an acute angle to the alignment of the
church (Potts 1934,191).
It was found difficuh to disaitangle the various phases of the doista, but t h o u ^ to n^resait two
successive lay-outs of a daustral plan (Potts 1934,192-3). The earliest was t h o u ^ to post-date the proposed
expanded north porticus. The plan rq)resented an internal square 12.80 m east-west, and "perhaps ratha less
from north to south though the exact north line is indetaminate." Four alleys wee proposed, one on the
south side nearly 3.35 m wide, on the west "ratha wida." The remaining early walls (on the north, east and
we^ sides) wae intapr^ed as ranges of buildings; the eastan bong 5.56 m wide, the westan being 4.72 m
wide and the north ade beaiig uncatain.
It is not t h o u ^ that all of the eariy phase walls were contemporary since some walls were buih of
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ragstone [?Hythe stone] and Roman brick, and "at one point have wdl-buih mortar-raidaedfootingsof
square sectioa" These were also laid in ydlow mortar.
A second phase was rqjresented by thicker walls on the east, north and west sides of the court, which had
beai "sHghtty enlarged on the west and pedaps north ade and the south a&ey rray have been aitirely
dispensed with." It was also noted that the thick north wall was made up of two paralld walls, the phasing of
which was not detenmined, but probably represents two phases ofbuild.
Walls of the later phase are described as having beai of two types "which do not appear to diffa- in date,
one type is substantially built on megalithic foundations, which inchide Roman stones, the otha type has been
built in a trench with Hghtty sloping sidesfilledwith mortar and small mataial, afootor so thick, on which
stood the actual wall." The levd of the contatqwraiy ground surfece is said to have risai on the north ade of
the cloista-.
A stmcture not noted in the 1934 report, but located on a plan dated 1938 (hdd in the National
Monuments Record archive, Swindon) shows the coma of a building to the north-east of the complex noted
above. A description of the walls is given in a notebook, kept by the Reveraid Potts, which also provides a
drawing with dimensions. The fiagment is described as a pre-Conquest building on the ate of the lata
refectory. It had "brick quoins at the nortli-east coma" (on the plan this is the north-west coma). The walls
were 0.58 m wide, surviving to a hag}it offourcourses measuring a total of 0.38 m. Afignment of the walls is
more in keepisxg with the doistm and church than the nearby building.

Dating evidence for the cloisters
No internal dating evidence has been recovered for tiie cloister complex, but the earliest
phase of walls may have been bviilt in the 8th century (see Chapter 5 for a fiill discussion
of the layout), with a documented re-building by abbot Aelfinaer between 1006 and
1017/22 (see Chapter 4 for details).

Interpretation of the excavated remains
The excavated walls, including two buildings a little to the north represent at least two
phases of cloisters.

South-west tower. Period 3
The tower (Fig 10)
Excavations in 1955-7 revealed the foundations of a massive tower to the south-west of
the churches (Saunders 1978, 32-5). Two foundation-walls survived the Norman rebuilding of the abbey. The surviving foundations, on the south and west sides of the
structure, had arched foundations resting on piers at the comers of the building. These cut
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into the Period 1-2 cemetery. The foundations of this tower are visible today, but wrongly
labelled Normaa

Description of the tower (Fig 10)
The construction trenches for the foundations was noted to have beai undacut, to provide broada
foundations for the waUs above. Construction of the pias was uneven and of flint and ragstone rubble and
some re-used Roman mataial bedded in hard orange mortar. Neara ground levd the foundations wae
coursed and with large water-worn pieces of ragstone b ^ e e n predominantflints.Note was made that the
southern arch, of rough pitched stones had been constructed ova the earth without any timba centaing. The
western arch was only half a true arch, with less care being takai with the foundations.
A fiutha trench, excavated to locate the west face of the west foundation, successfiilly noted that the
foundation had beai traich buik, to a width of 2.74 m. Reconstruction of the plan, given three surviving
intanal comers, su^ests a structure around 3.81 m square internally. Part of the structure ranained standing
to a hdght of 0.91-1.22 m. The lata, Norman, re-building of the abbey had removed the interior of the towa,
and large parts of the east and north foundations.
Otha fiBgmaits of masonry to the east of the south-west towa wae thought to have been part of a
fiirtha Anglo-Saxon towa, but lata excavation proved these to have beai Norman (Medieval Archaeology,
22.158-9).

Dating evidence
The tower may have been built in the mid 11th century, since a large donation for
building work is recorded for 1047 (see Chapter 4 for fiirther details of the historical and
written sources).

Interpretation of the remains
The south-west tower was probably afreestandingstructure of some height, to judge from
the nature of the foundations.

Wulfric's octagonaJ structure, Period 3
The octagon (Fig 10)
The octagonal structure was built to replace the east end of the church of Sts Peter &
Paul, linking it with the chapel of St Mary. Excavations were largely conducted between
1914 and 1915, and the results published in 1915 (Hope 1915a). The stiiicture, a circular
crypt with an octagonal exterior, had been sealed by tons of earth beneath the Norman
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crossing.
Visible today are all parts of the octagon that are situated between the two later
Norman arcade foundations.

Description of the structure (Fig 10)
The central, open space of the oypt, measures 7.62 m in diameta, enclosed by aringof dgjit pias, each 2.59
m thick, and expanding in width from 1.52-2.08 m on the inside to 2.44-3.45 m on the outade. Similar
diverging sides may be seai on the spaces between the piers, from 1.06-1.52 m inside to 2.05 m cmtside.
These spaces opai onto an ambulatory 1.83 m wide. An opening on the west ade, 2.97 m vnde, ffves onto
the nave of the church of Sts Peter & Paul All of the masoniy is said to have been of "rougji pieces of thin
oolitic sandstone, carefiiUy laid, andfecedwith a thin laya of mortar or plastCT" (Hope 1915a, 379-80). To
the north and south the arcade foundations of the Norman abbey cut through the foundations of the building.
The crypt was cut to a depth of 1.67 mfromthe top of thefoundations.On the north-west arei north feces
was noted a 0.61 m o f i ^ on the outside, of the building. TMckaring of the westfismdationwas recorded,
oversfflling a "thick wall of earlier date" (Hope 1915a, 380, 389) measuring some 2.13 m wide with good
feeing stones to the east ade and a rougjifinishto the west. This vras fiirtha investigated in 1957-8 ami found
to have been part of the original octagonal building (Saunders 1978,48-9). Ddails of this re-ocamination will
be given below.
Ako located in the 1914-15 excavations was aflightof two steps, adjacent to the westan fece of the
building. This was originally intaprded as an ^se on the east end of the church of Sts Peta & Paul (Hope
1915a, 386-7, fig 5), but this view changed on reflection (Peers & Clapham 1927,215-6).
A later account of the octagonal structure (Peers & Clapham 1927, 212-18) introducesfiirtha-d^ails,
after continued excavations in 1921-2. The aypt was cut to a depth of 0.81 m bdow the levd of thefloorin
the church of Sts Prta & Paul. "A solid platform of rammed chalk was then laid down ova- the whole area,
and on this were laid the foundations of the new building." The internal diamda- of the "rotunda" measured
16.46 m (this contrasts with measurements g^vai in Hope 1915a, of around 12.04 m diamda). To judge
from the 1982 Dqiartmait of the Environmait sairvey the laiger of the two measuranaits is doser to the true
scale. More accurate on site mea^rements vwll be undertaken for the metrical anafyas proposed later in the
research.
Of the aght piers, each has ades radiatingfromthe centre of the building, with a s B ^ curve on both the
iima and outer feces. Several of the piers shows "signs of the nascence of an outward curve in the airviving
stone at the top (some 5 ft [1.52 m] above the chalkfloor),which seans to indicate a series of barrd-vaults
over the aisle and between the piers, and having a groin intersection oppoate the opanngs" (Hope 1915a,
214).
The exterior south and south-east feces of the building showed signs of pilasta- buttresses, 1.44 m across,
and presumably also mirrored on the north and north-east feces. On the west side of the building, whae a
doorway was noted, a ramp of chalk is now recorded. This was intaprded as the base for a fli^ of steps,
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from the church of Sts Prta & Paul down into the oypt of the rotunda.
Alterations to the original design, during construction, were recorded. These inchide the addition of a
stair-towafoundationon the south fece of the building, preaimably also mirrored on the north 6ce, and the
addition of an outa skin of masonry, 0.6 m wide, to the exterior fece of theft)undations."The various
sections of this work were apparent^ added piecemeal, as they are normally sqiarated by straight joints."
When located in 1914-15 this was described as an oflfeet foundation (Hope 1915a, 380). T I K foundations
wae morefiiltyunderstood afta the 1957-8 accavations (see bdow).
Outside the building was located an area of masornyfoundations,attached to the south-wea foundations
of the rotunda, and intapreted as part of a contemporaryre-buildingof the church of Sts Peta & Paul. On
the north-west ade of the building was recorded the Iowa two steps of an entrance intotiierotunda, fiom the
claustral area This arranganent was in^iafectly understood, and has been the subject of some confiision,
origjnalfy interpreted as an earfy apse (Hope 1915a, 386-7).
More recait excavations in 1957-8, wae designed to look at the lata foundations towards the east aid of
the church of Sts Peta & Paul (Saunders 1978, 48-9). It was found that the west fece of the octagon was
built of coursed ragstone bonded in orange mortar. Against this had beai built a 2.13 m wide foundation
(Saundas 1978, fig 9, section c-d, wall 17), originally located in the early accavations. This ted beai
interpreted as an eailia wall-foundation by the 1914-15 excavators, or perhaps an addition, accordmg to the
1921-2 excavations. It was dear, from the 1957-8 work, that although foundation 17 butted the west
foundation-wall of the octa^n, it ovalay the samefoundationraft of dialk, in a widefoundationpit, and
"appears to have beai intended from the beginning." Across the entrance to the ciypt, thefoundationwas
made up of a diflfenentform(Saunders 1978, fig 9, section e-C walllS). This conqjrised l ^ a s of rubble and
buff nK>rtar laid on nibble and chalk with white mortar and gravd bdow. The eastfeceof ttefismdationhad
been revetted with fi^^ents of ragstone.
The 1957-8 traich was oit to sufiBdait dqith to note that the foundation pit for tlK octagon had cut
through the "natural ground," but the base of the chalkfoundationrafl: was not located. A posable scaffold
posthole was recorded in the nave of the church, 1 m west of thefoundation(Saundas 1978, fig 9, section ef, context 16).
Against the westfeceof thefiiundationwere noted two layas; one of "ydtow sand with a red (bride dust)
surfece," and the otha a laya of "purplish white mortar andflints"(layas 12 and 13 reqwctivdy). It was
sugg^ed that these may indicate late floors within the nave of the church of Sts P « a & Paul (SaurKlas
1978,49). These layas also sealed the Paiod 2 wall foundation at the east aid of the nave.

Dating evidence
This structure, linking the church of Sts Peter & Paul with the chapel of St Mary, is
documented as having been started by Wulftic aroimd 1050, but not completed by his
death in 1059 (see Chapter 4 for historical and written sources).
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Interpretation of the octagonal structwe
The excavated remains represent a barrel-vaulted crypt (as su^ested by traces of a
springing on the upper edge of several of the piers) with an ambulatory. The rounded
foundation set against the south face of the structure (presumably mirrored on the north
side) is thought to represent the foundation for a vice (spiral stair) giving access to upper
floors in the stiructure. These features, and the substantial foundations, imply a structure
of some hei^t; perhaps a rotunda with gallery and clerestory levels (fiiller interpretation
of the remains is presented in Chapter 5).

Chapel of St Pancras
The chapel (Fig 12)
This chapel has undergone three partial excavations, with afiirtherexcavation to the
south (Fig 12). The findings from each of the excavations will be described in tum,
followed by the results of a recent study, by the author, of the original site archives of
impublished material.
Parts of the Anglo-Saxon chapel still remain as a monument Visible are the vs^lls of
the nave, parts of the western porch, and the nave south porticus, the outline of the north
porticus, and slight traces of the side walls of the eastem apse. The standing chancel arch,
and squared chancel are later medieval additions.
Preliminary excavations were undertaken in 1881 on the south side of tiie chapel, in
the grounds of the Kent and (^^teibury Hospital. Features recorded were the western
porch, south wall of the nave, south porticus, and traces of the south vrall of the apse
(Routledge 1882). Areas to the north, inside the chapel, were unavailable for excavation
at the time. The remains were not only thought to have been of Roman date, but were
also claimed as the first church dedicated to Augustine. A finlher excavation was
undertaken in 1900 and 1901, by St John Hope (Hope 1902). The main area excavated
was the interior of the nave, down to the level of the 'concrete'floor,and a narrow tiiench
around the outside of the walls of the nave and west porch (plan of trenches held in
Jenkins' archive, Canterbury Museum) (Fig 12). In 1972 a long tscach was dug by the late
Dr Frank Jenkins,fix)mthe east wall of the nave and extending south for some 45 m.
During 1974 and 1975 more extensive excavations were also undertaken by the late Dr
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Frank Jenkins. This campaign cut five trenches in the nave, four trenches in the chancel,
and 13 trenches around the perimeter oftiiiechapel.
None of the late I>r Frank Jenkins' excavations on St Pancras chapel were published,
save the short notes detailed below. On the death of Dr Jenkins his extensive collection of
excavation records and research papers were deposited, by his wife, with Canterbury
Museum. These have now been catalogued by Richard Cross of the (Canterbury
Archaeological Trust, and studied by the author. Thefinalsection on St Pancras chapel is
the result of that sttidy in March 1997.

TIK 1881 excavations (Fig 12)
The westan porch was constructed of "Roman tiles and sea-shore mortar" with buttresses on the north-west
wA south-west angles. Inside the porch, at a depth of 0.35 m, was a medieval tiledfloor,beneath which were
a numba of wdl-presaved burials. The description of the burials, with stoi» surnnrnds aiui dtasr&xeA
Portland stcme covers, suggest that these were also of medieval date. On the east side of the porch, aitaing
the nave, was a Norman doorw^ (irow t h o u ^ be re-used Romanesque masonry, insated during the 14th
century renovation of the di^id).
A fiill length of the south wall of the nave was recorded, and a partially blocked doorway noted, with a
lata surround, leadingfiximtte nave into the south porticus. Walls of the latta were of "Roman tiles, coated
in the Iowa part with afedngof corKrete, and the uppa part with thick plasta." Inside the portiais, against
the east wall, was an altar, probably of the same date as a medievalflooralso located in the porticus, "but built
on olda foundations." Traces of the o r i g ^ doorwayfromthe nave were noted. A mix offinds,of all dates
was foimd in tte porticus, including a late Tudor vraidow andfiagmaitsof Roman pottay. More in keeling
with the present researdi, the ©ccavators located "afloorof conaete, shewing in parts marks offire."(what
was thought to befiremarks is now known to be a reddish surfece coat on the conade floor). Theflooris
said to teve extaided unda the altar, and to have beai traced in the a^acent nave. Furtha traces of floor
wae found "at the ^jproach to the chancd, where we discova somethmg like st^s." Note was made that the
floor in the south portiois lay at the same levd as in the nave.
At the east aid of the south wall was recorded a lata extaral buttress, and part of the eaiiy chancd
opening, with in-atu "Roman pillar." Thefijundationsof the chancd wall are also noted, with the
"commencemait of an qjse." The plan records tte location of an original "buttress" on the chancd wall, just
west of the ^ningii^ of the ^se.
It was recorded that the foundation-walls wae 0.50 m wide, composed of "Roman tiles bonded by
salmon-coloured mortar, and in othas by mortar madefromsea-sheOs and pdibles, and evai lata naterial."
This comment is infornative, and the dif^ent mortars are still noticeable today.
The excavators were doubtlras acdted by their discovery and wished to continue recording to the north,
"but at this intaesting point we are warned offby the owna of the ac^acent ground."
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1900-1901 excavations (Fig 5)
Excavation resumed in 1900, following the purchase of land to the north of the 1882 discovaies. The
publication of the results (Hope 1902) notes that a cottage occupied the site of part of the nave, and that the
area of the diancel had previously been dug to dq^th, and infilled with dialk as the bedding place %yr pigs. A
fiirther svwne house abutted the west aid of the cottage. Afta removal of these lata feature the aitire area
of the chapel was excavated, down to the levd of the Anglo-Saxon concrde floor.
A conqirdiaisive plan was obtained, with a nave 12.97 m long and 8.11 m wide, and a cloned divided
from the nave by a colonnade offourcohmms. The southern of the columns survived, with moulded base, and
the bedding for the adjacent one. Of the columns on the northan side of the chancd arch, onfy OIK fiagmait
survived, di^laced with other rubble in the nave.
The original west doorway was recorded, 2.33 m wide. It is noted that the doorvray was namowed to 1.98
m, after the walk had been buih to a h a ^ of 0.91 nt External buttresses, projecting 0.36 m,flankedthe
doorway; similar buttresses bang situated on the western comers of the nave.
At the eastan end of the chapd, traces of the chancd were recorded as running for a distance of 3.04 m,
asferas a buttress, beyond which the apse b ^ a a Only smallfragmentsof the latta-survived, on atha side of
the chancd.
Added to the nave were the westem porch, and portiais to north and south. The westan porch was
extaided from the buttressesflankingthe west doorw^. The north wall of the pordi survived of a h a ^ of
3.35 m (perh^s because it had been re-used as part of tte wall dividing tte monk's cemetay fixm the lay
canetay to the south). Also located in the porch was the "impost and springing of the westem arch of
entrance." This doorway measured 1.93 m wide, and 2.35 m

"up to the inqxjst, which was fimned of

two projecting courses of bridcwoik." The arch was thaefore calculated as bang 3.35 m in hag^. Buttresses
on the south and northfecesof the porch, in line with the west wall, are recorded as having beai abandoned
during constmctioa The "finidied portions cut away."
R^arding the north and sraith porticus; the northan one was only partly located by thefinimlationsof its
westem wall, and the blocked doorw^ from the nave; the south porticus is as rqxwted in 1882, above.
Doorw^s into the porticus, are said to have been inserted whai the porticus wa% added. Tte cutting of the
doorways necesatated the removal of external buttresses, deaity seen on the north side. Thefinmdationsof
the northan wall and buttresses are shown on the published plan (Hope 1902).
Returning to the eastem end of the nave, the chancd arch had its side openii^ blocked with revised
Roman tiles.
Large amounts of rubble, fiwn the destroyed walls of the chapd, WCTe located both inside the nave, and
outside. The collapsed masoniy within the nave was built of "Roman bricks, hardty any of which are whole,"
assumed to have beai takaifiDma Roman building. Also of interest is the record that in two places, one on
eitha- side of the nave, that the "usual regularity of the courses is broken by a rude attevapt at herring-bone
work." Pink mortar was iK>ted adl^ing to many of the tiles.
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AfeUenportion of a s^ment of the chancd arch was located, "turned aitirdy in bride," andfecedwith a
fine white plasta, bearing traces of whitewash.
The various mortars used in the walls were investigated It wasfoundthat all of the standing walls of the
nave and diancd wae built with bright yellow mortar, wtncfa was also noted in thefeUenportions of the
chancd and its segment of arch. The west porch, north and south portiais, and blocking of the side opam^ in
the chancd arch, wae, on the otha hand, bonded with vrtnte nKMtar containing dean gravel To con&se
what appeared to have beai the simple addition of features, uang a dif^ait mortar, was the feet ttet
fiBgments offellennave walHng, fiirtha west, wae also bonded in white mortar. Recording of the west wall
of the nave showed thefirst0.91 m haght of the weiSl was bonded with yellow mortar, and the adjacent porch
with white mortar. Above this levd the butt joint betweai the porch and nave is transfored to a true bond,
and both walls are carried up with white mortar. The condusion reachedfromthese difl^ait mortars, was
that the chapd had beai only partty built before a change in the layout was adopted, and the construction
work continued in white mortar. More recait excavations teve dianged this view dramatically (see bdow).
Thefloorof the dtapd is recorded as of "white cemait, "0.15m thick. The survival of thefloorwas good
against the north wall, "with a surfece coat of a pinkish colour, but. .. so thin as to be readily scratched with a
shovd..." A medieval tilefloorovalay the mortar floor.
No floor survived in the chancd ance this area had been cut to a depth of around 0.91 m toforma pig-sty.
Some pages of a notebook, written by W Hope in 1900, are hdd in Cantabury cathedral library. These
take theformof a diary, and record some measured sk^ches. Of note is tte actenial tsittress, halfway along
the north wall of the nave, which,fromthe notdxx)k, measured 0.53 m wide, and projected some 0.35 m
from thefeceof the wall. Thefoundationbdow the north wall projected some 0.15 m beyond thefeceof the
wal

1972 excavations (Fig 12)
A trench, excavated to the south of the chapd in 1972, is not recorded astevingfoundanyfeaturesrelating
to the chapd. The location of this trench is shown in a more recait publication (Sheriock & Woods 1988, fig
6). A laya of soil b^weai the foundations of the extaior fece of the south wall of the nave and south
porticus, was cut by a grave containing a sxxatta and a lata Roman coin. The grave was sealed by
construction debrisfiiomthe porticus. It was suggested that the original building "maytevebeen Roman, and
that it was re-buih and added to whai the church was founded." (Medieval Archaeoi, 17,144).
Provided that the grave containing the sceatta was also cut by the porticus (or sealed by construction
waste), then we teve a terminus post quem (for the construction of the porticus) of the mid-late 8th caitury.

1974-5 excavations (Fig 12)
The excavations of 1974-5 remain urqiubHshed, save two intaim notes (MetSeval Archaeoi, 20, 163-4;
Jaikins 1976, 4-5). Both of these notes were takai from the same text, but the latta has an extra three
paragrapte detailing the 14tfa centuryfebric.The following tentative sequence of the Ai^o-Saxon phases
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(not related to the phasing of the St Augustine's abbey ranains described above) was detailed in the intaim
notes (taken in totofromJenkins 1976);
"Period 1. Thefirstchurch, bdlt of re-used Roman bricks rarely conqrfete, laid in regular cmirses in ydlow
mortar, conasted of a rectangular nave and a chancd in theformof a stilted apse. The latter was divided off"
from the nave by a a i ^ e arched opening. Access to the nave was througji a west door betweai extanal
square pilaster buttresses. The ang^es of the nave were dasped by amilar Iwttresses and there were also two
intamediate ones ^mmetrically placed along the north and south sides of the nave. Ttefloorwas of c l ^ laid
directly on the surfece of the underlying Roman dqwats. The interiorfecesof the nave walls wae rendered
ova- with smooth white plaster. Thefoundationsthroughout were of flints laid in ccnirses witiKMit mortar,
capped by a footings course of Roman bricks toformexternal and internal ofi&ds at tte origp^ gnnind levd.
At that levd dose to tte south wall of the nave lay a coin of the House of ConstantiiK I, the only dateable find
in a stratified context rdating to the building.
"The apse was brick-buih, polygonal above ground and rested on amilarflintfoundationslaid in a traich
which was semi-circular on plaa
"Period n. The laigth of time the earliest church was in use is not dear, hit airaigji time dapsed for a
d^th of dboaUt 9 in [0.23 m] of soil to accumulate on Hoe contemporaiy grouiu! levd, before the building
underwent extaiave alterations. The work was carried out in re-used Roman bricks rardy complrte, laid in
feidy r^ular courses in white mortar, and rested on the walls of the original building wMdi tad beai reduced
in hag^ in places to onfy afowcourses. The trr^;ular haghts of the eailier walls suggests that tte churdi had
atha- stood in a ruinous state for sovas time, or had beai ddiberatdy denulished by the builders prqjaratoiy
to carrying out the stmctural alterations.
"An external poiticus was built against the south wall of the nave and another was provided in the san^
poation on the north wrall. A porticus vras also built against the south wall of the chancd, access to whidi was
provided by a door thrcHi^ that wall dose to the south west coma of the chancd. New brick-built jambs
wa-e insated in the west door of the nave to reduce the width, arrf a west pordi added with an extanal door
of the same width as the otha. A bed of concede was laid in the nave to raise the floor levd by about 6 in
[0.15 m] thus effective concealing tlK placerfeceon the lowest parts of the Period I walls. The walls which
hadflankedthe original chancd ardi wae now buih up to a higher levd to support a trqile arcade, of which
the base and the Iowa-part of one of the cohimns still soirmedinsitu.
" WMl^ this vasion of the church vras in use, burials were insated in the chancd, and the area along the
outade of the building to the south was in use as a cemrtay, whCTe at least three graves appear to bdong to
the late 7th-8th century.
"When the remains of the arcade wae examined in 1900 it was suggested that soon afta it was buih it
devdoped a stmctural weakness so that it became necessary to wall up the outa- arches. Today the bridcwork
in the space between the southanmost arch is less oarapX&te but it still stands to a haght of eight courses
above which the airviving cohimn is based, ft is also noteworthy that tte brides are laid in tlK same kind of
white mortar. Also in 1900, a laige fiagmait of a wall containing a s^mait of an ardi turned in Roman
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bricks wasfisundwhere it hadfellenacross the east aid of the nave. It was identified at the time asflratpart of
the east waD, whidi contained the diancd arch.
"There seems to be no valid reason for dieting this, but it is ratha odd that the brickwork was laid in
ydlow mortar, which inq}lies that it bdonged to the Paiod I work. It is reasonable to ttmik that if the arch
was replaced by a tripartite arcade then the whole structure would teve been built with white mortar, but it
clearly was not. The onfy posable explanation for this variation in the type of nKirtar seans to be that the
buildas wae skilled a i o u ^ to remove much of the Paiod I work, namdy the pias of tte arch and the
flanking walls, but lefl the gable in situ supported by heavy timbers until the four cohimns were set up. It is
thaefore possible that in adopting this method of construction the builders inadvertaitty weakated the
structure, and eventually due to the w a ^ of the gable, settlanent cracks revealed tte feuh wfaidi had to be
ranedied by walling up the outa ardies of the arcade.
"Paiod m. In this structural phase building alterations seem to teve been confined mainly to tte charted.
The brick-buih walls of the Period II structure, induding tte ^se, wae now irKX)rporated in tte walls of tte
new diancd. T h ^ wae built of flint, stone and mortar, within those of the earlia structure so that the
chancd was sligjitty narrowa than before. Tte south door was blocked up and presumably at this time the
porticus to which it gave access was demoKshed.
"It was found that thefoundationsof the new south wall ted beai sunk into the south side of one of the
graves in tte chancd. The skull was surrouruied by large flints, which seems to have been a lata Saxon
custom. Othas werefoundin tte cemetery. As the grave deariy antedates the chancd wall it is possible that
the latta was buih in late Saxon times. Chi tte otha hand if this work was carried out when new masonry
jambs were insated into tte west door of tte nave, and as they are carved in 12th century style it is possible
that the rebuilding could teve takai place in early Norman times."
The remainda of tte note described Period IV aherations, in tte 14th century, and need not te discussed
hae.
Although the text presented in 1976 provided a phasing of St Pancras chapd, it is evidait that some of the
phasmg remained undear to the author, particularly r^arding tte arrangement of tte poiticus extaiding
south of tte chancd. These tnconsistendes are dear if one looks at tte plans presaited with tte note. This
shows four period plans of tte chapd; a porticus is shown exteruling off the chancd in Period I, and a
rdjuilding of this porticus is indicated in Paiod HI. The text, as we teve seai above, contradicts these plans,
dearly stating that tte porticus was added in Period n, and the doorway to the porticus blocked up in Paiod
in. The author was still, thaefore,formmghis ideas regarding the phasing of tte dapd in 1976.

The author's stucfy of unpublished material on St Pancras Chapel (Fig 12)
Material available for study in 1997 included several drafts of a report (by Dr Jenkins) on
the 1974-5 excavations (none of wtoch are complete), wifli accompanying plans, sections,
elevations, and some supporting documentatioa It is unfortunate that the report was
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never finally completed before Dr Jenkins' death since the introductory pages of text are
missing. The report, however, is more consistent in its discussion of the phasing, having
ironed out most of the problems of the porticus extending off" the chancel (noted above),
and forms a very usefiil body of material to enable a fiiller analysis to be put forward
There still remain some inconsistencies between Dr Jenkins 'final' draft texts and the
'publication' drawings, and it is clearfromcorrespondence (held in the archive) between
the (then) DoE and Dr Jenkins that the "publication' drawings were not seen as the final
set of figures. Dr Jenkins' report does not include detailed description of the RomanoBritish deposits, the Anglo-Saxon and later graves, and the later features such as the
hospital bone pit, etc. The report is also in need of extensive editing before it is suitable
for publication. However, sufficient information is in the report, or figures to allow a
reliable sequence to be put forward for the chapel of St Pancras.

Below is a description of the construction and phasing of the chapel, drawn fiieely
from Dr Jenkins' most recent draft reports, but re-written by myself and with my own
interpretations and comments incorporated where necessary. Discussion of the various
interpretations of the phasing are left until Chapter 5, suffice to note here that the phasing
presented below is the definitive version. The past tense is used to describe the excavated
remains of St Pancras chapel, as excavated in 1974-75, since the author is interpreting the
material second-hand, not having seen the excavations in progress.

Introduction
The presavation of An^o-Saxon layers in the chapd was badly affected by lata- stmctures having beai built
in the 19th centuiy. The chancd in particular had been the ate of pig pais, asA hae tte floor of the ch^id
had beai totalty destroyed and the ground dug over to a conadaable d^th (ova-1 m in places). Excavations
around the perimeto- of the church in 1900-1901 had also badly damaged the archaeology so that little of the
external stratigraphy could be related to the walls of the chapel
Two phases of Anglo-Saxon build were idaitified 1^ the excavations, ovafying Romano-British dqmats,
whilst the cfa^id was re-built in the second half of the 14th caitury and again towards the end of the 15th
centuiy.

Pre-chcqxl deposiif (Fig 12)
The first phase of the diq}d was bdlt over the top of Romano-Biiti^ dqmsits, compriang a scatta- of pits
and gulHes cutting into an "occupation" soil which had built up over the natural sub-soil (ydlow brickeaith) to
a depth of 0.3 m [Sec 1, L4; Sec 2, L4; Sec 3, L4; Sec4, L3/4; Sec5, L4; Sec8, L2]. No evidaice was fismd
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for Romano-British burials ether close to the churdi orfinthersouth in the long 1973 troich. The latto" di4
however, locate part of a Roman road extending east-west towards the dty.
The "occupation" soil contained p o t t ^ dating to the late 1st and 2nd century, and the 2nd and early 3rd
century, wtnlst the pits and gullies contained pottoy dating to the late 2nd or 3id c«ituiy. A coin of
Constantius II (issued AD 337-61) was also found in the soil The latest pit contained early 4th century
pott«y and a coin of Antoninus Pius, and is dated by a radiocarbon sample of caibomsed twigs to (HAR
3749) 1650+70 BP (cal AD 260^50 at 68% confidoice, or cal AD 230-560 at 95% confidoice).

Period 1 (Fig 12)
A near fiill ground plan of thefirstphase of the chapel has now bem obtainedfix)mthe combined excavations.
Evident in this phase is a two cdl building compriang a rectangular nave and q>adal-mied chancd. No
porticus woe part of the original k^out.
Thefoimdationsconprised medium-sized flint nodules, laid levd without mortar, measuring 0.76 m wide,
and contained the occasional pieces of Roman brick pitched on edge and two \atap& of qms signmim. These
foundations wwefourorfiveOHirses deep, cut to a d^th of around 0.56 m, atthou^ dsepec wtere they cut
into Romano-Britishfeaturesonto the underlying natural brickearth. The uppo* ]aye[ of the foundations
comprised a levdling

of Roman brick. Prqectingfi-omthe south wallfoundation,at intovals of 3.96 m,

were three buttressfi»indations.The westOTimost buttress (on line with tte west wall) measured 0.56 m
wide and projected 0.35 m, whilst the two fiirtho- east projected up to 0.80 m. Afintherbuttress was thou^t
to have be«i ated on the south-east comer of the nave (to judge fiom the spacing of the buttresses), but this
was not provei since a lai]ge buttress had been added onto this coniCT of the chapd in tlw 14th caituiy.
The north wallfoundationsof tte nave were not investigated in 1974-75, but wae uncovoed during the
1900-1901 excavations (Hope 1902). Here, Hope does not show a r^jdar gracing of buttresses as on the
south wan, but a centrally placed buttress halfway along the north wan. This is also recorded in
one of Hope's diaries, dated 1900, now hdd in Canterbury cathedral library. This records that the buttress
foundation was 0.53 m wide and projectii^ some 0.35 m. To judge fiom the plan, ami the sk^ch in his
notebook, it was apparraitfy an original buttress pre-dating the north porticus whidi was added in Poiod 2.
Dr Jenkins dismissed the centra%-placed buttress on the north wan, by ignoring its enstoice, and aigued for
there having beoi regularly-spaced buttresses smilar to those on the south wan. The presoit author & v ^
theory ofacoitrally-placed buttress on the iwrthwaU, simply because this is based on the excavated evidence,
espedaOy ance Hope shows both a survivmg buttress and its foundation (Hope 1902, fig brtween p 223 and
224).
AiQT attmipt at k)cating a buttress on the north-east comer was thwarted siiKX a larger buttress had been
added hoe in 14th ceituiy (since renmved). The buttress rd)u3t h«e by the Ministry of Works in 1962, as
part of the P«iod 1 build, has nofirmarchaeological evidoice.
The west waH was only partly investigated. Sealed by tte Paiod 2 porch was a Poiod 1 buttress projecting
asxmA 0.9 m from thefeceof thefoundations.A matching buttress was located by Hope sealed by the north
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waD of the Poiod 2 porch (Hope 1902,229).
Although the m^ority of thefoundationsof the eastern apse had beenrobbedof its stone when the chancel
was extended in the I4th century, the side waBs WCTB retained and incorporated into the later build. Here the
foundations were amilar to those of the nave, capped with a layCT or two of Roman bride
The upstanding walls of the diapel were built of re-used Roman bricks, rardy covapleie, ofl6rt fiom their
foundations both internally and externally by around 0.1 m, producing walls 0.56 m thidc The Period 1 waDs
were bonded entirely in yellow mortar, in contrast with the Paiod 2 walls which wae built using white
mortar throu^out (this corrects Hope's erroneous view that the two mortars, both yeDow and white, wwe
part of the chapel'sfirstphase). The walls of the nave survived to a h e i ^ of around 0.76 m, the upper 0.3 m
ofwWdihadbeoire-builtby the Ministry of Woits in 1962 in white mortar, bi contrast, tte south wall of the
chancd survived embedded in the 14th century chancd re-build to a hdght of around 1.52 m.
The surviving parts of the chancd wall indicated that it was polygonal externally, over a smoothly-curvii^
foundatioa No evideiKeofthe internal &ce was located. Tins was dther butted by I4th century &bric (on the
south wall), or totally robbed, so it is not known if this was polygonal or smoothly-curving. In the surviving
south devation was evidencefora doorw^ in the Period 1 chancd. This had beoi largdy re-built in Period 2
when a new east jamb was built using white mortar. Howev^-, two courses of tile, on tine with and bdow the
re-built east jamb, were set in ydlow mortar indicating the location of the east side of a Period 1 doorway. No
matching west jamb survived. Also visible in the south elevation was the stub of a buttress, measuring around
0.53 m across, and s^ 2.8 m fimn the south-east coma- of the nave, just before ihe start of the ^ninging of
the apse.
Partofamatchingn0rthbuttresswasa]sofoundbyE)r Jenkins, althou^ its fiill width aiKl length woe not
located. Also on the r»rth ade of the diancd was a patch of masonry at the west aid of the cfaaiKd's north
wan, located by Hope in 1900-1901, posably rqjresenting the west jamb of a doorway (Hope 1902), feeing
that on the south wall (this isfiutherdiscussed below since it may rdate to the Penod 2 works).
The east wall of the nave, divi(fing nave and chancel, incorporated evidoiceforthe Pwiod 1 chatK^arch
Here two plinths 0.91 m square were located built of Roman bricks, each originally having a heigjn of 0.28 m,
with re^xmds 0.56 m thick riai^ fiom the plinths. Part of the wall bdow the south plinth was of crude
herring-bone work. The nave side of the plinths were in line wth the internalfeceof tte ofl&el part of the wall
footings, whilst on the east ade the plinths overhung the footings by 0.13 m. Bdow the diancd opening wae
the lowest two courses of the waDs. Each end of the brickwork was bonded with tte corre^xmding plinth
The uppa surfece of the brickwork was levd with the surfece of the day floor in the nave.
The width brtween the plinths was 2.54 m to a hdght of 0.23 m, above which the oponng was spparenlly
about 2.64 m wide where each ade of the opening was the squared end of the 0.56 m thick w a l Hope does
not mention that he urKX)vered part of ihe top of each plinth in the chancd, but these parts are shown in his
plan (Hope 1902).
AH of the walls woe plastoed internally above floor levd, whilst extenoBy the plaster appears to have
been rq}laced in Poiod 2.
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The original floor of the dnirch was laid over the Romano-British dqwats, and (accoidii^ to Dr Joildns'
intopretation) no attenqit was made to levd the ground before the laying of thefloor.This urwvenrress may in
part have been the resuh of diggiiig the trendiesforthe foundations of the diapeL Tim floor conqnised a l a ^
of pale ydlow loamy c l ^ , 0.08-0.13 m thick, presumably derived fiom the natural brickearth. The floor
extended over the internal offid waU foundations, seaKng a thin layw of ydlow nxntar dropped by the
builders. Betweoi this mortar and thefloor,in one place, was a thin seam of dark soil Where portions of the
floor had gone a horizontal 'slot* was noted on the intmor &ces of the wafls, b^een the ydk>w mortar
spread on the foundations and the plasto- on the wans. The wan plasto- was vAate with a anooth finish,
surviving in places to a height of 0.13 m above the floor. Thefloorin the chancd is thought to have been set
at the same levd as in the nave, although no evidenceforthis survived the extoisive disturbance of the 19th
century pig pens.

The floor sealed six clayfifledpostholes, dose to the internalfecesof the vrans of the rave. These wae
spaced 2.75 m apart adjacoit to tte south wafl (the probable posthole in the scNJth-east comec being sealed
beneath a later floor), with 2 m g^s between this row of postholes and those at the foot of east and west
waUs. The postholes vme intoprrted as part of a perimder of post sitings (or d K scafifotd erected to huki
thewafls.
Discussion of the reconstmcted ground plan and layout of the chapd are pressed in Ch^ter 5.

Period lA (Fig 12)
A sub-phase designated Period 1A by Dr Jenkins is thought to have been a minor buiMing project iK>t long
after the constmction of the Period 1 chancel It was rqjresented by the partiaDy robbedfoumlationof a waH,
laid fiom the gfotsai levd contonporary with thefoundingof the diapd. The lawa courses of the finindation
lay in a shaflow trotdi around 0.2 m deqj. It is thought that this wall extendedfixanthe buttress on the south
wafl of the chancd, south for a distance of 3 .66 m. However, the northern 2.6 m of thefoundationwas cut
away by the Poiod 2 porticus. Dr Jenkins does not state in his draft repovt if thefoundationwas also seen in
the side of a later grave cutting through the east waH of the porticus, but the ddailed plan suggests that the
wan foundation was fijund thoe.
This foundation is not interpreted as part of a Paiod 1 porticus, ance no south wafl extended off the saith
end of thefi)undation,and no matchingfoundationwas found for a west waU, d e ^ e these areas of
stratigr^hy being intact. Jenkins su^ested that the wan rray have been buih to divide the earliest part of the
cemetery into eastern and westem areas. The present author is not convinced by this theory. Atfirsts i ^ the
plan of the burials indicates a chistering east of thefoundation,but a number of tlKse graves need not an have
been dug in Period 1-1A and some may have been added in Period 2. The location of at least one early grave
west of thefi)undation[G2], cut by the Period 2 porticus, certainly adds weight to the theory that no porticus
was birih here in Period 1-1A In conduaon thefoundationcannot be seen as a dividing wall in the gravQrard,
and itsfiuKtionremains unknowa
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Graves assodaledwUh Period 1-1 A (Fig 12)
Thirty-one graves can be ddected on the plan that are ahnost certainly early medieval, and pre-date lato*
riKdieval stone cofiBns. Conqjarison of plans and sections, however, indicates that not all of the graves wae
marked on the plan (OIK sectionforexample shows dght graves, compared with only fixir on the plan). It h
also difficult to be absohit^ certain of the phasing of the graves, save whae thae is stratigiapMc evidence
(i.e. graves cut by Period 2 porticus, or shown in section as bang sealed by a Poiod 2 layer). Anumbaofthe
graves could, thoefore, equally have beoi ait in Paiod 2, or lata (see

discussion of tte graves in the

chancd blow). This is almost certainly the case with Pit 4, Trench VE, whae a numba of skulls were found.
Thisfeaturemay wdl have been a chamd pit cut to biny bones dug up during the construction of

Paiod 2

porticusfoundations.It was cut through by a lata medieval sarcophagus.
To the east of the foundation butting up to the south side of the chancd, twehre graves are stown on the
site plan, three of which contained large stones. The excavated section shows three of these cuttiiig to variable
d^ths, the northern of which cut throu^ a Romano-British pA. Two of the graves are sealed by lata
building waste. Otha graves cuttingfi^omhi^ia up in the stratigraphic sequoice are undoubtedly lata
medieval in date.
To the west of the foundation, along the south ade of the diapel, thirteoi graves are diown on the site
plaa Four of the graves lay voy dose to thefisotof the south wall, betweoi the Ixittresses, and three otha
graves were cut thrcHig}i by the porticus added on to the chapd in Paiod 2 (OIK by tlK cloned south
porticus, three by the nave swith porticus - onfy two of which are shown on the plan). Onfy one of the graves
south of the nave contained large stones.
West of the chapd, immediate south of the Period 2 porch, were four graves containii^ large stones,
probabfy all rdating to the Paiod 1 or Paiod 2 (AvspA.
Within the chancdfourgraves woe recorded, the two dosest to the cartre bdi^ deagnated 14th centuiy
by the excavator, who was of the opinion that the southern pair woe Anglo-Saxoa StratigrapMcaDy the
southernmost burial was though 1^ the excavator to have pre-dated there-buildingof the diancd in tte 14th
century, and the two southon hirials are shown as having been disturbed to a dq)th of around 0.6 m by the
widefoundationcut of the 14th coitury chancd (sec G-H, I-J). The soutlrem burial [G3] had been cut to a
conadaable depth (around 1.37 m bdow contonporaiy ground levd), whilst the otter grave [04] was ait to
a depth of around 0.7 m (more in keqnng with the depth of the Anglo-Saxon graves outside tte church). A
coffin stain was located in grave 3, in which wae found the ronans of a skdeton with associated large stones
around its head. It is ronarkable that a combination of a wooden coffin and large stones wae recorded in this
grave. Such stones may have been placed around the head to protect thefecewhoi tte grave was badcfilled,
and this would not have been iKcessaiy if a coffin had beai used (Boddington 19%, 38-42).
Dr Joikins also based his datii^ of tte southon grave on tte feet that large stoiKS were placed in die
grave, and that such burials are ahv^s of pre-Conquest date. It is, howeva, now known that amilar large
stones have been ^xaxi in po^-Conquest graves. Exan^les are knownfi^omtte excavation of St Andrew's
church, York, dating to tte 12th century (Daniell 1997, 161, plate 9). For a neaiby ecanq)le, tte Norman
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priory of St Gr^oty in Canterbury yidded seveni such burials (particularly in the lay cemdery), whoe stones
were placed in the grave (Martin Hicks, pers cormn).
The presCTt author inteqwets afl &m graves in the chancd as additions in tte 14th or 15th cmuries. The
southem grave may have beoi dug hard up against the south wan of the chancd, uiKi»ininnig it a little. Here
the grave cut to a mudi greater dq)th than the 14th c«ituryfoundations(the grave cut to 1.37 m, and the waU
foundation to onfy 0.9 m). Such a deqjly-cut grave is more Hkdy to be 14th-15th caitury than Angjo-Saxon
(early graves on the ate were sddom over 0.5 m deep). It is also possible that the graves cut thrcxjg^ the 14th
century construction trench and that the cuts were not noticed by the excavator. The presoice of a decayed
wooden coffin and large stone introducesfiirtherdoubt about the rdiabOity of the recording and intoprdation
of the graves. Finalty, thefourgraves appeia to have be«i were arranged in a row across the diancd, with no
evidence of intercutting, and thraefore an are probably of 14th or 15th century date.
Skdetal analyas was not undotaken on any of the material, as the preservaticm of the bones was generany
poor. Afewbones are shown in three of the graves in the chancd, bat none of die otha- graves have bones
drawn on the plaa Dr Jenkins noted, howevCT, that one of the burials cut by the Poiod 2 nave scMith porticus,
and sampled for radiocarbon dating, contained parts of the skufl and sh/ets of the long bones.

Dating evidence
Thefirstf^iase of the chapel is undated by pottery, save to say that it post-dated RomanoBritish features v^ch contained pottery dating to the early 4th century, and perhaps
continuing into the early 5th century to judgefromthe results of the radiocarbon dating
(see date above).
Two other pieces of dating evidence of Anglo-Saxon date are available, both from
graves. A grave cut by the south-east comer of the Period 2 nave south porticus was
sampled for radiocarbon dating. Here a human bone produced a date of (HAR 3710)
1130+90 BP (cal AD 780-1000 at 68% confidence, cal AD 680-1040 at 95% confidence).
A silver sceat was also found in a grave "a few feet to the east of the south chapel"
(probably the grave centrally placed in Trench V). The grave is said to have cut a layer of
soil that had built up during the life of the Period 1 chapel, but pre-dating the Period 2
extensions. The coin was found "^^*ere the left hand of the corpse had rested on the
bottom of the grave" in a decayed purse also containing a coin of Helena (late 3rd
century). The sceat was identified by the late Stuart Rigold as being minted either in AD
720 or 740, who alsoreportedthat since it was only slightly worn it ^\as consequently
probably buried a few years after AD 750. We therefore have a terminus post quern for
the Period 2 additions to the chapel of the mid-late 8th century. This does not, however.
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provide a terminus ante quern for the Period 1 chapel, v^diichremainsundated
A broad date for Period I of St P^icras chapel can be tentatively suggested on
typological and dedicatory grounds and this will be discussed in Chapter 5.

Interpretation ofthe excavated remains (Fig 12)
A reconstruction of the ground plan is relatively easy, given the amount of excavation
undertaken on the site. In Period 1 the chapel comprised a two cell building with nave
12.97 m long and 8.11 m wide internally, and a stilted apsidal chancel around 7.3 m long
internally, dividedfromthe nave by a chancel arch 2.64 m wide. A doorway was sited in
the south wall of the chancel, and perhaps also in the north wall. Further discussion of the
plan and layout is presented in Chapter 5.

Period 2 (Fig 12)
Construction work on tte ch^)d in Period 2 was extoisive, and comprised the rdniilding of substantial parts
of the nave, rq}lacement of the chancd arch with a screoi, and the addition of a weston porch, iwrth and
south poiticus off tte nave, and a porticus south of the chancd (and p e r i l s also matdnng poiticus to tte
north). All of tte Period 2 masonry was bonded with white mortar, in contrast to tte Paiod 1 work, which
was bonded, with ydlow mortar. Tte ground levd outade the chapd,fix)mwhich tte Paiod 2 works were
undertakai, had lisai by arouid 0.15m above the levd of tte contenqxiraiy ground sur&£ in Period 1.
Re-building of nave walls was undotaken on a large scale employing re-used Roman brides. Internally tte
chancd arch was xepXaoed by a screoi conqiriang four cohmtns forming a central oponngflankedby two
narrowa ones. Tte best presoved part of dK screai was at tte south aid, wfaoe an in atu cohimn base
survived. Mudi of the upper portion of tte chaiKd arch had collapsed, and part of this wasfoundby Hope in
1900-1901. Hope rqx>rted that tte chancd arch of Roman brick bonded in ydlow mortar was uncovoed
(Hope \901, 231), and Dr Jenkins argued convindng^ that this was part of tte ori^nal chaned ardi
(upwards of the sprm^ag of the arch) which had survived re-building in Paiod 2, this section being siqiported
whilst the remainda of tte screoi was built bdow. Given the evidence of the yellow mortar this seems a
logical inteqnetatioa
Tte stylobate for tte southern pair of ttefourcolumns remained. It conasted of two regular courses of reused Roman bricks, bonded with white mortar. Tte square south end of the styk)bate was butted to the
lowest course of the Period 1 wallii^ foiming tte south side of the rectangular opening in which tte
colonnade was constructed. Tte straight joint bdween tte stylobate and the eaiiia bridcwoik was plainly
visible. Also the courses of the brickwork of tte two periods of building woe not at tte same levd (Fig 12).
Tte soutfaemnK)^ one of tte fi»ir cohnnns was (and is stiB) in situ on tte stylobate, are! consists of tte
rectangular plinth and part of the daft (0.4 m in diameta). The column next to it had gone before Hope's
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excavations in 1900-1901. Todi^ a portion of a waO stands on the styfobate and consists of re-used Roman
bricks laid in re^ilar courses. Owii^ to damage part of the north-east section of this waU, originaUy 1.22 m
long (according to Hope), has now gone. At that time the north aid of the waU contained a cast of the south
side of the plinth, cohimn, and shaft above, and of the spread of nwrtar remainii^ as a stylc^e where the
cohinm had stood. Hence as the position of the column was known, it was deduced that the south ade
opening was 1.22 m wide, as presumably was the north one. The width of the central opanng was, thaefore,
calculated as bdng 2.44 m wide (Hope 1902,288,232-3).

Hope had though that the side openings were waUed up with brick, pahaps because the central one had
shown agns of weakness (Hope 1902, 228). Joikins su^ested that the side openings contained low wans
above whidi the nave and the chancd woe inta-visible,fonowingDavid Parsons' earlier interpretation
(Parsons 1%9,180).
Hope fouiKi the remains of a third cohmm shaft collapsed in the nave, along with the upper portion of
mother rdaining the half-nHuid necking (astra^)fi'omwhich the cspital rose (Hope 1902,228).
The in situ column Augment is cut fiom limestone with Diinjpa tubes, originally quarried fiom the
Calcaire Grosaerfimnationnear Paris (Worssam & Tatton-Brown 1990, 59, 66-7). The profile of the shaft
base has lead Dr Tom B l a ^ to condude that it was carved in the Ang^o-Saxon poiodfin-use in the dapA,
rather than being a re-used Romanfi-agment(Blagg 1981). It is likdy that this had been quarried in Roman
times and brau^

to Cantabuiy for use in the city, being not only re-used, iHitre-woikedin the Anglo-Saxon

period (discussion will be expandedfiirtherin Ch^ter 5).
A new floor was part of the Period 2 alterations, and comprised a "concrete-Bke white mortar containing
someflintsand random pieces of Roman bricks pitched on one edge in a slanting position" The new floor
was laid directly over the Period 1 clayfloor,and was badly disturbed by laterfeatures.One particulatiy wdl
preserved patch in the south-east comer of the nave was in near original conditioa It was 0.15 m thick, and
"retained a thinly applied, reddish cotoured, surfece coating."
The construction work of Period 2 induded the k^ing of two layers of bridcwtnk bdow tte central
opoiing of the screen, and in the doorway into the westan porch, to anow ftjr the irtcreased 1 ^ ^ of the new
floor. The surfece of these oponngs and thefloorsin the nave and nave south porticus were recorded as being
identical
The westem porch, added in Period 2, measured 3.2 m long by 2.89 m wide intemally, buttii^ up to the
west externalfeceof the Paiod 1 diapd. Because of the presoice of medieval stone^niilt coffins against tte
intonal waflfecesof the poreh, only the area south of the porch was investigated to any depth. Here the
footings of the south waU partly sat on top of a reduced Paiod 1 buttress, to a depth of 0.15 m, stqjping
down to 0.46 m deq>fiirtherwest for the remainder of its length. Thefoundation,winch had a digjit ofifeet
from its ovolying wall, contprised r^iular courses of re-used Roman bricks laid with a amilar mortar to that
used to coat the exteriorfeceof thefixitings.TTie south wafl of the porch survived to a h d ^ of 0.76 m in
1900-1901, but the upper 0.3 m was re-built by the Ministiy of Works in 1962. Two buttresses vtere atuated
on the westOTi comas of the porch, aitd in 1974-75 only the three lowest OAirses of this part of tte waH
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survived, conqiiistng brokai bridcwork where tte southon buttress had been cut away.
In Period 2 tte western doorway of the nave was narrowed to 2 m in width, to match tte aze of the
western doorw^ of tte porch. Two r^ular courses of re-used Roman bricks had been added in tte doorway
to brii^ tte levd of tte nsw tread up to the levd of the new floor in tte nave. Next 0.2 m wide jambs were
built with re-used Iloman bricks. These jambs, Dr Jenkins recorded, woe not rdbatedfora door.
The nave south portieus cut through tte build-up of dqwsits, which had devdoped cxitside tte church. It
also cut through three burials (onfy two are stewn on the plan) which had been dug whilst tte Period 1
building was staiKiing. The construction of tte porticus entailed the cutting aw^ of part of two Period 1
buttresses on tte south wall. Ttefouaiationof the west wall of tte porticus was esqxjsed externallyfortte
entire loigth and dq}th, but tte imta side was not examined. Thefoundationeonpised flints of nrndium aze
laid in four levd layers without nwrtar, similar to the foundations of tte Paiod 1 nave, but cuttii^fixjma
M ^ a levd. The iima side of the east wali was not aqx)sed, but tte extoiorfecewas exposedfora length
of 2.44 mfi^omthe south wall of tte nave. Ttefoundationhae was totally difi^oit fi-om tte west wall
foundation in that it was built of r^ular courses of re-used bricks, andfeeedwith mortar. LTnfoitunatdy the
reason for the cfififeroice between the twofi^undationswas not established during tte course of tte
excavatioa Parts of tte foundations of the west wall and tte south-east buttress had subsided slightly into
underlying Paiod 1 graves.
The east and west walls of tte porticus butted up to the south wall of tte Period 1 rave. Tte presoit
standing walls of tte nave south porticus survive to a hdg^ of 0.6 m, built of regular courses of re-used
Roman bricks bonded with white mortar. Like tte west porch the south porticus nBasures 3.2 long by 2.89 m
wide internally. Two buttresses, each 0.4 m long, extaid south of tte portieus. Both tte east wall foundation
and tte south-east buttress were off-set sligjhtfyfi-omthe walls above, to judgefixnntte section drawings.
Inside the nave south porticus excavation of tte western half revealed that tte modem turf (laid by tte
Ministry of Works afta 1945) ova% the remaining portions of tte Paiod 2 "concrrte" floor. Routledge in
1881had excavated the distuibed areas to a dqjth of 0.15 m and hoe tte %er5 bdow tte concretefloorwoe
recorded in 1974-75 (Fig 12). Dr Jenkins in a draft of his report noted ttet tte area oidosed by tte Paiod 2
porticus was provided with a levd airfece around 0.13 m bdow tte contoiqxjrary gfoaad levd. He also
noted that a grave paraDd with tte nave sraith wall and 0.1 m outfi-omtte extonal off-sdfixuKlationwas
viable. Because of this the builders had dianterred tte burial and had filled in tte ernpty grave with soil
containing small pieces of bdldii^ rubble.
Tte floor of tte nave south portieus, at the north end, overiay a vay thin seam of dark soil, covering tte
waste ydlow mortar dropped by the buildas of the Period 1 diapd onto tte ofl&d foundatioa Southwards
tte floor avedsy thefilledin empty grave. Southwardsfi-omthis it ovaiay tte surfece of the renmnng Iowa
part of tte pre-soutten porticus soil and that of a large patch of dirty ydlow d^ey loam. Tte latta was
intaprded as a "dirty day floor" in the section drawii^ but Dr Jenkins appears to have dianged his
interpretation of tte laya ance his rq)ort does not mention afloor.Tte author intaprrts this 1 ^ ^
fix)m digging tte Paiod 2 framdationtroidKS.
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Tte portion offloorsurviving in situ in the north-east coma of the nave south porticus r^ained a thinly
applied reddish coloured surfece coating, identical to that in tte nave, and on tte same leve), inqilying that tte
twofloorwae contenqxjrary.
A side altar was installed against

east wan of tte south porticus in a caitral positioa It is possible that

the altar had afoundationconq)riang mortar andflintshaving the same thickness as the ranaining portions of
floor on dtha side, but this was not catain ance thefloorwas left intact.
A doorway was cut through tte south wan of the nave, to provide access to tte nave swith porticus. Tte
base of the doorw^, around 1 m wide, survived to a hag^ of 0.13 m above tte footings of tte Period 1
south waU, tte remaining uppa section bdng lost afta tte top 0.48 m of tte waU was rdniih by tte Ministry
of Works in 1962. Tte squared east janib was built with re-used Roinan bricks bfflded in white mortar (Hope
1902), whilst tte west jamb had beai largdy destroyed by lata alterations to the doorw^ in the 14th century.
The nave north porticus was not investigated in Dr Jaikins' excavations, and is shown tere as drawn by
Hope, minoiing tte nave south porticus.
Tte chancd south porticus was added in Paiod 2, and said by Dr Jenkins to have beai aitaai through a
doorway inserted in tte diancd south waU. It has, howeva, beai established above that a doorway was also
ated here in Paiod 1, but that no porticus is thought to have beai part of tte Paiod 1 plan of tte ctepd. Tte
new Paiod 2 east jamb of tte doorway conqnised re-used Roman bricks sd in white mortar, surviving to a
haght of 1 m, above and onfinewith tte Paiod 1 east jamb sd in ydlow mortar (Fig 12). No west jamb
survived and it was calculated by Eh- Jenkins that this doorway vtras probabfy around 1 m wide. Eke ttese of
the nave south and north porticus. Tte surviving east jamb was 1.7 m fiom the west vraU of tte chancd, too
great a gap for a doorw^, and it is perii^s best tofoUowDr Jenkins' theory of a narrowa doorway (see also
diancd north porticus bdow).
The chancd south porticus had beai danolished down to itsfoundations,wMdi conqirised compacted
white mortar with occaaonal medium sizedflints.Tte west waU lay on line with tte east ade of tte nave, but
mudi of this area had been distuibed by a late n^dieval buttress. Tte east wan oveday tte rd)bed out Period
1 waH extending south of the chancd. This waU had been ranoved and the constmction tratch backfined witii
soil (some flints survived in tte base of tte traich - Rg 12). A grave (not shown on tte plan) and a large
medieval pit cut thrcxigh tte south waflfoundationof tte porticus, whilst the east waUfi)undationwas cut by
at least two graves (one of which is shown on the plan). The foundationsforthese waDs were ewdaitly much
shaUowa than tte otha porticusfi>undationsof Period 2, being only 0.38 m deep. Tte west waH fi)undation
cut to a depth of about 0.1 m deepa than tte east wanfi}undation,pe&isp& to aUowfi>ra slope in tte gnnind
surfece.
To judgefromtte remainingfinmdations,tte chancd south porticus measured 2.9 m east-west by 2.1 m
north-south. Because of the lata intrusions nofloorsurvived in tte porticus.
Dr Jaikins had noted that no matdnng north porticus was eva built off" tte diancd. Tte author disagrees
with this theory. A small ctepd was added to tte north side of the chancd in tte 14th caituty, destroyii^ an
eaifia dqx)ats. This m ^ wefl have rqjresented a re-buflding of tte ranains of an eariia, Ar^o-Saxon, imrth
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porticus. The onty masomy kxrated hae was recorded by Hope in 1900-1901 (Hope 1902figure).A ^ r t
laigth of wall is shown projectii^ along the north wall of tte dianed for a distance of around 0.68 m. This
could, pahaps, have beat tte west jamb of a doorway into a north portieus. Given this masomyfi-agment,if
one subtracts the 0.7 m west jambfi-omtte 1.7 m width of tte survivii^ openii^ on tte south wall of tte
chancd (see above), tte doorw^ would have been 1 m wide.

It is uncertain wMdi graves were added in Paiod 2, and these have beai conadered in tte discussion of
the Paiod 1-lA graves, above. A diamd pit (Pit 4 in Troich VU) containing a numba of skulls was dug to
the west of tte nave south pottteus, pahaps to bury human bones ronoved during tte digging of fiiundations
in Period 2.

Dating evidence
It has abeady been noted above that the Period 2 nave south porticus overlay a grave
yielding a radiocarbon date of AD 780-1000 (at 68% confidence) (fiill details above). A
further earlier grave cut in Period 1 contained a sceat dating to AD 720 or 740, and
probably out of circulation a few years after AD 750. The coin jaDvides a terminus post
quern for the Period 2re-buildingof the chapel of the mid-late 8th century.

Interpretation of the excavated remains (Fig 12)
The ground plan of the Period 2 re-building indicates that the Period 1 nave and chancel
were rebuilt to the same plan, with the addition of a western porch, north and south
porticus oflf the nave, and a south porticus off the chancel, possibly also matehed by a
north porticus. Further discussion offlielayout will be presented in Chapter 5.

Summary of the An^o-Saxon remains at St Augustine's abbey (Fig 10)
The excavatedremainsand standing fabric at St Augustine's abbeyrepwesentfour
churches/chapels. The earliest structure, the Period lA church dedicated to Sts Peter &
Paul was built in the opening years of the 7tii century, and may have measured around 29
m in length and 19 m in width. This was followed, in Period IB, by the addition of the
chapel of St Mary, to the east, between 616 and 624, of which only the west wall
survived. Period 2 saw the westward expansion of the church of Sts Peter & Paul, the
construction of the two-phase cloisters on the north side of the church, and a chapeltothe
west This expansion appears to have been undertaken in a number of phases between the
8th and 11th century (see the dating evidence above for the various elements). The final
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phase. Period 3, isrepresentedby therebuildingof the western chapel, construction of a
substantialfree-standingtower,tothe south-west of the church, and the linking of the
church of Sts Peter & Paul with the chapel of St Mary, by the construction of a substantial
rotunda, with crypL Period 3 structures are of a mid-11th century date.

After the construction of the rotunda the complex of three churches/chapels (with
some reconstiuction of the plan) may have measured around 92 m in length
The fourfli chapel, that of St Pancras was built a littie way to the east of the main
complex, and on a slightly different alignment Thefirstphase of the chapel is undated,
but the second phase was probably in the mid-late 8th century. As such it would equate
with Period 2 of the main abbey complex.

St Martin's church
Introduction
The extant church of St Martin has been the subject of very little excavation, but much
speculation, and extensive recording of the standing fabric. All of theremainsdescribed
below are visible, save featuresrevealedby excavatioa
In 1897, a paper was published on excavations undertaken during the previous year
(Routledge 1897); the building was also the subject of limited excavation in 1954
(Jenkins 1965); and recording of the standing fabric in 1980 (Tatton-Brown 1980).
The Rev. Charies Routledge's paper set out the evidence of the standingfebricand
then presented the following four theories for the phasing of the chancel and nave
(Routledge 1897,16):
•

A Roman date for the chancel, and a later Roman date for the nave.

•

A Roman date for the nave, and a later Roman date for the chancel.

•

A Roman date for the chancel, and a Saxon date for the nave.

•

An early Saxon date for the chancel, and a later Saxon date for the nave.
He gave wei^t to the theory that the chancel of St Pancras (rather than the church of

St Martin) was part of the Roman church dedicatedtoSt Martin, and mentioned by Bede
(Chapter 4), and that the nave was also probably of Roman build, although he sets out the
arguments for its possible Saxon date (Routledge 1897,19-28).
Frank Jenkins, in his paper published in 1965, set out the aiguments supporting the
phasing of the chancel being earlier than the nave, but in his conclusions cast doubt on
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the Roman date of the chancel (Jenkins 1965, 15). Harold Taylor added his voice to the
various opinions, favoring a sub-Roman or early Anglo-Saxon, rather than Roman date
for the chancel and a 7th century date for the nave (Taylor 1965, 143).
Tatton-Brown, after extensive stone-by-stone recording of the masonry, considered the
chancel to be of later Roman date, and the nave to have been built in the eaity years of
the 7th century.
It is impossible to better Tim Tatton-Brown's analysis withoutfiirtherexcavations, so
the phasing followed in this thesis is that the chancel is part of a late Roman structure,
\^lst the nave dates to thefirsthalf of the 7th century (Tatton-Brown 1980).
The following account presents information separately for each of tte two main
elements of the church (the late Roman structure, and the Anglo-Saxon nave). Within
each of these sections thefectsarerelatedto one of the three papers above. It must be
noted heretiiatthe dating of the% two phases is based solely on the evidence of the
construction techniques and the materials used No dating evidence was recovered from
either of the excavations.

Roman structure
The Roman element of the building isrepresentedby a single cell, with a small room to
the south,firagmentsof which were recorded in 1896, in the nave and chancel of the
present church (Routledge 1897). Further work was undertaken in tiie chancel in 1954
(Jenkins 1965).

1896 ejoxmOions (Fig 13)
Afta tanporary ranoval oftte dioir staUs in tte chancd, excavation was started but soon stopped because of
the presence of burial vauhs and graves. Hasta was shipped from tte waUs to a hdght of around 2.3 m and
the waUsrecorded.For a distance of 6 m tte waUs wae buih of evenly-laid Roman tiles. In tte south waU
wae recorded two blodced doorway; one with a square head, the otha round headed. Tte squared
doorw^, whicb can be seen more eaaly fiom outade, has "jambs ofRomantiJes,with a lintd and an formed
of masave blocks of green sandstone." It measures 1.82 m high and 1.01 m wide. Tteroundheaded doorway
also measured 1.82 m high but only 0.63 m wide, and had an arch formed of blodcs of lagstone. Tte span at
the springing of tte arch is a litfle wida than tte width of tte doorway. Imposts are formed of two Roman
tiles; tte uppa overhanging tte Iowa, aiKi tte Iowa ovediangii^ tte jamb. A \ajfer of plasta lines tte
doorway. Intanally tte jambs are of Roman tiles with some ragstone, whilst outade t h ^ are abnost entirdy
of Roman tiles. Tte lalta doorw^ was recognised as an insation into an eaiiia waD.
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A change in the masomy of tte south wall, around 2.0S m east of tte round headed doorw^, su^ests a
termination of tte original buildii^ interpreted in 1897 as the start of an apse.
A patch of floor was removed in tte south-east coma of tte nave, revealing ttefixmdationsof a wall
running paralld with the south wall of tte nave. Thisfi^uiKlationwas made up of mainlyflints,about 0.45 m
wide and 0.43 m deq) in an extrondyfiagmaitaryconditioa Thisfi-agmentof foundation was interpreted as
a westward continuation of tte soath wall of tte chancd. A eonqrasite section was published diowii^ tte
foundations in rdatbnshq) to tte surviving wall above, which measured 0.66 m across (Routledge 1897,
opposite page 6). Similar foundations are rqxirted to have been found by Reveroid livdt, iK>ting that the
recentfirels"correspond exaetty with ttefi}undationof tte chancd wall bdow tte brick fix>tii^ thereor (in
tte north-west coma of tte chancd) (Routledge 1897,6-7).
Outade tte chancd, on tte stHith side of tte church, was excavated a trendi in tte angje b ^ e o i tte nave
and chancd. Hae, adjacent to the square headed doorway, woe traces of twofijurelations,ectoKfing south
fiom the chancd. Tte southern ade was, unfortunatdy, destroyed by burials. These two walls were set 1.44
m apart, measured 0.66 m in width, and had been built entir^ of Roman tiles. Tte western wall extended 0.2
m bdow tte east wall of tte nave. Brtvreen tte two excavated walls, was a floor of opus signiman. Tte
structure was presumably part of a small annex.
It was dear to the excavator that the annex was an int^ral part of tte south wall of tte doiKd; tte
foundations bong similar and bonded t(^e*ha. Tte walls "rested upon afix)ting-courseof one brick, which
fijrms tte top of tte shallowfoundationofflintsand stones." It is also noted that tte brid^fix>tii%continued
along tte base of the diancd wall, unda tte sill of the square headed doorway, and "was irr^iular in its
projectioa" The two walls located by excavation woe seoi to have ori^na% beoi bonded into tte south &ce
of tte chaiKd w a l "Every alternate course shows a broken brick, and every otha course tte dean edge of a
brick." The boreling could iwt te traced above tte Iowa edge of tte lintel A pilasta buttress, built of Roman
tiles, was noted on the s(»ith wall, towards the east aid of the early masomy.
A coloured ground plan and devation of the south wall of tte diaiffid by G M Uvett, dated 1896, is M d
in Canterbury cathedral library. Tte devation drawing includes a section throu^ the excavated annsc to tte
south of tte chancd.

1954 excavations (Fig 13)
Furtha excavations in 1954, althoug^i of a limited nature, added details to hdp understaiKi tte devdopment
of tte ehaiKd (Jaikins 1965). The results are summarised bdow.
D^ailed stwfy of tte exterior scHith wall of tte chancd revealed that tte buttress aa tte east aid of tte
eariy wall had beoi larg^ re-built in tte 19th caitury. Above the re-built buttress, toweva, is a vertical edge
of Roman tiles, indicating tte ori^ial eastern extait of tte south w a l On tte intaiorfeceof tte wall, a
vertical scar was iwted, arcnind 0.6 mfiximtte east aid of tte earfy wall, where tte r^ular tile coursing
ended.
Tte mnth wall is of simOarteiiMto that on the scnith, but with a laige section misai^ due to its removal
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when tte vestry was built. The autter (the late Frank Jaikins) recorded seeing evidane of tte west wan
(bdow the diancd arch), as noted by Revaaid Livett (detailed above), but that this evidence is now hiddai
b d i i i K l wan plasta.
When tte nKxlan chancd floor was removed in 1954, it wss found that it rested on natural soil, and no
origfaialfloorsurvived, "except a line of mortar along tte base of tte stwth wafl" (Jaikins 1965,14).
At the east end of tte diancd, workmen had dug a tele in front of tte sanctuary steps. Here, it is
recorded, was proof of tte eastan wan of the early building. Just bateath floor levd were located three
broken courses of Romantiles,prcgecting "fiom tte south wafl into which they were bonded." Tte tfles rested
on foundations of flint aiKi mortar, laid onflintsand loam, m a treiKh 0.6 m deep. It appears ttet tte uppa
ccxirse did not auvive well, but tte Iowa foundation extaidedfin-a di^aiKe of 1.37 m fiom tte souih wafl.
Graves had destroyed ttefinindationsbeyond this point. Against tte north waU, howeva, tte fixmdations
were recorded agaia M that survived hae wae courses of broken tile bonded mto tte north wan, and
projecting fiom its base, and resting onfijundationsof flint and mortar. Tte eastan edge of die waHfoundation was not located.

Anglo-Saxon, Period 1
The Anglo-Saxon element of the church isrepresentedby a westvrard ejqjansion of the
Roman structure, forming the nave of the church, vM\st the original Roman structure
appears to have been retained to serve as the chancel of the church. Recording work in
1896 (Routledge 1897) and 1980 (Tatton-Brown 1980) are detailed below.

1896 recording (Fig 13)
The west wafl of tte nave was constmcted of ragstone and Romantiles,with IK) aStentpt at r^ular courang.
In the centre, ova the main vrest doorway, was noted a blocked up opaong (Roufledge 1897, 3) some 5.185.28 m above ttefloor,and arourtd 2.18 m wide. Windows wae noted, dtha ade of tte doorway, with signs
of tte original arches turned in Roman tiles, and with voussoirs of ragstone botuled in pink mortar. These
windows had beat extended upwards in the Norman period. Each measures 0.81 m wide, and sp]sys towards
tte outside. Excavations at tte foot of tte west waU, on tte north side of tte iHve, were undertaken in an
attempt to locate an earlyfloor,but burial vaults and skddons were too numerous.
North and south waDs of tte nave are recorded as being of similar mataials to tte west wafl, and "bdiind
tte woodwork are conaderable pieces of pmk plasta, remarkable fijr its hardness and texture." This is
composed of Gme mortar, sand and pounded Romantile,in abnost equal proportions.
Excavation was also undertaken, outside, against tte east eiKl of the south waU of tte rave, adjacent to a
"nearfy drcularfeature"of uncatain fimctioa This revealed that tte south wan, of Roman tile and ragstone,
sat on afiaundationof "conarde" (Routledge 1897,14-15).
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1980 recording (Fig 13)
Recall work (Tatton-Brovm 1980) has been restricted to detaUed recording of the waOs, and the prqiaration
of an accurate plan, ratha than fiirtha excavatioa The drawings in tte rqxnt stew an of ttefeaturesnoted
in tte 1897 and 1%5 rqports. This detafled record of ttefebricwill te retumed to lata in the research.
An interesting study of tte stone used in the two phases of work at St Martin's is informative. In the
Roman part of tte buildmg a numba of fiagmaits of Marquise oolite have been recorded, as wdl as
fiagmads of Calcatre Grosaa (Worssam & Tatton-Browm 1990, 59). Tte Ai^o-Saxon nave enqiloys large
quantities of Calcaire Grosaa, mainly in the Iowa quoins on the south-east con^, and on the buttresses of
the south wafl, many of it contahnng Ditrupa, thus placing the quany ate near Paris (Worssam & TattonBrown 1990, 66-7). Tte westem jamb of an insated Ang^o-Saxon doorway in tte south wan of die Ronon
building also contains afiagmentof Marquise stone with an Ang^Saxon inscr^tioa It is probable that an of
the imported stone mentioned above was original^ b r o u ^ into Britain in tte Roman paiod, and that whae
it isfixmdin Ar^jb-Saxon dnirches it is re-used mataiaL

Interpretation and date ofthe remains
As discussed above two early phases have been located at St Martin's church. No dating
evidence was recoveredfromthe two excavations, and the date of the two phases imder
discussion is based solely on architectural details, and the materials used. Until more
extensive excavations are undertaken, the date of the two elements discussed here follow
that set out by Tim Tatton-Brown (Tatton-Brown 1980): the chancel is interpreted as part
of the Roman structure recorded by Bede, v^lst the nave probably represents an
expansion in thefirsthalf of the 7th century, after the arrival of Augustine.
An inscription incorporate into the westem jamb of the blocked south doorway was
originally dated to 600-50 (Taylor & Taylor 1965, 143). The inscription reads
[HON]ORE OMMV(M) S(AN)C(TpRV(M), translated as 'in honour of all the saints or
'in honour of All Saints'. It is likely to recordtiiededication of a church or ahar, and has
recently beenre-datedto pre c. 900 (Tweddle et al, 137, ill 57).

Summary of the archaeological evidence for Anglo-Saxon churches in
Canterbury
The evidence of the Anglo-Saxon church^ in C^anterbury offers a unique view of the
early (jregorian mission to Britain, led by Augustine in 597, and the subsequent
development of the cathedral and abbey complex over a period of469 years.
St Ivfertin's church has a prraumed Roman element, perhaps originally constructed as a
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mausoleum, andre-usedin the 6th century by Bertha as a place of worship with her
chaplain before the arrival of Augustine. Canterbury cathedral has nowrevealedtraces of
what appears to be Augustine's first cathedral church, and the abbey site has yielded
invaluable information on the church of Sts Peter & Paul, the burial site of the early
Archbishops and kings of Kent, started a year later.

Both the cathedral and abbey site underwent considerable expansion throughout the
Anglo-Saxon period, culminating in large, complicated structures. The cathedral was
totally rebuilt, perhaps in thefirsthalf of the 9th century, and a major westem structure
added in the early 1 Ith century. At St Augustine's abbey, the church of Sts Peter & Paul
was not demolished for re-building, but added to at intervals, ending with a row of four
churches/chapels, two of wiiich were linked after the construction of a rotunda in the mid
11th century.
Both sites saw major additions to their layout shortly before the Conquest; the
cathedral with an apsidal-ended western structure; the abbey with its rotunda These were
very adventurous schemes echoing Ottonian-period architecture on the Continent (these
are discussed further in Chapter 5).
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CHAPTER 4:
fflSTORICAL AND WRITTEN SOURCES

Introduction
In this chapter it is intended to summarise the results of previous research on the main
historical and written sources for the Anglo-Saxon churches of Canterbury. This is, by
design, not an exhaustive account of all the available material, which (for Canterbury
cathedral) has already been discussed in detail (Brooks 1984) and recently summarised
(Brooks 1995). It is instead designed as an outline to provide information to help
understand the date, layout, and development of the Anglo-Saxon churches of
Canterbury. This section is thus based on secondary sources, taken to be correct, and no
attempt has been made to go back to the original documents.
Throughout this thesis the following editions/translations have been used:

Bede's Ecclesiastical History of the English People, completed in 731 (Bede HE Colgrave & Mynors 1969) provides us with a description of the re-introduction of
Christianity from Rome and Ireland, using for the early part of the work transcriptions of
earlier chronicles by Gildas. Part of this remarkable account gives us some insist of the
early years of Christianity in Britain and the Gregorian mission led by Augustine. This
work also has implications for the interpretation of the cathedral, the church of Sts Peter
& Paul, and the church of St Martin. Bede's information on the church in Canterbury
came from Abbot Albinus of St Augustine's Abbey.

Bvrhtferth of Ramsey's Life of St Oswald, written in the late 10th century (Graves 1975),
is a work largely about St Oswald, but including a brief description of Oda's career (being
Oswald's uncle), including a reference to Oda's restoration of the cathedral between the
years 941 and 958.

Goscelin's Historia Tramlationis S Aususiini Episcopi, written before his death in 1107,
provides a contemporary account of the translation of early burials from the church of Sts
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Peter & Paul during three successive building campaigns in the 11 th century. Works of
William Thome (died after 1397) and Thomas of Elmham (left the abbey in 1414), both
monks of St Augustine's, will be cited where appropriate. These are less informative than
Goscelin's account, but provide occasional information about the Anglo-Saxon abbey.

Eadmer, a monk at the cathedral, gives us a partial view of the pre-conquest cathedral in
a number of his works (Vita Sancti Bregowini; De Reliquiis Sancti Andoeni...; Liber
miraculonm

Sancti Dunstani; Epistola ad Glasoniemes de corpore S. Dunstani;

Historia Nororum in Anglia; and Vita Sancti Wilfridi), providing a description of the
location in the Anglo-Saxon cathedral of the various altars which had contained relics of
early saints (Wilmart 1935). Other pieces of information on the fire of 1067 and
Lanfranc's re-building of the cathedral in 1071-7, are retrieved fi^om some of the
numerous Anglo-Saxon charters which have survived (Brooks 1984). These will be
introduced in the text as required, rather than listed here.

Charters, for both the cathedral and St Augustine's abbey, have been extensively
discussed in the past. The main published works are by Nicholas Brooks, for the
cathedral (Brooks 1984), and Susan Kelly, for the abbey (Kelly 1995), whilst Sawyer is
an invaluable source of material (Sawyer 1968).

The details of the historical and written sources will commence with an assessment of
Bede's account of the Gregorian mission and the suggested re-use of a Roman Christian
structure. Following this will be an account of the written sources for each of the
churches, integrating an interpretation of the material, with reference to the excavated
remains. A summary will conclude the chapter.

Bede*s Ecclesiastical History of the English People
Part of Bede's account of ecclesiastical history provides us with details of Pope Gregory's
mission to re-convert the English to Christianity (Bede HE - Colgrave & Mynors 1969).
This work is henceforth cited as Bede HE (with reference to the original book and
chapter numbers, ie HE 1.25; HE UA, etc). Those sections of relevance to the present
study; ie that provide us with information on the likely date, fiinction or layout of
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structures, are detailed below, including references to St Martin's church, the cathedral,
and the church of Sts Peter & Paul. Bede's account in HE (Books I and H) is as follows:
So Augustine, straigthened by the encouragemeait of St Gregory, in company with the savants of
Christ, returned to the work of preaching the word, and came to Britain. At that time /EtMberht,
king of Kent, was a powerfijl monarch. The lands over which he exercised his suzerainty stretched as
far as the great rivo" Eiumber, which divides the northernfromthe southmi Angles. OVCT against
the east district of Kait there is a large island called Thanet, which, in English reckoning, are 600
hides in extent. It is dividedfromthe mainland by theriverWantsum, which is about three fiiriong
wide, can be crossed in two places only, and joins the sea at either end. Here Augustine the servant
of the Lord, landedwithhisconq)anions, who are said to have beoi nearly 40 in numbo'. They had
acquired interpretersfromthe Prankish race according to the command of Pope St Gregory.
Augustine sent to iCthelberht to say that he had comefromRome bearing the best news, namdy the
sure and certain promise of eternal joy in heaven and an endless kingdom with the living and true
God to those who recdved it. On hearing this the king ordered them to remain on the island whwe
they had landed and provide thm with all things necessary until he had decided what to do about
them. Some knowledge about the Christian rdigion had already reached him because he had a
Christian wife of the Prankish royalfemilywhose name was Bertha. He had recdved hsxfix»mher
parents on condition that she should be allowed to practise herfeithand rdigjon unhindered, with a
bishop named Liudhard whom they had provided for her to support her M h . Some d ^ afterwards
the King came to the island... Then he said to them: 'Your words and the promises you bring are &ir
enough, but because they are new to us and doubtfijl, I cannot consent to accept them and forsake
those beliefe which I and the whole En^ish race have held so long. But as you have come on a long
pilgrimage and are anxious, I perceive, to share with us things which you bdieve to be true and
good, we do not wish to do you harm; on the contrary, we will receive you hospitably and provide
what is necessaryforyour support; nor do weforbidyou to win all you can to your 6ith and religion
by your preaching.' So he gave them a dwelling in the city of Canterbury, which was the chief city of
all his dominions... (HE 1.25).

As soon as they had ento^ed the dwdling-place allotted them, they began to imitate the way of life of
the ^ s t l e s and of the primitive church. They were constantly engaged in prayers, in vigjls and fests;
they preached the word of life to as maiy as they could; t h ^ despised all woridly things as fiweign
to thran; they accepted only the necessaries of lifefromthose whom they taught; in all things they
practised what they preached and kqrt themselves prepared to endure adversities, even to the point
of dying for the truths they proclaimed. To put it briefly, some, marvelling at their simple and
innocent way of life and the swe^ess of their heavaily doctrine, believed and woe baptised. Thoe
was near by, on the east of the dty, a church built in andent times in honour of St Martin, while the
Romans were still in Britain, in which the queen who, as has been said, was a Christian, used to pr^.
In this churdi theyfirstbegan to meet and chant the psalms, to pray, to say mass, to preach, and to
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baptise, until, when the king had been converted to thefeith,tbsy recdved greatCT Kboty to preach
everywhere and to build or restore churches. At last the king, as well as others, believed and was
baptised, being attracted by the pure life of the saints... (HE 1.26).

After Augustine had, as we said before, received his qiiscopal see in the royal dty, he with the hdp
of the king restored a church in it, which, as he was informed, had been built in andent times by the
hands of the Roman believers. He dedicated it in the name of the holy Saviour, our Lord and God,
Jesus Christ; and there he established a dwdling for himself and all his successors. He alsofiiundeda
monastery not & from the dty, to the east, in which >Cthelberht, encouraged by him, builtfromits
foundations the church of the Apostles St Peta- and St Paul and endowed it with various gifts, so
that the bodies of Augustine himself and all the bishops of Cantert)ury and the kings of Kait might
be placed in it. The church was consecrated, not by Augustine but by his successor Lauroice. {HE

1.23).
On the death of our &ther Augustine, a man bdoved of God, his body was buried outside the church
of the apostles St Peter and St Paul mentioned akeady, for it was not yet dther finished or
consecrated. But as soon as it was consecrated, the body was carried inside and honourably buried in
the chapd on the north side. In it the bodies of all the succeeding
archbishops have been buried with the exception of two, Theodore and Berhtwold, whose bodies
were placed in the church itself because there was no more room in the c h ^ l \porticus]. Ahnost in
the middle of the chapel is an ahar dedicated in honour of the pope St Gr^oiy, at which a priest of
that place celdjrates a solemn mass in thdr memory eveiy Saturday. This is the qjit^h inscribed on
Augustine's tomb: Here lies the most reverend Augustine,firstArchbishop of Canterbury, who was
formerly sent hither by St Gregory, bishop of Rome; being supported by God in the working of
miracles, he led King /Ethelberht and his nationfromthe worship of idols to 6ith in Christ and ended
the days of his ofl5ce in peace; he died on the twenty-sixth day of May during the rdgn of the same
king [dther 604 or 605].' (HE n.3).

From this account we ^ i n considerable information on the layout of the church of Sts
Peter & Paul: the north porticus for the burial of archbishops, with its altar to Gregory
and inscribed epitaph on Augustine's tomb; the south porticus for the burial of the kings
of Kent; and the fact that two later archbishops were buried in the nave. St Martin's
church is mentioned, with regard to Queen Bertha and her priest, Liudhard, as is the
cathedral church. Both structures are said to have been re-used Roman churches.
There is no question that the people of Kent would have recognised a Roman masonry
building, since these were the only masonry structures in England before the arrival of
Augustine and the construction of the first churches. It is perhaps pertinent here,
however, to question Bede's identification of these two presumed Roman structures. The
east end of St Martin's church is a good candidate for a Roman structure, on architectural
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grounds (Chapter 3), and since this church saw little expansion throughout the AngjoSaxon period its recognition (in the early 8th century, by Bede's informant Abbot Albinus
of St Augustine's abbey) as a Roman building was probably correct. The identification of
a Roman building re-used as Augustine's first cathedral is more in doubt. As noted above
(Chapter 3), the building underwent considerable re-building, so that by the time Bede
vras writing the original Augustinian church was no longer visible, and the re-use of large
quantities of Roman building materials must have made identification between earlier
Anglo-Saxon work and extant Roman work impossible (this is discussed in more detail
in Chapter 5).

Canterbury cathedral
Save the account by Bede (noted above) the four main written sources discussed below
for Canterbury cathedral are: the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, Eadmei's various works, a
charter by Archbishop Wulfiic, and Byrhtferth of Ramsey's Life of St Oswald. It is not
possible in the current study to present a list of the charters for the cathedral (as I have
done for St Augustine's abbey below), because of the large quantity of charters available.
Material pertinent to the understanding of the development of the cathedral are discussed
below; for fuller information the reader is referred to the two main published works on
the charters (Brooks 1986; Sawyer 1968).

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle
The tomb of St ^Ifheah, to the north of the altar of Christ, is not mentioned by Eadmer,
but recorded in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (Whitelock 1961, D1023). St yElfeah's body
was translated from London to Canterbury in 1023.

Eadmer's works
The principal description of the Anglo-Saxon cathedral is that of the English monk,
Eadmer, who, in the final decade of the 11th century and through the 1120s, produced an
account of the location in the cathedral of the various altars which had contained relics of
the early saints (Wilmart 1935; Brooks 1984). Eadmer had been a child novice at
Canterbury when the old cathedral had been gutted by the fire of 1067, but he must have
known particularly well those parts of the surviving shell which had been retained in use
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until replaced by the building of the new Norman cathedral (1071-7).
Eadmer's works have been translated and used by a number of historians in the past to
try and identify the form of the Anglo-Saxon cathedral from the descriptions given in the
documents (no part of it had been located until the author's excavations in 1993). Willis
first translated much of Eadmer's work relating to the cathedral, and presented the
material in sub-divisions of the evidence into paragraphs (Willis 1845, 1-19). Wilmart
has translated Eadmer's De Reliquiis... (Wilmal 1935). The principal work, however, is
by Taylor who has fiirther elaborated the discussion, keeping to the sub-divisions set out
by Willis in 1845, and presenting a table of the various works of Eadmer and Osbem,
with a note of which paragraphs are taken fi-om each work (Taylor 1969b, table A).
Others have also discussed the material (Parsons 1969; Gem 1970; Gilbert 1970; Brooks
1984; Woodman 1981). These will be retumed to, where they contribute to our
understanding of the possible layout of the cathedral, during discussion of the main paper
(Taylor 1969b).
For ease of reference I will adhere to Taylor's sub-divided numbering of the text (15ak). The translation is that presented in Taylor's work (1969b, 105-6), which is in fact a
translation by Willis, with slight emendation (these variations being presented as
footnotes in Taylor's paper). These differences of translation are given below (not
verbatim) in square brackets.

Translation of Eadmer's description of the cathedral
15a. This was the very church (asking patience for a digression) which had beai built by Romans, as Bede
bears witness in his history; and which was duly arranged in some parts in imitation of the church of the
blessed Prince of the Apostles, Peter, in which his relics are exahed by the veneration of the whole worid.
[This is to say the church known as Old St Peter's at Rome].

15b. The venerable Odo had trandated the body of the blessed Wilfiid Archbishop of York from Ripon to
Canterbury and had worthily placed it in a more lofly receptacle, to use his own words, that is to say in the
great ahar which was constructed of rough stones and mortar close to the wall of the eastern part of the
presbytery.

15c. Afterwards another ahar was placed at a convenient distance before the aforesaid altar and dedicated in
honour of our Lord Jesus Christ, at which the "devine mysteries" were daily cdebrated. In this ahar the
blessed Elphege had solemnly dqwated the head of St Swithin which he had brought with him when he was
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translatedfromWinchester to Canterijury, and also maity relics of otha- saints.

15d. To reach these altars there was an ascent of several stqis from the choir of the singers, because there
was beneath them a crypt, which the Romans call a confessionary. [Willis says: "To reach these altars, a
certain crypt which the Romans call a confessionaiy had to be ascended by means of several stq)sfromthe
choir of the singers. This crypt was &bricated beneath in the likeness..."].

15e. Within, the crypt had at the east end an altar in which was ^closed the head of the blessed Fursois, as
of old it was asserted. Moreover the single passage which ran westwardfromthe curwng part of the crypt
reachedfromthence up to the resting place of the blessed Dunstan, which was separatedfromthe ciypt itself
by a strong wall. [Willis says: "Moreover the sin^e passage of entrance which ran westvrard...", but since m
such words occur in Latin, it incorrectly changes Eadmer's meaning]. For that holyfetherwas intored before
the aforesaid steps at a great depth in the ground, and at the head of the saint stood the matutinal ahar.

15f Thence the choir of the singas was extoided westward into the body of the church, and shut ait from
the multitude by a proper enclosure.

15g. In the next place, b^fond the middle of the length of the body, thwe were two towers which projected
above the aisles of the church. [Willis says; "which projected beyond the aisles of the church." The Latin is
'ultra', which could mean the towers projected above or beyond the aisles]. The south tower had an ahar in
the midst of it, dedicated in honour of the blessed pope Gr^oiy. At the side was the prindpal door of the
church which as of old by the English so even now is called SUTHDURE and is oftai martioned by this
name in the law books of the andent kings. Por all disputesfromthe whole kingdom which cannot l^ally be
resolved within the hundreds of the counties, or evai in the king's court, must be sdtled hae as if in the high
king's court.

15h. Opposite to this tower, and on the north, the other towa was built in honour of the blessed Martin and
had doisters about it for the use of the monks. And as thefirsttower was devoted to 1 ^ contentions and
judgements of this worid, so in the second the younger brethren were instructed in the knowledge of the
oflHces of the church, for the differeait seasons and hours of the day and night.

15i. The extremity of the church was adorned by the oratory of Maiy, the blessed Mother of God; which
oratory was so constructed that access could only be had to it by steps. At its eastern part there was an altar
consecrated to the worship of that Lady, which had within it the head of the blessed virgin Austrobota.

15j. When the priest performed the "devine mystoies" at this altar he had his face turned towards the east,
towards the people who stood below. Behind him to the west was the pontifical chair constructed with
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handsome workmanship and of large stones and cement, and &r removed from the Lord's table, bdng
contiguous with the wall of the church, which embraced the entire area of the building.

15k. And this was the plan of the church of Canterbury. These things we have shortly desoibed in order that
men of the present andfiituregenerations when t h ^findthem mentioned in writings of old and pCTcdve that
the existing things do not coindde with their narratives may know that all these old things have passed away
and that new ones have taken thdr place. For after the umumoable vicissitudes which this church undowoit
the whole wasfinallyconsumed in our own days byfireas we have above rdated.

The layout of the cathedral based on Eadmer's works (Figs 18, 20 and 21)
This section draws freely from Eadmer's description of the cathedral set out above, but
with the addition of details from his other works (also cited above). The various features
noted below are from Eadmer's De Reliquiis, unless otherwise stated. Each section of the
church is detailed below in a similar order to that set out by Eadmer.

The baptistry
East of the main church was located the baptistry of St John, buih by Archbishop
Cuthbert (740-60), so close as to be almost touching it. This is reported by Eadmer in his
Vita Bregowini (Scholz 1966; Taylor 1969b, 126; Brooks 1984,40), and is confirmed by
other sources (Corpus Christi College, Cambridge MS 44; Christ Church cartulary of c.
1090), including a land grant of King Coenwulf of Mercia (798-821) (Brooks 1984,39).
This structure has never been located by excavation and is only known through written
records.
The baptistry, as well as containing a baptismal font, also contained tiie graves of many
of the later archbishops, and according to Eadmer was used for judicial ordeals, and as an
archive for charters and books (Eadmei's Vita Bregowini - Scholz 1966, 144). A
transcription relating to the burial of archbishops up to the time of Cuthbert is given
below in the discussion of St Augustine's Abbey.
Although the form of the baptistry is unknown, previous authors have suggested

that

it may have been modelled on Continental forms (summarised in Taylor 1969b, figs 3
and 4).
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The sanctuary
Since a large number of the altars and relics described by Eadmer were contained within
the sanctuary, this part of the church is better known. This area was termed "presbytery"
by Eadmer. Against the far end of the apse was the eastem altar, dedicated to St Wilfrid,
of rough stonework and mortar, in which were the relics of St Wilfrid of Yoik, translated
from Ripon by Archbishop Oda (942-58). At a "convenient distance" to the west of this
altar was the principal altar of our Lord Jesus Christ, which was used daily to celebrate
the "devine mysteries". Contained within this altar were the remains of many relics of
saints, including the head of St Swithin, said to have been translated here by Archbishop
JElfheah on his elevation from Winchester to Canterbury in (1005). To the south of the
altar of Christ was located the shrine of St Oda, marked by a "pyramid" (probably a
cross-shaft or colunm of stone). Several steps are mentioned leading from the choir of the
singers to the sanctuary, presumably because of the underlying crypt

The crypt
Eadmer likens the crypt to the Roman-style confessionary. This arrangement can be
paralleled at Old St Peter's Rome, where the sanctuary was remodelled by Pope Gregory
between 590 and 604 (Taylor 1969b, fig 1). hideed, Eadmer visited Rome with
Archbishop Anselm in 1009 and may have taken note of the similarities between the two.
Of Canterbury, he mentions an altar, said by tradition to contain the head of St Fursey, set
at the eastem end of the crypt, and that a single passage lead westwards up to the tomb of
St Dunstan, separated from the crypt itself by a strong wall. The location of this tomb
was in front of the sanctuary steps, at great depth, and that the matutinal altar, in the choir
above, lay at the head of the tomb.

The choir
The choir extended from the foot of the sanctuary steps, westwards into the body of the
church, and was divided from the laity by an enclosure. Within the choir was the
matutinal altar, used for the morning masses, and situated at the head of Dunstan's
memorial.
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The central towers
These towers lay beyond the middle of the church, and projected above or beyond the
aisles. The south tower, which was also the principal entrance into the church, had an
altar dedicated to St Gregory in its midst. This tower was used for courts which could not
be resolved in the hundreds, shire or king's court. The northern tower was dedicated to St
Martin, and had the cloister on either side. This tower was used for instruction of tiie
younger brethren.
It is possible that the foundations of the Period 2C porticus, located in the 1993
excavations may represent the south tower noted by Eadmer.

The oratory of St Mary
The oratory of the Virgin was situated at the west end of the church, accessible only by
steps, and was therefore elevated, so that the priest at the altar of the Virgin looked down
onto the laity. Behind the altar, against the west wall of the chapel, was situated the
archbishop's throne {cathedra), built with fine workmanship from large stones mortared
together.
During the excavations in 1993 the foundations for a substantial western structure,
incorporating a polygonal apsed chapel with flanking hexagonal stair-tunet(s) were
located (dating to Period 2C). This is without doubt the oratory of St Mary described by
Eadmer.

Eadmer's description of the 1067fireand the re-building of the cathedralfrom 1071
This section is as presented by Taylor maintaining his section headings (Taylor 1969b,
103-4).

14. [AD 1067] After these things, and w*ile misfortunes fell thick upon all parts of England, it happened that
the City of Canterbury was set on fire by the carelessness of some individuals and that theriangflames
caught the mother church thereof How can I tell it? The whole was consumed, and nearly ail the monastic
oflBces that appertained to it, as well as the church of the blessed John the Baptist whaie as aforesaid the
remains of the archbishops were buried.

16a. In the confljgration, however, by the Divine mercy and the intercesaon of the pious Duncan it
happened that two houses indispensable necessary to the existeice of the brrthrei ranained unhurt: the
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re&ctory, namely, and the dormitory as well as the doisters which were attached to them

16b. After this, there was erected over the resting place of the blessed man a house of small magnitude, and in
this were performed daily over his body masses together with other services.

17a. Now after the lamentablefirethe bodies of the pontife (namely Cuthbert, Bregwin, and his successors)
rested undisturbed in thdr coflBns for three years until that most energetic and honourable man Lanfranc,
abbot of Caen, was made Archbishop of Canterbury... He pulled down all that he found of the burnt
monastery, whether buildings or the wasted remains of buildings, and, having dug out theirfi)undationsfix)m
under the earth he construded others in then- stead.

17b. He ordered the said archbishops to be raised and placed in safety until the new church had beat
completed, in which th^r could be honourably placed. And this was done.

17c. As for the church which the aforesaidfirecombiaed with its age had rendered complrtdy unsaviceable,
he set about to destroy it utterly and erect a more noble one.

17d. And in the space of seven years he raised this new churchfiiomthe very foundations and rendeied it
neariy perfect.

17e. But before the work began he commanded that the bodies of the saints which were buried in the eastsn
end of the church should be moved to the western part where the oratory of the blessed Virgin Mary stood.
Wherefore after three days fiist the bodies of those most predous of priests of the Lord, Dunstan and
Elphege, were raised and in the innum^able muhitude conveyed to the destination place of intomort and
there decendy buried. To which I Eadmer can bear witness for I was a boy at the school.

18. But in the process of time as the new work begun on the church proceeded it became necessary to take
down the old work where the bodies of the saints just mentioned were deposited. Having prqjared therefore
the refedory of the brethren for the cddjration of the Divine service we all proceeded thitha" Srnn the old
church in festal procession bearing with honour and reverence our glorious and sweet tathss Dunstan and
Elphege.

19. When the high ahar of the old church was taken down therelicsof the blessed Wilfiid wee found and
placed in a reliquary. But after some years the brethren were of the opinion that they ought to have a more
permanent resting place and accordingly a s^nilchre was prepared for than on the north side of an ahar in
which they werereverentiyenclosed.
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20. After a few years the bodies of the pontife Cuthbert, Bregwin, and thar successors, w a « broa^ into the
newly founded church and placed in the north part upon a vault, each in a sqiarate wooden cofiBn, and there
daily the mystery of the Sacrifice was celebrated.

Here we have a remarkable story of the translation of the bodies of the saints into the
oratory of Mary at the west end of the Anglo-Saxon cathedral, whilst Lanfiranc started the
re-building of the church, presumably from the east end. Later the bodies were moved as
work progressed westward. This fits very well with the story told by the foundations of
the Noiman cathedral, as excavated by the author in 1993. The church was re-built from
east to west, with a marked break in the foundations just short of the western apse of the
Anglo-Saxon cathedral. The western chapel, therefore, remained standing during the first
phase of building work on the site. The second phase of foundations, westwards, was
then completed after the demolition of the western chapel, followed by the laying of tiie
floor in tiie nave. No temporary graves were noted in the make-up below the apsed
chapel, and it is possible that the bodies were simply covered over, rather than dug-in,
since it was not intended that this be their final resting place.

Archbishop Wulfred's charter
Between 808 and 813 Archbishop Wulfred prepared a charter setting out his recent
reforms of the community at Christ Church (CS 342). Here he stated that he rebuilt
(reaedificando refici), with the help of all the clergy, the holy monastery of the church of
Canterbury (sanctum monasteriian Durovemensis ecclesiae).
...by renewing and restoring [it] for the honour and love of God.

Given that Wulfred was instrumental in bringing forward major reforms in the Church
(Chapter 1), it is logical that we take this charter literally. It remains uncertain, however,
i f this refers to a rebuilding of the monastic complex or more extensive work on the
cathedral and cloistral buildings.
During the excavations in 1993 a major phase of re-building for the cathedral was
discovered (Period 2A). This phase is dated after the mid 7th century by pottery, and
before the first half of the 10th centiny by an archaeomagnetic date (Chapter 3).
Admittedly this is a broad timescale, but the size of the church in Period 2A would not be
out of place in a 9th century date (Chapter 3). It is, therefore, a possibility that the Period
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2A re-building of the cathedral may equate with Wulfred's restoration of the church in the
early years of the 9th century.

By rhtferth of Ramsey's Life of St Oswald
The account of Oda's restoration of the cathedral (Graves 1975) is a little more
forthcoming. Oda is said to have
.. .cast down by stages what was decayed through old age, that is the beams, the roofe and the walls
in part; this he subsequently ordered to be raised h i ^ ^ by twice five fed and t«i measuronoits of
feet. {Bis qiiirris et

dentspassibtispedim).

Brooks interprets this as meaning the walls were heightened by 20' (Brooks 1984, 53),
but one should not, perhaps, take this literally. During this work a miracle is said to have
occurred, whilst the cathedral was without a roof no heavy rain fell within the city walls.
This work on the cathedral may tentatively be related to the Period 2B
alterations/rebuilding of the cathedral located in the 1993 excavations. This phase is
dated to no earlier than the mid 10th century (Chapter 3), and would equate well with
Oda's restoration between 941 and 958.

St Augustine's Abbey
Bede's account of the foundation of the church of Sts Peter & Paul has been discussed
above. The remaining works of reference used for St Augustine's Abbey are the preConquest charters, Goscelin's Historia Translationis S Augustini Episcopi, William
Thome's Chronicle of St Augustine's Abbey, Canterbury and St Peter, Westminster,
Thomas of Elmham's Historia Monasterii S Augustini Cantuarensii, and Eadmer's Vita
Bregowini...

Charters
A total of 39 Anglo-Saxon charters survive relating to St Augustine's abbey. These have
been summarized recently by Susan Kelly (Kelly 1995), who has undertaken an extensive
study of the documents (Kelly 1986).
Of the 39 charters (Table 4) Susan Kelly suggests charters 1,2,3,4, 5, 14.16,33, 34,
and 39 are probably forgeries (Kelly 1995, xxxiii-xxxiv). The two earliest charters (nos 1
and 2) set out that ^thelberht granted land east of Canterbury for the foundation of a
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monastery in honour of Sts Peter & Paul in the year 605. These, as noted above, are
thought to be forgeries, perhaps of pre-Conquest charters which survived in single-sheet
form into the 14th century, although they may have been total fabrications. The date does
not fit well with the date of Augustine's death on the twenty-six of May in the year 604 or
605 (HE II.3) - Bede recorded that the abbey had been started before Augustine died, and
that work was complete and the church dedicated in 619. The closest one can get to a
date for the start of building work on the monastery is the opening years of the 7th
century.

Most of the charters relate to the granting of land to the monastery. Notable exceptions
include the granting of privileges (nos 10,15,32,33, and 35), whilst food-rent is noted in
nos 24 and 25. Kelly has interpreted these food-rents as an indication of the desperate
times that the monastery was in after Viking raids (Kelly 1995, xvii).
One of the only charters relating to building work at the abbey is no. 37, dating to
71047. This charter sets out that Archbishop Eadsige granted the monastery land at
Littleboume, 100 marks for building a tower, and also gave a psalter, and two chalices
(also discussed below under William Thome's Chronicle of St Augustine's Abbey,
Canterbury and St Peter, Westminster). The tower in question is linked by Gem (Gem
1992,67) to the construction of the freestanding south-west tower (Chapter 3, Period 3).

Goscelin's Hutorra Transladoms SAngustini Episcopi
Goscelin detailed building work undertaken by three abbots at St Augustine's abbey
during the 11th century (Goscelin, in Migne 1880). This material has been presented
before by Hope, where the original Latin text is also given (Hope 1915a), but sections are
repeated here since the descriptions add significantly to an understanding of the burials in
the north porticus that are no longer visible. The first mention is of Abbot Aelfinaer's
(1006-1023x7) woric. Goscelin says:
...he took down the arches and columns, religiously built, with Roman el^ance, over the bodies of
the saints, and, as &r as he dared, prepared a way for thdr translation: with the columns arA ardies
themselves he ornamented the cloister of his monastery.

From this we may perhaps postulate that Period 2B of the cloisters (located in the
excavations between 1927 and 1930) may be attributed to Abbot Aelfinaer in the first
quarter of the 11th century.
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The next phase of work on St Augustine's Abbey recorded by Goscelin was Abbot
Wulfiic's demolition of the east end of the church of Sts Peter & Paul, and west end of
tiie chapel of St Mary, so that a new construction could be buih linking the two buildings.
This work began around 1049, but was not completed by the death of Wulfiic in 1059.
Goscelin recorded Abbot Wulfric's work saying:

...he threw dovni the western part of the oratory of the holy mother of Go4 togethw wrth
the "porches' (porticibus) with which it was surrounded, and, when the cemetery of the brethren hard
by had been cleansed, he takes the whole space between the two churches for the building, raises
waDs, and constructs columns and arches. Kent rqoiced in this new work, althou^ the want of skill
of the builders had made it unsuitable for a monastic habitatioa

It was not vmtil the first Norman abbot (Scotland) was elected that further work was
undertaken in 1073. Goscelin says:
This man, after he like the rest of his predecessors had be«i established in his monastery, whai he
began to put forth his great mind to the building of his church nowfiirtherto be lengthened, was
sorely troubled by the work aheady standing [and] awkwardly extended; he was troubled also by the
narrow space fijr the proposed plaa He was afi:aid moreover of the judgement of the mother of god
against the previous abbot for her church which he had overthrown: he was afi^d of the danger of
ruin with respect to the old monastery consumed by long decay. In the midst of these anxieties he is
carried oflF to Rome on a royal embassy to Pope Alexander. There, after the king's business had bear
settled, he receives fiom the same pope council and benediction concerning the translation of the
saints, the pulling down and building up of his basilica according to his own wishes, and with the
sanction of the gradous Bdng on high... Then the laithfiil abbot, amazed and thankfiil in
consequmce of the testimorty of so great a man, hastais home, and puDs down the unfinished
portion of the new work. But the remaining part of the Virgin oratory of the exalted Mary awaited
his attack.

During this work the translation of the remains of several important burials took place.
All save St Adrian were
...placed in a western tower [probably the western chapd] of the monastery before
the altar of the Holy Mother of God, until the new church being refaiilt Xhey could be re-dqwated
with new honour.

The death of Scotland in 1087 delayed the building work, and the bodies of the
archbishops in the north porticus remained in place until Archbishop Wido continued the
work in 1091. Goscelin says of Wido's demolition of the porticus:
...when such great heaps of stones, beams, leaden roofe, which had overwhebned the sacred bodies,
had been rmioved, all the sepulchral monuments of those men, although they were fi^e and of
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tilework, and also the sculptures and angelic images with the M^esty of the Lord, wonderfiilly
wrought ova the tomb of the noble Austin, appeared unhurt, while all acclaimed the wonderfiil
works of God. Meanwhile the south wall remained near which lay the kindly Austin and the hoty
Dajsdedit, and this being at length loosened by much battering, while it was believed that it must
certainly crush the saints, straightaway by the unspeakable macy of God it made a sort of leap,
and fell downflat,all in one solid mass, to the south, against those who wae pushing it.

Despite the demolition work the bodies of the archbishops were safely translated.

Goscelin describes in detail the resting places of the archbishops in the north porticus.
Only the three northem tombs remain visible today, the remainder having been destroyed
by a sleeper foundation for the Norman abbey, and it is important here to detail their
removal in 1091. Goscelin says:
It is a sacred duty to let posterity hear, what is no longa to be seen, in what position the saints
formaly rested hae. Austinfirstof all occupied the south side of his aisle, and with his sacred feet
was pressing the eastern wall. On his left hisfirstsuccessor and companion Lauraice, as has bear
shown, was stretched out in a similar space, only removedfi'omhim by so much as the ahar of their
most blessed patron Gregory was occupying, claiming as its own one on dther side. The otha part
of the breadth of the north, on the left of the good Laurence, received the hoty Adriaa But the virgin
of Christ Mildred, the one jewd of thefethers,by the north wall corresponded in a like place with
Austin on the south. Of the translation of these [saints] we have above declared. At h a head, as at
that of the blessed Austin, stood an altar. But at the sacred head of Lauraice, MelKtus, as his next
successor, projected into the middle of the church. MeDitus makes room at his head for the righteous
Justus, according to his succession to himself On therightof Justus is blessed Honorius, the
successor of Justus, and on the right of Honorius the holy and God-givai Deusdedit was placed in
the orda of his succ«ssioa He indeed deserved a resting place on the same south wall at the head of
mightiest Austin; only the door in the middle by which one aitaed divided them. Yet all the tombs
of those angels of God were so separated that a passage between each of them was posable.

Thus we have the location of six archbishops in the original north porticus, and two
further burials in the expanded porticus. Goscelin also records the finding of a further
(uimamed) tomb beneath the altar of St Gregory.
Now in taking up the body of the blessed Laurence, while it was being dedded that the pavonait
which lay before St Gregory's altar, between him and the renowned Austin, shouldfirstbe taken up,
so that an easier exit might be prepared for the saintfromthe tomb broken throu^ the side,
wonderfiil to say the hardness of the bricks mocked the iron tools and the wits of than all... At
length the shibbom strength yields tofrequentblows, yet the very strong conshuction of the
brickwork is not broken up. But, wondrous aght, a sort of wooden boarding nailed togrtha, about
the size of a large door, is taken out entire. And whilefromthe pavement thus pulled up this
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boarding is torn out and lifted up, a small sepulchral crypt, which was hidden before or evai under
the altar itself is disclosed by a small stone being pulled up in a like manner. A small opening being
thus made, thus straightway a prodigious vapour of sweetness never before experiaiced, boiled up,
not only smote the bystanders in the face as a mighty blast, but blew through the whole doist«- of
the monastery and the brethren resident therein with a new aroma of spices... Under the same altar of
St Gregory then, the most holy body of the buried man lay towards the east wall hard by, as did
those of Austin and Laurence, and lying exactly in the middle as the son of bothfethers,was as it
were cherished under the wings of each.

These remains were enclosed in a lead coffin, and being the burial of an unknown
person was named Deonotus (Hope 1915a, 394). Next the burials of Augustine and
Mellitus were removed, 'fragrant vapour* being recorded from these also. The following
details are recorded:
On the Monday following, the ate being cleared, the building of the nave of the church goes oa A
great column is founded in the northern rank in the very place whence the richest treasure, the body
of Austin, was taken up. That [column] encloses in a spacious cavity, as sacred relics, the hallowed
bricks of his tomb or little crypt. Of the pavement laid below, on which the most blessed body lay,
the bright purple tiles, united together in a levelflooring,and reeking with nard or saffion hue, are
eagerly stripped oflFand enclosed in the altar of the new porch of the blessed Gr^ory... Under these
tiles lying on the top was foimd most pure earth, half a foot thick,fromthe foundation that projected
from the old wall of the Augustinian porticus. This earth, too, the odour of Austin penetrating the
tiles, wasfragrantwith marvellous sweetness. The earth taken out about theflintsof the aforesaid
foundation they decided should be disttibuted through the sacred tombs of Laurence, Mellitus, and
Justus, which had escaped the ruination of the ecclesiastical structure, and so be preserved.

The 'pure earth' is almost certainly the black soil noted in the 1957-8 excavations, and
located over large areas of the city (for example the dark earth recorded below the
cathedral. Chapter 3).
Goscelin also recorded the site of one further burial, placed in the nave of the church,
because of the lack of space in the north porticus.
Theodore too the seventh, a noble follower of the high Roman tradition, was buried on the rigjit
side of Austin with only the internal wall of the church between them, because the porch as yet not
enlarged could not hold all.

This places the expansion of the porticus after the death of Archbishop Theodore in
690. The expansion was presumably undertaken before the burial there of Abbot Adrian
who died in 709 or 710. Archbishop Berhtwald, who died in 731, was buried in the nave
(this tomb was located during the 1957-8 excavations. Chapter 3), presumably indicating
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that in a place had been reserved for him, even though the north porticus had been built.
It can be seen that the burial of archbishops and abbots in the 8th century has great
bearing on the date of the expanded north porticus, and this will be returned to later.
When the church had been cleared of burials, and not all are mentioned by Goscelin
(for example the tomb recorded in the western part of the north porticus, and the unlocated burials of Archbishops Tatwine and Northhelm in 743 and 739 respectively),
further building work continued. Goscelin records:
So when the aforesaid church had been thus emptied of its relics, it is thrown down and levelled to
the ground, and soon on that veryfrontthat was battered down the forepart of the new "hall' is
erected and embraces all that interior of the old site with much more room.

William Thorne's Chronicle of St Augustine's Abbey, Canterbury and St Peter,
Westminster
Thome writing in the 14th century, before his death in 1397, records that a donation of
100 marks was made to St Augustine's Abbey in 1047 (Thome, trans Davies 1934). This
is also discussed above as charter no. 37 (Kelly 1995, xx).

Thomas of Elmham's Historia MonasterU S Augustini Canttiarensu
Thomas recorded that the church was rededicated to Sts Peter & Paul, by Archbishop
Dunstan, in the year 978 (Elmham, in Hardwick 1858, 22). Gem has suggested that this
may be the time that remodelling had taken place, particularly i f a full monastic
community was attached by that date (Gem 1992, 63). This may well be tiie time of
expansion to the west and the rebuilding of the north porticus.

Eadmer's Vita Bregowiru...
Eadmer confirms that no fiirther archbishops were buried in the abbey after Northhebn in
739 (Scholz 1966, 139-40), since Archbishop Cuthbert built a baptistry east of the
cathedral (740-760). He recorded;
...built a church on the east part of the great church, almost touching the same, and solemnly
hallowed it in honour of the blessed John Baptist. He constructed this church to this aid: that
baptisms might be held therein and inquiries of courts ofjustice appointed for the divers causes
which are wont to be held in the church of God for the correction of evil-dom; also that the bodies
of the archbishops might be buried in it, the ancient custom being thus taken away by wMdi hitherto
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they were wont to be buried outside the city in the church of the blessed apostles St Peter and St
Paul, where are laid the bodies of all his [ie Cuthbert's] predecessors.

Thus, all archbishops after the mid 8th century were buried in the cathedral, rather than
in the church of Sts Peter & Paul.

Summary of the evidence from the historical and written sources
Although there are always great problems in relating fiistorical texts to excavated data,
such comparison can be informative, providing the results are treated with caution. The
historical and written sources presented above add significantly to our understanding of
the possible dates, layout and function of the various churches under study.
The earliest references are from Bede who includes mention of the presumed Roman
stmcture dedicated to St Martin, later extended to form St Martin's church, the
conversion of yEthelberht to Christianity, establishment of the cathedral, and the
constmction of the abbey church of Sts Peter & Paul outside the city walls.
Information on the layout of the cathedral in the 11th century comes mainly from
Eadmer's description of the location of altars and relics, but includes considerable details
of the layout of the church. This includes the central towers, and the chapel of the Virgin
Mary at the west end, that fit well with the foundations located by the author's
excavations in 1993. Eadmer's description of the cathedral following thefireof 1067, the
temporary transfer of the saints' bodies to the chapel of St Maiy, and the cathedral's
subsequent re-building by Lanfi^c, can also (in part) be traced in results of the 1993
excavations.
Writers such as Wulfi^ed and Byrhtferth of Ramsey provide evidence of re-building
work at the cathedral in the 9th and 10th centuries respectively. These can only be
tentatively attributed to two phases of re-building noted in the 1993 excavations. Caution
must be sounded, here, because of the paucity of dating evidence from the excavations,
and the temptation to link the two historical texts and the two archaeologically excavated
re-builds of the church.
St Augustine's abbey complex, particularly the church of Sts Peter & Paul, was the
subject of much writing by Goscelin, who recorded three phases of constmction at the
abbey during the 11th century, and the translation of saints' bodies, by three successive
abbots. These add invaluable information regarding the layout of the church, providing
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some dates for these alterations, and pin-point the location of several important tombs.
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Charter brief date
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

605
605
605
?
618
675
686
689
696 or 711
699

11

762

12
13
14
15
16

762
c. 762 or 763
765 X 792
? 792
? 804

17

826

18

836

19

?83 8

20

845

21

850

22

861

23
23A
24
25
26
27
28

c. 848
c. 848
c. 850
c. 850
925
944
946

29
30
31

963 x 971
990
c. 990 X 1005

32
33

?
?

34
35
36
37

1042 X 1045
1042 X 1050
71047
71047

38
39

1048 X 1050
1053x 1066

description
.(Ethelberht (king of Kent) grants land east of city for monastery
iEthelberht (king of Kent) grants land east of city for monastery
/Cthelberht (king of Kent) grants land at Sturry to the monastery
Augustine (bishop) grants privileges to the monastery
Eadbald (king of Kent) grants 30 sulungs at Northboume to the monastery
Hothhere (king of Kent) grants 3 sulungs in Stodmarsh to the monastery
Eadrik (king of Kent) grants 3 sulungs in Stodmarsh to the monastery
Oswine (king of Kent) grants 1 sulung (iron mining) to the monastery
Wihtred (king of Kent) and ^thelburh (wife) grant 5 sulungs at Littleboume
Wihtred (king ofKent) grants privileges to churches and monasteries of
Kent
iEthelberht 11 (king ofKent) confirms exchange of half millrightsat Wye for
land at Chart
Dunwald (minister) grants v/7/a near Queningate to the monastery
Eadberht 11 (king ofKent) grants 6 sulungs at Mongeham to the monastery
OfFa (king of Mercia) grants 2 hides at Beauxfield to abbot /Ethelnoth
OfFa (king of Mercia) confirms privileges to the churches of Kent
Coenwulf (king of Mercia) and Cuthred (king ofKent) grant 20 sulungs at
West Lenham, and 13 swine-pastures in the Weald to their kinsman Eanberht
Wulfred (archbishop) supervises exchange of land between Minster-inThanet with St Augustine's abbey
Ecgberht (king of West Saxons) grants 1 sulung (on 5c/>di//i) to a c/enctt5 at
the monastery
/Ethelwulf (king of West Saxons) grants 5 sulungs at Lenham to abbot
Wemoth and his familia
iCthelwulf (king of West Saxons) grants 1 sulung to priest-abbot of the
monastery
/Ethelwulf (king of West Saxons) grants 40 hides at Lenham to Ealhere
(princeps)
/tthelberht (king of West Saxons) grants 3 suhmgs at Martin to abbot
Diemoth and his familia
Eadbald grants land at Burmarsh to the monastery
Winemund grants land at Burmarsh and Snavewick to the monastery
Ealhburh grants food-rentfromland at Braboume to the monastery
Lulle grants food-rentfromland at Nackington to the monastery
Athelstan (king) restores 14 sulungs in Thanet to the monastery
Edmund (king) grants 2 sulungs at Sibertswold to minister at the monastery
Eadred (king) grants one and a half hides at SwaleclifiFe to Heresige.
Heresige transfers the land to the monastery
Edgar (king) grants 4 sulungs at Pumstead to the monastery
/Ethelred (king) grants 2 hides at Sibertswold to minister of the monastery
Wulfiic (abbot) and Ealdred (son of Lyfing) make agreement about land at
Clife
Cnut (king) grantsfinancialand judicial privileges to the monastery
Cnut (king) grants body of St Mildrith and the estates of her church to the
monastery
Edward (king) grants Thanet to the monastery
Edward (king) grantsfinancialand judicial privileges to the monastery
Edward (king) grants 1 sulung at Littleboume to Eadsige (archbishop)
Eadsige (archbishop) grants land at Littleboume to the monastery, and 100
marks for a tower
y^thelric Bigga bequeaths land at Bodsham and Wilderton to the monastery
Edward (king) confirms previous grant of land at Fordwich to the
monastery

Table 4: List of pre-Conquest charters of St Augustine's abbey (after Kelly 1995)
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CHAPTER 5;
INTERPRETATION, PARALLELS, AND DATING
Introduction
This chapter will look in detail at each of the churches in turn, focusing on an
interpretation of the layout of each sfructure, both in terms of the liturgical arrangement
of their plans, and where possible, the units of measurement employed Also included
will be a section on British and continental parallels, and a summary of the dating
evidence. More general discussion of layout, particularly where it involves more than one
of the churches in the study, is retained to Chapter 6; for instance the layout and function
of various elements of the early (Augustinian) churches, their later development, and their
topographical layout.
Material for this chapter is drawn from the author's analysis of the excavated remains
at Canterbury cathedral, Richard Gem's analysis of the Anglo-Saxon phases of the church
of Sts Peter & Paul (Gem 1992), and the author's recent detailed recording of the in-situ
remains of the latter church in 1995. Many historians and archaeologists have discussed
the Anglo-Saxon churches in the past and their material, where incorporated, is
acknowledged withreferences.Save individual reports of the churches, detailed in
Chapter 3, the following have undertaken general studies, particularly on the layout of the
early churches around Canterbury: Micklethwaite (1898); Peers (1901); Peers & Clapham
(1927); Clapham (1930); Fletcher (1965); and Taylor & Taylor (1965). More general
works on the development of Anglo-Saxon churches, for example by Femie (1983), are
introduced where most appropriate.
It should be noted that many of the reconstructed ground plans given below are
very tentative, but 1 have attempted to present something that is as consistent as possible
with the excavated evidence and known parallels as an hypothesis for firture testing.

Canterbury cathedral
Of the four main structural phases identified from the author's excavations at Canterbury
cathedral, three phases (Periods 1, 2A, and 2C) have survived with a sufficiently intact
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ground plan to suggest parallels and dating, hi only one of these was the ground plan well
enough preserved to enable a study of its layout and metrical analysis to be undertaken
(Period 2A).

Period 1
General layout ofthe early cathedral
It has alrea^ been established that wall 605 probably formed the west wall of the nave,
and wall 638 formed part of a narthex, with a cross wall between. Too little of wall 248
was excavated to be certain of theftmctionof the widened foundation, althou^ it may
have been part of a pilaster buttress. It lay far too close to the west end to have marked
the junction of nave and chancel and may indicate that this was originally an external
wall on the south side of the nave. The reconstructed ground plan (Fig 14) has been based
on the proportions of the church of Sts Peter & Paul (Fig 14). This church provides the
best-preserved ground plan of the early Kentish churches built by Augustine, whilst the
apse is based on St Mary's church, Reculver (Dowker 1878; Taylor 1968; Fig 29). These
proportions suggest that the external wall of the north and south porticus of the cathedral
may have been removed by the foundations of the Period 2A re-build
The main difference between the church of Sts Peter & Paul and the Period 1
cathedral, is the proportions of the narthex which in the former is the same width as the
nave, certainly not narrower. That at the cathedral was narrower than the nave, perhaps
forming a third of the width of the west end
The church, as reconstructed, may have measured 32 m in length by 22 m in width,
inclusive of an eastern apse. Such apses are known on the other early Kentish churches of
St Pancras, Canterbury (Fig 14); St Mary, Reculver (Fig 29); and St Andrew, Rochester
(Livett 1889; Hope 1898; Fig 29). This latter feattire is highly likely to have been part of
the original layout, but remains unexcavated below the crossing of the present cathedral.
The cathedral, like the other early Kentish churches noted above (and including the
church of Sts Peter & Paul), appears to have been divided into a nave, with small narthex
at the western end, apse at the east end, and porticus to north and south. The porticus of
the Period 1 cathedral were never intended to house burials, all episcopal and royal
burials were placed in the porticus of the church of Sts Peter and Paul until the Baptistry
of St John was built by Archbishop Cuthbert in 740-60 (Chapters 3 and 4; Fig 21). The
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porticus at the cathedral may have been used to house altars, but not enough is known of
the layout to be certain Further discussion of the porticus, nave, sanctuary and apse are
presented in Chapter 6 where informationfromall of the churches is pulled together.

Kentish parallels (Figs 14 and 29)
Kentish churches built between c. 597 and c. 669 include Sts Peter & Paul, St Mary, and
St Pancras, all at St Augustine's abbey; St Martin, Canterbury; St Mary, Reculver
(Dowker 1878; Taylor 1968); St Andrew, Rochester (Livett 1889; Hope 1898); St Mary,
Lyminge (Taylor 1969a); and Minster-in-Shep{^y (Harrison 1884; Taylor & Taylor
1965). All are of a similar size and proportions, with a ratio of 1 to 1.6, save Reculver
with a ratio of 1 to 1.4 (Taylor 1978,fig745, 1032-4). The naves of Reculver, St Martin
and St Pancras measure 7 m, 7.5 m, and 8 m wide respectively. The cathedral nave
probably measured arotmd 10 m in width, with other elements proportionately larger. A
further church at Lydd, of pre-Conquest date, has been discussed recently (Tatton-Brown
1989a, 254), favoring an Anglo-Saxon date. This view is not universally accepted and a
Romano-British date has also been put forward (Fletcher & Jackson 1968; Femie 1983,
72). The church was of basilical form, but not enough survives for comparison with those
noted above.

Romano-British Christian church, reported by Bede
It should be noted that no continuity between the Romano-British occupation and the
Period 1 church was found in the excavated area (Blockley et al 1997,11-12). A layer of
destruction rubble and 'dark earth' overlay the Roman remains and was cut by the Period
1 Anglo-Saxon church. Bede tells us that iEthelberiit gave two Roman churches, one as
the later cathedral, the other the church of St Martin (Chapter 4). The latter is thougjit to
have a Roman element (Chapter 3). No such claim, however, can be justified from the
excavated remains below the cathedral. If such a structure existed, then it probably lies to
the east of the nave, as for example at St Martins' (Chapter 3; Fig 14), Stone-byFaver^ham (Taylor 1969c, 575-7,figs283^; Taylor & Yonge 1981, 118-45); and Wells
cathedral (Rodwell 1984, fig 6), all being sites claimed as Roman mausolea At
Canterbury a possible 3rd-century Roman temple lay beneath St Gabriel's chapel, around
70 m east of the excavatedremainsof the Period 1 church (Ra(fy 1990, 86-90), but this
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lay on a different alignment to the Anglo-Saxon remains being more in keeping with
other Roman structures and streets known in that part of the city.
None of the Roman structures located in the area of the cathedral can be considered as
candidates for a Roman Christian church. It has been estabhshed (Blockley et al 1997,
figs 3 and 7) that the Romano-British street and adjacent buildings below the cathedral
lay at an angle of 30° to the cathedral (Fig 2), and it would have been very diflRcult to
adapt a structure on the old Roman alignment tofitwith the new one on the Anglo-Saxon
alignment. A masonry structure located by Frank Jenkins in 1973 in the external angle
between the south-west transept and nave (Jenkins 1990, 118-21), and interpreted by the
excavator as an Anglo-Saxon building, is now thought to be part of a Romano-British
structure (Jenkins 1990).
One explanation for the apparent anomaly between Bede's account and the excavated
remains, is that Bede's informant, Albinus, an abbot at St Augustine's abbey, mistook the
date of the church. By way of comparison Dowker thought that the Reculver church was
of Roman date, being buih of re-used Roman materials (Dowker 1878). Most of the
Period 1 cathedral was undoubtedly built of re-used Roman materials (to judge from the
re-use of material for the foundations) and had been standing for around 130 years at the
time of writing (c. 731), lending it an appearance of some antiquity. A further
consideration is that the only known masonry structures standing in England during the
7th century were the stone churches and the ruinous Romano-British buildings. All other
buildings were oftimber,as for example the 7th and 8th century sunken-floored buildings
and hall-type stiiictures in Canterbury (Blockley 1981, 6; Blockley et al 1995,figs134,
and 180, and table 3). A further possibility is that Bede used the term "recuperare' in its
legal sense of reclaiming lost Church property: in the case of the site of a church, built in
Roman times and left to decay and fall into ruin Augustine may have reclaimed the
groimd on which the building stood rather than using part of an existing building in his
new church. Indeed if a serviceable, or repairable, church had survived in the city Queen
Bertha would not have travelled out of the city to St Martin's to worship.

Allocation of the Period 1 church to Augustine
In either scenario discussed above - the re-use of part of an existing building or the
recovery of its site - there can be littie reason to doubt that the Period 1 church located
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beneath the cathedral is that built by Augustine in 597. Given that the various cathedrals
(four Anglo-Saxon phases including a major re-building, and two later re-builds) have all
been on the same site, it is unlikely that Augustine's cathedral lies elsewhere. Augustine's
church must surely have been venerated and retained in any laterre-building- precisely
as revealed by the excavation where the outiine of the Period 1 church was carefully
retained at the heart of the Period 2A re-build.

Indeed, there would be a major problem of interpretation if the first phase Period 1
church located by the excavations were not that of Augustine. Augustine's church would
surely have survived the 7th century, probably with porticus being added, but without
major re-building, and any new church buiU in the later 7th or early 8th century (before
731) would surely have been known by Bede. A late 8th century date is possible, althou^
this would almost certainly have been recorded, as was the baptistry of St John built by
Archbishop Cuthbert between 740 and 760.

Dating evidence
The dating evidence is sparse for the Period 1 church, but the few sherds of pottery
located indicates that the church was built after the mid 5th to mid 6th centmy (for details
see Chapter 3).
On stylistic grounds, although theremainsare fragmentary, the four A ^ I fragments
may be reconstructed to form a building that closely resembles known 7th century
churches of Kent in terms of layout and construction techniques. The location of the first
phase church was also considered important by the builders in the second phase (Period
2A); the walls of the latter encasing or following closely the walls of the former. We
know that Augustine established a cathedral-church here soon after 597. Thefirstphase
church, forming the core of the subsequentre-builds,is thus considered to be that
constructed by Augustine soon after 597.

Period 2A
General layout ofthe re-built cathedral (Fig 15)
Expansion in Period 2A was extensive to the west, more than doubling the length of the
church. The location of the early church was considered important in the re-build, in that
the levelled walls were encased or followed closely perhaps on all four sides, the form of
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the eastern end of the church remains unknown, although an expansion and construction
of a crypt is a distinct possibility during this phase.
It is possible to establish with reasonable certainty, the general layout of the Period 2A
foundations. Areas of in-situ 'dark earth' and levelling deposits survived at various points
in the nave and south-west transept, and may be used to indicate areas where walls could
not have been present. For example a study of these deposits precludes the Period 2A
cathedral from having a tripartite western end. By similar reasoning no structural remains
could have projected south from the church, save in the area of wall 329 some 15 m east
of the south-west comer of the church. The main body of the cathedral measured 43.6 m
in length externally, with a 5.7 m aimex to the west Mid a possible eastern apse of
unknown size. The full external length could have been around 57 m.
The possible function of the \^ous elements of the church in Period 2A may be
surmised here. Given that the later western apse, built in Period 2C, was used as a chapel,
then the Period 2A armex may have incorporated such a fiinctioa It is possible that a
western doorway was located below a first floor gallery that contained such a chapel. A
raised chapel is partly based on evidence for the adjacent stair towers and also on
Eadmer's description (Chapter 4). Eadmer's description of the main entrance (in the
Period 2C arrangement) being on the south wall perhaps reduces the possibility of an
entrance at the west end in the Period 2A church. This does not preclude the chapel
having been sited on a raised gallery, supported from below by a central pier situated over
a sleeper foundation. A central support would have been required to enable the gallery
above to have been set at a height of around 5 m above the navefloor- if the gallery had
been supported by a single arch then the floor of the gallery would have been placed at an
imduly high level (around 9 m). The annex was 6 m deep (from the inner estimated fece
of the west end of the nave), ample space for the location of a cathedra against the west
wall, and an altar in front.
A consideration against the theory of a raised chapel, is that no stair-towers were
located in the Period 2A plan, but these may have been situated in areas not available for
excavation.
Further distinctive features of the plan are the cross wall-foundations and wide arcade
foundations forming a near perfect square measuring 8.95 m intemally. The thickness of
the south arcade foundation (3.1 m) may have been hmited to the area between the two
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cross wall-foimdations. No arcade foundation of this phase was located west of this point,
but comparison with the surviving north arcade foundation suggests that the main arcade
foundations may have measured around 2 m in width. This is based on the understanding
that the north wall of the Norman nave was apparentiy designed to lie just north of, or
against, the outer face of the north arcade foundation of the Anglo-Saxon cathedral. The
central square mayrepresentthe foundations for a central tower. If such a tower existed
then there remains a possibility that transeptsflankedit, however, the in-situ 'dsA. earth'
to the south of the church precludes the possibility of structuralremainssouth of the
cathedral at this point. The likelihood of a continuous transept, spanning the width of the
church, has also been ruled out. This may have been possible i f tiie central square
foundation had been hard up against the east end of the church, rather than part way
down the nave. Such an arrangement was present at North Ehnham, Norfolk (Taylor
1975, fig 7) and numerous churches on the Continent, such as Cologne (Doppelfeld &
Weyers 1980,fig10) and Gemrode (Taylor 1975,fig8).

On the north side of the nave was wall 676. The length of the wall (over 5.5 m)
indicates that it was not part of a stone-lined grave, m& it is tentatively interpreted as the
base for an ambo or pulpit. A similar wall at Hexham, in the 7th century, is intrajHeted as
an ambo foundation (Morris 1979, fig 6, 142). It may, on the other hand, be the
foundation for a gallery projectingfromthe north M^cade wall.
The structure to the south-east of the church, with its floor set 1.2 m below ground
level, is of uncertain function. It is certainly not deep enough to have formed part of a
crypt, unless it was part of a sub-crypt with raised area above, as in the Norman cathedral.
Alternatively it may have been a baptismal pool. Given the depth, this may be a
possibility, thougji the internal render of opm signinum was far too thin to have been
waterproof Its most likely fimction was that of a mausoleum, for important burials
outside the main body of the church.
Although no crypt was located in the excavations, Eadmer mentions one, likening it to
a Roman-style confessionary (Chapter 4). Tentative reconstructions of the crypt by Willis,
Brown, Scott, and Hope are presented by Taylor (1969b, figs 2-3), who adds his own
interpretation based on excavations during and after the Second World vm - here, a ring
crypt follows the curve of the apse with a central passage leading to the tomb of St Peter
(Taylor 1969b, fig 1). See also Fig 20 for my hypothetical layout of the crypt
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The reconstructedplan and section (Fig 16)
The reconstiiicted plan and possible liturgical layout are shown in Fig 16. Wall
thicknesses of c. 1.25 m have been used, although no complete widths were recovered in
the Period 2A structure. Since the north wall of the annex was ofifeet a little to the north
the walls of the superstructure have been so placed on the foundations to allow the north
and south walls ofttieannex to line up with a row of piers (or columns) along the outer
limit of their foundations. This also allows space for the grave in the north arcade
foundation to lie inside the nave space. The exti:a foundations that were added to the west
end of the arcade in Period 2C provide a further confirmation of the alignment of piers
over the arcade foundations. These had cut away only part of the width of the arcade
foundations, presumably below the line of the intended piers.
A pier spacing of 4 m has been used in the reconstructed plan since this measurement
is consistent with the division of the church into seven bays. The west annex is also of a
similar size (one bay), whilst the central tower area is equal to two bay spaces. Towards
the east end the final bay is apparentiy longer. An increased number of piers, producing
narrower spaces between piers, was looked at but does notfitwith the plarL
The western annex is shown as a raised gallery chapel, extending to the full height of
the nave, although it may have been shorter. If an eastem crypt was present it has not
been shown because of the lack of information.
A screen is shown on the west side of the tower, defining the limit of the monk's choir,
whilst the altar and cathedra are shown in the gallery chapel. These interpretations are
aided by Eadmer^s description of the Anglo-Saxon cathedral, before its destruction by fire
in 1067 (Chapter 4).
Parallels (Fig 17)
The general layout of the Period 2A cathedral at Canterbury can be paralleled both at
home and on the Continent, althou^ British examples of this size of church are few. The
church of Brixworth, partly uncovered by excavation, measured 45 m by 17.5 m
(inclusive of the eastem square choir, sanctuary and extemalring-crypt).The evidence of
the nave arcade arches, and details from the excavation of the porticus, suggest that six
porticus extended along either side of the Brixworth church, but were not inter109
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connected. A western two-storey annex forms part of the plan, between the two western
porticus (Audouy 1984). Dating of this church is not easy, with radiocarbon dates
covering a wide span. Various dates have been suggested; Michael Audouy suggests
construction perhaps as early as the first half of the 8th centuty (Audoity 1984, 32);
Richard Gem tentatively suggests a date of the mid to late 8th century (Gem 1993, 41);
whilst Eric Femie prefers a later date of c. 800-60 (Femie 1983,65-9). Whatever the true
date, it is certainly only one stepremovedfromthe Kentish mould (typified by Period 1A
of the church of Sts Peter & Paul, Canterbury, and Period 1 of Canterbury cathedral),
with porticus opening onto the nave, rather than having aisles, but with a distinctive
square choir between the nave and sanctuary. The present author favours a date in the 8th
century.

Developing on from thistypecan be seen the longer church with aisles, as represented
by the early or mid 9th century church at Cirencester interpreted by Richard Gem (Gem
1993, fig 5). This structure measured 55 m by 16 m (including the eastern crypt),
comparing well with Canterbury's Period 2A cathedral which measured c. 50.5 m by c. 24
m. The external lengths of the naves at Cirencester (Fig 17) and Canterbuty are 41 m and
43.6 m respectively.
A similar scale of building developed at Winchester where the final phase of the
minster measured 76 m in length by the late 10th century (Kjolbye-Biddle 1993,fig2.3).
Notwithstanding the impressive appearance of the minster at Winchester, the structure
developed over six phases, retaining throughout its 7th centiny element (Fig 33). The
significance of the churches at Canterbury and Cirencester is that theyrej^esentone
major phase of building to a developed style of plan. Other churches reaching a
considerable size, but through additions rather than an original planned layout, are
Glastonbury abbey (Fig 31) and Sherborne abbey. Glastonbury grew gradually, much as
the church of Sts Peter and Paul, Canterbury, with additions over several phases uniting
existing stiiictiiies (Radford 1981; Rahlz 1993, fig 53). At Sherborne tiie 8th centiny
abbey remained standing with the cathedral added to its east end c. 1050 (Gibb 1975, fig
11).
Continental parallels are numerous in the Carolingian period; only the closest in terms
of layout and design are being cited here. Werden abbey in Nordrhein-Westfaen,
Germany (Oswald et al 1966, 368-71; Heitz 1980, fig 111) is very close in scale to the
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Period 2A cathedral at Canterbury (Fig 17). Its length measures 53 m by 21.7 m
(inclusive of an eastem crypt). The nave alone measures around 42 m extemally. The
aisles are divided by foundations, but enough survives of the superstmcture to be certain
that these were for responds rather than solid walls. Werden abbey dates to c. 840-75.

For parallels to the central tower at Canterbury one must turn to other Continental
examples. Reichenau-Oberzell has a central tower c. 896 (Jacobsen et al 1991, 344-6;
Heitz 1980, 124-6). A further example is the parish church of Hochst, dating to 826-47
(Oswald et al 1966, 124; Heitz 1980, 137). These two are smaller than Period 2A at
Canterbury, but suffice to show the presence of a central tower in Carolingian churches.
Having noted these two examples and the presence of central towers in the Carolingian
period it must be stated that, generally, the evidence of central towers in the Carolingian
period is sparse, perhaps because this area of the church was often re-buih (or indeed
taken down if found to have been stmcturally unsound or in need of extensive repairs).
Parallels for the Period 2A westem annex at Canterbury include the Cirencester
church, but are more numerous on the Continent Perhaps the best example is St Cyriakus
at Gemrode (Jacobsen etal\99\,

143-4). Here the short annex isflankedby stair towers

and was founded in 961 (althou^ this is a little outside our date range for the Period 2A
stmcture it presents a good parallel for the Canterbury ground plan). Earlier examples are
St Peter at Soest (Jacobsen et al 1991, 391-2) dating to c. 800 and Mainz abbey (Oswald
et al 1966,193-5) dating to 805.
Internal westem galleries, presumably performing a similar function to the annex, are
known nearer to home at Wing and Deerhurst (Femie 1983,figs37; Rahtz et al 1997, fig
108, respectively). The function of the westem gallery is discussed fiirther below.
Intemal features in Period 2A are also worthy of consideration. A wall along the north
side of the nave, already noted as being a possible ambo or pulpit foundation, can be
paralleled at the 7th century church at Hexham (Bailey 1976, 47-67). No other British
parallel could be found and one must tum to Byzantine churches of North Africa or
Italy/Asia Minor for similar stmctures. Three Byzantine churches in Tripolitania show
evidence of a pulpit in the nave (Perkins & Goodchild 1953, 6). In the second phase
church of Sabratha the pulpit lay on the north side of the nave; in the first phase church of
Lepcis Magna Qoc cit, fig 8) the pulpit was placed centi:ally in the nave; and the pulpit in
the third phase church at Lepcis Magna {loc cit, fig 13) lay along the south side of the
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nave. These examples are divided into those with single or double flights of steps (the
Sabratha example had one flight, those at Lepcis had two). The single flight may also be
paralleled at the 6th century churches of St Hana's, Salonica and Hagia Sophia,
Constantinople. No such pulpits are known in Pre-Byzantine Tripohtania or elsewhere in
North Africa. For the ambo at Old St Peter in Rome see Willis (1845, fig 1). Alternative
ftmctions, such as a gallery for singers, may be possible.

Parallels for the possible mausoleum may be cited at Repton, Derbji^hire, where an
8th centiny mausoleum stood (Biddle 1986,fig8; Taylor 1987,243; Blair 1992,fig10.9
for a general location of the mausoleum and church). This measured c. 5.2 m square
internally, set around 1.4 m into the ground Recent excavations have shown that the
mausoleum was an integral part of a larger stiiicture, extending to the west (Martin
Biddle, pers comm), and was not afree-standingstructure. Entrance into the Repton
mausoleum was from the west, with windows or l i ^ t wells being provided on the other
three sides. At Canterbury the west wall was solid, with evidence for a continuation
above ground level, indicating the possibility of a window being sited above ground level
on the west Avail, but certainly no doorway. The structure was, however, set to one side of
the church, rather than on the main axis, so an entrance should not be ejqxictedfromany
particular side, although the south would seem most likely. The location of the
Canterbury structure, to one side of the cathedral, rather than at the east end, may have
been necessary for a variety of reasons. For instance, when the second phase church was
built, there already stood a building close to the east end of the cathedral (the baptistry of
St John, built by Archbishop Cuthbert in c. 740-60) (Chapter 4). A crypt may also have
been built in this phase at the east end of the church (similar to that on the east end of the
Cirencester church), with insufficient room between it and the baptistry for a mausoleum.

Dating evidence
The date of this phase of the church has been detailed above and need not be repeated
here, suffice to say Period 2A probably dates to before the first half of the 10th century
(Chapter 3).
Dating this phase by reference to parallels cited above, one can see a close similarity
in terms of size and layout with the churches of Cirencester and Werden. The former is
datedfromtypologyalone to the early to mid 9th century, whilst the latter dates to c. 840112
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75, on documentary evidence. Other churches, cited for their central towers, althou^
smaller in size, also date to the 9th century. Gemrode, cited as a parallel for the annex is
later than these at 961. In conclusion parallels suggest a date in the mid 9th century for
Period 2A at Canterbury. Historical sources (Chapter 4) indicate extensive work
undertaken by Wulfired between 803 and 813.

Re-building in the early part of the 9th century would fit well with the reform of the
Church in the 8th and early 9th century, both on the Continent and at home. Chrodegang
(who wrote the Regula Canonicorum - a rule for clergy at Metz) largely undertook these
reforms. This was followed by Charlemagne's programme of reforms set out in 789 and
two synods near Aachen in 816 and 817 where further uniform observances replaced
earlier rules (Gem 1993). In England Archbishop Wulfred was instrxmiental in bringing
about new reforms, after consultation with Pope Leo HI, at the Chelsea synod in 816.
Wulfred's documented re-building of Canterbiny cathedral's monastery, between 803 and
813, would fit well with these reforms. It is, however, uncertain what was re-built For a
full discussion of Wulfred's charter and the word "monasterium' as used in the charter see
Brooks and Foot (Brooks 1984, 51-2; Foot 1992, 121-25). If the majority of the monastic
establishment was re-built to fit into line with new reforms, then it is h i ^ y likely that the
cathedral was re-built at the sametime.Such a re-building of the cathedral in (Period 2A)
would fit well, if being a little earlier, than the known Continental parallels cited above,
particularly Werden (c. 840-75).

Period 2B
Re-building of the cathedral
Little can be said about the re-building of the church in Period 2B fi-om the excavation,
since so few traces survived. All that was recorded was a re-building of part of the south
wall of the cathedral, and the location of a hearth to the south of the church.

Dating evidence
The date of this phase of the church has been detailed above and need not be repeated
here, suffice to say Period 2B probably dates to the first half of the 10th century (Chapter
3). This would fit well with Oda's documented re-building woik between 942 and 958
(Chapter 4).
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Period 2C
General layout ofthe additions to the cathedral (Fig 18)
The layout of the foundations added in Period 2C may be interpreted as follows. The
western structure was doubtless a deep chapel with flanking hexagonal stair towers
(documented by Eadmer as housing the cathedra and an altar to the Virgin Maiy, Chapter
4). Consideration of the size and position of the towers, on the outer western comers of
the cathedral suggest they were employed as stair-turrets giving access to upper sections
of the westem structure. The stair-turrets would also have given access to a raised chapel
in the apse via north and south passages between the apse and the stair-tumets. If the
chapel were raised on a gallery then the area beneath it and theflankingpassages, as far
east as the nave proper, would have been covered and acted as ancillary space. No
subterranean crypt could have been sited here, because of the location of constmction
spreads of mortar and stone chippings at groimd level.
The westem structure, incorporating the apsed chapel, presumably replaced the earlier
(Period 2A) annex. It was architecturally sophisticated with rounded interior and
polygonal exterior both in its foundations and above, withflankinghexagonal stair-turrets
and linking corridors. It is not thought that a central tower was part of the plan of the
westem stmcture, since the foundations of the apse terminals were too shallow to have
taken such a weight.
It is most unlikely that a westem entrance was situated below the chapel, and Eadmei's
description (Chapter 4) of the main entrance on the south tower adds wei^t to this
hypothesis. Flanking doorways, may however, have been sited at the west end of the
aisles, through the walls linking the chapel with the stair-turrets. Should this be the case,
it may be the reason why the stair-turrets were not built in the external angle of the apse
and nave. The area beneath the raised chapel may have functioned as a ground-floor
'crypf (c/Quirk 1957, 48-9, on westworks; Kjolbye-Biddle 1993, 18), perhaps with its
own altar, although none is documented.
The large strengthened pier bases, added during this phase at the west end of the nave,
were presumably intended to help cany the gallery above. A pier foundation also seems
likely to have been placed between the two strengthening pier bases, although this area
was not available for excavation. This intermediate pier would have been required to
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enable the gallery above to have been set at a hei^t of aroimd 5 m above the navefloorif the gallery had been supported by a single arch then thefloorof the gallery would have
been placed at an unduly high level (aromd 9 m).
The area below the chapel and the corridors extending from the stair-turrets to the
chapel, may have been vaulted. A reconstruction of the ground plan and longitudinal
section are given in Fig 18. It must be noted that the foundations do allow for a variety of
reconstructions of the western end. An alternative interpretation would be that the apse
continued as far as the west vrall of the nave, interrupting the linking corridor between the
stair-turrets in Fig 18.
The possible existence offlankingsquare towers at the west end of the aisles must be
bom in mind, althou^ the narrow linking walls between the apsed chapel and the stairturrets do not support this hypothesis. More significant perhaps, is the fact that there is
insufficient space between the chapel and the stair-turret for a square tower, without the
tower having imposed unduly on the plan of the stair-turret. The excavated remains show
that the linking wall butted the stair-turret's foundations, su^esting that care had been
given to the laying out of the six-sided turret and that they had been intended to stand as
significant features of the western structure, rather than being partly integrated into an
adjacent square tower.
The porticus located on the south-east comer of the church may also have been
ancillary space for a further altar. A similar, matching porticus may have been buiU on
the north-east comer. Altematively, this could be the foundation for one of the towers
described by Eadmer, in which vras set the main entrance into the cathedral (Chapter 4).

Parallels (Fig 19)
Western apses are rare in Britain, examples being known by excavation at St Oswald's
priory, Gloucester, dating to the 10th century (Hei^way 1980; Fig 34); and Capel
Maelog near Llandrindod Wells, Powys, where a late 13th century example has recently
been excavated (Britnelll990). An extant western apse can be seen at St Giles, Langford,
Essex (Pevsner 1965, 258), and a documentary reference to a western apse is given for
the 7th-8th century minster church at Abingdon (Taylor 1969b, 118-19), but the
excavations have so far failed to reveal any traces of the bi-polar arrangement For a
catalogue and discussion of the area at the western end of Anglo-Saxon churches see
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Wickham-Crowley(1992,122-58).
None of these parallels, however, compare with the westem apse at Canterbury, which
was designed as part of a westem stmcture. For parallels one must turn, therefore, to the
Continent.
Two authors have addressed the bi-polar arrangement of apses on the Continent in
recent years. Carol Heitz notes that these were not confined to Germany, and contrary to
popular belief were quite widespread in central France (Heilz 1980, 166-7). Werner
Jacobsen in his recent study cites numerous examples of bi-polar apses in the 8th and 9th
centuries (Jacobsen 1992, 192-259). Those discussed by Jacobsen are: Fulda abbey (c.
802-19), with a large west transept; St Maurice d'Agaune (787), with ring-passage crypts
in both apses (see also Heitz 1980; Fig 19); Cologne cathedral (c. 800), with large west
transepts (see also Doppelfeld & Weyers 1980,fig11); Paderbom cathedral (c. 836), with
large west and east transepts; Echtemach abbey (late 9th century), with an apse added to
the west end of an earlier nave; Fritzlar cathedral (date uncertain, but probably buik
before 774 and with a terminus ante quern of 1079).
Later examples of bi-polar apses include Memleben (c. 980-1015), with west and east
transepts and St Cyriakus at Gemrode (alreacfy noted as a parallel for Period 2A at
Canterbury). The westem apse at Gemrode replaced the earlier westem annex in the 12th
centiiry (Jacobsen etal 1991,143^; Taylor 1975,figs8-9,142; Fig 19).
Churches with westem apses, but a squarai eastem choir, include Reichenau-Obeizell,
with an apse added to the west end of the nave in the 11 th century.
The closest parallels to Canterbury, of those cited above, are St Maurice d'Agaune
(787) and Gemrode in the 12th century. The manuscript plan for the monastery, c. 820, in
the Chapter Library of St Gall, is perhaps a reasonably close parallel for Canterbury's
westem stiiicture in Period 2C (Conant 1978, fig 17; Jacobsen 1992; and Heinz 1988, fig
279 for the excavated plan of the church at St Gall). The plan was drawn shortly after the
816 Council near Aachen and was intended as a model for the ideal monastery.
Given the widetime-spanof bi-polar churches, one must consider the combination of
a westem chapel (not necessarily an apse) in conjimction with substantial stair-turrets, the
obvious parallel here is St Cyriakus at Gemrode (961) cited above in the Period 2A
discussion, but considered rather late for that phase. Werner Jacobsen (pers comm) has
commented on the Period 2C westem stmcture. He notes that, typologically, it could be
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placed in the first half of the 10th to first half of the 11 th century, but that seldom is there
a combination of apse and stair-towers.
In conclusion the Period 2C layout probably fits best within the style of the Ottonian
Period.

Dating evidence
The final phase of the Anglo-Saxon cathedral. Period 2C, is given a terminus post quern
of the early-mid 10th century (for details see Chapter 3). Period 2C has numerous
Carolingian and Ottonian parallels on the Continent, with St Maurice d'Agaune in 787
and Gemrode's 12th century phases being the best. Bi-polar churches unfortunately span a
widetime-scale(largely bracketed by the two cited here) and the western apse alone
cannot be used for dating. The plan of the ideal monastery of St Gall falls within this time
(c. 820), but is too early for Canterbury's Period 2C since Period 2A probably dates to the
early 9th century and there was also a re-build in Period 2B. The apse with its large stairturrets would be more in keeping with a date in the second half of the 10th century (note
Gemrode's stair-turrets in 961) or first half of the 11th century.
The entire Anglo-Saxon cathedral was destroyed by fire in 1067. This final phase,
perhaps after the Danish sacking of the cathedral in 1011, and after peace was established
when Cnut became king, could therefore have been buih either by Archbishops Lyfing
(1013-20) or iEthelnoth (1020-38). In 1023, under Cnut, the body of St vElflieah was
retumed to the cathedral for burial. This was perhaps a Ukely time for re-consecration
(and peiiiaps re-building).
It is perhaps worth noting that the three main phases of re-building traced in the
archaeological record (attributed to Archbishops Wulfi^ed, Oda, and either Lyfing or
JEihehioth), fall within the three main high-points in the cathedral's gathering of wealth
under Wulfred, Oda and iCthehioth (Brooks 1984,313).

St Augustine's abbey complex
This section will follow the format established in Chapter 3, discussing each church/area
of the complex in turn, with a final section devoted to the chapel of St Pancras.
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Church of Sts Peter & Paul, Period lA
General layout ofthe church (Figs 10, 14 and 30)
Thefiagmentaiyremains of this church have been interpreted by the excavators as
forming parts of a nave, a westem narthex, and north and south porticus. Much of the
floor (a thin layer of opus sig^inum) survived in-situ, as did the doorways into the
narthex, nave, and northern porticus.
As noted above, the main difference between the remains of the Period I cathedral
and the Period l A church under discussion is that the narthex in the former may have
been only a third of the width of the church, v^diilst the latter church had a narthex
probably the full width of the nave, certainly not narrower.
The church of Sts Peter & Paul measured 17.5 m in width and at least 18 m in length.
To this can be added the eastem sanctuary and apse perhaps bringing the fiill external
length of the building close to 29 m. By comparison. Period 1 of the cathedral measured
an estimated 22 m in width and 32 m in length. An apse is added to the reconstruction
based on the evidence of other early Kentish churches (see discussion andreferencesfor
the Period 1 cathedral, above).
The major difference in the original planning of the church of Sts Peter & Paul is that,
unlike the cathedral, it was built with the intention of housing tombs in the north and
south porticus. We know from the historical and written sources (Chapter 4) that the
north porticus was for the burial of archbishops (up to 740-60 after which the archbishops
were buried in the baptistry of St John, built to the east of the cathedral by Archbishop
Cuthtert). We also know that the central north porticus held the tombs of five
archbishops, with an altar at the head (west end) of the two tombs against the east wall,
and a third altar to Gregory between the two eastem tombs, a^inst the east wall of tiie
porticus. A sixtii tomb, below ground level, lay beneath the altar of Gregory (Chapter 4).
A further tomb lay in the westem section of the north porticus, but it is not known for
whom it was built. A number of important burials are known to have been housed in the
cerrtral south porticus, but have not been located by excavatioa The tombs of two
archbishops lay in the nave, hard up against the north wall. Other tombs were
undoubtedly set in the church, but are not recorded in the historical sources.
Cut by the Period 2 westward expansion of the church was a grave (14 m west of the
church, and aligned on its axis) which may well have been contemporary with Period 1A
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A cemetery was situated west of the church, but all save a few of the graves were badly
disturbed by later building work, and not complete enough for detailed analysis (Saunders
1978, appendix 5, 60). The bones recovered included those from men, women and
children, indicating a lay cemetery. The excavators, however, thought that the grave was
an important one, given the unusual arrangements of stones in the fill (Chapter 3). The
burial yielded a sherd of Ipswich type cooking pot (Saunders 1978,fig13, no 3), probably
dating to c. 650-850 (Macpherson-Grant pers comm). One fiirther point worthy of
consideration is that the area west of the church may, at least during Period 1, have been
part of the monastic graveyard, the secular burials being added later.

Parallels and attribution of the church to Augustine (Fig 14)
Parallels for Period l A of the church are similar to those for the Period 1 cathedral
(discussed above).
To judge from the plan of the church (Fig 14), this is thought to have been one of the
early churches of the Gregorian mission, built soon after the arrival of Augustine in 597.
Confirmation of this comes from the location of important burials in the north porticus.
Bede mentions the church, built as a monastery, and in v\*dch Augustine and the other
archbishops and kings of Kent were buried This church was dedicated not later than 619
(Chapter 4). Goscelin, writing in the mid 11th century tells us of the location of tombs
which were cleared before the remodelling of the east end. He recorded the location of
the tombs of Augustine, Laurence, Mellitus, Justus, Deusdedit aid in the north porticus.
The latter three have been located during the excavations against the north vs^l of the
porticus. The Period l A church is therefore clearly the monastery of Augustine, the
constructed of which started in the opening years of the 7th century and was dedicated in
619. Further comparison with other churches is presented in Chapter 6.

Church of Sts Peter & Paul, Period 2
Layout ofthe church (Fig 30)
This phase of the church incorporates an expansion to the west, construction of an
extended north porticus, and addition of a wall across the east end of the nave.
The Period lA party wall dividing the nave from the narthex was presumably
demolished and the nave extended by a further 6 m internally. The original west wall of
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the Period 1A narthex may have been retained, since the excavation records show that the
buttresses beside the doorway were added later (perhaps in Period 2). Saunders noted that
the floor of the new narthex lay around 1.37 m below the navefloor(Saunders 1978,48),
leading Gem to tentatively suggest that the new narthex may have had two main levels,
possibly a sanctuary area with an altar, with gallery above, and crypt below. The idea of a
westem sanctuary would be in keeping with many Anglo-Saxon churches, particularly the
Period 2A cathedral with its westem annex.

Also buih in this phase was a westem vestibule, around 5 m wide and 7.5 m long
(internally), with a centrally-placed doorway in its west wall and two doorways leading
into the new narthex. The latter measured around 7.5 m long, bringing the total length of
the excavated remains of the Period 2 church to around 32 m.
Two cross walls recorded in the westem section of the north porticus (Gem 1992, fig
4) are now in doubt This area was drawn by the author in 1995, revealing three sides of a
masonry-built tomb and an adjacent feature (possibly to houserelics).These features
preclude the existence of walls in this area of the porticus. The recent recording has
confirmed that the north wall of the porticus was demolished, at least adjacent to the
central section of the north porticus. Here, the section of north wall to the east of the tomb
of Laurence had been cut through and rendered over. Too little survived of the walls
north of the porticus to be certain of their phasing, so it is not possible to confirm the
location of the extended porticus. That the porticus was extended is not in doubt, with the
recovery of two tombs in the early excavations, fitting well with the historical sources.
The w^ll inserted across the east end of the nave, did not replace any earlier
foundations, and has been tentatively interpreted as one side of a low tower (Gem 1992,
66), or the foundation for a screen across the nave (Gem 1997,fig37).
Original excavation plans of the masonry foundations drawn in 1955-7 could not be
located rendering a discussion of the metrical layout null and void

Dating evidence
Although dating evidence is sparse, pottery recovered from a layer cut by the Period 2
narthex indicates that this phase dates to after c. 750-850 (for details see Chapter 3). It
has been suggested that the expansion took place either in the mid 8th century, in 978
when the church was rededicated, or the early Uth century when the church was
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rededicated once more (Chapter 4). The former date is perhaps an unlikely time for the
expansion of a burial porticus that essentially became obsolete with the construction of
Cuthbert's baptistry at the cathedral in 740-60. The 10th or 11th century dates are more
likely, with the early 11th century (1006-1023x7 under Abbot Aelfinaer) being favoured
by the author, as this is the date of documented work on the burial porticus (Chapter 4).
This may, however, be an over simplification of the expansion of the church that may
have been undertaken over a number of phases.

Western chapel, Periods 2 and 3
Layout of the chapel (Fig 30)
Very little of the Period 2 chapel survived to enable an interpretation of its remains.
Period 3, however, offers more scope for the imagination. The remains appear to
represent a small ?mortuary chapel with an apsed west end and adjoining circular tower.
The chapel was presumably single storey, but the tower may have been quite tall, to judge
from the size of the foundations. For atentativereconstiaiction see Gem (1992,fig7).
The building lay on the alignment of the churches of Sts Peter & Paul, and St Mary,
and doubtless formed part of the family of churches/chapels that had built up gradually.
Parallels for this linear family of churches are discussed in Chapter 6.

Dating evidence
A sherd of pottery from the Period 3 floor in the chapel provides a constraction date
shortly before the mid-11th century (Chapter 3), making tiie later phase of the chapel
broadly contemporary with Wulfric's octagonal stmcture.

Chapel of St Mary, Period I B
Very litde of this chapel was located, save the west end wall, with a centrally-placed
doorway, and a nave at least c. 8 m wide (Figs 22 and 30). Thus, the church may have
approached the scale of the church of Sts Peter & Paul to the west Not enou^ survdves
to enable metrical analysis to be undertakea Little can be said regarding the layout, since
few remains have survived later building work. It is assumed that this chapel had an
apsed east end, and perhaps porticus to north and south. Certainly Goscelin notes porticus
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in his account of the demolition of the west end of the chapel (Chapter 4).
The chapel is known to have been built by Edbald between 616 and 624, and
dedicated to the Virgin (Chapter 4). It lay to the east of the church of Sts Peter & Paul, on
the same linear alignment, and was part of thefemilyof churches/chapels noted above.

Cloister area. Periods 2A and 2B
Layout of the cloisters (Fig 30)
The foundations excavated to the north of the church of Sts Peter & Paul appear to
represent a central (presumably grassed) area, surrounded on four sides by walkways, and
with ranges of monastic buildings on three sides. Two further buildings lay to the north,
on a markedly different alignment to the cloisters. At least three phases are present
Leaving the phasing aside for the moment, the south side of the cloister is centred on
the section of the porticus housing the remains of the early archbishops, whilst the eastem
walkway is aligned on the steps in the north-west angle of Wulfiic's octagonal stmcture.
This may be taken to imply that one phase oftiiecloisters may be assigned to Wulfric in
the mid 11th century. On the other hand we have a written soxirce informing us of Abbot
Aelfmaer's rebuilding work between 1006 and 1023x7 (Chapter 4), when the north
porticus appears to have beenrebuihand some of the stone re-used in the cloister.
The published plans are inadequate for detailed analysis of the phasing of the remains,
and only after further excavation would it be possible to suggest refinements.
No internal dating evidence was recovered from the excavations, and the final phasing
will be discussed below, integrating information from the development of the complex
and historic sources.

South-west tower. Period 3
To judgefromthe style and size of the foundations this stmcture was afi^eestandingtower
of some considerable height (Fig 30).
A documentary source showing a large donation for building work in 1047 (Chapter 4)
may tentatively be related to this stiiicture (Gem 1992,67).
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Wulfric's octagonal structure, Period 3
Layout of the rotunda (Figs 22 and 30)
This remarkable stmcture, documented as having been started by Wulfric around 1050,
but never completed by his death in 1059, was built to link the church of Sts Peter & Paul
with the chapel of St Mary.
It is estimated that a gap of up to 11 m may have lain between the two buildings, given
the estimated length of the church of Sts Peter & Paul (23 m in Period 1 A). This gap may
have been as little as 7 m if the chapel of St Mary had a narthex extending west of the insitu west wall. The octagonal stmcture, therefore, spanned the area between the east end
of the nave of the church of Sts Peter & Paul (just east of the Period 2 cross wall
interpreted as the foundation for the west side of a low tower), and butting the west wall
of the chapel of St Mary.
The intended result would have been a church around 76 m in lengthfromthe west end
of the Period 2 vestibule to the east end of the chapel of St Mary.
The foundations excavated represent a barrel-vaulted crypt with an ambulatory. The
rounded foundations set against the south face of the stmcture (presumably mirrored on
the north side) are thou^t to represent the foundations for a vice (spiral stair) giving
access to upper floors in the stmcture. These features, and the substantial foundations,
imply a stmcture of some considerable height; perhaps a rotunda Avith gallery and
clerestory levels (Gem 1992,69-70). The rotunda measured 16.46 m diameter internally.
Three previous attempts have been made to interpret the octagonal stracture and
provide parallels. In 1927 Peers &, Clapham suggested that a close parallel was the
church of StBenigne at Dijon in Lombardy (Peers & Clapham 1927,213-14). StBenigne
was begun in 1001 (Conant 1978, 108), shortly after St William of Volpiano became
abbot in 990, and dedicated in 1018. Unfortunately the church is only known from the
engraving by Dom Urbain Plancher, 1739 (Conant 1978,fig109), and its crypt as re-buih
in 1858. For a sketch restoration dravwng see Conant 1978, fig 108. The rotunda of the
church of St Benigne measured 16.75 m internally, close to that of Wulfiic's rotunda, but
with two concentric rows of columns (for the excavated plan see Femie 1988,fig4), as
opposed to Canterbury's thick wedge-shaped piers. St Benigne, as reconstructed, stood to
a heigjit of four storeys (inclusive of the crypt), with circular stair-towers flanking the
north and south sides.
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In 1983 Eric Femie put forward a suggested cross-section throu^ Wulfiic's rotunda,
indicating a crypt, and upper storey (Femie 1983,fig92). As reconstiucted by Femie one
flight of steps led dovwi from the nave of the church of Sts Peter «& Paul,flankedby two
flights of stairs to the upperfloor.Femie has noted that the Dijon parallel is misleading in
that the rotunda was a subsidiary building lying to the east of the church of St Benigne,
rather than a central feature. For a church with a rotunda as a central element he cites the
church of St-Sauveur, at Charroux in Vierme, consecrated in 1047 (Femie 1983,fig93).
The latter, Femie argues, has a rotunda which forms the crossing, and such an
arrangement may have been planned at Canterbury (less the transepts) (Femie 1983, 159).
This church was much larger than the Canterbury example, measuring around 38 m in
internal diameter, and had three concentric rows of columns/piers.

The third writer, Richard Gem, has taken the interpretation of Wulfric's octagonal
stracture further, suggesting it had a crypt and two floor levels above, the whole being
surmounted by a clerestory level (Gem 1992,fig7). Gem, quiterightly,points out that a
massive wall lay across the west end of the rotunda barring an entrance into the crypt
directly from the east end of the nave, and suggesting that access may have been via the
two flanking steir towers. Gem also suggests a central rotunda surrounded by a vaulted
ambulatory, and a first floor level around 3 m above the floor of the crypt reached by a
flight of steps at the east end of the nave. The design is thought to have been derived from
the Aachen tradition, such as the contemporary Ottmarsheim in Alsace that was
dedicated in 1049 (Gem 1983; Heitz 1987,158-61).
The author has an alternative view of access to the crypt Stairways may have been
provided at the west end of the cha^wl of St Mary, where two doorways could have been
sited one in each comer of the nave. This would have retained access within the church,
rather than having less convenient accessfromexternal doorways in the stair towers. The
stair towers may simply have provided for internal circulation between the various floor
levels of the rotunda, either from nave to upper floor, or crypt to upperfloor,and there is
no reason to surest external doors.
There is perhaps no need to rule out the Dijon parallel on the grounds that it performed
a different function to Wulfiic's rotunda, but instead see it as having had an influence on
later design.
Having looked at the plans of the above-noted parallels, the development of the church
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of Sts Peter & Paul may have followed on from the sequence of influences presented here
(Figs 23-28):

i)

Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem (Fig 23), dating to the 4th
centiffy (Conant 1978,fig262)

ii)

Funerary basilica of Saint-Pierre in Geneva (Fig 24), dating to c. 600
(Conant 1978, 151; Jannet& Sapin 1996)

iii)

Palatine Chapel (minster) at Aachen (Fig 25), largely dating to 792-805
(Jacobsen etal, 1991,14-18; Conant 1978,108)

iv)

St Benigne abbey at Dijon (Fig 26), dedicated in 1018 (Peers &
Clapham 1927,213-14; Conant 1978,108)

v)

Church of St-Sauviour at Charroux (Fig 27), dedicated 1047 (Femie
1983,fig92)

vi)

Othnarsheim in Alsace (Fig 28), dedicated 1049 (Heitz 1987,158-61)

W u l f i ^ need not have known of more than the contemporary churches of Charroux or
Ottmarsheim, perhaps visiting the latter whilst attending the synod of Rheims (Gem
1992,69).

Dating evidence
There is no doubt that this is the stmcture built by Wulfredfromaround 1050, as noted in
the historical sources (Chapter 4).

Architectural stonework from St Augustine's abbey
A total of elevenfragmentsof architectural stonework were recovered from the site
during the various excavations at the abbey. These have recently been published in fiill
(Tweddle et al 1995, 127-37) so the details need not be repeated here. In summary, all
of the stones were found either in later contexts on the site, or reused in subsequent
foimdations. Although the stone are residual finds, they are fairly closely datable and
can be reviewed with a view to obtaining a fuller understanding of the architectural
style of the churches.
The earliest fiagment was from a lathe-turaed baluster argued as dating to the 7th
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century (Tweddle etal 1995, no 8, 133, ill 50). This is likely to have come from either
the church of Sts Peter & Paul (Phase 1 A), or St Mary's chapel (Phase IB, built 61624). Such a baluster would probably have come from a window.
Four fi^gment are dated to the 9th century and comprise a possible trial piece
(Tweddle etal 1995, no 10,134-5, ill 54-6), and fragments of three capitalsfromfreestanding columns (Tweddle et al 1995, nos 3-5, 128-32, ill 29-40). The latter, are all
in Ditrupa limestone from the Paris Basin, are dated to the 9th century. These are
discussed as being unusual in pre-Conquest architecture in south-east England; the
only other examples being found at Reculver (St Mary's church) and St Pancras
chapel.
The capitals sat on columns measuring around 0.34 m diameter. Such colimins
would have been too slender to have been part of a triple arch between the nave and
sanctuary and may be better seen as part of a screen across the nave. Richard Gem has
recently postulated such a screen in the first phase of the church of Sts Peter & Paul
(Gem 1997, fig 37). The suggested date of the recovered capitals precludes them
having been from the first phase church, but they could well have been added during a
subsequent remodeling of the church (Phase 2).
The remaining fragments are from a ?11th century runic inscription (Tweddle et al,
no 11, 135, ill 58), a grave cover or panel dating to the lOth-1 Itii centuries (Tweddle
et al 1995, no 9,133-4, ill 51-3), a cross shaft (Tweddle et al 1995, no 1,127-8, ill 203) dating to tiie lOtii-11th centimes, a grave cover (Tweddle et al 1995, no 2, 128-31,
ill 24-8) thought to be 11th century, and perhaps Norman in date, and two fragments
of baluster in Marquise oolite from the Boulonnais area of France (Tweddle et al 1995,
nos 6 and 7, 132-33, ill 46-50). The baluster fragments are dated to the lOth-llth
centuries, and were probably from windows in one of the churches or adjacent
buildings.

Chapel of St Pancras
Layout ofthe church (Fig 14)
This chapel conforms broadly to the plan of the other early churches at Canterbury
cathedral (Period 1) and Sts Peter & Paul (Period lA). Period 1 of the chapel was a
simple nave and apsed chancel, whilst Period 2 saw the addition of north and south
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porticus to the nave and a south porticus to the chancel (probably also matehed on the
north side). The church measured around 9.1 m wide (16.4 m after the addition of the
porticus) by 22.5 m in length (extemally), including the estimated length of the apse.
Compared with the Period 1 cathedral measuring an estimated 22 m by 32 m, and Period
1A of Sts Peter & Paul measuring 17.5 m by an estimated 29 m.

Excavation has revealed that the first phase chapel had a single chancel arch, replaced
in the second phase with a triple arch supported on four stone columns. These columns
have been studied by Bernard Worssam and Tim Tatton-Brown who have concluded that
the stone for the in situ fragment of column is of foraminiferal limestone with Ditrupa
tubes, originally quarried from the Calcaire Grossier (Middle Eocene) formation of the
Paris Basin (Worssam & Tatton-Brown 1990,59,66-7). Tom Blagg has cast doubt on the
attiibution of a Roman date, suggesting instead that they were "...carved in the Roman
tradition, but a tradition transmitt:ed not from Roman Britain, but throu^ the
ecclesiastical architecture of the late Roman and Byzantine Mediterraneaa" (Blagg 1981,
50-3). He also notes that the columns from the 7th century church of St Mary at Reculver
are not Roman but of the same date as the church (Blagg 1981, 52). The stone for the
Reculver columns, is of Marquise oolite from the Boulonnais area of France. A more
recent discussion of the column bases follov^ Tom Blagg's interpretation of the influence
and suggests a late 7th or 8th century date (Tweddle et al, 136, ill 59-60). This is
consistent with my interpretation of the date of the second phase of the chapel (mid-late
8th century) wdien the columns were added and much of the stmcture rd>uilt
The layout, including possible proportions, location of the principal altar, and plarming
of the porticus, etc wall be considered in Chapter 6.

Dating evidence
Dating evidence is sparse, indicating a mid-late 8th century date for the consti^ction of
the Period 2 south porticus (Chapter 3). Period 1 remains undated, but may relate to the
time when interest in the cult of St Pancras was revived under Pope Honorius (625-38)
(Gem 1992, 59). Charles Thomas has su^ested that this chapel, rather than St Martin's
church, was that used by Queen Bertha before the arrival of Augustine, and that Period 1
is indeed a Roman phase (Thomas 1981, 170-74). This is not bom out by the known
phasing and the author favours St Martin's as the church of Bertha, witii St Pancras chapel
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being a new foundation in the 7th century.

Church of St Martin
General layout of the remains
It is now widely accepted that the first phase of St Martin's church can be allocated to the
Roman period, with the re-use of a Roman mausoleum in tiie 6tii century as the chapel
used by Queen Bertha, and referred to by Bede. This was probably added to in the 7th
century by Augustine; the Roman element beingretainedas the sanctuary of the later
church (and still in use today).
The layout and proportions of the church and its Roman phase will be discussed
fiirther in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6:
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Introduction
In this chapter it is intended to undertake a much wider discussion of the layout and
development of the churches, drawing information together from the five churches under
study, and comparing these with other churches of a similar date. This section will,
therefore, have a diiferent layout to the previous ones, in that it will not be divided into
the individual churches, but introduce topics that have been touched upon in previous
chapters, deserving of wider discussion. Topics include: 1) the design of the 6th-7th
century churches, 2) the development of the church complex, and 3) topographical
develoianent

The design of the 6th-7th century churches
From the excavated remains (Chapter 3), and interpretations (Chapter 6) we have the
partial plans offivechurches/chapels built in the 6th and 7th centuries (the Cathedral, Sts
Peter & Paul, St Mary, St Pancras, and St Martin). This material will be compared with
the remains of the early phases of the Kentish churches of St Maiy at Reculver, St
Andrew at Rochester, Minster-in-Sheppey, and St Mary at Lyminge, and the Essex
church of St Peter at Bradwell-on-Sea. Table 5 sets out the status and date of these
churches.
The dates given below (Table 5) are those presented by Bede for Canterbury's
churches (Canterbury cathedral, Sts Peter & Paul, and St Mary), or dated from
excavation/interpretation (St Pancras and St Martin). The dates of the Kentish churches
are from written sources (Rochester); when land was given for building the church
(Lyminge and Reculver); the founding of a religious house and the date of thefirstabbess
(Minster-in-Sheppey). The date provided for Bradwell-on-Sea is from the date of the
consecration of a bishop, recorded by Bede, or an additional church built by Archbishop
Theodore (Femie 1983,38).
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Site

date

status

Canterbury churches in the study:
Cathedral

cathedral church

soon after 597

Sts Peter & Paul

abbey church

consecrated 619

St Mary

abbey chapel

616-624

St Pancras

abbey chapel

?2nd quarter 7th century

St Martin

mausoleum, church

Roman and ?early 7th century

Other early Kentish churches:
Rochester

cathedral church

consecrated 604

Lyminge

abbey church

c. 633

Reculver

abbey church

c. 669

Minster-in-Sheppey

abbey church
after 664-c. 670

Essex church:
Bradwell-on-Sea

minster church
c. 653 or 669

Table 5: Status and date of the early churches

All of the churches listed are likely to have been built between the end of the 6th century
and the end of the third quarter of the 7th century, and as such form an interesting group
spanning around 75 years. References are cited above, in the discussion of the Period 1
phase of the cathedral, and need not all be repeated here unless they support the
discussion, or where new references are introduce.
The plans of the churches vary (Figs 14 and 29). All have a nave, chancel and (where
they survive) an apsed sanctuary, but the porticus and western narthex differ quite
markedly, perhaps as an indicator offiinction.By far the most complete of the churches is
that at Reculver, \\4iich will be described here to identify the general layout
The Reculver church, set in the centre of a Roman fort, but on a markedly different
alignment to the Roman walls, comprises an eastem cell with a stilted apse. The inner
face of the apse is smoothly semi-circular, but the external face has nine sides of a 16sided polygon. The nave is rectangular, with three doorways centrally placed in the west.
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north, and south y/ails. Pilaster buttresses lay adjacent to the external comers and
doorways. The junction between the nave and chancel has a triple arch, the central
section of whichflumesa foundation (set on the opi^s siffiinion floor) measuring around
2.13 m by 0.91 m, and interpreted as the site of an altar (probably the only one in the
church). That the altar was sited at the east end of the nave suggrats that this area was the
sanctuary, and it is likely that a low screen may have been erected across the nave in line
with the west end of the porticus. Richard Gem has also tentatively postulated a similar
arrangement for the church of Sts Peter and Paul (Gem 1997, fig 37). This would then
flee the apsed area, w^iich has a low stone bench internally, for use as the chancel for the
clergy, perhaps with the abbot's chair set in the apex of the apse. The chair would have
been fine in this location imtil the trend for prominent shrines situated east of the higji
altar became common place from the mid 7th century in larger churches (Radford 1959,
127-9). Two porticus were built as an integral part of the original church, to north and
south of the chancel. Each has an external doorway in the east wall of the porticus, and an
internal doorway leading into the chancel, just inside the chancel-arch (these are thought
by Eric Femie to be later additions to the original plan, but since this is not founded on
new stratigraphic information I will follow the original excavator's idea that the porticus
are early). The fact that the eastern porticus were entered only externallyfromthe east or
from the chancel implies that they were probably used as sacristies,ratherthan for burial.
Two original windows survived in the north wall of the north porticus. Since the altar lay
very close to the columns, effectively blocking the central opening as a through route, it is
likely that this is where the priest stood when performing ceremonies, facing the
congregation westward across the altar. This also indicates that any passage for the clergy
was via the side openings of the chancel-arch

Thus, from the discussion of the plan of Reculver church we have the basic layout of
the early churches. This plan (Fig 29) comprised a nave for the laity, and officiating areas
for the clergy. The latter comprising a sanctuary with principal altar, two porticus used as
sacristy, and a chancel.
Table 6 shows a checklist of the various features in the Reculver church applied to the
other churches in the discussion.
When considering the other churches against the plan of the Reculver church, one is
aware of the problems of interpreting jwtial plans. Taking each major element of the
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church in turn (apse, nave, walls and windows, chancel-arch, porticus, and narthex) the
various features will be noted, and the implications for the layout discussed where
appropriate.
Four of the churches had a stilted apse at the eastem end that at Reculver having an /«situ stone bench. It seems reasonable, even in the case of Bradwell-on-Sea in Essex to
reconstruct an apse for all of the churches in the study, save St Martin's church (the latter
being are-usedRoman structure). Where the chancel/nave junction has survived, three
examples have the chancel slightly narrower than the nave (St Pancras, Rochester, and
Lyminge), whilst two examples have a chancel the same width as the nave (Reculver and
Bradwell-on-Sea).

Church

apse

oave arch porticus altarfs) floor buttresses

Cathedral

-

yes

-

-

-

yes

Sts Peter & Paul

-

yes

-

yes

yes

yes

St Mary

-

-

-

-

-

-

St Pancras

yes

yes

yes

added yes

yes

yes

St Martin*

no

yes

-

no

-

yes

Rochester

yes

yes

-

-

-

-

Lyminge

yes

yes

-

?

-

-

Reculver

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Minster-in-Sheppey

-

yes

-

-

-

-

Bradwell-on-Sea

-

yes

yes

yes

-

yes

yes

* St Martin's church has a Roman building re-used as its chancel
NOTE; The lack of a particular feature of the church is only indicative of the lack of survival, and does
not suggest that that element was never built (where this element was probably never part of the original
design no is used in the table).

Table 6: Check list of surviving features in the churches

Nine of tiie churches had evidence of the nave, although not all examples were very
complete. The sizes vary, not many having complete lengths: St Pancras 12.97 m x 8.11
m; St Martin 12.7 m x 7.5 m; Reculver 11.27 m x 7.3 m; Minster-in-Sheppey 15.18 m x
7.9 m; Bradwell-on-Sea 15.11 m x 6.55 m. The churches with incomplete naves, where
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only the width survives measure: St Mary's chapel 8 m minimum; Lyminge 5.48 m;
Rochester 8.7 m; Sts Peter & Paul 7.5 m by over 12.5 m long. No dimensions are
available for the size of the cathedral nave, because of the limited areas uncovered, but
given the proportions, it is estimated that it may have measured 10 m in width. It must be
bom in mind, however, that widths of over around 8 m were difficult to span because of
the problems of finding timbers long enough. Canterbury cathedral and Rochester do
show that this was achieved, but any widths beyond these may have been difficult to
span, and the use of proportions for comparative sizes may be unreliable.

The hei^t of the nave walls, and details of their windows, have seldom survived, save
at Minster-in-Sheppey, St Martins, and Bradwell-on-Sea. At Minster-in-Sheppey the
north wall of the nave survives to a height of 11.27 m, with a projecting string course
(externally) at a height of 4.88 m above the floor, above which are four original roundheaded windows, 0.6 m wide by 1.5 m tall, splaying internally to 1.6 m by at least 2.1 m,
and with heads about 6.4 m above the floor. At St Martin's church the walls of the nave
survive to a height of 7 m, with two round-headed windows on the west wall, 2.9 m
above the floor. Each window originally measures around 0.8 m wide by 1.3 m tall,
internally, but the external appearance is not known since they are sealai by the addition
of a tower in the 14th century. The bases of the windows are at around 3 m above the
floor. At Bradwell-on-Sea the nave walls survive to a height of 7.3 m with five windows
surviving. Those on the north and south walls are 0.9 m square, widening to 1.5 m
internally, with flat timber heads. Above the west door the window is similar to the
others, but with the more usual round head in tile. The bases of the side windows are
aroxmd 3.8 m above the floor. Comparing the three buildings the walls survive to varying
degrees, and some may have been reduced in height during laterre-building.The level of
the windows is, however, considered particularly important, and these again vary
considerably. Heists from the floor are 2.9 m (St Martin), 3.8 m (Bradwell-on-Sea), and
4.88 m (Minster-in-Sheppey). This implies a considerable variation in the overall height
of the churches. The low level of the windows at St Martin's church may have been
planned to fit with the proportions of the re-used Roman mausoleum as a chancel, rather
than employing a tall nave that would have dwarfed the old structure. Alternatively, since
both Minster-in-Sheppey and Bradwell-on-Sea were taller and longer than St Martin's,
this may be a result of proportional layout, with the emphasis on a tall nave inrelationto
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its length.
Chancel arches survived (partially) at only three of the churches (Reculver, Bradwellon-Sea, and St Pancras). At Reculver the triple chancel-arch, drawn before its demolition
in 1805, and pubhshed by Taylor & Taylor (1965, fig 248) had three openings, the two
side ones narrower and slightly shorter than the central. The hei^t of the arch was 4.5 m,
on tapering columns 3.7 m tall. The columns have been studied in detail by Tom Blagg
who considers them to be of the same date as the church, not re-used Roman columns
(Blagg 1981,fig7; Tweddle 1995,46-61). At Bradwell-on-Sea there is some controversy
about the chancel-arch. Taylor considered it to have had a triple opening, with arches
around 5.8 m above the floor. Femie has followed the same interpretation, but was
criticised by Rodwell who states that there is httie doubt that there were only two arches.
However, if only two arches had existed this would have made it difficult to site an altar
at the east end of the nave in the proposed plan, unless the altar was set away from the
central columiL Furthermore, i f the chancel had had a double arch this would have
necessitated a central column on the axis of the church - a most unlikely probability.
The next important element of the church, perhaps indicating the status and fimction
of the church, is the porticus. Four of the churches had porticus surviving (Sts Peter &
Paul; St Pancras, probably added in the mid-late 8th century; Reculver; and Bradwell-onSea). The original porticus at Reculver, it has been established above, were set at the east
end of the nave, with eastem doorways (externally) and doorways into the chancel, and
are interpreted as sacristi^. The remaining porticus at Reculver were added in the 8th
century. At Sts Peter & Paultiireeporticus survived to north and south of the nave, all of
one phase (conflrmed by the author during detailed recording in 1995). The central
section of porticus, with central doorways from the nave, held the tombs of five
archbishops (in the north porticus), and King iCthelberht, Queen Bertha, and chaplain
Liudhard (in the south porticus). Two altars lay in the north porticus, one a^inst the east
wall, the other at the head of Augustine's tomb, whilst the altar in the south porticus lay
against the east wall. A fiirther burial is known in the westem porticus. The eastem
porticus did not survive later re-building. The Bradwell-on-Sea porticus had been largely
destroyed All that can be said of them is that the doorwayfromthe north porticus entered
into the chancel, whilst the doorway from the south porticus entered into the east end of
the nave, interpreted as the area of the sanctuary. They may thus have performed different
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fimctions in the liturgy of the church, but perhaps still both remain sacristies. The St
Pancras porticus, being 8th century additions will not be discussed in detail here, save to
note that the south doorwayfromthe second phase porticus entered the chapel east of the
chancel arch. A parallel on the Continent of burials in porticus is at the church of St
Laurent in Lyon, France (Colvin 1991, fig 114). Here, the north (colonnaded) porticus had
many burials added soon after the church was bulk in the late 6th century, so that by the
end of the 7th century the porticus was fiill of tombs, and the burials had spread over
most of the north aisle.

Further discussion of side chambers on the church of St Martin, Utrecht, and their
possible fimction and parallels between Anglo-Saxon and Prankish traditions, have has
been discussed by Rijntjes (1996). He concluded that one should not try to compare
fimction (and possible names) of such rooms, between the Roman and Byzantine
liturgical requirements. Cherry, however, discussed porticus in just these terms,
suggesting that one porticus was a vestry (diconicon) with access from the chancel, and
the other for making offerings (prothesis) with accessfromthe nave (Cherry 1976,163).
Smith argued further that the smallflankingrooms were not pastophoria (comprising a
prothesis and a diaconicon), and that we should not impose such terms on our churches
since they imply explicit functions relating to the liturgy of the church (Smith 1990,181).
It is perhaps best if we discuss the possible fimctions of the eastem porticusflankingthe
apse without giving them names relating to early North Syrian or later Byzantine
architecture. The fimction of the porticus in the study group varies widely. The east
porticus, where they survived, were not related to burial, this was evidently retained for
the central north and south porticus (as at Sts Peter & Paul). The incomplete plans of the
eastem porticus make general comments difficult. However, where the porticus have
doorways providing access into the sanctuary area, these may have been used as vestries,
and for the preparation of the Eucharist. External doorways do not imply lay access to the
eastem porticus, especially where the only other doorway leads into the sanctuary.
Only at Reculver is the site of an altar knownfromexcavatioa At Sts Peter & Paul the
north porticus and south central porticus held altars (as noted above, and recorded by
early writers). It is envisaged that the principal altar would have been situated at the east
end of the nave, with the celebrant facing the laity westward across the altar. A later altar
was added in the porticus south of the nave at St Pancras, again thou^t to have been
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added in the 8th century.
Reading doorways leading north and south from the chancel, it is important to note
that an earher doorway, contemporary with the first phase of St Pancras chapel, was
recorded in the south wall of the chancel. This is interpreted by the author as an exterior
doorway providing the clergy with access to the chancel, similar to the doorways at
Bradwell-on-Sea (north side), Lyminge (north side), Reculver (north and south sides), and
St Martin's (south side). Both the St Pancras and St Martin's examples were not
associated with porticus.
Narthexes were recorded at three churches (the cathedral, Sts Peter & Paul, and St
Pancras). The narthex at the cathedral was only partly uncovered but sufficient to
postulate that it probably extended to form an area a third of the width of the nave. At Sts
Peter & Paul the narthex was probably the full width of the nave, certainly not narrower.
Both are thought to have been exo-nctrthex, having a roofline lower than that of the nave,
rather than the full height of the nave continued west to form an eso-narthex. The narthex
at St Pancras \ras added later. It is obvious from the near complete church plans of Sts
Peter & Paul and Reculver, that porticus and narthex were not standard features, rather
thQ' were built as and when reqpiired to perform a particular function. The eastem
porticus appear to have been used as sacristies. Where required, the westem and central
porticus were for burial (as at Sts Peter & Paul). They would not have been necessary, at
least in the early stages of the other churches (as shown by Reculver and St Pancras).
Narthex appear also to have been added only when required, rather than as a standard
fltting. At both the cathedral and St Peter & Paul the volume of people using the churches
may have been greater and required this extra space.
Femie has argued that the plan of these churches was remarkably standard (Femie
1983, 40-1), but the present author flnds this too simplistic. We have established above
that considerable variation of the plan occurs, depending upon the status and function of
the church. The basic plan of nave, sanctuary, and chancel is standard, but the size of the
church, location and number of porticus, narthex, and subsidiary altars, vary considerably
providing sufficient variation in the plan to be important indicators of status.
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Development of the church complex
A marked difference has been established between the development of the two main
complexes - the cathedral church and St Augustine's abbey.
Although two churches are known to have been built on the cathedral site; the
cathedral church itself (c. 597), and the baptistry of St John to tiie east (740-60), the
cathedral saw major re-building of Augustine's original church in the early 9th century,
rather than piecemeal development (althou^ it must be said that nothing is known of the
development of the east end of the cathedral). This re-building had retained in its core the
foundations of the early structure, but to all outward appearances the cathedral was a
totally new building, expanded considerably to the west and perhaps also the east, and
much wider than the original church. This was no chance preservation, but the careful
fossilisation of the outline of the original nave in the foundations of the tower of the rebuilt church. The reason for the retention of Augustine's foimdations is clear. Being the
primary cathedral of the Gregorian mission to England, the church had gained the status
of a 'relic' in its ownright,and the clergy doubtless wished to perpetuate, as closely as
possible, the site of the original altar. In the final phase of the cathedral there appears to
have been a substantial church, with major apsed west end, and a separate baptistry, built
around 740-60 to the east. The latter may, however, have been linked to the main church
by covered walkways, thereby unifying the complex.
By way of contrast to the major re-building of the cathedral, the church of Sts Peter &
Paul saw piecemeal development Additions were made to the west of the church and the
north porticus expanded, but the main body of the nave maintained its original width,
being added to at intervalsratherthan being totally re-built. Before the mid 11th century
the complex comprised three churches/chapels on one alignment, all closely sjsaced,
comprising a westem chapel, the church of Sts Peter & Paul, and the chapel of St Mary.
Further east was the chapel of St Pancras, perhaps best considered out of the main
complex for this discussion. It was not until the mid 11th century, with the constraction
of Wulfric's octagon, that two of the churches were linked in an attempt to create a
unified stmcture.
The development of St Augustine's abbey complex is similar to the development of
other Anglo-Saxon churches that comprised a 'family of churches'. For a parallel to
this type of piecemeal development of the site, with a family of churches laid out in a
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'string,' Glastonbury abbey offers a site with a build-up over several phases (Radford
1981; Rodwell 1984, fig 10; Rahtz 1993, fig 53), whilst Wells cathedral offers a
comparative site with a string of churches (Rodwell 1984,figs5,6, and 9). The linear
family* is discussed by Rodwell who provides plans of the topographical layout of
Glastonbury, Wells and St Augustine's, Canterbury (Rodwell 1984, fig 9, 15-21).
Taylor noted the arrangement of churches in a family was common in monastic
complexes in Ireland and on the Continent (Taylor 1969c, 197). Winchester Old
Minster is an example of additions to an existing structure, (Biddle 1986, fig 12;
Kjolbye-Biddle 1993, fig 2.3), as is St Oswald's priory in Gloucester (Heighway and
Bryant 1986, fig 129). Neither of these two comprised a family of churches, but at
both sites individual liturgical structures were later linked (church, and crypt at
Gloucester; church, tomb, and tower at Winchester).

At Glastonbury the plan is complex and imperfectiy understowi, being reconstracted
from slight traces of foundations (Fig 31). The early church at Glastonbury

the

Vetusta Ecclesia, an early church dedicated to St Mary, possibly built oftimber,which
survived until a fire of 1184, but now sadly destroyed by later building. This is of
uncertain date, but was perhaps a 7th century structure. From the late 7th/early 8th
century a four-cell church (dedicated to Sts Peter 8c Paul) is interpreted from the
excavated remains east of the Vetusta Ecclesia, and with a small masonry burial crypt
fijrther east still. The church is not dissimilar to the plan of the 7th and 8th century
churches of Kent. Later in the 8th century (c. 760) an atrium is thougjit to have linked the
churches of Sts Peter &. Paul and Vetusta Ecclesia, and the west and east end remodelled
- the west end having porticus added. The final Anglo-Saxon phase was the extensive rebuilding of the east end, by Abbot Dunstan c. 1000, including the addition of two eastem
porticus, and a gate-chapel to the west of the complex.
Wells has produced evidence of the cathedral church of St Andrew, with its eastem
apse, and the late Anglo-Saxon chapel of St Mary built immediately to the east,
incorporating the remains of a middle Anglo-Saxon burial chamber, probably on the site
of a Roman mausoleum (Fig 32). A holy well lies 50 m to the east (Rodwell 1984,fig6).
At Winchester the Old Minster developed gradually between c. 648 and c. 993-4, and
with the New Minster being built alongside c. 901-3, but not demolished until 10934
(Fig 33). The narrow nave of the Old Minster was retained through five or six phases of
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additions incorporating the church of Sts Peter & Paul, the tomb of St Swithin and St
Martin's tower. The resuh was a remarkable church c. 73 m in length with no side aisles,
but with a multitude of side altars and a substantial westwork.
St Oswald's abbey church at Gloucester, developed in six main phases between c. 890
and 1086 (Fig 34). The early church is to a standard plan (a nave, chancel and two side
porticus), but with the inclusion of an apsed west end forming a fifth cell. Later phases
include a 'freestanding* crypt with chapel above, reconstmcted as square in plan, and in
subsequent phases linked to the main body of the church.
From the brief overview above it can be seen that St Augustine's abbey complex
developed in a similar way to the other Anglo-Saxon churches noted above, with a
gradual development, and additions to the original plan, over several centuries. This is in
marked contrast to the development of Canterbury's Anglo-Saxon cathedral which, from
the evidence of the areas excavated, appears to have undergone major re-building at an
early stage in its development Additions were added, however, but the overriding
impression is of the original church having been engulfed in the foundations of the rebuilt cathedral.

Topographical development
The reasons for siting the churches in this study appear self explanatory. Each is
considered briefly below producing parallels where necessary in chronological order of
their constmctioit
St Martin's church, just over 0.5 km east of the city, is interpreted as the remains of a
late Roman mausoleimi, re-used by Queen Bertha for Christian worship (recorded by
Bede), and later added to in the 7th century by Augustine. The site lies on St Martin's Hill,
close to known early Romano-British cremation cemeteries to the south on the Roman
road from Canterbury to the Roman fort at Richborou^ (Day 1980,fig7). The choice of
this structure for worship, rather than the documented Roman Christian building in
Canterbury, may imply that of the stmctures available, only that to the east of the city was
in a safe enough state for regular use, particularly at a time (later 6th century) when the
only stmctures being built were oftimber.The continued use of the old Roman element,
with a nave added to the west end in the 7th century, is perhaps a statement of
Augustine's high regard for its previous Christian use by Queen Bertha. When the king
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had been converted, Bede records they received great liberty to preach everyv^ere and to
build or restore churches' (Bede HE, 1.33).
Bede tells us that Canterbury cathedral was sited in the Romano-British city on the site
of a Romano-British Christian structure. A choice of site in the city, close to YEthelberhfs
palace, wotild have been an ideal location. Here, the church lay in the north-eastern
section of the walled city, under the protective wing of vEthelberht, at a time when
Augustine was trying to establish the Church in an essentially pagan country.
This part of the Roman city is not known in detail, but there were clearly established
Roman streets in the area and the church was built astride one of them, but at a markedly
different alignment to the Roman street pattern. This implies that the streets may not have
been totally visible, being covered with building rubble from decaying Roman buildings
and 'dark earth' that had developed in the city. There were certainly traces of levelled
Roman buildings in the area, and below the church, and the land to either side of the
Roman street appears to have been considerably lower than in the inmiediate area of the
sfreet where Roman occupation had built up to a considerable depth. The site chosen
vras, therefore, well drained and prominent, probably being visible from some distance in
the walled city. This part of the Roman city was also less densely built-up, as far as one
can tell from the limited excavations in the area, with all of the taller Romano-British
municipal buildings to the south-west. It would, consequently, have been a relatively
simple job to clear space for the site of iiEthelberhfs palace and the subsequent cathedral
complex built in c. 597.
The monastic church of Sts Peter & Paul, buih soon after the arrival of Augustine in
597, and consecrated no later than 616, lay in the heart of the later Roman inhumation
cemetery, on the north side of the Roman road from Canterbury to the Roman fort at
Richborough (Day 1980, fig 7). It is clear why the abbey was placed outside the city
walk. Since it was intended to use a number of the porticus of the church for the burial of
archbishops and the kings of Kent, then by law the church must lay outside the city walls.
Late Roman law forbade burial of the dead, whether inhumation or cremation within
settlement areas, particularly walled towns, and this was a custom taken over by the
pagan Anglo-Saxons (Brooks 1984, 81; Salway 1993, 492; but s^ below for a 5th
cenhiry burial in the city). The actual choice of the site, for many there must have been
outside the walls, may have been dictated by tradition, being the site of earlier burial.
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Other areas outside the city, however, had been used for burial in the Romano-British
period, but by placing the abbey of Sts Peter & Paul to the east of the city, just outside
Roman Quenin Gate (Day 1980, fig 2) provided easy access between, and in effect
linked, the two principal stmctures of the cathedral and abbey together. It was certainly
Augustine's intention that the two institutions maintain closeties,and their siting greatly
aided this. Indeed thefirstabbot at the church was Laurence who accompanied Augustine
to England in 597. Many of the duties in the cathedral were shared - the monks of the
abbey performing many of the daytime offices tofreethe secular clergy of the cathedral
to undertake their pastoral duties (Brooks 1984, 87-93). It was certainly Bede's
impression that the two churches were re^rded as one "Ecclesia Cantuariorum" (HE,
preface).

St Pancras church, within the abbey precincts, was interpreted by the late Stuart
Rigold as the parish church of the St Augustine's abbey complex (Rigold 1977, 74),
although Nicholas Brooks has since recorded that it never gained parochial status, and is
perhaps best seen as a cemetery chapel (Brooks 1984, 36), associated with the lay
cemetery to the south and east of the abbey.
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SECTION 2:
T H E M A T I C DISCUSSIONS

CHAPTER 7:
THE WIDER SETTING OF
ANGLO-SAXON CANTERBURY
Introduction
This section is intended to place the development of the sites under discussion
(Canterbury cathedral, St Augustine's abbey complex and St Martin's church) into an
overall chronological framework of the town's development. The task will be undertaken
by looking at the results of excavation within and aroimd the city over the last 50 years,
with reference to published information on charters, and put forward a framework for the
development of the Anglo-Saxon town.
Numerous excavations have been conducted in the city that provide a wealth of
information on the Anglo-Saxon period. In June 1942 a German air raid destroyed a large
area of the eastem quarter of the city. Between 1948 and 1960 the Canterbury Excavation
Committee (CEC) carried out excavations in this area before redevelopment and the
laying out of car parks. Professor Frere, directing the CEC located Anglo-Saxon
structures below Simon Langton Yard and to the rear of the Marlowe Theatre (Fig 35)
(summarised in Blockley et al 1995,fig2, table 3, 346-7). In 1976 the formation of the
Canterbury Archaeological Trust (CAT) saw major area excavations being undertaken as
areas previously laid out for car parking wereredeveloped.These excavations have
yielded traces of many Anglo-Saxon stmctures centred on the Marlowe Car Park northwest of Rose Lane (Fig 35) (Blockley et al 1995). The major sites are referred to below as
areas MI, Mil, Mill, and MIV for the excavations in the Marlowe Car Park, and MT for
the Marlowe Theatre site. Since the MI-MIV sites (excavated by the author of this thesis)
produced one of the best sequences of Anglo-Saxon structures found in an urban setting,
frequent references will be made to the final report on these sites (Blockley et al 1995).
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Decline of the Roman town
The Roman town occupied an important geographical position close to a navigable
section of theriverStour where a safe harbor would have been situated at Fordwich 3 km
north-east of the city. It was also sited with good communications by road and was built
on the site of an important pre-Roman settlement The town was constituted a civitas
capital in the mid-1st century.
The masonry defensive walls of Roman Canterbury enclose an area of around
52.6 ha (130 acres) and were buih c. 270-90 (Frere et al 1982, 19). At this time the
river Stoiu- ran along the outside of the north-westem perimeter of the Roman town.
The largest body of datafromexcavations that provides information on Canterbury's
Late Roman occupation is from the author's excavations in the Marlowe Car Park area
This central area included part of the public baths and adjacent portico, and parts of a
number of town houses, shops and sti-eets (detailed fbrther below).
Littie is known of other Late Roman buildings elsewdiere in the city, although several
sites have recorded pits, streets and courtyards etc of Late Roman date. One late timberframed building was recorded on area R, west of Canterbury Lane (Frere & Stow 1983,
73,fig24). The excavators noted that the stmcture was built over the Roman street, and
"clearly dates to a period after the breakdown of civic discipline, but does not appear to
be of Jutish or Anglo-Saxon date. It is probably to be assigned to around the middle of the
fifth century on general grounds,...". This building was sealed by a layer of dark earth
(Frere & Stow 1983,154, layer 2 infig26). The present author feels that the date
assigned to this building is too late. Coins of Arcadius were found in one of the timber
slots of the building, and also in the dark earth sealing the building (Frere & Stow 1983,
154). These coins (both illegible) date to 395-408, indicating that the building is certainly
of later 4th century or early 5th century in date, but not as late as suggested by the
excavators. The building would be best placed in the first quarter of the 5th century, but
no later.
On the Marlowe Car Park areas a major building programme was undertaken around
300-320. A brick-lined sewer was built down the side of one of the Roman streets and the
timber stmctures fronting onto the stieet rebuilt. The bath-house underwent major
alterations as did the adjax^nt protico. Also during this rebuilding a lane was laid down
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over a demolished section of the baths portico and a large masonry building with bath
wing constructed.
In the early 4th century masoiuy buildings in areas away from the core of the Roman
town were being abandoned and partly dismantled (areas MI and MIV). Overlying this
phase were deposits of dark earth dating to the second quarter of the 4th century onwards.
This need not represent a total abandonment of the intra-mural settiement, but certainly a
drastic reduction of population in some areas (Blockley et al 1995,265-6).
By c. 360-70 the public baths in the core of the Roman town (area MH) saw major
changes with a number of rooms going out of use, and the area beingfloodedby layers of
silt from a nearby stieet sewer. Semi-industrial building and possible shop stalls were
built inside the baths and its portico soon after the flooding (Blockley et al 1995, 188 204).
From c. 375 to the early 5th century fiirther floors were laid down in the portico,
and timber buildings were built on top of the silted up sfreet (area Mil). Dating
evidence indicates that these structures continued in use into the first quarter of the
5th century and were then sealed by dark earth deposits (Blockley et al 1995,264).
The evidence from the Marlowe Car Park excavations is of a shrinking population
in the town, although not necessarily a breakdown of confrol or of the commercial
framework until the late 4th-early 5th century. Certainly wealthy people must have
inhabited the town at the end of the 4th and into the 5th century. Evidence comes
from a hoard of silver found at Westgate Gardens, two of the pieces being incised
with the Chi-Rho monogram, suggesting a Christian community in the vicinity (J
Roman Stud 53 (1963) 'Roman Britain in 1962', 158,163, plate XVI).
The possible reduction of population as revealed by the excavations is mirrored in
the bronze coinage by a drop in the coins lost in the early 4th century. This compares
well with overall frends for English coin losses in the early 4th century (Reece 1972,
fig 1; Reece 1973, 230-31, where the distribution of coins according to the length of
each phase produced afigureof only 8% of the total coins lost between 294 and 330).
Continued occupation to the early 5th century is also reinforced by the coinage found,
with hoards being deposited c. 395-6 on area M I and c. 395-402 on area Mill
(Blockley e^a/1995,927-30).
Dark earth deposits were frequently noted by the City Engineer, James Pilbrow, in
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municipal drainage trenches dug in the 1860s (Pilbrow 1871) and has been
encountered frequently since then overlying Late Roman levels on many sites
throughout the city (Blockley et al 1995, 260-64). Further, its existence is not
exclusive to Canterbury, since ubiquitous dark earth seals the final Roman deposits in
many of the subsequently re-occupied Late Saxon and Early Medieval towns of
Britain and Europe (see for example analysis of dark earth in London by Macphail
1981,309-31).

The dark earth is assumed to be an anthropogenic deposit since, in Canterbury at
least, there would have been insufficient time for such a depth of soil (up to 0.9m on
the Marlowe area) to have developed naturally (Blockley et al 1995, 260). Certainly
dark earth was present on all of the Marlowe Car Park areas MI and MFV as early as
the second quarter of the 4th century if not earlier, presumably as a consequence of a
shrinkage of population within the Roman town walls. Its implications for variations
in land use spatially and temporally are considerable. Analysis of pottery sherds from
the deposits has indicated that the dark earth is not a midden-like deposit (Blockley et
al 1995, 261). At Southwark Harvey Sheldon has argued that the dark earth was
imported as a growing medium for market gardening (Sheldon 1978, 40), whilst in
London the severe abrasion noted on the pottery from the dark earth was taken as
indicative of intensive tillage (Macphail 1981).
The dark earth would certainly appear to represent far more than mere
abandonment of the towns of later Roman Britain. The deposit is neither exclusively
Anglo-Saxon nor Late Roman. It would appear to represent the changing nature of the
town during the Late Roman period rather than a sudden abandonment at the onset of
Saxon raiders. Late Roman buildings in the Marlowe Car Park area were being
renovated on areas Mil, MHI and MT, and a timber building being built on area Mil
at the same time that dark earth was present on areas MI and MIV (Blockley et al
1995, 262).
From the work undertaken so far it would seem that dark earth in Canterbury could
have developed to great depth over wide areas in a restricted time span. A
combination of the colonisation of weeds, and decay of thatched roofs and timber
could have started the development of dark earth, perhaps added to by localised
gardens.
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In the Marlowe Car Park area large spreads of dark earth have been excavated and
this has shown that the deposit is stratified and developed in different areas at
different times, as follows:
•

Area MI from the second quarter of 4th century

•

Area M i l from the first quarter of the 5th century

•

Area MHI from the first quarter of the 5th century

•

Area MIVfi-omthe second quarter of the 4th century

•

Area MT from the second quarter of the 4th century

Many sites excavated within the city have located dark earth layers. Those published
comprise the following sites;
•

East side of Canterbury Lane, overlying a Late Roman building possibly of early
5th century date (Frere & Stow 1983,229 and p. 87ff)
Bus station, overlying Roman bank behind town wall (Frere «fe Stow 1983, 137)
No 44 Watling Street, overlying timber building on street, and yielding late 4th
century pottery (Frere et al 1987, 121)
Nos 77-79 Castle Street (CAT Annual Report for 1978-79,11)
No 3 Beer Cart Lane (CAT Annual Report for 1979-80,12)
No 69a Stour Street (CAT Annual Report for 1981-82, 9)
Nos 2-3a Marlowe Avenue (CAT Annual Report for 1981-82, 17; Frere et al
1987, 127)
Nos 36-37 Stour Street (CAT Annual Report for 1986-87,10)
Adelaide Place (CAT Annual Report for 1986-87, 12; CAT Annual Report for
1994-95, 8)
No 76 Castle Street (CAT Annual Report for 1988-89, 2)
Longmarket (poor survival) (CAT Annual Report for 1989-90, 16)
No 26a Hawks Lane (CAT Annual Report for 1990-91, 7)
St Georges Clocktower (CAT Annual Report for 1991-92, 2)
St Mildred's Tannery (CAT Annual Report for 1991-92, 8)
Canterbury Cathedral (CAT Annual Report for 1992-93, 2; Blockley et al 1995,
11-12)
Diocesan House (CAT Annual Report for 1992-93, 7)
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•

Hospital Lane (CAT Annual Report for 1994-95 10)

It is evident fi-om the above list that dark earth was widespread throughout the city,
but no sites north-west of the river Stour have yet produced evidence of such deposits.
This contrasts with the location of Anglo-Saxon structures (below).
It may seen an anomaly that the Simon Langton Yard site is not included on the
list of sites with dark earth, since it is both centrally placed and produced several
Anglo-Saxon structures. This site was apparently cleared of Roman stone buildings
before the Anglo-Saxon structures were built (Blockley et al 1995,338).
The Anglo-Saxon structures post-dated and cut into the Late Roman dark earth. It
is also evident, however, that dark earth continued to build up during the AngloSaxon occupation of the area. One particularly well-preserved sequence of dark earth
layers had developed, on area MI, in which the sequence of construction of the AngloSaxon structures could be established (Blockley et al 1995,280). On the MT site were
further layers of dark earth the most recent of which sealed levels containing a gold
tremissis dated to c. 480 and thought to have been deposited after c. 490-500
(Blockley

a/1995,264).

After the abandonment of the Roman town in the first quarter of the 5th century
the Roman street system became covered vwth dark earth and rubblefi-omcollapsing
masonry buildings. Although the town was re-settled in the mid 5th century it may
have taken some years before a new street system was established. Certainly the
Roman roads leading up to the Roman town were re-used (and indeed run along the
same lines today), but the internal street system was totally new, following none of
the original Roman streets (Ordnance Survey 1990).
The earliest roman streets foimd in the city relate to around the mid 1st century
east of the St George's Street Baths (Frere & Stow 1983, 70) and around A.D. 70,
north west of the later Roman theatre (Tatton-Brown 1978; Bennett 1981a, 279).
These streets were maintained throughout the life of the Roman town and although
covered by dark earth deposits from the first quarter of the 5th century on Marlowe
Car Park area M i l (Blockley et al 1995, 264), may have functioned as tracks between
the ruinous Roman buildings. Two Anglo-Saxon structures were built over the minor
streets on Marlowe Car Park areas M i l and MT, leaving enough space for foot
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passage only.

Anglo-Saxon structures
Anglo-Saxon finds have been recorded over extensive areas of Canterbury. Pits and
associated finds have been found outside the Roman town walls to the west at
Westgate Court Farm and to the east in Christ Church College (Fig 35). Neither of
these external sites has produced evidence for buildings to date, although extensive
settlements probably lie in each of these areas. Inside the town walls the picture is a
different one.
A total of 49 structures dating to between c. 450 and c. 1050 have been excavated
in Canterbury. These are summarised in Table 7. The majority of these were foimd in
the central area of the city around the Marlowe Car Park and Simon Langton Yard
(Fig 35). Outliers to these are three structures off Castle Street, five structures in
Longmarket, one structure off St Georges Street and one at St Radigund's.
No structures have been foimd in the north-western part of the city beyond the
river Stour, or in the southern part of the city. These areas have seen little large-scale
excavation, however, and future work may bring fiirther information to light. Given
the spread of occupation located so far there seems little reason to doubt that the
interior of the city was extensively inhabited. The picture presented by the structures
coincides with the location of dark earth deposits (above).
It will be seen below that the vast majority of buildings excavated to date are
sunken featured structures and it is apparent that the larger hall-type buildings that
one would expect in a thriving Anglo-Saxon town are missing from the
archaeological record. These may well lie in areas of the city not yet evaluated by any
large-scale excavations. It must also be noted that such buildings are difficult to
detect on sites where later disturbance has destroyed much of the site, making
interpretation of postholes difficult.
The earliest datable Anglo-Saxon material in Canterbury comes from a number of
pits containing substantial pottery sherds underlying the first structures on area MI.
These are thought to date to shortly before c. 450 (Blockley et al 1995, fig 385, 894896).
Of the seven early buildings constructed on areas MI, MIV and MT all are sunken
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featured structures. The earliest of these is possibly building S30 on MT, dating to
shortly before c. 450, whilst the remaining six structures (one on area MI and five on
area MTV) were built c.450 or shortly afterwards. Pottery dating suggests a short-term
occupation for this phase with a possible hiatus before the next phase of buildings.

A slightly smaller number of sunken featured structures were built in the second
phase of development during the first half of the 6th century (three on area Ml, two
on area Mill, and one on area MIV).
In the third phase, during the second half of the 6th centiuy, the area occupied by
structures appears to have expanded geographically, and examples have been found in
various places throughout the city (Fig 35). Within the Marlowe areas an increase in
activity is evident in this phase with three structures on MI, two on Mil, one on MUl,
two on MTV, and one on MT. Notable structures on these sites include one with a
complex arrangement of stakeholes in the base (structure 5 on area Ml), two re-using
parts of Roman buildings (structure 7 on area M l and structure 15 on area MHI), and
one with a timber building surrounding the sunken feature (structure 24 on area MIV).
Further expansion contemporary with the third phase of Anglo-Saxon occupation
on the Marlowe sites is evident from single examples of similar, sunken featured,
structures being excavated elsewhere within the city. At Castle Sfreet part of an
Anglo-Saxon structure was found in the Roman temple precinct, built up against one
of the walls of the portico (Bennett 1981b, 9). At Stour Street, also in the same temple
precinct, there was another Anglo-Saxon structure (Bennett 1981b). At St Radigund's
Street, just inside the city walls on the north side of the city, there was a single
structure with associated pits built on the junction of two Roman streets (Rady 1987,
fig 16, 15).
The next phase of Anglo-Saxon occupation during the first half of the 7th century
saw major changes in building forms, with the addition of two earthfast timber
buildings to the range of structures in previous phases. The total number of structures
excavated in this phase is six; four sunken featured structures on area MIV, and two
earthfast buildings on area MI.
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Location

450-475/500

500/520-550 550-575/600

600-650 650-675/700

850-1050

Simon Langton Yard

-

-

-

-

6

Marlowe Car Park

7

6

9

6

2

3

Castle/Stour Street

-

-

2

-

-

1

St Georges

-

-

1

St Radigunds

-

-

1

Longmarket

-

-

-

Totals

7

6

13

Table 7: Anglo-Saxon structures excavated in Canterbury

A fiirther marked change in the layout of the structures appears to have taken place on
the MI site in the second half of the 7th century with the demolition of the earthfast
buildings and the construction of a single, well-developed form of sunken featured
structure. A single sunken structure was also built on the MFV site. Around 100m to
the south-east of the Marlowe complex, on the Simon Langton School Yard site, six
sunken featured structures were excavated of a similar date (Blockley et al 1995, 33644) (Fig 35).
A distinct gap in occupation is apparent (from the dating of the pottery) between c.
725 and c. 850. The dating of the pottery may be imprecise, however, and could be
presenting a false picture of the development (see further discussion below). Around
875-900 area M I saw the construction of an earthfast timber building producing
ample evidence to interpret the structure as a smithy (Blockley et al 1995, 351-54).
This building functioned until c. 950. The remaining structures in this period were all
large sunken featured structures (probably cellars inside timber buildings). On area
Min was a deep clay-lined cellar, with evidence of a timber building surrounding it,
in use between c. 925-75 (Blockley et al 1995, 359-61). On the Slatters Hotel Yard
site (adjacent to area MT) part of a similar cellar was excavated which was broadly
contemporary with the cellar on area Mill (Blockley et al 1995, 365-6). It is evident
from the pottery that the area was reorganised around the mid 9th century with the
introduction soon afterwards of cellared structures.
Around c. 1050-1100 many of the Roman masonry walls and their foundations on
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the Marlowe sites were extensively robbed for reuse of stone. The stone robbing
started c. 1050/1080 and had ceased by c. 1100.
The final site on which Anglo-Saxon structures have been located is the
Longmarket. Here, in an area situated between the cathedral and the Marlowe sites,
were found five buildings provisionally dated to the 9th-10th century (Rady 1991, 1617). These comprised three sunken features structures and two larger cellar-like
buildings. The latter were contemporary and connected by a doorway in the party
wall. Loom weights from the backfill of some of the structures again attests spinning
and weaving as on the Marlowe sites.

Possible Anglo-Saxon church and graveyard
A number of stray human bones were found in several Anglo-Saxon contexts on the
Marlowe excavations (Blockley et al 1995, 1261-2) (Table 8). Also foiuid were the
disturbed human remains of at least three individuals in the backfill of a robber trench
(c. 1050/80) to a Roman building on area MI. These are interpreted as the disturbed
remains of Anglo-Saxon graves pre-dating the construction of a timber church in the
Norman period (below).

Site

context

date

bones present

MT

structure 30

6th century

stillborn child
assorted adult bones

MI

dark earth

first half 7th century

clavicle of adult

MI

robber trench

first half 7th centiuy

stillborn child
femur of adult

MI

structure 10

second half 7th century

bones of hand

MI

robber trench

c. 1050/80-1100

three disturbed adults
foot bones
assorted adult bones

Table 8: Summary of human bones from Anglo-Saxon contexts

Thesefinds,save the two stillborn children, are indicative of an established burial
ground adjacent to the MI site from at least as early as the first half of the 7th century
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(Blockley et al 1995,372-2). These would be Christian rather than pagan burials
given the location of the site in the centre of the town. The interpretation placed on
these remains is that they represent part of a graveyard associated with a church
(probably timber). This interpretation is strengthened by the fact that in the Norman
period a timber church was built on area MI with associated burials (see below).

A timber church, with adjacent graves, was built in the Norman period on area MI,
perhaps in the early years of the 12th century, after the robbing phase noted above
(Blockley et al 1995, 375-8). This was later rebuilt in stone. Interestingly an early
12th century date is suggested for this structure by the documentary sources for the
timber church of St Mary Bredin. Although this evidence is later than the research
topic it does have an important bearing on the overall interpretation of the site so I
will briefly set out the evidence. The Norman church was founded by William, son of
Hamo, son of Vitalis (who came over with the Conqueror and is depicted on the
Bayeaux Tapestry) (Urry 1959; Rigold 1960). Both the name 'bredin' (O.E. board)
and Christ Church rental 'X2' (c. 1180) (Urry 1967,213, note 2), which states that the
church was of wood 'ecclesia lignea', and the Christ Church Rental F of c. 1206
which states that it 'used to be made of wood' suggests a mid 12th century wooden
church. The earliest stone church was therefore of the late 12th or early 13th century
(ie between c. 1180 and 1206). Stuart Rigold has argued that the church may have
been founded before c. 1137, "Since much circumstantial evidence suggests that it
became almost impossible to found a new parish after some date quite early in the
12th century, ..." (Rigold 1960, 175). This is confirmed by recent studies into the
parochial system in an urban setting which indicates that parishes were frilly
established in early medieval towns by the late 11th and early 12th century. Only in
new towns were totally new parishes required and in such cases only small numbers
were created, as at Salisbury where three parishes were provided. This compares well
with the number of parishes in early medieval towns. For example Norwich had
between 23 and 25 churches (within the city walls) by the time of the Conquest
(Atherton et al, 1996, 66). Canterbury had six churches within the city walls (one in
each ward, but not counting those attached to the cathedral), as well as a small church
over each of the five city gates (Tatton-Brown 1982, 83).
The documentary confirmation of a church on area MI from the early 12th century
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adds weight to the interpretation that the human bones found in the Anglo-Saxon
levels on M I perhaps indicate the location nearby of an Anglo-Saxon predecessor.
The date of the postulated Anglo-Saxon church remains uncertain, with human bones
being found in contexts dating from the first half of the 7th century onwards.

These early finds of human remains are at first sight unusual, since it is often
recorded that human burial within the town walls was against the law until the mid
8th century. It was said that only after Archbishop Cuthbert returned from Rome (in
740-41) with papal approval to build his baptistry next to the cathedral that burials
were allowed inside the town walls (Brooks 1984, 34-5). Brooks does, however, cast
some doubt on this noting that it was probably a story concocted in the post-conquest
period (Brooks 1984, 81-2). It is also well established that 7th century Christian
burials have been found within the walls at Winchester (Biddle 1975,303-5).
In conclusion, I feel that the evidence for an Anglo-Saxon church just to the north
of the MI site is a distinct possibility from as early as the first half of the 7th century.
This would have provided the focal point for much of the occupation in the Marlowe
Car Park area.

Other possible Anglo-Saxon settlements nearby
Very few Anglo-Saxon burials have been excavated in the area, but those that have
been found lie outside Canterbury's city walls in the area of Roman cemeteries. Little
is known of the extra-mural settlements (see Hawkes 1982, fig 30). Thisfigureshows
clearly the location of Romano-British burials alongside the principal Roman roads
into Canterbury and the location of pagan Anglo-Saxon burials within the Roman
cemeteries. The line of the Roman road north of the churches of Sts Peter & Paul and
St Pancras to the Queningate is incorrect. This road is known to run to the south of
the churches to Burgate (Fig 35).
More recent finds indicate further Anglo-Saxon burials near Westgate Court Farm,
just outside Westgate on the south-west side of the city. Here, were found four
possible burials (one cremation, two inhumations, and one uncertain). These are
datable by pottery to the late 6th or early 7th century, vsdth glass cups, a sceatta dated
to c. 700, and a fine gold pendant of early 7th century date (Frere et al 1987, 68-73).
A contemporary settlement may be situated nearby, but no traces have been found to
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date. This hypothesis has not been put forward before and remains to be confirmed by
excavation.
Of the settlements outside the city only excavations at Christ Church College have
revealed good evidence. Here, the remains are situated outside the city to the east of
the cathedral and immediately north of St Augustine's abbey. The occupation
extended over a considerable area (Fig 35). Pits containing pottery dating to c. 740850 were found in excavations east of the medieval cellarer's range (Hicks & Bennett
1995,2). Further north below the east end of the medieval brewhouse/bakehouse were
further remains of pits yielding 8th to 10th century finds (Hicks & Bennett 1995, 3).
The pits are interpreted as dividing into two groups. The largest group provides
evidence of metalworking waste, principally from iron working, whilst the smaller
number of pits yield animal and fish bones, and find indicating domestic occupation
(Hicks & Bennett 1995, 4). Clearly these finds represent part of an extensive
settlement.
The most recent excavation in Christ Church College, on the site of the old
television building just to the north of the medieval brewhouse/bakehouse, discovered
the best information for a settlement to date. The site produced a ditch contained
finds dating from c. 575-700/725, and numerous waste pits containing pottery and
other finds dating from the mid 8th to mid-late 9th centuries. Industrial waste
recovered includes evidence for both iron smelting and smithing. The site has been
interpreted by the excavator, Mark Houliston, who suggests that the pits were
arranged to respect boundaries around buildings that did not survive because of later
truncation of deposits (Houliston pers comm). He also notes that the finds indicate
limited frade, the only evidence being pottery from Ipswich, and that this may
indicate that the settlement was established in a service capacity to the nearby abbey
of St Augustine's. Because of the industrial nature of the finds from most of the
Christ Church College sites, the author postulates that the excavations to date lie in an
industrial quarter of an Anglo-Saxon settlement (specialising in iron working),
serving the needs of the abbey community from the early 7th century.
The other nearby site producing Anglo-Saxon material is Diocesan House, situated
between the Christ Church College sites and the city wall. Here, excavations in 1992
located dark earth deposits containing late 5th- or early 6th-century pottery. Later pits
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of middle to late Anglo-Saxon date cut into the dark earth (Hutcheson 1993,7).
The finds from Christ Church College and Diocesan House perhaps form part of
an extensive settlement extending from Queningate (a Roman gate in the city wall
east of the cathedral) eastwards towards to the northern area of the abbey complex.
Indeed a market is known from a charter in 762, just inside the city walls at
Queningate (Brooks 1984,26).

Interpretation of the intra- and extra- mural settlements
To suggest functions for the Anglo-Saxon structures is difficult, but some
interpretations can be put forward based on the finds associated with some of the
structures.
Of the 49 structures located to date throughout the city the first three phases of
buildings, dating from c. 450 to c. 575/600, are all sunken featured structures. The
first two phases of structures (up to c. 520/550) were situated on Marlowe areas MI,
Mm, and MT. It is only in the third phase (up to c. 575/600) that expansion saw
buildings being erected to the north-west in the Roman temple complex, and in the far
northern part of the city near St Radigund's Street. Only more extensive, and very
careful excavation may reveal the fiill spread of these structures throughout the city,
suffice to note that the early centre of occupation from c. 450-520/50 lay just inside
the city walls not farfromRidingate.
The sunken featured structures produced evidence of spinning and weaving, and
many had hearths in the base of the hollow indicating cooking. Fragments of gold
sheet and a gold Tremissis however, also hint at elaborate crafts being practised perhaps representing the raw material of a goldsmith after c. 495-500 on area MT.
This evidence is indicative of a well-established, thriving community before the
arrival of Augustine in 597. The few burials that have been recorded of this date were
located largely outside the city walls in area of Roman cemeteries. The spread of
structures pre-dating the arrival of Augustine comprise three phases of simken
featured structures from the Marlowe Car Park excavations, and four other sunken
featured structures: one at St Radigunds, two in Castle Street, and one in St Georges
Street. Finds and pits at Christ Church College also indicate occupation commencing
shortly before the arrival of Augustine to the east of the city. These tentative
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fragments do add up to a fairly extensive spread of occupation starting in the Marlowe
Car Park area around 450 and expanding around 550 to other areas of the city.
Only one pagan (mass) burial is known inside the city, at 69A Stour Street, within
the Roman temple precinct. This comprised a family group of an adult male and
female, two juvenile females and a dog. These had been laid in a deep pit with an
organic lining. Found with the skeletons was a large number of late Roman bracelets
of bronze, silver, bone and ivory, together with some keys. Other finds, such as some
glass beads were interpreted as perhaps Continental imports (Bennett 1981b, 9). The
burial has been dated to the eariy 5th century from the associatedfinds.Interpretation
of the burial in a Late Roman or early Anglo-Saxon context is difficult, given that
burials were normally placed outside the city walls. Given that the late Roman phase
near the Roman baths continued into the first quarter of the 5th century, and the
earliest Anglo-Saxon settlers were in residence by c. 450, this indicates that the burial
group may date to the intervening period, c. 425-450.
The arrival of Augustine is often cited as the impetus for urban growth (Brooks
1984, 23; Tatton-Brown 1982, 82). Even though the evidence presented above is of a
thriving community before his arrival. There is no firm evidence, from the
archaeological record, that the establishment of Augustine's mefropolitan see at
Canterbury at the end of the 6th century, gave any immediate boost to the economy of
the city.
After this date, equivalent to the fourth phase of Anglo-Saxon occupation on the
Marlowe sites, c. 600-650, the first earthfast timber buildings were built on MI and
the overall number of sunken featured structures was reduced in the Marlowe Car
Park areas. This may imply that the main centre of occupation shifted, but in fact the
construction of sunken featured structures continued at Simon Langton Yard in the
second half of the 7th century (Table 7) and at Longmarket after 850 (Table 7). The
long timber building is typical of a hall-type structure, as found on many Anglo-Saxon
settlements, whilst the finds from the sunken featured structures indicate that both
spinning and weaving were undertaken as in previous phases of occupation.
The postulated timber church and graveyard adjacent to area MI started by the
early 7th century might have provided a focal point for the settlement. The Roman
street system did not continue through to the Anglo-Saxon period, being buried by the
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dark earth deposits in the early 5th century, and a new street plan gradually emerged.
The dog-leg in the street system over the site of the Roman theatre was firmly
established by c. 1200 (Uny 1967, Blockley et al 1995,fig236), and may well extend
back beyond that date to the Anglo-Saxon period. Nicholas Brooks has already
postulated that the Roman theatre may have been used as a prominent meeting place
and seat for ^Ethelberht's imperium (Brooks 1984,24). A more likely possibility, until
further evidence is forthcoming, is that the Roman theatre may have served as one of
the major market centres in the city from fairly early in the life of the Anglo-Saxon
settlement. The latter is also purely speculative as there is no evidence of this from
the archaeological record.

Bede {HE 11) records a fire that destroyed much of the town sometime between
616 and 624. No evidence of this was found in the excavated structures. The first
post-Roman mint in England was established in Canterbury in c. 630.
The settlement outside the city walls, between the cathedral and St Augustine's
abbey, appears to have started in the early 7th century. Its status, from what has been
excavated to date, appears to indicate an industrial area (but with domestic activity
nearby), perhaps serving the abbey of Sts Peter & Paul.
Occupation in the next phase, c. 650-675/700 is apparently sparse in the Marlowe
area, but with several structures being built to the east in Simon Langton Yard. It is
interesting to note that all of the structures are sunken featured, with the one on MI
being a particularly well developed type. The latter was found with loom weights and
otherfindsindicative of spinning and weaving.
Before the final phase of occupation attested by the excavations is an apparent
hiatus between c. 725 and c. 850. Throughout the city this period sees a marked
decline in standards of pottery manufacture (Blockley et al 1995, 895). This is
thought, however, to have come to an end from c. 775 to 800, with a return to growth
and the introduction of pottery from East Anglia (Blockley et al 1995, 896). The
hiatus has been postulated from the pottery evidence from the Marlowe Car Park
Excavations, but this may be presenting an incorrect picture of Canterbury's
development. Tom Blagg has argued that a hiatus would be out of step with urban
revival in western Europe and southern England in particular (Blockley et al 1995,
21), and that perhaps the Marlowe sites were peripheral at this time.
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This apparent hiatus, as understood from the archaeological record, is unlikely to
be a true reflection of the development of the city. The Anglo Saxon Chronicle
records that the town was burnt down in 756. For such a fire to have taken hold and
bum much of the town indicates that the housing must have been reasonably dense. If
the housing had been scattered then the fire would have been easier to control through
the selective demolition of buildings. A market is recorded just inside the Queningate
in a charter of 762 (Brooks 1984,26). The first mint of OfiFa's new silver coinage was
set up at Canterbury in 766 (Tatton-Brown 1984a, 7). The historical and numismatic
evidence suggests continued prosperity and growth. The archaeological record is
lacking regarding street frontage sites at this date, but it is likely that a more
organised sfreetfrontagelayout had been established by the 8th century, the structures
located to date being situated to the rear of these properties.

The final phase of structures, c. 850-1050, are mainly cellars located over a wide
area of Canterbury. These are interpreted as following a similar pattern to the 8th
century structures to the rear of sfreet frontage properties. The only structure located
that dilTers was the earthfast building on MI, interpreted as a smithy. Given the
danger of fire with timber framed and thatched buildings the location of a smithy well
away from the more densely occupied sfreetfrontageproperties seems logical.
The 9th century development of Canterbury is well known from Nicholas Brooks'
discussion of the charter evidence (Brooks 1984, 26-30). Various land transactions
relating to estates within the city walls are recorded particularly in the low-lying
western quarter where the river breached the city wall. This breach probably took
place after the end of the Roman occupation of the city (partly as a result of the postRoman sea level rise, and presumably also from the lack of maintenance of the river
defences/banks). With the river flowing through the city this provided the inhabitants
with an easily guarded location for water mills. Ninth century transactions relating to
the marshy, western quarter of the city include: six acres of land given in 804 to the
monastery at Lyminge as a refuge during Viking raids, and 30 acres given by King
Coenwulf to Archbishop Wulfred in 814 (Brooks 1984,26).
Many parcels of land changed hands during the 9th century, including buildings
with land sold in 823, 845, 859, and 868 (Brooks 1984, 27). A charter also records a
narrow strip of land, measuring 7ft wide, purchased off a burgage plot. Even though
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the plot was only 7ft wide the local byelaw stipulated that at least 2ft of room be left
between properties as eavesdrip was maintained (Brooks 1984). The 9th century city
was obviously controlled effectively by well-organised civic bodies and guilds
(Brooks 1984, 28-30).

A comparative, chronological table has been drawn up to help show the
relationship between the Anglo-Saxon churches and settlement evidence in
Canterbury (Table 9).
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Anglo-Saxon Monasteries

CHAPTER 8:
ANGLO-SAXON MONASTERIES

Introduction
In this section it is intended to present a summary of the published archaeological
material relating to excavated Anglo-Saxon monasteries so that a comparative body
of data is available to help interpret the development of Canterbury's Anglo-Saxon
churches. This is, by design, not an exhaustive account from original site records, but
a review of the readily available secondary sources. Sites which are not Anglo-Saxon,
such as Tintagel (Celtic) or lona (Irish) are included in the study which looks broadly
at all monasteries between the 6th and mid 11th centuries.
The review considers sites with structural evidence of monastic remains. Sites
with only churches (rather than monastic remains) are also not included since British
churches have been discussed in Chapters 5 and Continental churches in Chapter 9.
A total of 20 sites have been identified by the author over the Anglo-Saxon period,
which are claimed by their excavators to have been part of a monastic complex (Fig
108). These are as follows:
Abingdon, Berkshire
Brandon, Suffolk
Burgh Castle, Suffolk
Canterbury cathedral, Kent (Chapters 3-5)
Canterbury, St Augustines, Kent (Chapters 3-5)
Eynsham abbey, Oxfordshire
Flixborough, Lincolnshire
Glastonbury abbey, Somerset
Glastonbury Tor, Somerset
Hartlepool, Cleveland
Hoddom minster, Dumfries
lona abbey, Argyll
Jarrow, co. Durham
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•

Lindisfarae, co. Durham

•

Monkwearmouth, co. Durham

•

Tintagel, Cornwall

•

Tynemouth, co. Durham

•

Whitby, Yorkshire

•

Whithorn, Wigtownshire

•

Winchester, Hampshire

The

sites above were chosen after reference to Rosemary Cramp's review of

monastic sites (Cramp 1976, 201-52), a trawl through the national journals, and
finally updated after discussion with specialists in the field. Details of the two
Canterbury sites are not repeated here, because of their detailed presentation in
Chapters 3 and 5.
The material available for study varies enormously. Some of the sites were
excavated many decades ago and the quality of the site records and reports leave
much to be desired, others are awaiting final publication, and a few are recent sites
with little or no published accounts to date. The material also covers many diverse
elements of monastic sites. For example, we have the extensive excavation of the
monasteries at Jarrow and Monkwearmouth; a partially known church plan at
Glastonbury abbey; part of a "monastic town" at Whithorn; and sites with buildings
but neither a church nor burials as at Hartlepool, Tintagel, and Tynemouth.
Each of the sites will be reviewed in turn (omitting Canterbury's sites), providing
a plan of the excavated remains, summary of the published results, a brief summary
of the historical and written sources, and an initial reinterpretation wherever possible.
In particular I will try to establish i f any of the sites are likely not to be monastic. In
many cases this will be obvious, particularly where good historical/written sources
are known or the remains of an abbey or other diagnostic ancillary building have been
found. In other instances, however, the monastic nature of the site it will not be so
clear-cut. For example, in the case of a possible early monastic site where a
recognisable plan would not have been established, or where the remains are
peripheral to the core of the monastery. The following criteria have been used to
access this latter group:
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The survival of reliable historical/written sources for the site
Finds of a particularly monastic/ecclesiastical nature (eg stylii, etc)
Buildings forms that may represent a specific type of monastic dwelling (eg cells,
etc)

To identify a site as monastic I have required at least two of the above criterion to
be present for a site. The finds category is perhaps the most difficult to use to
determine the function of a site. A combination of the above should, in most cases,
provide sufficient grounds to judge the function of the site.
The sites are presented below in alphabetical order. The concluding part of this
section will aim to present a short discussion of the various site types.

Abingdon
Patchy and incomplete foundations of the Anglo-Saxon church were excavated by the
Berkshire Archaeological Society in 1922 under the direction of Charles Peers and
Alfred Clapham. No report was ever published save a brief note in Antiquaries
Journal 2 (1922) 386-8, but Martin Biddle has summarised the site from the
excavators' notes (Biddle et al 1968, 60-7). Gabrielle Lambrick also presented a
summary of the docimientary sources (Biddle et al 1968,26-34,42-59).

Historical and written
Three main manuscripts are known collectively as Chronicon Monasterii

de

Abingdon (Cotton MSS, Claudius C ix, Claudius B vi, and Vitellus A xiii (p. 68,
Appendix I I , nos 2-4). These provide accounts of the area around St Helen's Church
and the present abbey site (over 400 m apart) representing perhaps part of a double
monastery with the nunnery at St Helens.
Of the abbey site the documents describe the first Anglo-Saxon monastery
founded at Abingdon by Hean c. 675. Gabrielle Lambrick considers that the
documents are unreliable historically and misleading (Biddle et al 1968, 42-3). They
provide details of the layout of the monastery with its double apse (Vitellius A xiii).
A refectory is mentioned twice as are burials. Also noted is a wall surrounding the
site, rather than a cloister walk, with regular gaps between it and the monk's living
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quarters. The documents agree that by the mid 10th century the community of the
early Anglo-Saxon monastery had abandoned the church and the fabric was in a poor
state. iEthelwold arrived at Abingdon about 954 and built a new church. This may
have had a rounded or circular eastern end - "rotundus" but this is not clear. The
abbey church had, by 977, a porticus on the north side, and porticus "on the east" by
the late 11th century.

It can be seen from the above that although some details of architectural significance are
recorded in the documents, Gabrielle Lambrick finds them potentially misleading
when interpreting the layout of the monastery (Biddle et al 1968, 42-3). Rosemary
Cramp, however, feels that the manuscripts, although somewhat distorted and
selective in detail, may well be describing Hean's abbey (Cramp 1976,216).

The excavated remains (Fig 36)
Fragments of six imconnected areas of substantial foundations were recorded below
the Norman church (Biddle et al 1968, fig 12, 62-65). These were tentatively
interpreted as possibly representing one main phase of the pre-Conquest church,
perhaps parts of an eastern apse (1.37 m wide), the north and south walls of the nave
and the western end of the nave (1 m wide). The relationship with the overlying
Norman church shows that the early foundations are certainly Anglo-Saxon in date.
The church measured at least 61 m long and 17.38 m wide. No firm dating
evidence was foimd, although Martin Biddle suggested tentatively that the church
might be of 9th century date, given the parallel at Cirencester (Gem 1993, fig 5; Fig
17).
Burials found in the cloister-garth were noted in more than one layer and this was
thought to be too dense for the restricted use of a burial ground in a Benedictine
monastery. Also recorded were burials under the cloister walls and adjacent
buildings. Many of the burials were, therefore, thought to have been Anglo-Saxon.
No conventual buildings were found and these were thought to have lain south of the
Norman cloister and beyond, perhaps on the site of the 7th century monastery.
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Interpretation
The excavated remains are certainly Anglo-Saxon, although no internal dating
evidence is available to refine this. The foundations may well represent more than
one building. The size of the foundations, however, are more indicative of a later
Anglo-Saxon structure, dating to no earlier than the 9th century. Clearly defined are
the presbytery with its apse and a substantial nave.
The main point of the documentary sources, relating to a rebuilding in the mid
10th century, can be seen as reliable. Given the documented rebuilding it is possible
that the pre-Conquest foundations located may be that of i^ithelwold's rebuilding of
the abbey around 954.

Brandon
Excavations started at Staunch Meadow, Brandon in 1979 revealing a small medieval
chapel within a 70 m by 40 m enclosure. Further work between 1980 and 1982 saw
large areas recorded as rescue excavations, which were ongoing at the time of writing
in 1988 (Carrel a/ 1988).

Historical and written
No documentary sources have been studied to date for this site. As far as is possible
to determine from the published summary note this site was considered to be
monastic because of the type and quality of the finds recovered (Carr et al 1988,374)

The excavated remains (Fig 37)
Up to 25 timber buildings have been excavated revealing a church with associated
graveyard, industrial area, and occupation areas. No final publication has been
prepared and only a brief summary has been published.
One of the buildings has been identified as a church only by its association with
burials. It is, otherwise, a form common to Anglo-Saxon sites and does not suggest a
church on its own.
The church was a three-cell timber building with a total length of 24.5 m (Cart et
al 1988, 374). The main structural elements of the building were planks set into
trenches. The central nave cell measured c. 14 m by 6.5 m and had opposed central
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doorways, whilst a doorway in the east wall gave access to the eastern cell or chancel
(c. 5 m by 4.3 m) which probably contained a single burial. The chancel had a small
doorway on the south side. The western cell is thought to be a later addition. The
summary notes that the three main doorways were substantial with a trench across the
threshold, indicating prefabricated doorfi-ames. These are thought to have been
necessary for impressive doors to be hung. The report noted evidence (although it
does not say in what form) for an insubstantial structure at the eastern end of the
nave, interpreted as the site of an altar.

This church went out of use during the life of the settlement, and is thought to
have been moved further north in the settlement adjacent to a second cemetery
(although the building had not been located at the time of writing) (Carr et al 1988).
The cemetery south of the church was totally excavated and produced at least 220
inhimiations, of mixed age and sex. The second cemetery to the north, interpreted as
a second phase of burial in the settlement, was only partly excavated revealing 30
inhumations and a small mortuary structure (represented by a clay pad measuring 2 m
by 3.5 m).
The finds from the site are reported as being exceptional, comprising mainly
Ipswich ware, glass vessels, window glass, a large number of bronze pins, bone
implernents, styli, a Coptic bowl, decorated metalwork in silver and gold. Taring
Ware vessels, and a gold plaque of St John the Evangelist.
Dating of the excavated remains falls broadly between 600 and 900. The
excavators interpret the site as having been deserted in the last quarter of the 9th
century, with the settlement then shifting south to the adjacent river bank.
The settlement appears to have been divided into two main parts. The northern
area was characterised by a network of large enclosure ditches, a dense level of
occupation, and small buildings. By contrast the southern area comprised groups of
larger buildings with fewer ditches. Between the two areas was an east-west ditch
with a formal entrance, across which stood the church and cemetery (Carr et al 1988,
377). The authors also suggested that the finds and structures are indicative of a
monastic community, with the closest parallel for similar finds being the Whitby
abbey excavations.
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Interpretation
Until the site is published and more details are available little can be added to the
brief summary of the site above. The layout of the buildings is no different to many
Anglo-Saxon settlements with associated church and graveyard, and the finds could
easily be those associated with a church rather than a monastery. I see no justification
to identify this site as monastic.

Burgh Castle
This site is situated inside a Roman fort extending over nearly 2.5 ha. Limited
excavations were conducted by Charies Green in 1960-61 following the discovery,
during ploughing, of Anglo-Saxon plaster and skeletons in 1957-8. Since Charles
Green died in 1972 no report was published of his findings save brief notes in
Medieval Archaeology 3 (1959) 299; 5 (1960) 319; 6-7 (1962-3) 311). The only
published work is a summary prepared by Rosemary Cramp from the excavator's site
notes (Cramp 1976, 212-15). The finds were not assessed at this stage and await
publication.

Historical and written sources
Bede recorded that Fursa came from Ireland {HE HI. 19) after 630. After some time he
received from Sigeberht, the East Anglian king, a site for a monastery "pleasantly
situated close to the woods and the sea, in a Roman camp which was in England
called Cnobheresburgh". His successor. King Anna and his nobles, endowed it with
still finer buildings and gifts. No records survive to indicate that the site survived
after the 8th century (Cramp 1976, 212).

The excavated remains (Figs 38-39)
Two main areas of Anglo-Saxon features were recorded. In the north-east comer of
the Roman fort was an area of "huts". Rosemary Cramp reported on the layers in the
area of the huts (Cramp 1976, 214). These comprised a Roman floor lying on the
natural sand, overlain by a destruction layer, in turn sealed by a layer of sandy clay
(possibly a floor) which was cut buy postholes and associated with a spread of fish
waste (mainly oysters). Above this level was "a smooth brown layer" into which the
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hut footings were cut. The layer sealed a pit containing a fragment of Ipswich ware,
"above which was a layer of dark earth associated with later Anglo-Saxon material".
Professor Cramp notes that she is uncertain from the evidence seen whether the layer
accumulated after the occupation of the huts.

The huts were stratigraphically of two phases, with hut 4 earlier than Hut 5 and
Hut 3 earlier than Hut 1. The structures varied in internal dimensions as follows:
•

Hut 2 was 4.26 m by 3.0 m

•

Hut 3 was 5.48 m by 3.0 m

•

Hut 4 was 7.3 m by 4.26 m

•

Hut 5 was 6.1 m by 3.0 m

•

Hut 7 was 7.3 m by 4.26 m

The huts appear to have had rammed earth floors, and Hut 5 was cut to a depth of
nearly 0.3 m. Although the huts had slots around their perimeter and flint packing
stones on either side, no postholes were recorded. The interpretation provided by the
excavator was of "wattle-and-daub bee-hives" (Cramp 1976,214).
The following finds are noted by Rosemary Cramp: Hut 2 antler tines, a spindle
whorl and a bronze key; Hut 5 fragments of slag, and several iron objects indicating a
probable smithy. The postholes north-east of the huts were associated with a floor
level and a large quantity of "roughly painted plaster". Charles Green has interpreted
these as indicating a church, but Rosemary Cramp suggests that they could have been
part of a public building in the monastery, for example the refectory. Professor
Cramp interpreted the huts as either oval cells or workshops.
In the south-west angle of the Roman fort was recorded at least 144 inhumations
and a number of chamel pits. The southern limits of the graveyard were found, but
the excavator thought that the fiill extent in other directions was not established. He
interpreted the area south of the graves as being the site of a church, but no further
information was supplied to back up this interpretation (Cramp 1976,212).
A glass kiln is shown on the published plan (Fig 38) but this is not discussed by
Professor Cramp.
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Interpretation
Little can be re-interpreted from the account presented by Rosemary Cramp, given
that she alone has had access to the excavator's notes. The written sources tally well
with the location of the site and there is no reason to doubt Bede's account. I f the site
of the church, south of the cemetery is accepted then Charles Green may have located
the site of Fursa's church. Although the excavated material is a little lacking in detail,
I see no reason why this site should not be monastic, with a potential church site
adjacent to the graveyard, and bee-hive-like structures to the north-east.
Given the spread of Anglo-Saxon material in two areas of the Roman fort, it is
likely that the monastic enclosure completely filled the interior of the Roman fort.
Given the lack of restrictions of space the monastic settlement may have included a
workshop area, perhaps indicated by the huts in the north-east comer of the fort, and
comprising at least a smithy and possible antier workshop/weaving shed.

Eynsham abbey
The monastic site at Eynsham, Oxfordshire was excavated by the Oxford
Archaeological Unit between 1989 and 1992. This work followed trial excavations in
the 1960s and 1970s (Gray & Clayton 1978). Several phases of occupation were
recorded, four of which were Anglo-Saxon in date. Although the site is as yet
unpublished (a draft report is with English Heritage at the moment) three interim
publication have been prepared by the excavator Graham Keevill (Keevill 1992;
1993; 1995), and anote published in Medieval ArchaeonS

(1991) 180-83.

Historical and written sources
The minster church is first documented in 864, but is thought to have been in
existence by the 7th century (Blair 1987, 87-93). The abbey was founded in 1005.
King iEthelred I I granted ^Ethelmar, one of his elder statesmen, permission to
establish a Benedictine house. Its first abbot was Mfnc,

a leading theologian of the

day (Acevedo 1992). For the charter evidence of the 9th century minster see Sawyer
(1968) and Birch (1887), and for the 1005 foundation of the abbey see Slater (1907).
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The excavated remains (Fig 40)
Prehistoric activity dating to the Bronze Age underlay the monastery. The eariiest
Anglo-Saxon features were of early Anglo-Saxon date, when at least 5 sunkenfeatured structures were built (Keevill 1992, 196). Post-built halls replaced the early
structures in the 8th century, one of which measured 14 m by 6 m and was associated
with a pit containing two sceattas, dated c. 720. One of the halls was enclosed by
gullies indicating property divisions aligned on the main axis of the Bronze Age
enclosure. The mid-late Anglo-Saxon features are thought to have been a "minster"
phase (the term is not defined). These structures continued in use to 1005 when the
abbey was founded.
The first phase of the possible abbey structures comprised three ranges of
domestic buildings surrounding a courtyard. The southern range was a hall measuring
22 m by 8m with other buildings extending north and east of it with three mortar
mixers in a small courtyard. A firrther, larger courtyard lay to the east of this complex
(Keevill 1992, 196).
Finds noted in the 1992 report include an ivory casket, an ivory figurine from a
crucifixion scene (perhaps St John the Evangelist). The latter is incomplete and
possibly from an abbey workshop (Keevill 1992,1960).

Interpretation
The mid-late Anglo-Saxon "minster" phase is attested by written sources at least as
early as 864. No specifically monastic buildings or finds, however, were located in
the excavations during this phase of the site. It cannot, therefore, be classed as
monastic at this time.
There is no evidence to link the excavated structures with the early 11th century
abbey, and the excavator is of the opinion that the structures are domestic in nature
(Keevill 1992,196). It is possible, therefore, that the courtyard located may have been
on the fringes of the monastery.
No further interpretations can be suggested given the lack of information seen so
far, and the brief nature of the reports.
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Flixborough
The site at Flixborough is that of an Anglo-Saxon settlement with a possible monastic
phase. Remains were first located in 1933 by Derrick Riley but thought, from the
pottery, to be Romano-British (Loveluck, pers comm). Evaluation excavations have
been conducted in 1988 by Kevin Leahy (Scunthorpe Museimi) locating inhumations
(Leahy 1999), and in 1989 by the Humber Archaeology Unit. The latter work resulted
in a two-year excavation followed in 1994/95 by further evaluation work. A number
of interim reports have been published (for example Current Archaeology 126 (1991)
244-47; Antiquity 72 (1998) 146-61). The remains date from the Neolithic to the 14th
century.
The final report on the excavations is currentiy being prepared by Chris Loveluck
who has supplied me with unpublished background information and summary notes
of the site (as of 26 October 1998). The summary below has been prepared from
those notes and after further correspondence with Chris Loveluck. Text in quotation
marks is taken from the October 1998 text. Chris Loveluck has advised me that Ben
Whitwell's article in Current Archaeology is "exfremely out of date and in many
cases wrong".

Historical and written sources
No historical or written sources are known for the site, and the interpretation of a
monastic phase in the mid 8th-mid 9th century has been established only from a study
of the finds (details below).

The excavated remains (Fig 41)
Excavation of an extensive area (75 m by 55 m) has been undertaken revealing that
the Anglo-Saxon settlement spans the period of 7th century to 1050.
An interim article on the site {Current Archaeology

126 (1991) 244-47) has

reported that the site may have been "founded by St Etheldreda, also called St
Audrey, the daughter of King Anna of Essex, who passed through the district in about
AD 670 whilst fleeing from her husband". No direct evidence is presented to indicate
that the Flixborough site was related to any neighbouring monastery.
The sequence established by Chris Loveluck has been divided as follows: "five
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major phases reflecting a complex evolution from a Middle Saxon secular high-status
estate centre of the late 7th-early 8th century, to a monastic settlement between the
mid 8th-mid 9th centuries, and finally a Late Saxon/Anglo-Scandinavian secular
high-status centre - a nascent 'manor' - between the 10th and 11th centuries".

In the postulated monastic phase (phase 3b in the site phasing), the settlement
comprised seven timber buildings (occup5ang similar areas to earlier Anglo-Saxon
phases on the site), a large ditch, yard deposits, and dimip/demolition deposits (Fig
41).
The artefacts recovered from this phase comprise large quantities of animal bones,
and finds some of which make their first appearance on site in this phase. This latter
category comprise styli, Ipswich ware pottery. Craft activities include textile
manufacture, ironworking, and non-ferrous metalworking. Environmental remains
recovered from this phase reflect a "radically different" proportion of domestic
remains. These comprised cattle, sheep and pigs, where the cattle "massively
outweigh sheep and pigs in the exploitation pattern". The exploitation of wild fowl
starts to increase relative to domestic fowl.
Chris Loveluck's most recent idea on the possible monastic phase (22 June 1999)
are as follows: "Phases 3b-4ii- possible family monastery - or continuing aristocratic
centre with a literate element...".
In a recent article discussing the site at Flixborough, the styli are mentioned as
being particularly significant indicators of literacy and site status (Leahy 1999, 92-4).
Kevin Leahy notes that twenty-seven styli have been found at Flixborough, six at
Whitby, and two at Jarrow. He goes on to say that the large number of styli at
Flixborough "suggests that the site was a monastery, or at least had a strong clerical
presence" (Leahy 1999,93).

Interpretation
The interpretation of the Anglo-Saxon settlement at Flixborough is very similar to the
site at Brandon, both have extensive structural remains, and are clearly high-status
sites with evidence of literacy.
I would feel that insufficient evidence has been presented, so far, to indicate a
monastic phase of occupation at Flixborough.
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Glastonbury abbey
This site has seen a considerable number of excavation campaigns between 1904 and
1979. Firstly St John Hope undertook the excavation of ten small-scale trenches in
1904. In 1907 the abbey was sold and a series of larger-scale excavations undertaken.
Philip Rahtz records that 34 seasons of excavations took place between 1908 and
1979 and published a plan of the areas (Rahtz 1993, fig 42). Much of the work
remains unpublished.
Francis Bond undertook excavations between 1908 and 1922, but was dismissed
from the job after his written work took on a mystic approach. Between 1951 and
1963 Raleigh Radford undertook further excavations. The final campaign was
directed by Bill Wedlake in 1978 and 1979. No published account of the 1970s work
has ever appeared in print. Philip Rahtz has summarised the results of the excavations
(Rahtz 1993). This publication forms the basis of this summary, with additional
information from Rosemary Cramp and Raleigh Radford (Cramp 1976; Radford
1981).

Historical and written sources
Professor Cramp has summarised the historical sources and reported that although the
pre-Conquest sources are copious they are largely suspect (Cramp 1976, 241-2).
Great claims have been laid for the foundation of the monastery by the Irish church,
but these need not have been founded earlier than the 7th century. Sources comprise:
William of Malmesbury, Gesta Pontificum
Domerham, Historia

de Rebus

(Hamilton 1870, 197-8); Adam of

Glastoniensis

(Heame 1727, 49); William of

Malmesbury, Vita Sancti Dunstani {Stabhs 1874,271),
The land of the abbey came into English hands when king Cenwalh gave two
hides at Meare to the Anglo-Saxon bishop Beorhtwald in 670 {Historia de Rebus
Glastoniensis). After the division of the Wessex see in 705 Aldhelm of Sherbome
influenced king Ina to build a church at Glastonbury (this is the first phase church
discussed above) {Gesta Pontificum). The second phase church has been dated to
aroimd 760 by Raleigh Radford who reported: "An appropriate date for the addition
o f the atrium, and for phase 2 as a whole, is indicated by the record that Abbot Tica,
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who died about 760, 'obtained for himself a notable tomb in the right comer of the
great church, over against the entry into the Old Church [vetusta ecclesiay. The
position indicated is near the south-west angle of the atrium" (Radford 1981, 118).
Around 940 king Edmund appointed Dunstan as abbot of Glastonbury. The third
phase of expansion of the abbey church is attributed to him. From c. 943 to 956
Dunstan restored Glastonbury. His biographer mentions that he enlarged Ina's stone
church adding to it considerably, and making its width square with its length, and
adding porticus and aisles {Vita Sancti Dunstani). He also enclosed the old cemetery
with a stone wall, and raised the area within into a mound, and built the claustral
ranges of buildings {Vita Sancti Dimstani; Cramp 1976, 242). A fire on the 25 May
1184 desfroyed virtually the entire monastery, save a 12th century chapel and belltower (Radford 1981,110).

The excavated remains (Figs 42-44)
The Anglo-Saxon features survived at a depth of around 2 m since they had been
buried beneath vast dumps of clay derived from the foundations of the 13th century
abbey. Clearly all features beneath the later foundations had been cut away, and an
early timber church (see below) was lost when the Lady Chapel crypt was built, but
the preservation was otherwise good. The layout of the Anglo-Saxon monastery is
shown in Fig 42. The various elements comprised a row of three churches (the central
one having been lost to the later crypt), the east range of the cloisters, part of a
cemetery, and the eastern sfretch of the vallum monasterii.
There is some controversy as to the date of the earliest church on the site, but this
perhaps dates to the 7th century (Rahtz 1993, 71-6). This was a timber-built church
^'wetusta Qcclesia", dedicated to St Mary, lost when it was destroyed by fire in 1184
(detailed further in the written sources below). The site of this church was venerated
by the construction of the Lady Chapel crypt soon after the fire.
The excavated sequence described below is that interpreted by Philip Rahtz (1993,
76-82). He has faced the doubly difficuh task of attempting to interpret other people's
site records, and piecing together the disjointed foundations of a nimiber of phases of
fabric dissected by later foundations. Phasing of the walls and foundations was
imdertaken with reference to different mortar types. The phase numbering below has
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been introduced by me in an attempt to identify the three main excavated phases.

Sts Peter & Paul (Figs 42-44)
The first phase excavated remains were of a mortar floor, surfaced with red bricktempered mortar. Adjacent walls have been interpreted as forming parts of the nave,
presbytery, and north and south porticus of a small church The nave and presbytery
were separated by a step. The eastern and western extents of the church were not
found, although the plan indicates that the hypogeum or burial crypt may have been
built in this phase, i f not already present. (Rahtz 1993, fig 53).
The hypogeum was a small stone structure, backfilled with mbble, beneath the
third phase tower. It comprised a rectangular area c. 4 m by 1.5 m internally "at least
partly below the ground level". The entrance was at the western end, with a base
stone on the north side showing two iron dowels for a door. The plan (Fig 43) shows
paving at the eastern end, and a vertical stone slab on the outside against the east
wall. A gap in the walls is noted on the north and south sides. This stmcture has been
interpreted as a "raised chapel with a shrine above and crypt entered by a narrow stair
in the centre of the rising flight" (Radford 1981, 117). It has also been compared with
the 7th-8th century hypogeum at Poitiers in south-west France (Rahtz 1993, fig 55,
lower). Philip Rahtz added: "There are also at the east end of both structures a slab on
the outer side of the wall. At Poitiers this was seen as part of an arrangement by
which the martyr's tomb could be viewed through the head of a window at the eastern
end; and a similar function is envisaged for the comparable slab at Glastonbury. The
two ragged gaps in the north and south walls are also similar to the recesses at
Poitiers, for the setting of stone coffins" (Rahtz 1993, 79).
A distinct mauve mortar was used in the second phase thereby identifying these as
£idditions to the first phase stmcture. To the west of the church were two right-angled
walls interpreted as the comers of two further porticus added to the north and south
of the church. Two east-west walls bonded with the right-angled walls were
interpreted as part of an atrium, with a threshold in the north wall marked by a flat
slab. To the east of the church was added a squared eastem end with small eastward
extensions abutting the entrance to the hypogeum.
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The third phase also had a different mortar to the other phases. The walls
represented a major phase of rebuilding at the eastern end of the church. Two further
porticus were added to the north and south, one of which incorporated evidence for
an eastward extension (north side) and a possible screen (south side). At the same
time the hypogeum was filled with rubble and paved over and a "wide and deep
foundation made around this area for the tower
In the nave a wall was added
across the church with an integral doorway and steps up to the choir.

The phasing of the above has been established with reference to the written
sources (detailed below). Suffice to note here, that the first phase has been attributed
to King Ina c. 720, the second phase to c. 760, and the third phase to Abbot Dunstan
940-57.

St John the Baptist (Fig 42)
This chapel was also built by Dunstan to the west of the church of Sts Peter & Paul. It
is said to be aligned not on the latter church, but with the variant alignment of the
vetusta ecclesia. The excavated chapel was thought to have been a medieval
replacement of the original perhaps burnt down in 1184. Philip Rahtz notes "Set in
the west wall at sill level were two stones with grooves c. 10cm deep. These may
have been used to key in the lower side slabs of an open arch, wide enough to allow
foot passage. A l l this suggests that the chapel was originally the westerly point of
access firstly to the raised cemetery area of Dunstan's layout and subsequently to the
string of churches to the east. This would imply that it was really a gatehouse with a
throughway, and a chapel above, in an upper storey" (Rahtz 1993, 79).

Other features (Fig 42)
Several other features have been plarmed but not discussed in the publication (Rahtz
1993, fig 45). These include two pillars to the north-east of St John the Baptist, a
pillar north-east of the vetusta ecclesia, and five other pillars, a well and "Arthur's
Grave" south of the vetusta ecclesia. South of the churches was a cemetery wall, with
an early cemetery to the west end, and ?oratory and postholes at the east end. Further
south still was the chapel of St Michael in the cemetery, and parts of the east range of
the cloisters in line with the eastern end of the church of St Peter & Paul. The south
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and west sides of the cloister range are postulated. East of this complex was the
•vallum monaster a comprising a bank inside a ditch. Glass furnaces are plotted just
inside the yallum monasterii, with "industrial activity" further south (Rahtz 1993, fig
45).

Raleigh Radford published an interim report of the excavations at Glastonbury
abbey 1909-1964 (Radford 1981). This provides some valuable details on the vallum
monasterii. Behind the bank, westwards towards the cloisters, a soil layer had
developed which "was later cut into by a glass furnace of the 9th or 10th century"
(Radford 1981, 114). He goes on to say that "It is difficult to allow less than two
hundred years for the accumulation of this layer, placing the date of the bank and
ditch at least c. 700 at the latest".

Interpretation
The interpretation of the development of the church of Sts Peter & Paul was
undertaken by Raleigh Radford and has been used as the principal plan used in
subsequent publications (Radford 1981, figs 2-4; Rahtz 1993 fig 56).
The best starting point for any reinterpretation of the plan of the church is fi-om
Philip Rahtz's plot of excavated foundations (Rahtz 1993, fig 53). This shows all
foundations in block plans, as foimd and without the clutter of postulated wall lines.
I f this is used in conjunction with his fig 51 which showing the Anglo-Saxon
foundations and shading areas destroyed by 11th-12th century and 13th-14th century
foundations, one has the basis of a plan for further interpretation. The problems faced
next, given these two plans, is that we do not know what has destroyed the remaining
sections of wall where the later foundations have not removed them. Have they been
cut away by graves, or are the foundations very shallow? Are the areas inside the third
phase porticus intact or destroyed? Problems

such as these make

fiirther

interpretation impossible with any certainty. Given the information that Raleigh
Radford would have had in his head, i f not in his site notes, to aid his interpretation
of the development of the church, I see no reason to change these plans.
The dating of the various phases have been proposed from the historical sources as
follows: c. 720 for the first phase, c. 760 for the second phase and c. 1000 for the
third phase (Radford 1981, figs. 2-4). M y interpretation of the dating evidence varies
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little from this. I would place the first phase to shortly after 705 (in line with the
written sources); the second phase to before 760 (to allow time for the building to
have stood for some time before the burial), say the mid 8th century; and the third
phase to the mid 10th century, given Dunstan's documented restoration 943-956.

The supposedly early (British) features such as a timber building in the graveyard
and the vallum mansterii, are not securely dated and Philip Rahtz has noted that "the
key dating evidence for the immediate post-Roman period in the west, the imported
east Mediterranean pottery, was conspicuously absent" (Rahtz 1970,1).

Glastonbury Tor
Excavations on the Tor at Glastonbury were undertaken between 1964 and 1966 by
Philip Rahtz in an attempt to explore further sites on the "island" and help put the
discoveries at the abbey site into a broader context (Rahtz 1970).
Several areas were excavated on the summit of the Tor and on the shoulder just
below the summit, revealing several phases of occupation, two of that are pertinent to
the present topic. These are Periods 1 and 2, representing 6th century timber
buildings and metal working, and a late Saxon or early medieval monastic settlement,
respectively (Rahtz 1970,11).

Historical and written sources
The earliest references to the Tor are 12th-14th century in date, providing a hint at
least that the Tor was thought of as a monastic site from at least the 12th century
(Rahtz 1970, 7, but no sources are given for the early references).

The excavated remains (Figs 45-46)
The first period was represented by several distinct features (Fig 45). Some of these
were of uncertain phase (argued in the report as being Period 1) and included two
graves and an adjacent pit and postholes at the northern edge of the summit, and
some steps and a hollow way towards the western edge. The graves were aligned
north-south and were perhaps pre-Christian (Rahtz 1970, 12-14). The more securely
dated features of Period 1 comprised two areas of occupation, one at the eastern edge
of the summit the other at the southern edge. The only difference between the two
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areas was that the southern area yielded imported Mediterranean pottery, although
Philip Rahtz concluded that both areas were likely to have been contemporary (Rahtz
1970, 16). Other areas of the simimit had been totally destroyed by later phases of
activity.

The eastern complex lay in a man-made hollow, well defined at the east side, but
perhaps originally extending further westwards, the features here having been
destroyed by the later church. A hearth lay on the north side of the hollow that was
provided with a screen, to judge fi-om pestholes and stakeholes recorded on the
eastern and northern sides. A carefiilly constructed cairn on the south side of the
hollow is of uncertain function.
The southern platform was a man-made terrace extending along the southern side
of the summit. This area was clearly much disturbed by natural fissures. A welldefined timber-slot was recorded, as were several postholes and stakeholes, two
hearths, and platforms. These have been tentatively interpreted as part of five timber
structures, as follows:
•

Structure with timber slot, 6 m by 4.8 m

•

Structure with hearths, 9.1 m by 7.6 m

•

Possible structure to the east of the latter, ?7.6 m by ? 6 m

•

Platform to west (above steps), imcertain size

•

Platform to west (above steps), uncertain size

The excavator recorded that the common feature of the structures was that they had a
common occupation layer of silt spread throughout them, containing many animal
bones, ash and charcoal. The hearths were interpreted as metal working hearths,
although no metal waste was found in them. Two cruciblefi-agmentswere, however,
recovered 2.75 m to the north-west in the same structure, showing signs of bronze
working residues. Ten sherds of imported Mediterranean pottery were found in the
southern area dating to the 6th century.
A flight of steps approached the summit from the west leading to a hollow-way
that gave access to the southern structures.
Various interpretations o f the Period 1 occupation were put forward by the
excavator. Firstly, that the site could be part of a late Roman temple or sub-Roman
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pagan shrine. Secondly, that the Tor was a small Celtic Christian monastic site.
Thirdly, that the site was a "defensive or quasi-military" settlement. The
interpretation favoured by Philip Rahtz was that it was the defensive stronghold of a
local king (Rahtz 1970,22, and footnote 57).

Period 2 is represented on the summit by a lone feature - a cross base (Fig 45).
However on the shoulder to the west was a well-stratified sequence comprising
platforms or terraces cut into the rock, interpreted as representing four buildings (Fig
45). These are thought to represent a Christian settlement, perhaps a hermitage. Two
small buildings were interpreted as monastic cells for the hermits, whilst a posthole
building set in a prominent position on the shoulder of the Tor was interpreted as a
possible church or chapel, although nothing was found to confirm this hypothesis.
None of the pottery from Period 2 features was closely dateable. On the present
evidence Philip Rahtz suggests that, locally, pottery is virtually non-existent before c.
950 in the area, and "that Period 2 ended some time before the Conquest, or in
Norman times, but may have begun considerably earlier" (Rahtz 1970, 31). A
fragment of cross head found in this phase was dated by Raleigh Radford to the 10th
or 11th century (Radford in Rahtz 1970,48).

Interpretation
The interpretations suggested by the excavator are well argued and couched in such a
way as to be tentative, sounding warnings where necessary. Little more could be
added unless further excavations were undertaken.

Hartlepool
Excavations at Church Close, Hartlepool during 1984 and 1985 uncovered large areas
in the centre of the town revealing two periods of Anglo-Saxon occupation
interpreted as part of a monastic commimity. The results of the work have been fiiUy
published (Daniels 1988,158-210). This summary is based on that report.

Historical and written sources
The double monastery at Hartlepool was established in the c. 647 by Abbess Hieu,
and given to Abbess Hilda by Bishop Aidan of Lindisfame c. 650 {HE IV.23). Hilda
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left Hatlepool monastery in 657 to foimd the monastery at Whitby. Hartlepool was
identified in the 19th century as the site of the Anglo-Saxon monastery after a
graveyard was located with namestones (Cramp 1976, 222-23; Daniel 1988, 202).
Apart from the Church Close site Anglo-Saxon remains are known at the following
locations in Hartlepool:

•

Pre-Conquest skeletons were recorded at Gladstone Street in the 19th century

•

A "plausibly" monastic cemetery recorded at Cross Fields in the 19th century

The excavated remains (Figs 47-49)
The two periods of Anglo-Saxon occupation were quite distinct in that the Period 1
structures were earthfast, and the Period 2 structures werefree-standing.Period 1 was
divide into four phases dated to between the mid 7th and the mid 8th century, and
Period 2 to the mid-late 8th century. The Anglo-Saxon structures were sealed by a
thick layer of ploughsoil that indicated a distinct change in occupation of the site
(Daniels 1988,158).

The Anglo-Saxon occupation were divided as follows:

Period 1. Phase I (Fig 48)
This phase was represented by two timber structures

and a boundary. The

latter comprised deep post-pits, "presumably with a fence line of some type linking
the pits". The report records that the buildings were small, measuring some 11.2 sqm
and 14.85 sqm in area. This phase is dated to the 640s (Daniels 1988, 161).
Period 1. Phase I I
In this phase the boundary was replaced by a palisade trench, two large post-pits
interpreted as possible timber cross bases, and five buildings. The complete examples
of the latter measured 9.57 sqm, 16.25 sqm, and 19.14 sqm in areas. A termination
date of 700 is given for this phase (Daniels 1988,162).

Period 1. Phase m
By this phase the palisade had been removed and three buildings constructed beyond
the original enclosure. Six timber buildings were recorded in this phase, the three
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complete examples measuring 10.66 sqm, 12.96 sqm, and 13.52 sqm in area. This
phase is dated to post-700 (Daniels 1988,172).

Period 1. Phase I V
The final phase of occupation in Period 1 comprised four buildings, with the
complete example measuring 16.66 sqm in area. This phase is tentatively dated to the
second quarter of the 8th century onwards (Daniels 1988,172).

Period 2
As noted above, this period saw a major change in the type of building construction
techniques, going from earthfast to free-standing structures. Most of the buildings
were stone-footed with pathways between. Although eight of the Period 1 timber
buildings had been robbed, presumably for re-use o f the timber, two of the Period 1
buildings were retained and has stone footings added. A mid 8th century date is
postulated for one of the buildings in this phase, with the life of the settlement
"petering out by the later 8th century" (Daniels 1988, 175).

Discussion
The finds associated with the Anglo-Saxon occupation date from the mid 7th century
to the late 8th century. Industrial activity was attested by the presence of crucibles
and moulds with residues of high quality silver and copper alloy. An ecclesiastical
connection was suggested from the presence of casting moulds for a small free-armed
cross, a ribbon animal, and an apocalyptic calf of St Luke (Cramp in Daniels 1988,
187-90). Also found was a name-stone from a cemetery (Cramp in Daniels 1988,
194). The latter was not dated in the publication, but may be similar to stones found
in excavations in the 19th century near St Hilda's church, which comprised
comprised eight gravemarkers predominantly dating to the mid 7th to mid 8th century
(Cramp 1984, 97-101).
The excavator has interpreted the buildings as being small and largely having only
had one doorway. When compared with structures usually found on Anglo-Saxon
sites, the absence of hall-type structures was notable. The site lacked the space for
accommodating a family unit. He postulates: "There remains only one population
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group which might have been acconmiodated; the monastic community of Abbess
Hilda" (Daniels 1988,206).
The occupation at Church Close was clearly secular and set apart from the
monastic buildings, which must have been sited elsewhere (Daniels 1988,208).

Interpretation
Given the evidence of the finds and unusually high proportion of small structures at
Church Close, the interpretation of the site as one of the residential and industrial
areas of the monastic community seems plausible. Likewise the dating evidence
appears sound.
It would, however, be worth sounding one word of caution when interpreting the
function of the settlement from a single area excavated. The small timber buildings
recorded could form part of an industrial area with large communal buildings (halls)
having been sited elsewhere. For example, at Canterbury large areas of the AngloSaxon town have been excavated revealing 49 timber structures of Anglo-Saxon date.
A l l but six of these were small sunken features structures, whilst two earthfast 'halls'
were recorded and four large cellars (perhaps part of larger structures) (see Chapter 7,
above).
The combination of written sources, ecclesiastical finds (albeit from a
manufacturing area), and the type of buildings located, leads me to support the
excavator's interpretation of the site.

Hoddom minster
The monastery at Hoddom has been identified by the location of a large number of
monimiental sculptures perhaps indicting that the site was founded in the latter half
of the 7th century or the first half of the 8th century (Lowe 1991, 11). The church,
now in ruins, was been excavated in 1915 and re-examined by Radford in the 1950s,
the latter dating the building to c. 700 (Radford 1953,180-1; 1967,117).
Because the site was being desfroyed by quarrying, geophysical surveys and
excavations were undertaken in 1991 and reported promptly by the excavator (Lowe
1991).
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Historical and written sources
Hoddom is known traditionally as the place where Rhydderch ap Tydwal, ruler of
Strathclyde, met Kentigem in c. 573 after the latter's return from exile in Wales {Vita
cap 32). It is also said that Kentigem's see was temporarily established at the site and
that churches were constructed and priests and clerics ordained {Vita cap 33). The
link between Kentigem and Hoddom is viewed with suspicion by Jackson, who
maintains that i t is an invention based on later dedication evidence (Jackson 1958,
321).

No other written or historical sources are known for the site.

The excavated remains
The site is bounded to the south by the River Annan, and to the north and east (and
possibly west) by a ditch. The enclosxire is said to be similar in area to the monastic
enclosure at lona. The ditch was around 2.6-3 m wide and 1 m deep, and traced for
250 m. A palisade slot or fence line lay adjacent to the inside of the ditch, whilst the
remains of a bank was found in places (Lowe 1991,14).
Inside the enclosure was excavated a large number of buildings all apparently
fairly evenly spaced and close to the enclosure ditch. In Area 5 was found a
substantial timber building measuring 16.5 m long by 4.8-6.9 m wide, with a setting
for a secondary oven in the northern half Part of the primary clay floor survived.
Radiocarbon dates from the structure indicate that it dated to the 7th or 8th centuries
(Lowe 1991,14-17).
Area 6 produced a sunken-featured building measuring around 7.8 m by 5.8 m and
up to 0.75 m deep. A possible porch entrance structure lay on the south-east comer,
and an oven took up much of the central area of the building. The stmcture has been
interpreted as a possible smoke house (Lowe 1991,17).
Area 7 was occupied by an extensive scatter of postholes from at least three timber
buildings, whilst a stone-built com drying kiln lay over the top of the enclosure bank.
Several phases o f construction were recorded. (Lowe 1991,17-19).
In Area 8 were three sunken-featured stmctures, a pre-bank stone building and a
large timber building. The three sunken stmctures were considered late in the
sequence since they overlie the enclosure bank and ditch, the larger of which is
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thought to have been associated with metal working. The substantial timber building,
measuring 8.5 m by 3.2 m, was later constructed inside the larger sunken-featured
building, which was associated with smithing waste. The large simken-featured
structure is thought to have been medieval (Lowe 1991, 19-21). The enclosure bank
in Area 8 was well preserved and yielded "a crude cross-incised pebble" (Lowe 1991,
fig 6, 20). Sealed by the bank was a stone building with a "subterranean element"
measuring 4.5 m by 2.6 m set 0.7-0.8 m into the groimd. A stone flagged floor lay in
the base of the building. The stone used for the construction of the structure is
thought to have been re-used Roman material, since it contained fragments of two
inscriptions (Lowe 1991, figs 7 and 8, 21-23). Timber from the structure has been
radiocarbon dated to 525-625 (Lowe 1991, 23). A possible timber structure lay to the
south, perhaps associated with the stone building.

Finds recovered from a plough-damage survey around the church comprised
fragments of a grave cover, a grave marker, and a cross-shaft of 8th-9th century date.
Aslo found were a Carolingian denier of Louis the Pious (819 x 822), and a styca of
Aethelred 11 o f Northumbria (c. 841 x 844). Human bones indicated an extensive
graveyard, whilst structural remains were located east of thegraveyard (Lowe 1991,
fig 10, 25).
The remains have been interpreted as part of a "service-sector" of a monastery
with zones for different food processing activities (Lowe 1991,25).

Interpretation
Given the structural evidence alone and the lack of historical evidence, it would be
difficult to identify this site as monastic. However, the recovery of several grave
markers, and cross-slabs over the last two-hundred years adds significantly to the
status of the site. (Lowe 1991, appendix 1,27-34).
On balance, and using my original criterion for monastic sites, I feel insufficient
evidence has been provided so far to identify the site as monastic, rather than a highstatus settlement.
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lona abbey
The monastery that St Columba founded on lona is still clearly distinguishable on the
eastem side of the island because of its particularly well-preserved monastic
enclosure (Fig 50). The simimary below is based on Anna Ritchie's publication on
lona (Ritchie 1997).

Historical and written sources
The 9th century abbot of lona, Adomnan, wrote the Life of Columba between 688 and
692, nearly 100 years after Columba's death, and provides one of the most important
sources of information about the saint (for Life of Columba see Sharpe 1995).
Adomnan had at his call an earlier Book of the Miracles of Columba, written by the
7th century abbot, Cimimene Find. This, unlike Adomnan's work, did not survive.
Adomnan says that Columba come to Argyll in 563 with twelve companions. He
makes passing mention of a number of details about the monastery in his work on
Columba. Of the monastery he noted a church with a side chamber or chapel, and two
sleeping places for the monks. Two buildings are mentioned that were used
personally by Columba; the first was his sleeping place with a stone pillow, the
second his writing place. There was also a communal building and a guest house.
Also mentioned were bams beyond the main complex, and several burials, including
Columba's marked with his stone pillow {Life of Columba, III, 23). Adomnan makes
a single reference to the monastic vallum {Life of Columba, III, 29). Of Columba's
writing-hut we are told that it was "constracted on higher ground" {Life of Columba,
III, 22) and that he [Columba] was sitting "in tegoriolo tabuhs subfulto" The latter is
interpreted as "in the hut that was supported on planks" or "in his raised wooden
hut". We are also told that Columba could see Mull from inside his hut and could
hear shouting from the other side of the Sound of lona {Life of Columba, 1,25).

The excavated remains (Fig 50)
The monastic vallum is clearly visible today, particularly near the north-west comer.
The main monastic enclosure forms a large sub-rectangle with an annex at the south
end, the latter being ploughed out and traced only by geophysical prospection (G, H,
and J in Fig 50). The main monastic enclosure covers an area of up to 8 ha, with a
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further 1 ha being enclosed by the southern annex (Ritchie 1997,39).
In the north-west comer of the enclosure the earthwork comprises an inner bank
around 1.8 m tall, a ditch and an outer bank around 1.2 m tall. A section was cut
across the vallum, along its western side in 1956, and this showed that the ditch was
cut into the solid rock (Trench D in Fig 50). The ditch was found to be about 4 m
wide, but its base was never located because of the high water level (Ritchie 1997,
36). The ramparts were each about 4 m wide and constructed of stones and earth.
A trench excavated in 1973 at point J in the southern annex found the ditch to be 3
m wide and over 2 m deep (Trench J east of St Columba Hotel in Fig 50).
Only one section of the ditch has been dated. In 1979 a trench was cut near St
Oran's Chapel (Trench F in Fig 50), prior to an extension of the graveyard (Ritchie
1997,40). This trench cut through a ditch on the southern annex that proved to be 5-6
m wide and 3 m deep. Samples of peat and wood from the ditch were dated to 600635, and replaced a smaller, earlier ditch dated to the Columban period. The latter
was 2 m wide and 1.2 m deep.
Trench F was extended into the enclosure and located a number of postholes
forming half of a possible circular wooden structure ( M in Fig 50) dated broadly to
between the 7th and 12th centuries (Ritche 1997,40).
Excavations that have revealed evidence of the monastery are as follows. Beneath
the medieval bakehouse (K in Fig 50) was found around sixty postholes, possibly
indicating the remains of a rectangular building, dated by radiocarbon to the 8th
century or earlier (Ritchie 1997, 40). Postholes and slots were also found west of the
abbey church, but formed no discernible pattern. South of Torr an Aba (L in Fig 50)
were excavated traces of a foundation trench for an undated plank-built structure.
From Adomnan's description of Columba's writing-hut (above) it has been
assumed that this would have been located on Torr an Aba (Hill of the Abbot).
Excavations here in 1956 and 1957 found a substantial stone revetment along the foot
of the western side of the Torr, perhaps to increase the size of the top of the outcrop.
A structure was also found on top comprising rough foundations of a sub-rectangular
building measuring 3.8 m by 2.8 m, internally (Ritchie 1997, 41). The excavators
recorded some small-diameter burnt stakes along the footing of the west wall and
suggested that the stone basehad been topped with turf, which supported either a low
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wattle wall or a "wigwam" roof The inside floor area was very rough and at one end,
the surface bedrock had been shaped to form a low 'bench', and there was a setting of
stone slabs forming a box about 0.8 m long, which was interpreted as the support for
a stone or wooden "table top". (Ritchie 1997, 41). The building remains undated, but
the hut was later demolished and the top of the Torr levelled with earth and beach
pebbles, and into this deposit was set a medieval stone cross.

North of the abbey have been found traces of workshops for metal- and glassworking. Patches o f cobbling and burning were found associated with sherds of
imported pottery and three clay moulds for making inlaid glass studs (at P in Fig 50;
Ritchie 1997, 41-2). The imported pottery, E-ware from south-west France, provides
a date in the late 6th and early 7th centuries, whilst a sherd of north African
manufacture, dating to the late 5th and early 6th centuries, was found just outside the
north boundary wall of the abbey (N in Fig 50).
The focus of the early buildings is all from within the monastic enclosure, and as
Ritchie points out, the early church probably stood around the site of the later abbey
"otherwise it is difficult to explain why the great high crosses of the 8th century
should be positioned outside the west end of the later church" (Ritchie 1997, 43).
Traces of eariier foundations were found beneath the nave during restoration work,
"but they could not be identified with confidence" (Ritchie 1997,43).

Interpretation
To judge from the few dates obtained from the excavations, the monastic enclosure at
lona appears to fit well with Colimiba's monastery in the second half of the 6th
century.
No definite buildings of Colimiban date were found, although some of the
stmctures located pre-date the 8th century, for example the stmcture beneath the
bakehouse, and a enclosure ditch near St Oran's Chapel (above).
No doubt exists that this is a monastic site, although of Irish origin, rather than
Anglo-Saxon.
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Jarrow
Numerous excavations, mainly to the south of the Anglo-Saxon churches, were
undertaken by Rosemary Cramp in 1963,1965-7,1969-71 and 1973.
Two axially-aligned churches are known to have stood in the Anglo-Saxon period
at Jarrow (see below). Limited excavation in the nave of St Paul's church, in 1973,
revealed the original internal dimensions of the larger, western church. The eastern
church survives to this day. The majority of the excavations, however, have
concentrated on the area south of the churches.
Although various interim reports were published, the most extensive of which
appeared in 1969 (Cramp 1969), the most up-to-date account was published in 1976
(Cramp 1976), whilst a phased simimary appeared in 1994 (Cramp 1994). It is largely
the 1976 publication that was used for the summary of the 1963-71 excavations south
of the churches, a note in Archaeol J133 (1976) for the recording inside the western
church in 1973, with more recent ideas on phasing being introduced from the 1994
publication.
The monasteries at Jarrow and Monkwearmouth were "thought of as one
monastery in two places..." {Archaeol J133 (1976) 220, figs 30 and 34).

Historical and written sources
In 681 King Ecgfrith made a land donation for the building of a monastery at Jarrow,
which commenced in 682 under the guidance of the prior, Ceolfrid. The church was
consecrated in 685, and two axially-aligned churches are known to have stood on the
site (Plummer 1846). The monastery appears to have been burnt down, perhaps after
Viking attacks on Northumberiand in 874-5 (Cramp 1969,24).

The excavated remains (Fig 51)
The western church (Fig 51)
Recording work was undertaken prior to reflooring of the nave of the church in 1973.
This confirmed that the chiirch as recorded in 1769 was likely to have been the
original western church, with foundations surviving below the 19th century
rebuilding levels. The 1769 plan showed "a two-storeyed western porch, a long
narrow nave, with a north arcade of blocked round headed arches, and to the south
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the remains of two porticus... the outlines of two further porticus are dotted i n . . . "
{Archaeol J 133 (1976) 222). The recording work in 1973 recovered only a slight
trace of the southem porticus, whilst to the north was a narrow aisle only 1.52 m
wide. The main body of the church measured 5.6 m wide and 19.8 m long, intemally,
from the westem tower to the western side of the narrower chancel.

The eastem church (Fig 51)
The eastem of the two churches survives as the chancel of the present church. It
measures 4.57 m wide by 12 m long, intemally. The walls are of coursed sandstone
blocks, incorporating re-used Roman material, with massive side-altemating quoins
similar to those at Monkwearmouth and Escomb {ArchaeolJ133

(1976), 223).

The surviving church incorporates various original features. These include a
doorway in the south wall, now blocked, and with traces of a first-floor doorway
above and a possible westem gallery intemally (Taylor & Taylor 1965, 338-49).
Excavations adjacent to the doorway, extemally, have failed to locate any traces of a
connecting stmcture {ArchaeolJ133

(1976), 224).

The eastem church has been interpreted as a funerary chapel, sited in the middle
of an early cemetery and with doors opening to north and south (Cramp 1994,289).

The cemetery and other stmctiu-es (Fig 51)
Around 15.25 m south of the two churches were two masonry buildings (Fig 51, A
and B), whilst in the space between the two ranges of buildings was a cemetery.
Building A measured 27.89 m by 7.93 m extemally, and had originally been
divided into two rooms (Fig 51). The floor was of mortar with a top coating of opus
signinum. Centrally placed in the larger of the two rooms was an "octagonal stone
base of red sandstone surrounded by fragments of a shaft carved with heavy plant
scrolls and interlace". This is interpreted as a lectem base (Cramp 1976,236).
Later in the life of the building the dividing wall was removed and a large stonelined drain inserted across the room and the annex to the south. The small annex was
excavated in 1973, and found to contain a pile of Roman tiles and their chippings on
the floor. It had a partially paved floor, "at a lower level than that of the main room
and dished pebble-lined settings for what have been interpreted as areas for standing
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large butts or storage vessels" (Cramp 1976, 237). The excavator is of the opinion
that the annex was added after the demolition of the dividing wall in Building A, but
no sfratigraphic relationship survived to be certain.

Building A had eaves drip drainage on the south, west and east sides, and a stone
slated roof with lead flashing. Also evident from the excavated remains is that the
building had coloured glass windows on the north side, plain glass on the south side,
and was internally rendered with cream plaster. The structure is interpreted as a
refectory, with a servery or storeroom to the south. The building had been destroyed
by fire.
Building B measured 7.93 m wide by 8.29 m long externally, and was subdivided
into three rooms (Fig 51). The west room has a well centrally placed at its western
end and the setting for a seat placed against the east wall. At the eastern end the
building was divided into two small rooms, "by a grooved stone, which probably held
a wooden screen" (Cramp 1976, 238). The northern most room had an opus signinum
floor and cenfrally placed against the east wall a possible altar setting. The southern
room, entered via a doorway in the south wall, was partly paved and had a small wash
basin in the south-east comer. Building B was bumt down.
It has been postulated that Buildings A and B were probably built on the same
modules, in the first phase of development (Cramp 1994,289).
Finds from the larger of the two rooms included a stylus, stick pin, and a small
whetstone. The excavator interpreted that this room may have been used as a place
for assembly and writing and that the two small rooms served as a "private suite
perhaps used by the abbot or a senior monk. We have, therefore, a type of 'cell'
composed of oratory and living room" (Cramp 1976,239).
Small huts are postulated has having been sited south of the stone buildings,
downslope towards the river. One of these "huts" was excavated in 1973, revealing
evidence of glass working and a coin of Eanbald 796-830, whilst a row of huts was
found further south still (Cramp 1976,239).
A further building (D) was located to the south-east. It was reported as having had
"some pretensions" in that its walls were built of well-shaped ashlar blocks, similar
to those used for Bmlding B and the eastem of the two churches. The stmcture also
employed opus signinum and painted plaster. Later occupation of this building, dated
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by coins of Eanred and Redwulf to the first half of the 9th century, were found
associated with glass waste, much window glass and bronze tools. This stmcture was
interpreted as originally have been a guest house for the visiting laity, later declining
in importance to a workshop in the 9th century (Cramp 1976,239-41).

Recent excavations north of the monastery have located two curving ditches,
interpreted by the excavator as part of the vallum monasterum enclosing an area of
around one quarter of one hectare (Speak 1991,62, fig 6). No dating evidence was
found to prove that the features were pre-Conquest in date, and the ditches appear to
have been open into the 13th century (Speak 1991, 75).

Interpretation
Final interpretation of the various elements of this monastic site will have to await
full publication. Comments about the layout and development of the monastery will
be presented at the end of this section of the thesis, where both Jarrow and
Monkwearmouth can be seen together.

Lindisfarne
Early excavations and clearance in and around the medieval priory was undertaken in
the 1850s and 1880s, and in the first quarter of this century and in the 1960s. More
recent work has been undertaken jointly by the University of Leicester and St David's
University College, Lampeter. This comprised an excavation prior to a new museum
in 1977, followed by work in 1980. Since 1983 the team has carried out excavations,
fieldwalking and surveys twice a year (O'Sullivan 1989,125-6).
The

summary below has been prepared from various interim publications

(O'Sullivan 1989; O'Sullivan & Young 1995).

Historical and written sources
Bede records that Bishop Finan (651-61) built a timber church at Lindisfame, that
was dedicated to St Peter by Archbishop Theodore (668-90), and encased in lead by
Bishop Eadberht (688-98) {HE nL25). This is the eastem of the two churches, which
is said to have been moved to Norham by Bishop Ecgred (830-45) {HE in.25).
No direct written references refer to the second church, save to note that St Peter's
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was recorded by Bede as the "greater church", indicating that at least two churches
formed part of the monastery.

The excavated remains
Deirdre O'Sullivan's survey work indicates that the monastic settlement may be
extensive, and comprise a number of individual chapels and graveyards spread over a
wide area (O'Sullivan 1989, 141) (Fig 52). She also presented a possible course of
the vallum monasterii, and the results of extensive geophysical surveys around the
priory, on Heugh Hill to the south, and on St Cuthbert's Island. It must be noted,
however, that excavated remains were almost totally lacking when she published her
1989 paper, and the conclusions were very speculative.
John Blair's research has focused mainly on the churches at Lindisfame. He has
argued that the topographical and architectural evidence indicates two churches at
Lindisfame (Blair 1991, 47; Blair 1992, fig 10.9). He argues that the current parish
church (St Mary's) and the 11th century priory church (St Peter's) are on the sites of
earlier, Anglo-Saxon churches (Fig 53). The western church of St Mary has two
fragments of mansonry surviving from the pre-12th century rebuilding, argued by
Blair as perhaps being Anglo-Saxon (Blair 1991,49, fig 1).
The eastern of the two churches is St Peter's church that was investigated by
Charles Peers in the 1920s revealing early foundations west of the crossing piers.
These have been plotted by John Blair (Blair 1991, fig 2). The original 7th century
church is thought to have been of timber (below).
The sites of two cross bases and a stone-lined well are known on the axis of the
churches, although the two churches themselves are axially-aligned but off-centre
(Blair 1991, fig 2).
In 1995 English Heritage published a book on Lindisfame. No new evidence for
the monastery was presented, but fiirther interpretation of the standing fabric of the
parish church and priory church was included (O'Sullivan & Young). The
foundations mentioned by John Blair were noted, as were traces of an earlier,
rounded arch over the sanctuary arch in St Mary's parish church (Plate 23), and
external quoining on the east wall of the nave (Plate 24). Traces of the standing
fabric, along with the foundations below both churches, have been interpreted as
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possibly Anglo-Saxon in date. As such they are thought to have been later AngloSaxon, rather than part of the early monastery.

Interpretation
I would suggest that the foundations located by Peers below St Peter's church
presumably related to a rebuilding o f the church after its earlier timber phase was
moved in the mid 9th century. The early phase of masonry located at St Mary's
church, and interpreted by Blair as perhaps Anglo-Saxon, may represent the original
church on the site but only further work will establish this.

Monkwearmouth
Trial excavations were undertaken in 1959, 1960 and 1961 prior to development of
the area south of the church of St Peter. More extensive excavations were undertaken
in 1962 and 1963, and in 1966,1967,1969 and 1971. Further excavation was planned
at the time that Professor Cramp wrote her siunmary (Cramp 1976). She also noted
that previous development of the town had destroyed much of the stratification.
The monasteries at Monkwearmouth and Jarrow were "thought of as one
monastery in two places..." (Archaeol J133 (1976) 220, figs 30 and 34). The phasing
of the excavated buildings follows Rosemary Cramp's most recent publication
(Cramp 1994).

Historical and written sources
Land was granted by King Ecgfiith to Benedict Biscop c. 673 to found a monastic
community at Monkwearmouth. Building work was started within two years of this
following the Bishop's visit to Gaul to seek masons to build the church in the Roman
manner {HA, 5; HAA, 6). A further visit to Gaul took place nearer the time of
consecration to obtain glass makers for glazing the windows of the refectories and
dormitories {HA, 9 and 15; HAA, 25). The church of St Peter was consecrated in 685.
Three churches are mentioned at the site and "of many oratories" added by Biscop's
successor Coelfrid {HA, 8).
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The excavated remains (Figs 54-57)
Regarding the surviving church at Monkwearmouth. All that survives is the westem
tower, the west wall of the church and the tall, narrow nave (Taylor & Taylor 1965,
432-46). In Phase 1, prior to the building of the porch in Phase 2, some form of
narthex may have been situated at the westem end of the church (Cramp 1994, 283).
The form of the eastern end of the chancel is unknown, although the eastern end of
the church was used as a funerary "porticus" (Cramp 1994, 284). The church is a
similar size to that at Jarrow, being 5.6 m by 19.8 m intemally.
South of the church excavations revealed a long building (B) extending northsouth across the area and smaller stmctures nearby (A and D). To the east of Building
B was a cemetery interpreted as the site of the monastic graveyard, to judge from the
fact that the occupants were all men (where this was distinguishable). To the west of
Building B a fiirther area of biuials comprised men, women and children, indicating a
probable lay cemetery (Cramp 1976,231).
A good cobbled path extended southwards down the slope from the church, whilst
"areas of gravel paths seem to indicate that the possible cemetery was traversed by
paths". Shrines or martyria were thought to have been sited in the monastic cemetery,
for example "Building A". This was a round-ended stmcture, the floor of which
measured 3.66 m by 3.2 m. The floor was sunk 0.3 m into the ground surface and was
lined with "a fine white concrete [presumably mortar] with a thin skim of powdered
brick. It had carried a wattle-and-daub superstmcture, the main stakes holes of which
survived at 1 ft [0.3 m] intervals in the curved ends. Debris from the superstmcture
showed clearly curved surfaces". The building was compared with timber stmctures
at Tynemouth, the Glastonbury hypogeum, and the Northampton Anglo-Saxon mortar
mixers (Cramp 1976,233). A niche was noted at the westem end of Building B, and a
stone-filled hole beneath later burials.
A small stmcture (D), of possible Anglo-Saxon date, lay in the south-east comer
of the site. Its walls were of flat stones with clay bonding (Cramp 1976,233).
Building B was found extending for some 33.5 m south of the church (Cramp
1994, fig 2). The walls were of limestone blocks, clay bonded, and overlain by stone
set in cream mortar. The building "seems to have had some sort of mortared floor...
Thin slabs of mortar with a fine brick-red facing were found in the destmction levels
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of the building..." Destruction rubble fi-om the building indicate that the roof was of
limestone slates, and that the windows were glazed (Cramp 1976, 233). Professor
Cramp interpreted this building as follows: "In its primary phase... could be
envisaged as a one-storey corridor joining the church to a range of buildings, as yet
undetermined, fiirther south... It could have served the same function as a cloister
walk: for reading, writing and meditation". A later phase of walls (H and IV) were
built in later Anglo-Saxon times, the foundations being reused in the medieval phases
(Cramp 1976, 234). The wall is shown joined to wall K in Fig 54 (after Cramp 1994,
fig 2).

The late arrangement of walls south of the church are shown in Figs 55-57 (after
Cramp 1994, figs 3-5). No dates are given with the phasing, save that the western
porch was probably added before Eosterwine was buried there in c. 685/6 (Cramp
1994, 286). Also noted are that the enclosure wall (4) was bonded to the porch and
wall H was of similar build to the latter (Cramp 1994,286).

Interpretation
Interpretation of Building B and the graveyard to either side seem plausible. Building
A, however, is best interpreted as a mortar-mixer rather than a shrine, being
remarkably similar to those at foimd at Northampton (Williams 1979), and perhaps
relating to the construction of Building B and its floors.

Tintagel
Excavations were undertaken at Tintagel in the 1930s by Raleigh Radford, but have
not been fully published due to the loss of the original archives. Several groups of
buildings were excavated producing finds dating from c. 350 to c. 850. The buildings
are on a promontory divided from the mainland by a natural cleft in the rocks
bounded by a 2.43 m high pile of stones and a 7.62 m wide ditch (Radford 1935) (Fig
58). Site A has been postulated as the site of the monastery, although no church has
been located (Radford 1935; 1962, 9). The best summary of the site has been
produced by Rosemary Cramp (Cramp 1976, 209-12). Excavations undertaken on the
lower terrace of Tintagel Island in the 1990s have been reported recently (Harry &
Morris 1997, 1-143).
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Historical and written soicrces
No early historical sources are known identifying a monastery at Tintagel. The
excavator originally classed this site as monastic perhaps because of the presence on
site of a later medieval church and earlier human burials.

The excavated remains (Figs 59-61)
A vallum manasterii

is postulated on the line of the defences "separating the

ecclesiastical city from the world outside" (Radford 7-8).
Site A comprised a complex of several structures divided into four main periods,
the latter of which was cut by a medieval chapel (Fig 59). The earliest phase,
represented by two individual structures, was interpreted as a late 4th century
farmstead (Cramp 1976, 209). It was the second phase structure, comprising a long
rooml4.6 m by 4.87 m, with small stones laid herringbone-fashion, that Raleigh
Radford interpreted as part of a Celtic monastery. The walls of the latter were in
contrast to the first phase in that they employed herringbone masonry. Raleigh
Radford reported "No similar building has been found on this site and as this appears
to be the earliest part of the Celtic monastery it may represent the original cell"
(Radford 1935).
Site B, situated down the slope from Site A, was interpreted as the living quarters
of the monks (Radford 1962, 14-16) (Fig 60). The excavator reported "The
uppermost of these chambers was two-storied, with a gabled roof rurming out from
the cliff face, into which holes for the beams of the upper floor and roof had been
cut". The next door room was large with a sloping floor, and an external bench of
stone on the on the lower side. Further down the terrace was a structure with a stonepaved floor, shovsdng signs of heat crazing, interpreted as a "sweat house or bath".
The excavator also interpreted the lower buildings as "probably a separate hall or
refectory serving the group of buildings" (Radford 1962, 16). Site C, north-west of
Site B, revealed a further range of buildings interpreted as cells (Fig 60).
Site D, on the northern part of the plateau, was interpreted as having had
"relations with the outside world" (Fig 61). It contained a com drying kiln, "and other
indications of agricultural use" (Radford 1962,12).
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Site E was located in the centre of the plateau but no coherent plan was obtained.
Site F comprised two buildings. The excavator reported that "The main lower
room has a low base on the upper long side. The front of the masonry shews a series
of slots, which imply a heavy wooden superstmcture, probably cupboards or presses,
suggesting that this room was a library" (Radford 1962,13-14).
Site G was only partly investigated.
The most important finds from the site were fragments of imported Mediterranean
pottery. The excavator has reported that the only element missing from the site is a
church, but that this must have been near to Site A, where four graves were found
(Radford 1962,9).
Excavations in the 1990s were undertaken on the lower terrace close to Radford's
Site C. These have produced a well-dated sequence of stmctures starting in the later
4th to 5th centuries (Harry & Morris 1997,120-1).

Interpretation
Rosemary Cramp cast doubt on the interpretation of this site as monastic, noting that
"The layout of Tintagel is not paralleled on other monastic sites in Anglo-Saxon
England". (Cramp 1976,212). Ian Burrow took this one stage further (Burrow 1974).
Here, Ian Burrow looked at the two main classes of evidence - the finds and the
buildings. Regarding the finds he noted that although imported wares from the site
formed an important collection, indicating occupation from the 5th-7th centuries, that
the lack of later material indicted that the occupation was relatively short-lived
(Burrow 1974, 99). The buildings, forming at least eight groups, are difficult to date
closely since much of the pottery was not well stratified, "being found lying outside
the buildings in unsealed layers" (Radford 1962, 8).
The status and function of this site must be cast in serious doubt. Indeed, Charles
Thomas interprets the site as a seasonal Royal Stronghold (Thomas 1993, 85-9). The
results of the 1990s excavations are not conclusive enough to support the stronghold
theory and the authors noted that it is dangerous to draw too many conclusions from
the small areas excavated (Harry & Morris 1997,122).
This site can no longer be seen as monastic.
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Tynemouth
One winter's season of excavation was undertaken in 1963 to the north of the priory
church, before the reduction of ground levels for a new road, followed by some
limited excavation inside the nave and crossing of the church the following year. The
excavations revealed a sequence of structures dating from the pre-Roman Iron Age
through to the 16th century. Pertinent to this thesis was a phase of rectangular timber
buildings tentatively interpreted by the excavator as being between the 2nd-century
occupation and the building of the Norman church c. 1090-1130 (Jobey 1967, 33104).

Historical and written sources
No reliable independent dating is proposed from the written sources, although a
monastery is thought to have been established on the headland by the 8th century {HE
V.6), whilst it is ttaditionally reported that King Oswin (who died in 651) was buried
there (Craster 1907,41-3; Vita Oswini, iv, 12-15).

The excavated remains (Figs 62-63)
The excavations revealed three rectangular timber buildings and an oval timber
building (Jobey 1967 42-49, figs 1 and 2).
Building 1 was an oval structure 4.26 m wide internally, and comprising a 0.23 m
wide curving slot 0.18 m deep cutting into the bedrock. The eastern end was not
located (Fig 62).
Building 2 was rectangular measuring 5.18 m wide by 9.1 m long internally. The
foundations were reported as having been irregular frenches with closely set postimpressions. A doorway lay on the south wall. A possible fence line was interpreted
as having extended along the east of the building (Jobey 1967,44).
Building 3 was similar to Building 2, but on a slightly different alignment.
Building 4 was of different construction to Buildings 2 and 3 in that it had a
substantial sill beam, with evidence for a doorway on the southern side. All of these
buildings appear to have been systematically dismantled.
The dating evidence from these sttiictures is very sparse. Pottery dating to the 2nd
century was found in the wall slots of Buildings 2 and 4, and some masons chippings
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near Building 4. A coin of Ethelred I I of Northumbria dating to 841-844 was found in
17th century levelling layers over the buildings (Jobey 1967,46).

Interpretation
Given the lack of finds and dating evidence it is very problematic assigning these
buildings to the Anglo-Saxon period, and even less secure interpreting them as part of
a monastic phase of occupation. Certainly the small oval stmcture is interesting, i f
incomplete and difficult to interpret, but otherwise the buildings could well have
been secular. The buildings could equally have been later Romano-British, or perhaps
workmen's stmctures relating to the constmction of the post-Conquest priory.

Whitby
Excavations were undertaken north of Whitby abbey between 1920 and 1925 and
summarized in 1943 (Peers & Radford 1943). Philip Rahtz undertook limited
excavations in 1958, north of the 1920s excavations in Paylors Field (Rahtz 1962). To
this work may be added Philip Rahtz's reinterpretation of the early work and
redrawing of the plan of the 1920s excavations (Cramp 1976, fig 5.6), and Rosemary
Cramp's work plotting the finds north of the abbey (Cramp 1976, fig 5.8) and also
publishing a reconsideration of the site (Cramp 1993).
The most recent work at Whitby comprises a phase of evaluations undertaken
English Heritage during the 1990s. The work is not yet published and will be
followed in 1999 with research based excavations. Matt Busby at English Heritage
(pers comm February 1999) has kindly discussed the interim results of the projects as
follows: Evaluations undertaken in the early 1990s have indicated an extensive
Anglian period settlement over much of the headland and town. This has been found
in the 1993-95 work in particular, much of it involving cliff-edge recording. The
original site archives of the earlier excavations are fragmented and not accurately
transcribed. Matt Busby suggests that Hilde's monastery may be in Whitby, rather
than to the north of 13th century church, and that the results of the previous work are
no longer valid. Rosemary Cramp does not, however, consider that sufficient
information has been found so far to doubt the location of Hilde's monastery on the
headland (Cramp 1993, 64). Further information is taken from an English Heritage
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research design for the Whitby Abbey Headland Project, Southern Anglian Enclosure
(Wilmott 1999).
The summary account of the earlier excavations presented below follows that set
out by Rosemary Cramp in 1976 which utilized Philip Rahtz's lettering of the
buildings (Cramp 1976,223-29).

Historical and written sources
The monastery at Whitby was foiuided in 657 on land donated by King Oswiu {HE
111.24). The site was an important burial place for the Northumbrian royal house, and
part of the epitaph of ^Iflaed, daughter of Osvwu, was found during the 1920s
excavations.
William of Malmesbury recorded that Kind Edmund pillaged St Hild's bones from
Whitby to Glastonbury c. 944. He also recorded that the monastery was reoccupied by
Reinfrid of Evesham between 1072 and 1078 and described the abbey at this time as
containing "oratories to nearly forty, whereby the walls and altars, empty and roofless
had survived the destruction of the pirate-host" (Atkinson 1878, 1).

The excavated remains (Fig 64)
Although Matt Busby has indicated that the results of evaluation work in the 1990s
have shown that previous interpretations are no longer valid (pers comm February
1999), the English Heritage work is not yet supported by published evidence. The
results of previous work are, therefore, presented below, followed by a brief summary
of the English Heritage work.
Anglo-Saxon structures were recorded both to the south and north of the medieval
abbey. To the south were located ttaces of a building with "rough stone foundation
laid in clay and bits of fire reddened clay from wattle-and-daub construction",
beneath and at a marked angle to the overlying late 12th century outer parlour (Peers
& Radford 1943, 27-8). The area to the north of the abbey was more extensively
excavated revealing at least seven buildings, and the sparse remains of many more.
The limit of the occupation to the south and north was not determined, although the
extent to the north-east was perhaps defined by the present road which is thought to
have followed the line of the monastic boundary. The latter was located in the 1920s
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excavations identified as a possible vallum monasterii (Cramp 1976, fig 5.7).
To the north of the abbey the buildings comprised the following: Buildings A and
B measured around 5.58 m by 3.4 m. Each had a stone hearth towards the east end.
They have been interpreted as having been divided into a living room at the east end
aroimd 3.4 m square, with a bedroom to the south-west and a paved area with drain in
the north-west comer (perhaps a lavatory) running into a drain outside the building
(Cramp 1976, 227). Each had a doorway in the south wall. These stmctures were
compared with Building B at Jarrow.
Building C and D were reported as having been of similar type to Buildings A and
B.
A larger rectangular building (E) was situated to the north of Buildings A-D. It
measured 14.32 m by 5.79 m intemally and was tentatively interpreted as "a guest
house or merely a store house". The east wall was rebuilt when Building H was built
to the east.
Building F was a small square stmcture measuring 5.8 m square. Although this
building was not discussed in the excavation report, Rosemary Cramp's analysis of
the finds plot indicated that the building may have been located over the northem
limit of the Anglo-Saxon burial ground. She also reported that the finds comprised
styli, needles, pins and a quern stone indicating domestic activities associated with
the early 9th century occupation of the site (Cramp 1976,227).
At the westem end o f the site an L-shaped building was located, divided into two
rooms ( G l and G2). Room G l measured 6.4 m by 3.4 m and G2 measured 6.1 m by
3.4 m. A hearth was located in G l "divided into two sections three feet [0.91 m] wide
by eight feet [2.44 m] long suggesting that this was an industrial building perhaps a
smithy". The finds recovered from the area were "associate with female activities"
(Cramp 1976, 228). The other finds, however, were not indicative of metal working,
and included two broken grave-cover slabs (probably residual from earlier levels),
dress fastenings, loom weights, and stylii.
Of the other stmctures. Building H contained a hearth, whilst Building J,
represented by a long length of wall between Buildings A and F, was thought possibly
to have been early in the sequence. Unfortunately no finds were plotted for either
area. Building L, to the west of Building E, represented by a number of small rooms,
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yielded a scatter of finds "with some earlier evidence, such a the sceatta, and fraces
of spinning, writing and possibly copying or reading" (Cramp 1976, 228).
East of the possible vallum monasterii was a scatter of finds indicating that
buildings in that area "were used for the same purpose as elsewhere on the site... In
particular the area produced a very large number of coins and two book clasps".
(Cramp 1976,228).
Between the west wall of the north ttansept and the west wall of the nave,
Rosemary Cramp has interpreted the finds plot here as indicating "the focus of
important Anglo-Saxon burials" whilst grave slabs were also found "which would
best be inset in walls". She goes on to report that it is possible that "part of the AngloSaxon church once stood here" and "that Philip Rahtz's plan, in removing the burial
evidence, does not in this place give a true picture of the site" (Cramp 1976,228).
A combination of Philip Rahtz's plan and Rosemary Cramp's finds plot produced
evidence that the structures were of different periods. Many of the graves showed at
least three different forms and alignments, some burials cut through buildings and
paths. Some of the buildings clearly post-dated the cemetery "and this could be
associate with a replaiming of the site in which ranges of buildings seem to be aligned
along paths... Possibly at this time buildings were constructed outside the old
enclosure...". She goes on to add that "It is interesting to note, however, that not only
the late coins but sceattas were found here, and that as elsewhere there were finds
from under the "Saxon paving" (Cramp 1976,228; Rahtz 1976,461).
Rosemary Cramp has interpreted the finds, after undertaking a plot of them, as
indicating that Building G1/G2 is not a smithy, but otherwise functions were
impossible to determine. She notes that "the rooms to which finds can be assigned
seem to have been used for a variety of domestic activities of the female inmates:
spinning, weaving, sewing, book production and cookery". She interprets the area as
possibly comprising the domunculae (small houses made for prayer and reading).
Elsewhere, "perhaps to the south of the medieval church where foundations were
noted, there could have been large communal buildings for both the male and female
sections of the community" (Cramp 1976,229).
Alfred Clapham's guide to Whitby abbey indicated that several carved stones were
found in the 1920s excavations, as well as "three gilt bronze or copper plaques from
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book covers with intersecting crosshead forms and elaborate interlacemenf
(Clapham 1952,11-12).
The 1958 excavation showed there to be "Saxon occupation in at least one area
outside the Abbey grounds" (Rahtz 1962,612).
Interim results of English Heritage's work in the 1990s has been simimarised for
in a research design for further work (Wilmott 1999, 5-11). This reports that recent
evaluations in the area east of Abbey Lands Farm "have identified evidence for a
southern Anglian focus"...which incorporates a cemetery occupied over a long
period. The finds from the cemetery were sparse, but included an 8th century sceatta
from a feature cutting one of the latest burials. Evidence for the "ritual use of quartz
pebbles gives a connection with a practice typical of Celtic monasticisn" (Wilmott
1999, 7). North and east of the cemetery is evidence for stmctures (Wilmott 1999, 7).
The southern line of the monastic boundary was identified in the evaluation trenching
as a substantial ditch extending east-west across the site. Occupation was found
extending well outside the boundary, and including evidence of industrial activity
(Wilmott 1999, 8).

Interpretation
Evidence form the 1920s excavations and subsequent interpretations by Rosemary
Cramp and Philip Rahtz have come down in favor of the remains being part of the
domestic quarters of the monastic complex.
Recent evaluations on the headland by English Heritage, however, have indicated
that this idea may need to be re-evaluated.
The location of burials below the paving and some of the buildings is not
necessarily indicative of a monastic site, although the location of finds such as stylii
and book clasps does add weight to the monastic theory. The discovery of part of the
epitaph of iElflaed, daughter of Oswiu, is also very good evidence for the monastery,
although it must be added that this stone could have been displaced from its original
site.
The identification of the function of buildings or areas of occupation, based on
evidence from a plot of small finds is, I feel, difficult to justify. Many of the finds
were undoubtedly from the topsoil, rather than within sfratified contexts. My
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experience is that finds can move some distance i f not well sealed in their original
contexts, especially on a site such as Whitby abbey occupied over several centuries.
Having set out the difficulties of assigning fimctions to the buildings, the location
of burials and inscriptions, yElflasd's epitaph in particular, and the discovery of finds
such as the stylii and book clasps and plaques, lend much weight to the argument that
this is the site of the monastery. I would, therefore, having reviewed the evidence,
support the interpretation that the excavated remains form part of the monastic
settlement.
It will be for English Heritage to counter the strong arguments in favor of the
monastery with new, published information.

Whithorn
Whithom has seen a number of phases of excavations in and around the mined
church since the late 19th century. Brief details of the early work are presented
below, with main references given to published sources, but much of this work has
been overshadowed by the major phase o f excavations in 1984-91 by Peter Hill (Hill
1997). His report will, therefore, form the main focus of the summary.
As early as the 1880s some recording of masonry near the parish church were
undertaken and the medieval Lady Chapel located. Also found was the Latinus stone,
"bearing the only contemporary, written evidence o f the original Christian
community at Whithom" (Hill 1997,9, and Appendix 1).
Raleigh Radford excavated in 1949-51 and 1953 in and around the ruined church
and adjacent to the Lady Chapel locating a small oratory (Radsford 1957,181).
Between 1957 and 1967 P R Ritchie excavated a narrow trench adjacent to the
mined church and an area excavation adjacent to the Lady Chapel. The results of this
work remain unpublished (Hill 1997,10).
Further excavations were conducted in 1972 and 1975 by C J Tabraham,
comprising trenching to the north-west of the church and test pits to the south-west
(Tabraham 1979), the latter located deep stratigraphy later subsumed by the 1984-91
excavations.
The most extensive excavations at the abbey, directed by Peter Hill, were
conducted between 1984 and 1991, producing a remarkable sequence of occupation
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dating from the Late Roman period to the 19th century. The results form the largest
body of data from a monastic site, doubly important here since the results have been
published in frill (Hill 1997).

Historical and written sources
A good range of historical material survives for this site (Hill 1997, 1-25). The early
material comprised the following three sources (in the date range of this thesis):
•

Inscription on the Latinus stone

•

Two references by Bede {HE IILiv, xii; HE V.xxiii, 16)

•

Miracula Nynie Episopi

The Latinus stone "bearing the only contemporary, written evidence of the original
Christian community at Whithorn" has been dated to the mid-5th century, but its
precise meaning is controversial (Hill 1997,9, and Appendix 1).
Bede's work covers Nynia and his church {HE fll iv, xii) and the establishment of
a new Northumbrian diocese and the appointment of Pecthelm as bishop {HE V.xxiii,
16). (Hill 1997, 1).
Miracula Nynie Episcopi (the Miracles of Bishop Nynia)

written at Whithorn

aroimd the late 8th century. The Miracula records Nynia's visit to Rome for
consecration, his miraculous cures, miraculous growth of vegetables, and his death
and subsequent cures and visions (Hill 1997,1-3).
A further work, a prose life in Latin {Vita Niniani - the Life of Ninian) was
written between 1154 and 1160. It covers similar material to Miracula, but with a
slightly different selection of stories, and need not be repeated here (Hill 1997,1-3).

The excavated remains (Figs 65-74)
As noted above the excavation produced several phases of occupation, the first three
of which concern us here. They comprise the following:
•

Later Roman occupation. Period l A

•

The first monasterium. Period IB

•

The developed monasterium. Period IC
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•

The Northumbrian minster. Period I I

•

Rebuilding of the monasterium after fire. Period I I I

Period l A
This phase is represented by a small number of Roman finds. A roadway was
recorded extending across the area (dating to the 4th or 5th century) leading towards
a small stone building. The Latinus stone, ascribed to the mid-5th century was located
in the northem part of the site (Hill 1997,26-7).

Period IB (Fig 66)
This period represented a distinct phase of development of the early monasterium.
Phase 1 deposits represented intensive occupation to the south of an enclosure
ditch thought to define the presumed focus (Inner Precinct) at the eastem end of the
hill (Hill 1997, 27). This occupation was in the form of evidence for cultivation and
the construction of a path and terraces of small stake-walled buildings. The
stmctures, measuring around 8 m long by 5 m wide, were found to have had
insubstantial foundations and bowed side walls. Finds include Mediterranean imports
which "could have included the personal possessions of the putative emigres" (Hill
1997, 28). Iron working is attested by the location of smithing waste (Hill 1997, 30).
Dating evidence indicated that this phase perhaps started at the end of the 5th or early
6th century and ended c. 550 (Hill 1997,28).

Period IC (Figs 67-68')
In this period the monasterium was developed.
Phases 2-4 comprised successive buildings, graves, and shrines, within "a double,
curvilinear enclosure system" dating to c. 550 to c. 730 (Hill 1997, 30). It will be seen
from Fig 67 that the Inner Precinct was extended westward from that postulated in
Phase 1, and that the first recorded boundary to the Outer Zone was first located in
Phase 4 (Fig 68). The Inner Zone was characteristic in that it produced shrines,
graves, open spaces and industrial debris. The Outer Zone, by comparison produced
only small sub-rectangular buildings and domestic waste (Hill 1997, 31). The
buildings excavated were similar in size to those of Phase 1, but saw the introduction
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of opposed timber-framed doorways in the late 7th or early 8th century (Hill 1997,
37). Significant finds include Group E glass vessels, interpreted as representing a
break in frade contacts with the Mediterranean and new links with Gaul, and dress
pins, brooches, and swivel knives. Also found was evidence for gold and silver
working overlying earlier evidence for smithing (Hill 1997, 36-8). A major cultural
change was postulated in Phase 3 with the abandormient of lintel graves and
infroduction of log coffin graves, perhaps indicating that the monastery "had come
under the sway of a northern monastery" (Hill 1997,39-40).

Period n (Figs 69-70)
This period was characterised by a new layout starting c. 730, interpreted as a
Northumbrian minster (Hill 1997, 40). After a period of rebuilding lasting until the
760s or 770s, a period of stability lasted until the fourth decade of the 9th century
followed by a "crisis" and the burning of the surviving buildings c. 840 (Hill 1997,
40).
Early in Period 11, the new Inner Precinct comprised a rectangular Inner Zone,
being divided into three parts with a putative church in the central area (Fig 69). The
south-western part of the Inner Precinct lay partly within the excavated area revealing
a row of three substantial buildings (two timber oratories and a stone-founded burial
enclosure). The south-east side of the Iimer Precinct was bounded by a stone wall and
path marking the limit of the Outer Zone. Hall-type timber buildings lined the southeast side of the path, the latter being interpreted as guest quarters (Hill 1997,41).
By c. 800 the complex had developed and the two timber oratories had been
replaced by a timber church with a clay-walled burial chapel to the east (Hill 1997,
42) (Fig 70).
By the mid 9th century the church had been stripped of liturgical fittings and used
for the storage of grain, whilst the small chapel continued in use and the "guest
quarters" had been dismantled or left to decay (Hill 1997,43) (Fig 71).
The Period U building sequence has been divided into seven phases by the
excavator as follows:
•

Phases 1 & 2

Two oratories built

7720-730

Phase 3

Oratories joined and first arcade erected

735
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•

Phase 4

Major renovation of church

750-60

•

Phase 5

Door moved and arcade repaired

785

•

Phase 6

Arcade replaced

810

•

Phase 7

Internal fittings removed, arcade
decaying or removed

835-40

Fire

845

Period n buildings were rectangular with opposed doorways in their long walls, and
were built of timber, save the chapel which was buih in stone. Most of buildings
(both the halls and the smaller buildings) conformed to structural types foxmd on
Anglo-Saxon sites (Hill 1997, 44). The halls are interpreted as having been a range of
guest quarters rather than bams, to judge from the finds, (Hill 1997,46). The smaller
buildings are reported as having been from two distinct traditions: i). Small, timberwalled, sub-rectangular structures with opposed doorways, starting towards the end of
Period I and continuing into Period HI; ii). Wattle- or wicker-walled structures with a
new pattern of internal features and a single doorway. Finds fi^om the smaller
buildings were similar to those from the halls (Hill 1997, 46). The church, however,
is noted as having been unique, and is thought to have developed around an existing
monument at the centre of an earlier shrine (Hill 1997,44-5).
The construction of the church commenced with the building of two timber
oratories in Phases land 2, which were later joined into a single structure in Phase 3.
During Phase 3 a "focal monument stood in the western part of the eastern oratory
and was to lies between an eastern 'chancel' and a western 'nave' throughout the
subsequent evolution of the building (Hill 1997, 45). An altar was postulated at the
east end of the nave, from the survival of a stone structure. This was moved fiirther
east later in the life of the church. The church had rows of vertical postholes to north
and south, interpreted as "arcades supporting extended eaves", or "freestanding
pylons aligned with other boundaries of posts or stones" as recorded elsewhere on the
site (Hill 1997,fig4.1).
The burial chapel is reported as having been of imusual construction, comprising
"thick clay walls supported by a wide stone plinth". The chapel had at least two
windows, to judge from coloured glass found in the building, and five burials
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"seemingly high-status" (Hill 1997, 45). The chapel was interpreted as having been a
gateway into the western part of the Inner Precinct, and also to have been used as a
mortuary for the display of the deceased laity awaiting burial. Four graves lay at the
east end of the chapel, cutting through an earlier grave, with the inhumations having
been placed in wooden "chest coffins". East of the chapel was a densely populated
graveyard for infants and young children.

The finds recovered from the Period I I occupation are indicative of only local
trade, with this period ending in "crisis and destruction" in the mid-9th century (Hall
1997,48).

Period i n (Figs 72-74)
This phase saw the rebuilding of the monasteriimi in the mid-9th century when a
distinct change of finds is recorded fi^om previous phases. Waste fi-om the
manufacture of antler combs was found throughout Period HI occupation and
extending into the late 12th century (Hill 1997,48).
Three main phases of activity were identified in this period. Phase 1 saw the
reconstruction of the chapel and erection of a new timber church. Parts of the Outer
Zone were interpreted as having been flooded, with small wattle buildings occupying
the level higher ground (Fig 72). In Phase 2 the church was demolished and a cluster
of wattle buildings built on top, and slightly smaller timber buildings built over the
Period I timber structures (Fig 73). In Phase 3 the entire settlement appears to have
been reorganised with "a densely-packed band of buildings" running across the
excavated area at 45° to the Period 2 buildings (Hill 1997, 48). A bank and path
delineated the eastern limit of the new settlement area (Fig 74). The conclusion
reached regarding the new layout, was that the Period 3 settlement perhaps
abandoned the "inferred principal church and founder's shrine" fi-om the Inner
Precinct of the new monasterium (Hill 1997, 48-9). Phase 2 may have ended in the
late 10th century, whilst Phase 3 may have ended in the later lOth/earlier 11th century
(Hill 1997,49).
The small buildings excavated in Period HI are similar to those of Period H, with
differences of internal details. It is reported that one group of buildings has earth
floors and no hearths, whilst the other had paving, pits and hearths associated with
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large pots (Hill 1997,49).
The new layout in Phase 3 was interpreted by the excavator as possibly indicating
that the buildings were focused around a market to the west of the original Inner
Precinct, or perhaps that a new ritual focus lay to the west of the original centre.
Whatever the interpretation, the new layout was thought to have been "Celtic" (Hill
1997, 54-5).
Thefindsfi^omPeriod III are reported as having been a small specialised group,
indicating continuing Anglian and Anglo-Scandinavian contacts in the later 9th and
perhaps earlier 10th centuries, with Scandinavian influences in the 10th century. The
finds also indicated Irish and Irish/Norse influence in the later 10th century (Hill
1997, 52).

Period IV
The next period of occupation dates fi-om c. 1000 x 1050-1250 x 1300. The dating
evidence for the start of this period is not secure, but is "ascribed with some caution"
to the first half of the 11th century (Hill 1997,211).
Phase 1 in this period was represented by the dismantling of Period III buildings,
drainage of thefloodedland and construction of small buildings focusing on the same
postulated focal point as in Period EI (Hill 1997,211).
The excavator interpreted the buildings as having been new types introduced at the
start of Period IV by "a new, potentially Hibemo-Norse or Irish, community" (Hill
1997, 59).

Interpretation
The report on excavations at Whithorn presents a plausible account of the
development of an important site. The interpretation of the layout in Periods I-IV,
however, relies heavily on the site of the "putative principal church" in the Inner
Precinct. This, together with the interpreted Outer Zones which may have changed its
focus later in Period IH, may I feel be stretching the evidence too far at times. The
excavated areas were quite large, but given the postulated size of the settlement was a
relatively small area of the whole.
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Having noted this reservation, the overall phasing appears reliable and I have no
doubt that Hill has excavated part of a monastic town. None of the buildings
excavated need have been monastic, and all are perhaps best seen as lay buildings to
the south of the monastic core of the settlement.

Winchester
Extensive excavations on the Old Minter have been undertaken in the 1960s,
identifying several phases of building. The monastic complex was probably situated
to the south below the present cathedral, although this has yet to be proven by
excavation. The New Minster was built to the north of the Old Minster in 903 with its
monastic quarters to the west (Quirk 1961, fig 6). East of the New Minster were
located traces of extensive buildings claimed to have been part of the pre-Conquest
monastery (Biddlel972, 118-23). Here were located traces of a substantial masonry
building (Building E), first discovered by Dean Kitchin in 1885, and fiilly excavated
by Martin Biddle in 1970.

Historical and written sources
A discussion of the early history of the New Minster (Liber Monaterii de Hyda and
Liber Vitae) has been published R N Quirk (Quirk 1961). In summary the
arrangement of the monastic site was redesigned between the reigns of King Alfred
and Edward the Elder to form the New Minster and the Nun's Minster. The
construction of the New Minster was started under King Alfred just before his death,
and taken over by his son Edward the Elder who is said to have completed the work
in two years. The New Minster was dedicated in 903 to the Trinity, St Mary and St
Peter and St Paul.
Since the land on which the New Minster was built lay very close to the Old
Minster Edgar (959-73) tried to create a single monastic enclosure to include the Old
Minster, the New Minster, and also a nunnery (Nim's Minster). The latter was
founded by Queen ^Elswytha, apparently east of the New Minster. The monastic
buildings were apparently extensively renovated when yEthelwold restored the
monastery between 965 and 995 (Willis 1845; Quirk 1957; Biddle 1974).
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The excavated remains (Fig 75)
The structural evidence revealed by the 1970s excavations was as follows:

Phase A (Fig 75)
This phase was represented by a single north-south wall set on a markedly different
alignment to the underlying Romano-Bristish structures. It was interpreted by the
excavators as the first phase of the Anglo-Saxon sequence of Building E. The wall lay
in the area of what subsequently became the core of the south-western part of the
building complex and was interpreted as having been a boundary wall (Biddle 1972,
118).
Phase B (Fig 75)
In this phase a small rectangular building 13 m by 9 m was built, apparently
straddling the Phase A wall. A long series of internal floors was recorded, and the
dating evidence indicated that this phase was not later than the 10th century (Biddle
1972,118).

Phase C (Fig 75)
In Phase C the Phase B structure may have been retained and a boundary wall added
to the south, replacing the Phase A wall (Biddle 1972,118).

Phase D (Fig 75)
A marked expansion of the building complex was undertaken in Phase D, with the
addition of a 34 m long range 9 m wide. In this phase Building E took the form of a
south range and parts of the west and east range of a courtyard complex with a
covered walk around three sides (Biddle 1972, 118-19). The south range was divided
into two by a partition wall.

Phase E (Fig 75)
In Phase E the south range was rebuilt and extended in size to the south and east
making the structure 47 m long and 11 m wide. Also added in this phase were four
masonry piers in the western half of the range to create a "pillared hall" (Biddle 1972,
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119).

Phase F (Fig 75)
Phase F walls were interpreted as having been added to support the building because
of structural problems. The new wall comprised thick foundations added to the west
and north of the south range and insertion of a bench around the south and east walls
of the pillared hall (Biddle 1972,120).

Phase G (Fig 75)
Later insertions were grouped together in this general phase, but may not all have
been added at the same time. They comprised dividing walls in the west range,
further dividing wall across the eastern room in the south range and walls in the east
range (Biddle 1972,120).

The general layout was interpreted by Martin Biddle as representing three sides of a
four-sided courtyard block, the fourth side perhaps having been found in 1961-2 near
the boiler-house as Building D (Biddle 1972,fig6).
Pottery from Building E date almost entirely to the later 10th and 11th centuries,
whilst the demolition of the building took place in the early 12th century (Biddle
1972, 122).
The excavator has published that all phases of Building E were entirely domestic
(Biddle 1972, 122). It was originally interpreted in 1961 that Buildings A-D formed
the conventual buildings of New Minster (Biddle 1962,165-72). However, he is now
of the opinion, having excavated Building E, that this is no longer the case, and that
Building E is "much better suited to the requirements of a great monastic house, and
it may now be suggested that the later phases of Building E represent the conventual
buildings, in fact the cloister, of New Minster in the period c. 1066-1100, and that
Buildings A-C were lesser parts of the same complex" (Biddle 1972, 123). He goes
on the say that "It is perhaps possible that Phase E, with the insertion of the pillared
hall that could have been used as the refectory, marks the conversion of the structure
for use by the whole community". Phase D was therefore, assigned as representing
the pre-Conquest claustral arrangement, "which seems to have lain further west in the
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area burnt down in 1066" and that "Building E at Phase D may have been the
infirmary of the New Minster... "(Biddle 1972,123; Biddle 1975b, 134).

Interpretation
Given the fact that only interim reports have been produced for the excavations at
Winchester, it is difficult to attempt any valid reinterpretation of the remains. This
must await full publication.
The interim report Phase D of Building E, claimed as possibly the pre-Conquest
infirmary cloister, provides us with a plausible enough structure in a well-stratified
sequence. I would favour this being part of the reorganisation of the minster at the
time of King Edgar.

Conclusions
Of the 20 sites claimed as monastic from the excavated remains, I have reassessed the
status of the sitesfi-omthe available published sources and suggest that five of these
were probably not monastic, or require further evidence in support of the theory.
These are Brandon, Flixborough, Hoddom, Tintagel and Tynemouth (Table 10).
The excavated site at Brandon is no different from many Anglo-Saxon settlements,
and the ecclesiastical finds could be related solely to the possible church. No written
sources are known for a monastery at Brandon. The arguments set out against a
monastic phase at Brandon can be equally applied to the Anglo-Saxon settlement at
Flixborough. The site at Hoddom has no reliable written sources to identify a
monastery, and the excavated evidence is lacking. The arguments for a monastery at
Hoddom are based on the monumental sculpture. Tintagel's monastic status has been
doubted by Rosemary Cramp and Ian Burrow, who put forward convincing arguments
against the monastic theory (Cramp 1976, 209; Burrow 1974). This is compounded
by the fact that no documentary/written sources are known for Tintagel. The remains
at Tynemouth are not well dated, and I would strongly argue that the buildings could
date to the Roman-British or even post-Conquest period. The structures could also be
secular, and nothing from the site gives a hint at the monastic status postulated by the
excavator.
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monastic

interim

Site

date

Abingdon

c.954>

yes

yes

—

Brandon

600-900

no

yes

—

Burgh Castle

630>

yes

yes

—

Canterbury cathedral

597>

yes

—

yes

Canterbury, St Augustines

597>

yes

—

yes

Eynsham abbey

1005>

yes

yes

—

Flixborough

7*-1050

no

yes

—

Glastonbury abbey

c.705>

yes

—

yes

Glastonbury Tor

6*C

yes

—

yes

Hartlepool

yes

—

yes

Hoddom

7*-8*C
yth gth

no

yes

—

lona

563>

yes

—

yes

Jarrow

685-875

yes

yes

—

Lindisfame

77^^-8*0

yes

yes

—

Monkwearmouth

c.685>

yes

yes

—

Tintagel

5*^-7*0

no

yes

—

Tynemouth

uncertain

no

Whitby

657>

yes

—

yes

Whithorn

7*C>

yes

—

yes

Winchester

mid 10*^0 yes

yes

—

fuUv published

-

yes

Table 10: List of excavated sites claimed to be monastic, showing details of start
date, my reassessment and whether published in interim or frill

The remaining 15 sites cover a diverse range of structures and a considerable timespan (Table 11). I have divided the 15 sites into four broad structural forms to aid
interpretation and discussion. The site types identified comprise the following:
churches; cloisters/courtyards; monastic buildings; and settlements.
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Site

structures

date (source)

Abingdon

masonry church

C.954 (written)

Burgh Castle

timber structures and inhumations

630 (written)

Canterbury cathedral four phases of cathedral

597-1067 (written)
c.600-1050 (written)

St Augustines

five phases of church with cloisters

Eynsham abbey

domestic courtyard

1005 (written)

Glastonbury Tor

timber buildings

? after c.950 (finds)

Glastonbury abbey

three phases of church and buildings 8*-10*C(vmtten)

Hartlepool

timber buildings

7*'8*C (finds)

lona

monastic enclosure and stmctures

563 (written)

Jarrow

masonry church and other buildings 685-875 (written)

Lindisfame

two axial churches

Monkwearmouth

masonry church and other buildings c.685-9*C (written)

Whitby

stone founded stmctures

657 onwards (written)

Whithorn

monastic settlement

7*-ll*C (finds)

Winchester

infirmary cloister

mid 10*C (written)

7*'8*C(written)

Table 11: List of excavated monastic sites (after my reassessment) showing stmctural
types present and dates.

Churches (5 sites)
This category comprises the cathedral church at Canterbury, the masonry abbey
churches at Abingdon, St Augustine's abbey, and Glastonbury, and the timber
churches at, Lindisfame and Whithorn.
Comparison between these churches is perhaps difficult given the wide date
ranges covered, and the diverse nature of the influences upon their design. Abingdon
as a mid-10th century church compares well in size (over 61m long) with Canterbury
cathedral's Period 2A church (reconstructed at least 57 m long) and dating to the
early 9th century.
Unlike the large scale rebuilding at Canterbury cathedral, Glastonbury abbey
developed over a number of phases in a similar manner to the gradual development at
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St Augustine's abbey. At each of these sites an axially-planned arrangement of
churches was developed. The main difference between these two sites is that
Glastonbury was a British foundation whilst St Augustine's was Roman. However, if
the plan of the early 7th century phase at St Augustine's is compared with the early
8th century phase at Glastonbury close similarities appear in that both have porticus
flanking the nave.

The timber churches recorded at Lindisfame and Whithorn vary in status. At
Whithorn the church and adjacent burial chapel were identified as lying just inside
the Inner [ecclesiastical] Zone, but the principal church was thought to lie some
distance from these structures. The buildings are acknowledged as being unique in
terms of their form and construction. At Lindisfame the two churches located formed
the focal churches of the monastic complex. These are not known from detailed
excavation and little is known of this site.

Cloisters/coitrtyards (5 sites)
The cloister category has been used very broadly to encompass the monastic cloister
at St Augustine's abbey, Glastonbury, the possible enclosed area at Jarrow and
Monkwearmouth, the infirmary cloister at Winchester, and the domestic courtyard at
Eynsham.
By far the best plan we have of a cloister is from St Augustine's abbey, although
the excavation records are to poor to allow adequate interpretation of the various
phases. The earliest of the cloisters at St Augustine's abbey may date to the 8th
century, with documented re-building in the early 11th century and also in the mid
11th century when Wulfric's octagonal structure was built.
At Glastonbury The partial plan of the mid lOth-century cloister has been pieced
together and was apparently much larger than at St Augustine's abbey. At Jarrow the
area between the two churches and the range of buildings to the south was occupied
by a cemetery. The space between (around 12.5 m wide) would not be incompatible
with a small cloister, although no structures were found to the west and east
enclosing the area.
At Monkwearmouth the long building (B) extending south of the church was
interpreted as perhaps performing a similar function to a cloister walkway, perhaps
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coimecting the church with a range of buildings further south. This may indicate that
a form of enclosed courtyard lay adjacent to Building B, presumably on the site of the
monastic cemetery east of the building. Both Jarrow and Monkwearmouth were
founded in the late 7th century at a time when a regular clausfral layout may not have
been established.

At Winchester a cloister located at the east of the New Minster was interpreted by
the excavators as the early 10th century infirmary cloister. Its width was around 25 m
(Phase D).

Monastic buildings (5 sites)
The term monastic building has been used here to include any ecclesiastical building
closely associated with a monastic church, or the putative site of a monastic church. It
comprises the stmctures at St Augustine's abbey, Jarrow, Glastonbury and
Winchester.
At St Augustine's abbey there were at least three phases of cloisters, but the
records do not allow any phasing to be established with certainty. The south side of
the cloister is centred on the north porticus of the church of Sts Peter & Paul, and the
eastern walkway is aligned on the steps of Wulfric's mid 10th century octagonal
stmcture. Parts of all four walkways were recorded. At Jarrow two buildings were
excavated, built on the same modules. Building A was interpreted as a refectory with
a servery or storeroom to the south, and Building B as an assembly or writing room
with small private suite at the east end comprising an oratory and living room.
At Glastonbury the location of the west, south and east ranges was established, but
only the 10th century east range was recorded in plan. The records are not adequate
to interpret the remains further.
At Winchester the south range and parts of the east and west ranges of buildings of
the possible infirmary cloister were excavated (Phase D dating to the early 10th
century). No fiirther interpretation for the use of the individual buildings was
established.
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Settlements (6 sites)
The monastic sites excavated which revealed evidence of a secular settlement
comprise Brandon, Burgh Castle, Glastonbury Tor, Hartlepool, Jarrow, Whitby, and
Whithorn.
At Brandon timber buildings were excavated over an extensive area. The
structures were no different to the usual timber building found on many Anglo-Saxon
settlement sites. The excavator did indicate, however, that he thought that these
buildings could represent a variety of functions - cells for prayer, refectory,
dormitory, kitchen, etc. Full analysis of the excavations is awaited.
At Burgh Castle seven huts were recorded and interpreted as cells or workshops.
At Glastonbury Tor the Period 2 two small timber structures were interpreted as
cells for hermits. The dating of this phase is uncertain, and given as after c. 950.
At Hartlepool two main phases of distinctly different structures were excavated.
Although finds were indicative of casting ecclesiastical objects the structures were
interpreted as being secular buildings accommodating the monastic community.
At Jarrow the only non-ecclesiastical structures were small cells south of the
monastic buildings, and a larger high status building interpreted as possible guest
quarters. The eastern end of Building B was interpreted as the cell of an important
member of the monastic community. Other small buildings to the south were not all
excavated, although one produced evidence of glass working. It is possible that these
could have performed a variety of functions, some being workshops others being for
private prayer and contemplation.
At Whitby none of the buildings excavated need have been ecclesiastical and I
would suggest that they were all secular perhaps housing part of the monastic
community, perhaps serving as cells for the monks.
At Whithorn the multitude of buildings excavated has been interpreted as forming
part of the secular settlement of the monastic town, just outside the monastic core of
the settlement. Buildings were probably used as workshops, guest quarters, etc.

Development of the monastic complex
The development of the monasteries discussed above cover a varied and long history.
Some basic similarities can be observed, however, without stretching the information
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too far.
The possible cell-like buildings share a common pattern, being small stmctures as at Burgh Castle, Hartlepool, Jarrow, and Whitby. Examples comprise the eastern
end of Building B at Jarrow with its oratory and a living space with small wash basin,
and a number of the small stmctures at Whitby that had possible lavatories attached.
Similar-sized stmctures at Hartlepool and Whithorn may have had similar functions.
All are seen as early (7th century) within the development of Anglo-Saxon
monasteries.
It is my interpretation that the monasteries developed in an evolutionary manner,
and in order to show this I have devised a simple three-stage plan (Stages A-C).
In Stage A we can see the monastic buildings as a scatter of individual buildings,
such as those recorded at St Augustine's abbey, and Burgh Castle (both early 7th
century sites). This fits in well with the location of cell-like stmctures at a similar
date (see above). A development of the monastic plan is seen in Stage B with the sites
of Jarrow and Monkwearmouth around 685. At Jarrow a range of two buildings lay
opposite the church, whilst at Monkwearmouth the long narrow building extended
south of the church perhaps linking with fiirther buildings to the south. Both Jarrow
and Monkwearmouth may be interpreted as having had a much more organised layout
of buildings than in Stage A, with the Monkwearmouth stmcture perhaps being seen
as a proto-cloister walk. The developed cloister can be seen in Stage C with sites such
as St Augustine's abbey perhaps from the 8th century onwards (rebuilt in 1006 and
1023x7), Glastonbury abbey from the mid 10th century, and Winchester (possible
infirmary cloister) from the early 10th century. Little comparison can be made
between these three sites since they all differ in design and layout, but there are
perhaps enough similarities to suggest that Stage C marks the fiilly developed AngloSaxon monastic cloister.
Outside influences in different areas of the country would have provided
independent stimulus for change (particularly when the north and south of the country
are considered). However, the monastic reform movement in the 8th and early 9th
century influenced significantly the layout of monasteries in Britain. It is clear, for
example, that a regular clausfral plan had been established by the mid 8th century, as
at Lorsch in Hessen, Germany built c. 760-7 (Fig 94) (Oswald et al 1966, 179-82).
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One should not expect a regular layout of monastic buildings around a cloister until
the early 740s when Boniface was convening a series of reform synods (Gem 1993,
30-31). It is the early period sites up to the mid 7th century that are the most difficult
to identify from the archaeological record. These early sites are likely to have been
varied in their layout and as such encompassed in Stage A.

Given the theory set out above the sites showing defined layouts can be placed
into the three stages as follows (Table 12):

Stage

sites

date

A (irregular layout)

Cantebrury, St Augustines

possibly 8* C

Burgh Castle

630

Jarrow

685

Monkwearmouth

c. 685

Canterbury, St Augixstines

1006 and 1050

Glastonbury abbey

mid 10* C

Winchester

early 10* C

B (some planning)

C (planned)

Table 12: Stages of monastic development against dated sites with defined layout

From Table 12 it is possible to see that Stage A spans the early monastic period in
Britain, perhaps up to the mid 7th century. Stage B is evident in the late 7th century
and would logically extend up to the start of the reform movement in the 740s. Stage
C would cover all later development up to the end of the Anglo-Saxon period.
An alternative to the above theory is that all of the monastic sites pre-dating the
reforms in the 740s varied in their layout, and that the trends noted above could be
reflecting by regional patterns dependant upon outside influences. Confirmation
either way will have to await excavation of more monasteries in a scattering of
locations around the country.
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CHAPTER 9:
CONTINENTAL PARALLELS
Introduction
In this chapter it is intended to look at a variety Continental parallels in an attempt to
locate influences which may have shaped the development of Canterbury's AngloSaxon churches. For a location map of the churches see Fig 109.
Little work has been done studying the relationship between Continental and
Anglo-Saxon churches. In 1965 Eric Fletcher published an article on the early
Kentish churches (Fletcher 1965) in which he discussed Syrian influences. In 1978
Kenneth Conant published his general work on Carolingian and Romanesque
architecture (Conant 1978). In 1993 Richard Gem published an article covering the
period 735-870 where a number of Continental parallels were given for Anglo-Saxon
churches (Gem 1993), whilst in 1997 he published plans of two late 6th and early 7th
century churches in France. One of the most comprehensive studies to date is Eric
Femie's book on Anglo-Saxon architecture, which gives a Syrian parallel for the
early Kentish church, and a number of Continental parallels for later Anglo-Saxon
churches. No attempt has ever been made to look comprehensively at the Continental
churches in relation to Canterbury's Anglo-Saxon churches.
Having undertaken the research for this chapter, I have foimd that there is a wealth
of material available, which further research could add significantly to. This chapter,
however, will aim to present the main points of development that I have identified
from the sources noted below (fuller references are provided throughout the chapter).
The main areas of research in Continental Europe comprised Austria, Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain and Switzerland. The following
libraries were visited during the research for this chapter: the Ashmolean Library in
Oxford, Birmingham University Library, the Courtauld Institute, and the Society of
Antiquaries Library in London. The latter was found to contain by far the best
collection of books and journals. The published material available for each country
varied enormously. It was not possible to be comprehensive and other people's
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conclusions have been taken at face value.
By far the best research material was obtained from the two Vorromanische
Kirchenbauten volumes (Oswald et al 1966; Jacobsen et al 1991) which cover a vast
area including Austria, Belgium, Germany, Hungary, Luxembourg, Switzerland, and
parts of Czechoslovakia and Poland. A similar quality and detail was available for
Spain and Portugal in the Hispania Antiqua series (Schlunk & Hauschild 1978).
Neither France nor Italy has a similar corpus of detailed information published.
France, however, has a number of summary publications by Carol Heitz which
present the churches well, but in a less academic format. The wide ranging Antiquite
Tardive 4 (AnTard 1996) was investigated. Italy has a selection of material, mainly
by Richard Krautheimer, relating largely to early Christian sites in Rome (for
example his five volume Corpus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae), whilst the
British School at Rome have published two monographs on recent church
excavations.
A search was imdertaken at the Society of Antiquaries for archaeological journals
from Italy, as follows: Archaeologia Traiectina, Arte Medievale, Centro Italiano di
Studi Sull'Alto Medievo, Civitta Catholica, Papers of the British School at Rome,
Rivista di Archaeologia Cristiana, and Studi Antichita Christiana. Individual
volumes from the American Journal of Archaeology and The Art Bulletin were also
used where necessary.
This chapter will, on a number of occasions, refer back to Chapter 4 (historical
and written sources) and Chapter 5 (interpretation, parallels, and dating). Chapter 5
was specifically designed to provide sufficient parallels for interpreting and dating
Canterbury's Anglo-Saxon churches, whilst the current chapter is intended to look
specifically, and in greater detail, at the general trends of possible outside influences.
It is intended to look at the churches chronologically and by broad type, and then
to draw some general conclusions at the end of each church section. The
chronological phases used for this are based on Canterbury's Anglo-Saxon churches
as follows:
•

Period 1: Augustine's eariy Kentish church (6th and 7th century)

•

Period 2: expansion (8th and 9th century)

•

Period 3: later additions (11 th century)
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Period 1: Augustine's early Kentish church (6th and 7th century)
The Kentish church (Figs 14 and 29)
The form of the early Kentish church has been established above (Chapters 5 and 6,
Figs 14 and 29). It can be seen that the plans of the churches vary, but all have a
rectangular nave, chancel and (v^^here they survive) an apsed sanctuary. The porticus
and western narthex differ quite markedly, perhaps as an indicator of function. By far
the most complete of the churches is that at Reculver (c. 669), which will be used as a
model for this chapter (Fig 29). It is close in shape and size to excavated fragments of
Canterbury cathedral (soon after 597) and the abbey church of Sts Peter & Paul
(consecrated 619).
These churches were founded from soon after 597 (Canterbury cathedral) to
perhaps into the second quarter of the 7th century (St Pancras). Table 5 (Chapter 6)
shows the date of Canterbury's other Anglo-Saxon churches and similar churches of
the same type in Kent and Essex. This particular layout appears, therefore, to have
been in use from soon after 597 into the third quarter of the 7th century. Many of the
churches continued in use, with additions, throughout the Anglo-Saxon period, and
Canterbury cathedral was not rebuilt until the early years of the 9th century.

Italy (Figs 76-85)
Given that Augustine was sent from Rome on his mission to England this is perhaps a
fitting place to start the search for parallels. The early Christian churches in Rome,
however, were Constantinian basilicas built in the 4th century (Old St Peter's, St
John's in the Lateran, and St Paul's, Fig 76). These were T-shaped basilicas of a type
that was not built after 400, until a Carolingian revival of the type at the end of the
9th centiiry (Krautheimer 1942,2).
A l l of the other early medieval churches in Rome are basilical in form (Krautheimer
1937; Krautheimer et al 1959; Krautheimer et al 1967; Krautheimer et al 1970;
Krautheimer et al 1977), but some do share similarities with the Kentish churches in
that they have small rooms flanking the sanctuary/choir. Examples include the
following churches: S Giovanni a Porta Latina, built around 500 (Fig 77)
(Krautheimer 1936, 493). This church is at first glance similar to churches in
Ravenna, but the apse has only three sides - a much more common feature of
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Byzantium. Krautheimer also notes that a fore choir is never found in Ravenna, but
has parallels in Constantinople and the Eastern provinces of Byzantium (Krautheimer
1936, 493). San Pancrazio, built between 625 and 638, has side rooms flanking a
choir that projects into the nave (Nestori 1960, 216) (Fig 78). In neither of these
churches do the rooms have access from outside, as in the Kentish churches.

A good example of the style of church in Ravenna is the north-east chapel of
Sant'Apollinare in Classe, started between 532 and 536 and dedicated in 549
(Krautheimer 1965,195-6).
Whilst discussing side rooms it is worth noting that Mathews has interpreted the
arrangement of the chancel for its liturgical function (Mathews 1962). He sees the
screened-off areas at the eastern ends of aisles as functional elements related to the
external performance of the Mass (Mathews 1962, 73). He quotes S Marco and S
Pietro in Vincoli (Rome) as two of many such churches that show this arrangement. S
Marco dates to 439-40 and S Pietro perhaps to 550-650. Fig 79 shows his
interpretation, which may be reflected in the planning of the eastern porticus of the
Kentish churches. He notes that the arrangement appears to have been introduced in
the 5th century and lasted into the 9th century (Mathews 1962,94).
Turning now to churches without side aisles, o f the few published excavations on
early medieval churches in Italy, the British School at Rome has published two sites
(San Vincenzo al Voltumo, Molise and Santa Cornelia, Etruria Meridionale). San
Vincenzo al Voltumo's "South Church" saw five main phases of constiiiction (Fig
80) (Hodges 1993,180-83). The first phase was a funerary chapel with a long, narrow
nave, an apse at the western end and a narthex at the eastern end, and was built
sometime between the third quarter of the 5th and mid-6th centuries. The church
appears to have been in use throughout the later 6th and 7th century and had burials
associated with it (Phase 2). During Phase 3 an ambulatory was added to the church
which, after a number of improvements, went out use by the late 8th to early 9th
century. The Phase 4 successor was on a different scale to the previous phases in that
its western end was totally rebuilt as a small chapel and the eastern end was given
over to secular functions (perhaps stabling on the ground floor and accommodation
above).
Santa Cornelia was the first church built by Pope Hadrian I and was dedicated in
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c. 780 (Figs 81-82) (Christie 1991, 175). This church had an atiium to the east and an
apse to the west and a separate baptistery structure to the north-west. The church was
somewhat squat, measuring 16 m and 14. m wide. Similar squat churches are known
in Rome: Sant'Agata dei Goti, built in the 6th century (Fig 84); Sant'Angelo in
Peschiera; and San Clement (Krautheimer 1937; Krautheimer 1977, respectively).
Santa Cornelia and San Clement were both given wide naves to counter the reduced
length (Christie 1991, 176-7). It is interesting to note the reconstructed plan shows
side rooms flanking the chancel (as noted above at other churches). Santa Cornelia
was built to a larger scale in the mid 11th century when it measured 26 m long by
16.5 m wide, not inclusive of a narthex across the eastern end of the church (Fig 83).
By this time the church was monastic and had a range of cloisters to the south.

A church with a plan remarkably similar to the early Kentish type is known in
North Italy. This is the parish church of St Peter, Altenburg, given a probable 5th
century date (Oswald et al 1966, 21). The church has a small nave, an eastern apse
and two small eastern porticus flanking the chancel (Fig 85), each of which has an
external doorway.

Austria (Fig 86)
Geographically close to the North Italian church at Altenburg (above) is the small
early Christian church at Ulrichsberg, Kamten, dated to the end of the 5th or early 6th
century (Fig 86) (Oswald et al 1966, 356-7). The church has a rectangular nave,
eastern apse, western narthex and porticus on the north side only. The plan is very
similar to St Peter's church at Altenburg (noted above) only 160 km to the east.

Switzerland (Figs 87-90)
Remaining geographically and typologically close to the North Italian and Austrian
churches are four parish/cemetery churches in Switzerland that bear close similarities
to the early Kentish church. Three are in Geneva: Grand-Saconnex, La Madeleine,
and Saint-Gervais, whilst the fourth, Notre-Dame in St-Maurice, lies 70 km east of
Geneva close to the Italian border.
Grand-Saconnex (Fig 87) dates to the 5th/6th century (Jacobsen etal\99\,

153). It

has a simple nave, eastern apse, porticus to north and south, and a western narthex.
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La Madeleine's first church contains burials dating to the late 5th-6th century, whilst
the second church dates to around 600 (Bonnett 1986,44-7; Jacobsen et al 1991,14041; Reynaud 1998, 239). Like the Austrian church at Ulrichsburg, La Madeleine has
north porticus and a western narthex (Fig 88). These are used here for burials. Also
evident from the plan is an eastern porticus to the south of the apse. By contrast to
these two small churches is the larger-scale Saint-Gervais that dates to the 5th-6th
century (Bonnet & Privati 1994, 55-62) (Fig 89). This has a complex of porticus at
the eastern end two flanking the apse and two flanking the chancel. Extensions were
added in the second phase encircling the north, south and west sides of the church.
Unfortunately the location of doorways is not known.

The final parallel in Switzerland is Notre-Dame at St-Maurice (Fig 90). This is a
small church dating to the 7th century, with a nave, two eastern porticus, and a
reconstructed eastern apse (Oswald etal 1966,296-7).

France (Fig 91-92)
Moving west, into France, is the burial church of Saint-Martin in Angers, dating to
the 6th/7th cenUiry (Fig 91) (Reynaud 1998, 238; Saalman 1962, 14, fig 4). This
church has a nave, chancel, earsen apse, and a single porticus flanking the south side
of the chancel (with an external doorway). On north side is a long porticus extending
the entire length of the church.
The basilica of St Justus in Lyon was on Augustine's route to England (Fig 92).
Phase 1 dates to the late 4th or early 5th century, and Phase 2 to the 6th century (Gem
1997, 91-2). The second phase may have been what Augustine saw under
construction in the 590s, but is far more elaborate than what he subsequently built in
Canterbury, with outer porticoes and transepts (Chapter 5 and 6).

Spain and Portugal (Fig 93)
Research into Spanish churches has located only basilical style buildings, and no
small churches of the early Kentish type. The closest church found was the Basilica
de Zarita de los Canes, Guadalajara (Spain), recorded as being built by Leovigildo in
honour of his son Recaredo in 578 and destroyed between 580 and 583 (Fig 93)
(Palol 1967, 90-3; Schlunk & Hauschild 1978, 169-71). The church has a nave, side
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aisles, western narthex, eastern apse and two small transepts. The latter feature mark
the church as different from the Kentish type.

Conclusions (Figs 85-91)
From the research undertaken, and the churches presented above, it is clear that those
most like Augustine's churches in Kent lie in the areas of Northern Italy, Southern
Austria, Southern Switzerland, and France. These churches are particularly close in
design with their nave (sometimes with a chancel), eastern apse, and eastern porticus.
No churches of the Kentish type have been found in Germany, and it has been noticed
that the simple early church in Germany is closer in plan to the first phase of the Old
Minster at Winchester (Fig 33; with its nave, small rectangular sanctuary and two
small porticus).
The churches forming the postulated group similar to the Kentish church, and
offering the closest parallels throughout Europe are as follows:
•

St Peter, Altenburg, North Italy, probably 5th century (Fig 85)

•

Ulrichsberg, Kamten, Austria, end of 5th/early 6th century (Fig 86)

•

Grand-Sacoimex, Geneva, Switzerland, 5th/6th century (Fig 87)

•

La Madeleine, Geneva, Switzerland, 6th-7th century (Fig 88)

•

Saint Gervaise, Geneva, Switzerland, late 6th-7th century (Fig 89)

•

Notre-Dame, St Maurice, Switzerland, 7th century (Fig 90)

•

St Martin, Angers, France, 6th/7th century (Fig 91)

These churches clearly first appear during the 5th century and continued being
built into the 7th century.
Although some areas researched were lacking in published material, the picture
that has emerged consistently presents us with a variety of small churches, all bearing
close similarities with our Kentish type. They all cluster in a narrow band across
central Europe, in the Alpine region, but perhaps extending west across France to
Angers.
One may postulate that the external source of influence for Augustine's early
churches in Canterbury was most likely to have come from the Alps and Eastern
France, with the centre o f the influence at Geneva, where three churches are known
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with similar plans.
The original sources of influence for our parallels in the Alps is perhaps even
more complex and worthy of a PhD thesis of its own. However, the tradition appears
not to have come from Rome, since no churches of the type have been found, but
perhaps from Byzantium via Ravenna. It is in Byzantium that the eastern porticus is a
common element of the church plan. Krautheimer has noted that by the time of Pope
Gregory Rome was in a bad state, and it was only through him (Gregory) that Rome
"became the missionary centre of Western and Central Europe" (Krautheimer 1980,
62). Rome was at this time "an outer province of the Eastern Roman, or Byzantine,
Empire, ruled from Ravenna by a Byzantine viceroy" (Krautheimer 1980, 62) and
churches "with strikingly Byzantine and Eastern accents" were built in Rome in the
early 6th century (Krautheimer 1980, 75). None of the church plans in central Italy
(and Rome in particular) come close to those of the Alps for our work on parallels,
but the contact with Byzantium may well have influenced the Alpine churches with
their small eastern porticus.

Period 2: expansion (8th and 9th century)
Expansion at Canterbury's Anglo-Saxon churches takes two main forms. The first, at
St Augustine's abbey, saw extensions being added to the original church the most
significant of which was the addition of a cloister, perhaps during the 8th century
(Chapter 5). The second, at the cathedral, involved the entire rebuilding of the early
church on a much larger, impressive scale probably in the early 9th century (Chapter
5). These two major expansions will be investigated in more detail here to set the
development into a broader Continental framework.

St Augustine's abbey
On the abbey site no major re-building took place on the church on such a grand scale
as the cathedral, but the first phase of the cloisters were added sometime between the
8th century and early 11th century (Fig 10). The phasing is very imprecise, but at
least three phases of cloisters are evident from the plan, and we have two documented
re-builds of the cloister, one between 1006 and 1023x7, another in the mid 11th
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century (Chapter 5). There remains a good probability that the first phase of the
cloisters dates to the 8* century in line with ecclesiastical reforms (Gem 1993).
No extensive work has been undertaken to look for Continental parallels for the
cloisters at St Augustine's abbey. Richard Gem, however, has noted that at Lorsche in
Hessen, Germany, the first monastery was built in 760-64 (Fig 94) (Gem 1993,31).
A trawl of material was undertaken in an attempt to find 8th century cloisters built
after the reformation of the church from the mid-8th century with the following
results:
•

Lorsche, Hessen, Germany, 760-64 (Fig 94)

•

Noti-e-Dame, Rouen, France, 760-70 (Fig 95)

•

St Joharm, Mtistair, Switzerland, end 8th century (Fig 96)

The monastic cloister at Lorsche was reported by Gem who noted that "the first
monastery was built c. 760-7 with a fully developed claustral plan: the founders were
the English missionary Boniface and his disciples" (Gem 1997, 104). Unfortunately,
this is not correct since Gem mentions elsewhere that Boniface died in 754, and that
archbishop Chrodegang founded the monastery of Lorsche in 760-64, transferring to a
new site with a larger church in 767-74 (Gem 1993, 31). The first church complex
built in 760-64 is that published in 1966 (Oswald et al 1966, 182). The cloisters
extend north of the church and have ranges of buildings along the east and west sides.
The cloister garth measures 15.5 m square with walkways arotmd all four sides, each
of which varies in width (Fig 94).
At Notre-Dame, Rouen, the excavated plan shows a complex of ecclesiastical sites
comprising two large churches (Fig 95), comprising the cathedral of Notre-Dame to
the south and the basilica of Saint-Etienne to the north, and a number of claustral
ranges (Maho 1993, fig 1). That to the south of Notre-Dame is particularly significant
for discussion of the cloisters at St Augustine's abbey since they were built shortly
after archbishop Remigius introduced reforms in 760 (Maho 1993, 24-5). The
cloisters were built shortly afterwards (760-770) and comprised a western "gallery"
of timber posts on sandstone foundations, and an eastern "gallery" of stone. On the
south side was a structure interpreted as a library (Maho 1993, 25). At the end of the
8th or early in the 9th century significant changes to the layout were undertaken in
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the complex. These comprised reconstruction of the northern cloisters (to the north of
Saint-Etienne) and additions to the south cloisters of Notre-Dame. The latter
comprised the construction of a stone tower in the north-east angle of the cloister
garth, interpreted as an archive (mentioned in written sources), an insertion of a water
supply (Maho 1993, 27). The cloister garth at Notre-Dame measures 20 m east-west
by at least 20 m north-south, with known ranges of buildings on the east and west
sides, and walkways on three sides. The form of the south side remains unknown.
The entire complex was destroyed by fire during a Viking raid in 841.

A similar cloister complex to that at Notre-Dame in Rouen is known at SaintWandrille, France in the mid 8th century, from historical records (Conant 1978, 45;
Maho 1993,26).
St Johann, Miistair the monastic cloister was to the south of the church complex
and is datable to the end of the 8th century (Jacobsen etal 1991, 295-6). The cloister
garth measures some 37 m east-west by 31 m north-south (Fig 96) with walkways
around all four sides. On the inside of the garth are a number of structures,
comprising a range along the south side, structures in the south-east and north-west
comers, and a possible free-standing tower in the north-east comer. A substantial
west range of buildings is knovm. The scale of the plan of the cloister at Munstair at
the end of the 8th century is far greater than at Lorsche in 760-64 or Noti-e-Dame in
760-70, and may simply mark a rapid development of cloister design.

Conclusions
Parallels for 8th century cloisters are not numerous but well spread, with one example
each in Germany, France, and Switzerland. Given the date of the examples noted,
there is every reason to be optimistic that the first phase of the cloisters at St
Augustine's abbey date to the mid-late 8th century. As such they would fit well with
ecclesiastical reforms being undertake at that time.

Canterbury cathedral
Expansion at Canterbury comprised extensive changes at the cathedral when the
church was re-built in the early years of the 9th century (Fig 16), perhaps as part of
Wulfred's documented re-building between 803 and 813 (Chapter 5). The main body
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of the cathedral measured 43.6 m by aroimd 24 m, with a western narthex 14 m by 6
m externally.
Continental parallels have been looked at briefly in Chapter 5, but not all of the
sites were illustrated in that section and more extensive work has been undertaken to
look at the wider setting. The parallels, in order of date, with additional figures
illustrating all sites are as follows:
•

St Peter's, Soest, Germany, c. 800 (Fig 97)

•

Mainz abbey, Germany, 805 (Fig 98)

•

Werden abbey in Nordrhein-Westfaen, Germany, c. 840-75 (Fig 17)

•

St Justinus, Hochst, Main, Germany, second quarter 9th century (Fig 99)

•

Reichenau-Oberzell, Switzerland, for its tower of c. 896 (Fig 100)

•

St Cyriakus at Gemrode, Germany, for its short annex with stair towers of 961
(Fig 101)

St Peter's, Soest in Germany represents a substantial church with a westem
narthex dating to c. 800 (Fig 97) (Jacobsen et al \99\, 391-2). The plan at Soest is
incomplete, but the early westem narthex (9.5 m by 3 m externally) bears a striking
resemblance to that at Canterbury.
At Mainz abbey in Germany, the nave of the church built in 805 measured some
32 m by 50 m, with an eastem apse and a small westem narthex (Fig 98) (Oswald et
al 1966, 195). The latter measures 15 m by 7 m externally.
The abbey church at Werden in Germany, measured 53 m by 21.7 m, inclusive of
the eastem crypt, and the nave alone measured 42 m long (Fig 17). No westem
narthex is present, but the church does compare well in terms of size.
Moving to Switzerland we have an example of two churches with towers at the
east end. One is St Justinus, Hochst (Fig 99), in the second quarter of the 9th century,
the other Reichenau-Oberzell (Fig 100), around 896 (Oswald 1966, 124; Koshi 1994,
respectively). The scale of the chiu-ches is smaller than at Canterbury. Richard Gem
in his review of my report on Canterbury cathedral noted that no known tower of this
date is known when not butti-essed laterally with transepts, but that otherwise the
church would fit well in the early years o f the 9th century (Gem 1998, 233-4). I
would maintain, however, that the tower at Canterbury is buttressed by the side aisles
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and postulated cross walls in the aisles (Fig 16) and that there is no reason why a
tower could not have been part of the plan in the early 9th century. Though no
parallels could be foxmd for towers without transepts, this does not preclude such a
tower at Canterbury.

Back in Germany at St Cyriakus, Gemrode, we have a further large church with a
western narthex, dating to c. 961. The main body of the church measures around 31
m by 22 m with a western narthex measuring 10 m by 4.5 m. The latter church is
included, even though the date is later than at Canterbury.

Conclusions
It can be seen from the Continental parallels noted above that all of the churches of
any size with a western narthex, lie in Northern and Central Germany (Soest, Mainz,
Werden, and Gemrode). No similar churches were found in any of the other areas
listed in the introduction to this chapter (above). Parallels for early towers are in
Central Germany (Hochst) and Switzerland (Reichenau-Oberzell).

Period 3: later additions (11th century)
The final phases of both Canterbury cathedral and St Augustine's abbey both saw
extensive additions to their plans. At Canterbury a substantial western sti^icture was
added in the early years of the 11th century (Chapter 5), whilst at St Augustine's a
rotunda structure was built around 1050 (Chapter 5).
These two major building programmes will be investigated in more detail here to
set the development into a broader Continental framework.

Canterbury cathedral
The western structure and two eastern towers were added to the cathedral in the first
half of the 11th century. Since the western structure incorporated an apse, and an
eastern apse is known from written sources (Chapter 4) the result was that the
cathedral became bi-polar (Fig 18). Continental parallels were looked at in Chapter 5
but have been extensively added to here to form a picture of a range of possible
influences.
A large number of bi-polar plans have been found, most notably in Germany, but
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with examples also in France, Spain and Portugal. They are, in order of date:
Bnmel, Quesada Spain, 4th century (not illustrated)
San Pedro Alcantara, Malaga, Spain, 475 (not illustrated)
Casa Herrera, Merida, Spain, c. 500 (not illustrated)
Torre de Palma, Monforte de Alemtejo, Portugal, 6th century (not illusfrated)
El Germo-Espiel, Cordoba, Early 7th century (not illustrated)
Fritzlar cathedral, Germany, probably before 774 (Fig 102)
St Maurice d'Agaune, Switzeriand, 787 (Fig 103)
Cologne cathedral, Germany, c. 800 (Fig 103)
Fulda abbey, Germany, c. 802-19 (Fig 104)
Paderbom cathedral, Germany, c. 836 (Fig 105)
Echtemach abbey, Luxembourg, late 9th century (Fig 106)
Helmarshausen abbey, Germany, 997-1011 (Fig 107)
St Cyriakus, Gemrode, Germany, 12th century (Fig 19)

It can be seen from the above list that the Spanish and Portuguese examples of bipolar churches are all early examples dating to the 4th and early 7th centuries (Palol
1967; Schlunk & Hauschild 1978). These have not been included in the following
discussion because they are too early to have had any direct influence on
Canterbury's churches (given the later sequence from Germany).
The remainder of the churches span a considerable time-scale, and are centred on
Germany, with one example in Switzerland. These churches first appear in the later
8th century, the earliest of which is Fritzlar cathedral, perhaps before 774 (Fig 102)
and whose western apse is known from excavation (Jacobsen 1992, 225). Shortiy
afterwards Saint-Maurice d'Agaune was buih in 787 (Fig 19) and excavated to reveal
two substantial apses, both with crypts (Jacobsen 1992, 200-203). Around 800
Cologne cathedral was built (Fig 103) with its apses opening off substantial transepts
(Jacobsen 1992, 203-12), whilst at Fulda abbey c. 802-19 (Fig 104) the church has a
massive transept flanking the western apse (Jacobsen 1992, 193-9). At Paderbom
cathedral, c. 832 (Fig 105) the eastern apse is stilted, whilst the western apse of
shorter (Jacobsen 1992, 212-8). In the late 9th century Echtemach was built (Fig
106). The final two examples, from Germany and Luxembourg, are later in date.
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Helmarshausen dates to 991-1011 (Fig 107) and has a large rectangular nave without
transepts, and an apse springing from each end, the westem of which has a crypt
(Oswald et al 1966, 411-2). St Cyriakus, Gemrode, dates to a period after that for
which we are looking at parallels (the apse was added in the 12th century). However,
it is so much like the cathedral plan at Canterbury, with its flanking stair towers (Fig
18) (Jacobsen et al 1991, 143-4), and the previous 10th century phase is close to
Canterbury's earlier plan (above).

Wemer Jacobsen has noted that the plan at Canterbury, with its combination of an
apse and stair towers is seldom seen (Jacobsen pers comm). In the examples above
stair towers may be seen at Cologne around 800, and Gemrode in the 12th century.

Conclusions
The research undertaken makes it clear that like the Period 2 cathedral at Canterbury,
the Period 3 bi-polar plan appears to have been derived from Germanic influences.
The resultant plan, however, is unique rather than a copy of any particular
Continental church.

St Augustine's abbey
The rotunda stmcture was built by Wulfred to link the eastem end of the church of
Sts Peter & Paul with the westem end of St Mary's chapel (Chapter 5). This work
was started aroimd 1049 but never completed (Chapter 4).
In Chapter 5 several parallels were cited and a possible chronological sequence of
circular churches proposed as folllows:
•

Church of the Holy Sepulchre, Jerusalem, 4th century (Fig 23)

•

Funeral basilica of Saint-Pierre, Geneva, Switzeriand c. 600 (Fig 24)

•

Palatine Chapel at Aachen, Germany 792-805 (Fig 25)

•

St Benigne abbey, Dijon, France 1018 (Fig 26)

•

St-Saviour's Charroux, France 1047 (Fig 27)

•

Ottmarsheim, Alsace, France 1049 (Fig 28)

Rotunda stmctures are far from rare, and a number of others are known
(Krautheimer 1965; Jannet &. Sapin 1996). There are examples from Palestine and
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Jordan (Mount Garizim, 484), Asia Minor (Hierepolis, early 5* century), Italy (S
Stefano on the via Latina, 468-83 and Santa-Constanza, 350 in Rome, and San Vitale
in Ravenna, 546-8), and Croatia (St Donat in Zadar, probably early 9th century).

Conclusions
With the examples of rotunda of St Benigne in Dijon, St-Saviour in Cherroux and
Ottmarsheim in Alsace there is littie need to look far for influences to Wulfric's
design. The influences for the rotunda at St Augustine's abbey are clearly from
France, and is in marked contrast with the Germanic influences playing on the 9th
and 11th century cathedral at Canterbury (above).
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CHAPTER 10:
CONCLUSIONS

Introduction
The aims of this thesis, as set out in Chapter 1, were to look at the layout, function,
and development of Anglo-Saxon churches at Canterbury from an archaeological
perspective. To achieve these aims the thesis was divided into two sections. The first
looked at four main areas of research: the evidence from excavations (Chapter 3), the
historical and written sources (Chapter 4), an interpretation of the evidence with
parallels and dating evidence (Chapter 5), and a general discussion on the design and
development of the churches (Chapter 6). The second section was designed to
undertake thematic discussions to set the Anglo-Saxon churches at Canterbury into a
wider setting, hence the three chapters: the wider setting of Anglo-Saxon Canterbury
(Chapter 7), Anglo-Saxon monasteries (Chapter 8), and Continental parallels
(Chapter 9).
In this final chapter it is intended to imdertake three main tasks: to briefly
summarise the conclusions of the previous chapters, to draw together a number of
threads that have developed over several chapters, and to suggest possible avenues for
future research.
With the above in mind I have divided this chapter into a number of parts so that
various aspects of the research can be addressed in tum.

The excavated evidence and written sources
Canterbury's cathedral
It has been established that Augustine had the first phase of the cathedral in 597 built
as a new building, re-using Romano-British materials, but not as an addition to any
existing Romano-British stracture (Chapter 3). This phase has been interpreted as
similar in plan to the churches of Sts Peter & Paul at St Augustine's abbey, and St
Mary's at Reculver (Chapter 5). The plan is typical of the early Kentish church built
by Augustine and his successors in the late 6th and 7th centuries, with excavated
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examples being St Pancras church in St Augustine's abbey, St Andrew's cathedral in
Rochester, St Mary's in Lyminge, and St Peter's at Bradwell-on-Sea, Essex (Chapter
5). Written and historical sources provide the foundation date for the church in 597.

In the second phase the cathedral saw major re-building on a large scale including
a central tower towards the eastem end, a small mausoleum, and a squared westem
narthex. The latter is interpreted as perhaps supporting a first-floor chapel (Chapter
5). Dating evidence was sparse but an early 9th century date was favoured after
looking at the British and Continental parallels (Chapters 5 and 9 respectively) and
the written and historical sources (Chapter 4). The latter indicates that Wulfred was
the most likely candidate as patron for the second phase re-building between 808 and
813 (Chapter 4). The parallels will be discussed below.
The third phase of the cathedral probably saw a major re-building, but little of this
survived to be excavated (Chapter 3). A hearth, however, from this phase provided a
radiocarbon date of 900-70, which fits very well with the written and historical
sources which records Oda's re-building work at the cathedral between 942 and 958
(Chapter 4).
Finally, the cathedral was expanded with the addition of an apsed westem
stmcture with flanking hexagonal stair towers, and square towers at the eastem end
(Chapter 3). Written and historical sources, mainly Eadmer, confirm that the westem
apse was the chapel of St Mary, and also reported a number of key altars and other
features in the cathedral (Chapter 4). Dating of the final phase was difficult, but after
research into Continental parallels (Chapters 5 and 9) this was thought to date to the
first half of the 11th century, before the cathedral was destroyed by fire in 1066
(Chapter 4).

St Augustine's abbey complex
The first phase of the church of Sts Peter & Paul was similar in plan to St Mary's
church at Reculver, and was built by Augustine in the early years of the 7th century,
being dedicated no later that 619 (Chapters 3 and 4). The church served the
monastery, whilst north and south porticus were used as biirial chapels for the
archbishops and kings of Kent.
St Mary's chapel, which has been largely destroyed by later building work, was
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built east o f the church of Sts Peter & Paul. This is recorded as having been added
between 616 and 624 (Chapter 4).
In the second phase the church of Sts Peter & Paul was extended, with a westward
expansion of the nave, addition of a westem narthex, and possible enlargement of the
north porticus. This is in marked confrast to the cathedral that was totally re-built in
its second phase, and is more in keeping with the gradual development of the
churches as at Winchester Old Minster and Glastonbury abbey. The constraction of
the cloisters is also a possibility at this time. The date of the second phase is
uncertain, although a mid 8th-century date would seem appropriate and fit well with
ecclesiastical reforms at that time (Chapter 5).
The cloisters imderwent at least two phases of alterations/re-building, but the
phasing is so poor that no reliable dates can be allocated (Chapter 3). The cloisters
are, however, reported in written sources as having been re-built by Aelfmaer
between 1006 and 1017/22 (Chapter 4). This may, therefore be represented by the
second phase of the cloister.
In the mid 11th century three main changes were made to the complex. A small
westem chapel with a westem apsed end and adjoining circular tower was built
(Chapter 3), dated by pottery from beneath the stmcture. The square south-west tower
constracted (Chapter 3), the latter dated by a written source which recorded building
work in 1047 (Chapter 4). The third project undertaken was the building of the
octagonal sti^cture linking the westem end of St Mary's chapel and the eastem end
of the church of Sts Peter & Paul. This was started by Wulfric around 1050, but not
completed by his death in 1059 (Chapter 4).
St Pancras church, east of St Mary's, was perhaps built in the second quarter of the
7th century, but no firm dating evidence was found (Chapter 5). It was re-built in the
mid-late 8th century, and perhaps served as a burial chapel (Chapter 3).

St Martin's church
This church, east of St Augustine's abbey, was first built in the Roman period,
probably as a mausoleum, and was extended westwards (probably by Augustine) in
the 7th century to form a church (Chapter 3). Written sources attest to the Roman
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element having been used as a chapel, in the 6th century, by Queen Bertha (Chapter
4).

Anglo-Saxon Canterbury
Research into the Late Roman and Anglo-Saxon occupation of Canterbury has
established that the decline of the Roman town started in the early 4th century, and
was complete by the first quarter of the 5th century (Chapter 7). The town appears to
have been re-settled in the mid 5th century by a population building sunken-featured
structures that were cut through layers of dark earth. Roads leading up to the town
were re-used, but internally a new street layout was gradually established (Chapter 7).
Of the 49 Anglo-Saxon timber structures excavated in Canterbury, 27 were
apparently in used before the end of the 6th century, and these were spread over a
wide area of the town (Chapter 7). The evidence from the excavations, of spinning,
weaving, and a goldsmith all argue for a well-established, thriving community before
the arrival of Augustine in 597 (Chapter 7).
In the second half of the 7th century a marked change in layout appears on
Marlowe Area I , although sunken-featured buildings were still being built at other
sites. A possible timber church and graveyard were found at the edge of Marlowe
Area I by the early 7th century and perhaps acted as a focal point for the settlement in
this area of the town.
Outside the Anglo-Saxon town evidence of at least two settlements has been
foimd. One lay on the south-west side of the town near Westgate and comprised a
number of burials and pottery dating to the late 6th or early 7th century. The other
was on the east side of the town at Christ Church College, established shortly before
the arrival of Augustine. A market is known from a charter in 762, just inside the
town walls at Queningate (Chapter 7).
There is no evidence from excavations to suggest that the arrival of Augustine at
the end of the 6th century gave any immediate boost to the economy of the town,
although the first mint was established in the town in 630 (Chapter 5). It was not until
aroxmd the mid 9th century, however, that the central area of the town was reorganised with the introduction soon afterwards of cellared structures. This is likely
to have been influenced by the establishment of an organised street system, with
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buildings along the street frontages and pits and cellars to the rear. The charter
evidence of land purchases suggests that by the early 9th century the town was
efficiently controlled by well-organised civic bodies and guilds (Chapter 7).

The British and Continental parallels
Augustine's early Kentish church (6th and 7th centuries)
The initial phase of the cathedral and the monastic church of Sts Peter & Paul are
both interpreted as having been built by Augustine, whilst the first phase at St Pancras
was buih by one of Augustine immediate successors. Similar churches are known to
have been built in Kent (and one in Essex) during the late 6th and 7th centuries. For
example at St Mary's in Reculver, St Andrew's cathedral in Rochester, St Mary's in
Lyminge, and St Peter's in Bradwell-on-Sea, Essex (Chapter 5).
Continental influences have been researched in Chapter 9 with the result that the
focal point of influence appears to have been Northern Italy, Southern Austria,
Southern Switzerland, and France. The closest parallels first appear during the 5th
century and continued to be built into the 7th century. The most likely influences
apparently came from the Alps and Eastern France, with the centre of influence at
Geneva (Chapter 9).

Expansion (8th and 9th centuries)
The first phase of the cloisters at St Augustine's has parallels on the Continent that
support the theory that the first phase of the cloisters may date to the mid 8th century.
Examples have been excavated at Lorsche, Germany (dated 760-64), Notre-Dame,
Rouen, France (dated 760-70), and St Johann, Mustair, Switzerland (dated end of 8th
century). Those at St Augustine's would, therefore, be well placed in the mid 8th
century and as such are a rare survival in Britain. It is also worth noting that a small
structure located at an angle to the cloisters may represent an earlier, perhaps preclaustral, layout (Chapter 3).
The re-building of Canterbiuy cathedral in the early years of the 9th century has
parallels both at home (Chapter 5) and on the Continent (Chapter 9). In Britain the
parallels are Brixworth (for scale) and Cirencester (Chapter 5), although the dating of
each of these is controversial (although perhaps late 8th century and early 9th century
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respectively). On the Continent, a wide search throughout Europe has found parallels
with a western narthex in Germany (5 examples) and a tower in Switzerland and
Germany (1 example in each country). All of the Continental parallels date to the 9th
century save one (St Cyriacus, Gemrode in 961). It is clear that the influence for the
9th century re-building at the cathedral was in Northern and Central Germany.

Later additions (11th century)
Two major building projects, one at the cathedral and the other at St Augustine's,
were imdertaken in the 11th century.
At the cathedral, the addition of a western apsed structure, making the church bipolar, has no adequate parallels in Britain. Continental parallels were presented in
Chapter 9. This found several early bi-polar churches in Spain in the 5th and 6th
centuries, but those closer both in date and geographically were in Germany (7
examples) and Switzerland (1 example). All but one date to the 8th to late lOth/early
11th century. The influence for the final Anglo-Saxon phase at the cathedral was,
therefore, in Germany.
Wulfric's octagonal structure linking the two churches of Sts Peter & Paul and St
Mary was started around 1050 and has no parallels in Britain. Continental parallels
discovered a long line of similar structures stretching back to the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, Jerusalem in the 4th century. Examples were also found in Palestine,
Jordan, Asia Minor, and Italy during the 5th and 6th centuries. Around 600 a circular
basilica was built in Genva, and at Aachen in 792-805. The closest structures in terms
of dating, however, were at Dijon in 1018, Charroux in 1047 and Ottmarsheim in
1049, and it is these three structures that are most likely to have influenced Wulfred.
Unlike Canterbury cathedral's two major building phases, influenced by Germanic
churches, Wulfred was clearly receptive to contemporary influence from churches in
France.

Further avenues of research
Whilst undertaking the research for this thesis I have found that the entire topic is
under-researched. To be more specific, the following areas may be particularly
fruitful avenues for fiiture research:
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The development of Anglo-Saxon churches
The study of Canterbury's Anglo-Saxon churches has shown that only a small number
of scientifically-excavated churches have been published to enable the development
of Anglo-Saxon churches to be established with a high degree of accuracy. When
sites excavated over the last few decades are published, such as Winchester Old
Minster, Wells cathedral, Monkwearmouth monastery, and Jarrow monastery, a far
larger body of detailed data will be available.
This will undoubtedly provide sufficient information to enable a wider
understanding of the development of Anglo-Saxon ecclesiastical architecture to be
put forward for different areas of the country. It will then be informative to ask why,
for instance, some churches were fully re-built (Canterbury's second phase), whilst
others were added to over several centuries (St Augustine's abbey, Winchester Old
Minster, Glastonbury abbey). A better picture of Continental influences in different
parts of the Britain could also be researched to look for patterns of influence.

Anglo-Saxon monasteries
A large body of data is now available on excavated Anglo-Saxon monasteries. When
excavations at Monkwearmouth and Jarrow are published it will be a good time for
more extensive research on the development of monasteries.
It may be particularly instructive to compare assemblages of finds from well
documented monastic sites, with finds from sites which are not easily identifiable as
monastic (eg Brandon, Flixborough, Hartlepool, Hoddom, Tintagel, and Tynemouth)
because of the lack of written and historical sources and the lack of obviously
ecclesiastical buildings. The results could help identify monastic sites when the more
obvious ecclesiastical characteristics are missing.
English Heritage's current research excavations near Whitby abbey may provide
the impetus for such research.
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Continental parallels
The information available on early medieval churches varies enormously from
coimtry to country. For instance the two-volume Vorromanische Kirckenbauten
(Oswald et al 1966; Jacobsen et al\99\) provide good coverage of Austria, Belgium,
Germany, Hungary, Luxembourg, Switzerland, and parts of Czechoslovakia and
Poland. Likewise, the Hispania Antigua volume on early medieval churches (Schlunk
& Hauschild 1978) provides good coverage of Spain and Portugal. In contrast, France
and Italy lack similar detailed publications. In France summary publications have
been produced, but these fall short of what is required here, since they lack references
to original excavation reports, etc. In Italy no attempt has been made to provide even
a summary of the evidence.
There is, consequently, a great need for the collation of information on early
medieval churches in France and Italy. Research into the French churches could be
aimed at producing a detailed account of all early medieval churches with
comprehensive references, using as a starting point the published summaries. Italian
churches will need similar research. This material is undoubtedly available for study,
dispersed in numerous joiunals, as internal reports for government departments, and
as archive reports with archaeological bodies. To access this material would require
the research to be undertaken in the coimtry concerned. In Italy the British School at
Rome and the regional offices of the Notiziario della Soprintendenza archeoligica
(government archaeological body) could be invaluable sources of information.

St Augustine's abbey cloisters
The cloister plan is very poorly understood because of the early date of the
excavation, and none of the phases is dated internally. The research has indicated a
possible pre-claustral building, a mid 8th century date for the first phase of the
cloisters from Continental parallels, a second phase which may date to between 1006
and 1017/22 from charter evidence, and a final phase perhaps associated with
Wulfred's rotimda aroxmd 1050.
A programme of research excavations at St Augustine's abbey could follow the
research undertaken for this thesis. Ideally the entire area of the available cloister
would be surveyed and then excavated. This would provide the chance to record and
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phase the structures properly and obtain dating evidence.

End note

The results of the research have been both productive and rewarding and have
achieved the aims that the thesis set out to accomplish. Our understanding of the
development of Canterbury's Anglo-Saxon churches has been significantly extended
after a detailed reconsideration of the evidence from the archaeological excavations,
by setting the results into the wider context of Anglo-Saxon occupation in
Canterbiuy, and after research into parallels in Britain and on the Continent.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF EXCAVATIONS
Date Description

Director(s)

Publications

Canterbury cathedral and precincts:
1889

West end of Crypt

C F Routledge

Routledge e/a/1889, 295

1979

West end of Crypt

T W T Tatton-Brown

Tatton-Brown 1979, 276-8

1973

Outside Nave/S-W Transept

F Jenkins

Jenkins 1990, 117-22

1978- 9 Aula Nova

P Bennett

UnpubUshed

1978

Outside Gabriel's Chapel

JRady

Rady 1990, 80-105

1979

Almonry Yard

P Bennett

Unpubhshed

1979- 80 Linacre Garden

J Driver

Driver 1990, 37-59

1982

JRady

Rady 1990, 106-16

1992-3 Eight evaluation trenches

T AUen

Biockley era/1997

1993

K Blockley, P Bennett

Blockley & Bennett 1993, 1-4

Outside N-E Transept

Nave and S-W Transept

Blockley 1994, 124-30
Blockley <;/a/1997
GShand

Blockley e/a/1997

Butterfield

Archaeol Cantiana, w, 63-64

1867-9 Kitchen, Refectory, Cloister

•College*

StACOP, 102, 103

1881

St Pancras Chapel

C F Routledge

Routledge 1882, 103-7

1885

Site St Augustine's Altar

AJBHope

StACOP, 1887

1900

Crypt, N Transept, Chapter

C F Routledge, St J Hope St4COP,227

1993

Outside nave

St Augustine's abbey complex:
1845

Abbot's Hall and Nave

House, Infirmary

Archaeol Cantiam, 1902,
222-37

1901-3 Crypt Chapels, N Transept,

C F Routledge, S Evans

Routledge 1902, 238-43

E Chapel, Abbot Dygon's Chapel,

Evans 1904, 1-8

Slype, Chapter House,

Detsicas 1981, 72-84

Crypt cleared. Infirmary

StACOP, 280
StACOP, 283
StACOP, 285
StACOP, 290

1900-2 St Pancras Chapel

C F Routledge

Routledge 1902, 222-37

W St J Hope

Hope 1902, 222-37
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StACOP, 111
StACOP, 283
SiACOP, 285
1907

Infirmary, Chapter House

1914-15 Monk's Choir, Wulfnc's

S Evans

StACOP, 306

RUPotts, WSt JHope

StACOP, 327-9

Octagonal Structure,

StACOP, 331-2

N Porticus, N Aisle,

Hope 1915a, 377-400
Hope 1915b, 294-6
Hope 1917, 1-26

1918

Abbot Roger's Tomb

R U Potts

SiACOP, 377
Potts 1920,139^7

1920-22 Kitchen, Refectory, Nave, S Aisle, R U Potts

StACOP, 346
Potts 1921, 117-26

St Anne's Chapel, West Front,
S-W Tower, S Porticus, Nave
1924

S Aisle Nave, S Transept,

R U Potts

StACOP, 354
Potts 1925, 211-3

Royal Tombs, Western Tower,

Potts 1926,97-112
Peers & Clapham 1927, 201-17
Potts 1928,65-66
1927-31 Cloister

RUPotts

StACOP, 368
StACOP, 371
StACOP, 373
Potts 1934, 179-94

1955-58 W end Nave, Tower, W Chapel,

A D S Saunders

Medieval Archaeol, 1, 1958,
186-7

Nave

Medieval Archaeol, 11, 1978,
25-63
1960

E of N Transept, N of Choir

A D Saunders

Archaeol Cantiana, 100.

1972

Hospital Site

F Jenkins, D Sherlock

Medieval Archaeol, 17, 1973,
144

Trenches S of St Pancras Church
1974-75 S side Lady Chapel and Nave

D Sherlock

Medieval ArchaeoJ, 19, 1975,
230
Sherlock 1981, 63-5

1974-75 St Pancras Chapel

F Jenkins

Medieval Archaeol, 20, 1977
163-64, 182

1976-78 S of Nave, S Tower, W end Nave H M Woods

Medieval Archaeol, 21, 1978,
225-6
Medieval Archaeol, 22, 1978,
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158-9
Archaeol Cantiana, 92, 1977,
228-99
Sherlock & Woods 1988
St Martin's Church:
1896

Limited excavations

C F Routledge, G M Livett ^/-c/weo/Canriawa, 22,
1897, 1-28

1954

Chancel

F Jenkins

Jenkins 1965, 11-15.
Tatton-Brown 1980, 12-18
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ABBREVIATIONS AND BIBLIOGRAPHY
TO REFERENCES IN THE THESIS
Abbreviations
CS Cartularium saxonicum, (ed W de Gray Birch), 3 vols, 1885-93.
HA Bede's His tor ia Abbatum.
HAA Bede's Historia Abbatum auctore Anonymo.
HE fparts I-IV) Bede's Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum.
StACOP St Augustine's College Occasional Papers.
Vita cap Vita SKentigern, by Jocelyn S Fumess (Historians of Scotland 5: A P
Forbes Lives of S Ninian (S Kentigem 1874).
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OsH'aldetal
1966

Grand-Saconnex, Geneva, Switzerland
Jacobsen 1991
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Fig 88

L a Madeleuie, Geneva, Switzerland
2 First church, 6tfi century
3. Second church, 6th-7th century
4 Third church 9th century
Bormet 1986
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Fig 89

Saint-Gervais, Genva, Switzerland
Sapin 1994

Fig 90

Notre-Dame, St-Maurice, Switza-land
O-waWetal 7966
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Fig 91
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Saint-Martin d'Angers, France
Reynaud 1998
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Fig 93

Basilica de Zanta de los Canes. Guadalajara, Spain
Palo! 1967
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Fig 94
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Lx)rsche, Hessen, Germany
a w a W e t a l 1966
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Fig 97
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St Peter's, Soest, Gennany
Jacobsen et al 799/
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Fig 98

Mainzt: abbey, Gennany
OswulJei al 1966

Fig 99

Fig 100

St Justinus, Hochst, Gennany
Oswald et al 1966

Reichenau-Oberzell, Switzeriand
Koshi 1994

Fig 101

St Cyriakus, Gemrode, Gmnany
Jacobsen et al 1991
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Fig 102
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Fritzlar cathedral, Gennany
Jacobsen 1992
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Fig 106

Editemadi abbey, ^Luxembourg
Jacobsen 1992

Fig 107

Helmarshausen abbey, Germany
Oswald et all 966
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Fig 108

Location of British sites mentioned in the thesis
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